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MISCELLANIES,

I. ON THE SURVIVAL OF EARLY ENGLISH
WORDS IN OUR PRESENT DIALECTS. BY

THE REV. RICHARD MORRIS, M.A., LL.D.

Forming part of his Annual Address as President of the Philological Society,

May 19th, 1876, and reprinted from the Philological Society's Transactions

for 1875-6.

WHILE we acknowledge that the study of our pro-

vincialisms is necessary to a thorough history of English

sound-changes, yet their phonetic characteristics do not con-

stitute their only interest for philological students of English.
The relics they have preserved for us have a linguistic and

literary value, and no history of the development of our lan-

guage can be considered complete that entirely ignores them.

Our present standard English was originally a local dialect,

which, under favourable circumstances not accorded to others,

rose to the condition of a literary language. At the same

time it must be borne in mind that our present standard

English is indebted to almost all the other dialects for

certain grammatical and lexicographical forms, whose special

provincial origin is now forgotten or lost sight of. No one

dialect of old English is competent to account for all our

present grammar and vocabulary. The history of our pro-

nouns, for instance, must be gathered from a study of the old

Northern literature ;
while our verb necessitates a knowledge

of Northern and Midland peculiarities.

All the ancient dialectic characteristics are not by any
means quite effaced in their modern representatives, and the

publications of the English Dialect Society will enable those

who take an interest in local dialects to study them as inde-

pendent idioms, having a separate existence and a peculiar
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growth and history of their own. While writing this report

my eye lighted upon the publications already referred to, and

on turning over the leaves of a few of them I was struck

by the extent of the vocabularies of some of our existing

dialects.

The process of word-formation has, to a great extent, been

checked and limited in the literary dialect, since it is so much

easier to borrow words ready made than to form new ones.

The number of derivatives, therefore, from any given root

are extremely few in our " book language
"

as compared with

those in the earlier periods or in our patois.

In the provincial dialects word-making seems to have been

in active operation, and is so still wherever the old idioms

are in full play ;
and we find no repugnance to such forma-

tions as loicths
1
(lowlands),footh

1

(=fulth, abundance), foothy
1

(well-off), coolth 2
(coolness), leicth* (shelter), bloicth 2

(blossom),

teamful
1

(brimming), deftish (dextrous), betterment^ (amend-

ment), growsome
1

(applied to weather favourable for growing

crops), lixom (=liksome, amiable), skathy (mischievous).

In Early English we had figlity (warlike), frighty (timid).

So in our dialects we meet with lasty
1

(durable), wanty (de-

ficient), oxey
2
("not steerish," ox-like), deedy

2
(active, clever),

deedily
2
(earnestly), deedless 2

(helpless, spiritless), or dateless 1

(foolish), floaty* (rank), sloumy
1

(slow), shirky* (deceitful).

We have kept don, but have not gone so far as to adopt

donnings
z

(fine clothes), dontles 1
(clothes), or douters 1

(extin-

guishers, from the derivative verb dout (=do out).

In Middle English we meet svith daffe and bedaffen ; and

as dialectic forms we find to dqffe
1

(to chat, loiter, faulter,

confound, daunt *), bedaff (to confuse), and we still retain daft ;

but where are the North-country daffock (a simpleton, fool),

daffle (to become weak-minded, waver, change), daftlike

(foolish), daffish (shy, modest), daffy or dtiffy (soft, insipid,

foolish), daff-head (a blockhead), daffly (forgetful), da/ties

(silly folks), daftish (rather stupid), daftness (imbecility) ?

Even eye is a fruitful parent in Yorkshire, and includes

among its offspring eeful (observant), eeing (discerning,
1 Northern. 2 Southern. 3 Herefordshire. * See Much Ado, iv. 1.

PE
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perceiving), eeny (cellular), ee-preeaf (ocular demonstration),

ee-sconner (the baleful glance).

Laugh gives us laughter, but lay has in our dictionaries no

corresponding laughter^ (a laying or setting of eggs, a brood

of chickens). Nor does fly (flegg
1

) give us flegged (fledged),

figs
1

(fledgelings), and fliggurs
1

(birds that can fly),* fligg-

ard 1

(a kind of kite), fligger (to flitter). Ere stands almost

alone
;
and we miss eresh 1

(rather early), and erest 1

(the fore-

most). We have game, but not to game
1

(to mock), gam-
mer 1

(to gossip), and gamock
3

(foolish silly sport, to romp).
Gather has not given rise to gathersome

1

(social), while ill

produces no ill-deed, illify, cow-ills, etc., as in Yorkshire.

The Whitby off not only means offspring, but is the parent
of off-come (apology), offish (unwell, shy, unsocial) ; offil,

which is actually used as a verb in the phrase 'has he

offilfd weel?' (has he left much property, or cut up well?),

and offily (ill-proportioned).

The Sussex in=to inclose land, to house corn; and innings=
land that has been inclosed from the sea.

We have carve, but it has not given us kerf
2
(a notch). Claw

makes no derivative like clawk (to scratch). Although swill

is left us, swilker (to dash) only survives in our local dialects.

The Northern spelk, a derivative of spill (a splinter of wood),

and the East-Midland pulk (from pool) are as good as yolk,

lar-k, etc. While tight of course comes from tie, we should

be now at a loss to understand the Sussex ox-tights (chains for

fastening oxen up), or wanty
1

(=wamb-tie, belly-band).

How well do our provincial glossaries illustrate a solitary

form in literary English. Thus slattern finds its relatives in

the Northern slat (to slop, a spot), slat (splashed), slatter (to

waste, spill), slattery (wet). Gobble is allied to Elizabethan and

provincial English gobbet (a morsel, bit), and to the dialectic

forms, mostly Northern, gob (mouth, an open or wide mouth,

idle talk, prate, portion, lump), gobbet (the mouth, a mouthful),

gobble (to do anything fast, to grumble), gobbler (a turkey-

cock), gobloch (a lump, mass), gob-thrust (a stupid fellow), gob-

1 Northern. * Southern. 'Salop.
*

Palsgrave has fl<gness=plumage.
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fight (an interchange of angry words, a feat at eating), gob-ful

(mouthful), gob-slotch (a dirty, voracious eater), gobstick (a

wooden spoon), goblish (talkative), gobby (inclined to babble,

wordy), goblin (a greedy person), gob-meat (food), gobstring (a

bridle), gobvent (utterance), gobu-ind (an eructation), snotter-gob

(the red part of a turkey's head). Clammy finds its kindred

in the East-Anglian clam (a clamminess, a dirty slut) ;
the

Northern clam (to dry up), the Sussex clam (a rat-trap),

Yorkshire clam (slimy), dame or cleam (to stick, glue to-

gether, daub), clamm'd (clogged), clams (forceps). Seldom

has now no seld (rare), as in M.E., but receives light from

the North-country selt (a chance). "We have clay, but not

the Yorkshire dag (to adhere), nor daggy, cledgy (sticky, te-

nacious), dagg'd, (clogged up), etc.

Not only do our local dialects surpass us in word-making,
but they have gone far beyond us in preserving the original

meaning of a word, and in extending its signification. Com-

pare, for example, the Northern warp (to cast, also to bend, to

lay eggs), with our restricted use of the verb. We have no

noun like the Southern warp (four of a thing, applied to

herrings), or the East-Anglian warps (flat wide beds of

ploughed land).

We cannot now employ went (as in Kent and Sussex)

for a cross-way, nor are we able to say with a North-

countryman that the milk is icented or turned sour. The
Sussex dialect even preserves a noun wint from the verb wind,

meaning a turn. In Kentish charr'd is used like wented

(sour). The Sussex use of trade, indicating its connexion

with tread,
1 means ' the ruts in a road/ also

'

anything to

carry,'
' household goods/

' lumber.' In this dialect we can

talk of a team (instead of a litter) of pigs, and use queer as a

verb in the sense of to puzzle; while to flight means to

shoot wild ducks, i.e. to let fly at them, and flogged means
tired out, beaten. Hug now signifies to embrace, but we miss

the meaning it has in the North of '
to carry/ whence news-

huggers=news-carriers. An East-Anglian's wrongs are crooked

arms, or large boughs of trees when the faggot-wood is cut

1 cf .
' the trade-winds.'
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off. Our crab and crabbed are well illustrated by the North-

country crabbe (to provoke, stumble), crob (to reproach, re-

prove) . In an old Scotch Glossary it translates offendo. To
catch a crab, used in rowing, may be connected with this.

It is quite certain the term once belonged to hawking. R.

Holme says (p. 238),
" Crabb is when hawks standing too

near fight with one another."

The Northern ilirang or throng^ is used as an adjective

in the sense of '

busy,'
'

busily employed.' In some of the

Northumbrian dialects forgive = thaw, from its original sense

of to give up. The Yorkshire sniffers are the nostrils, and

wine-berries are gooseberries, not grapes. The East-Anglian

baffle (to ill-use, beat about) throws a flood of light on the

original meaning of the "book" word. We know that a

baffled knight was not very leniently treated. Baffled, as

applied by a Norfolk peasant to standing corn or grass

beaten about by the wind, or stray cattle, adds greatly to our

knowledge of the modern term.

Callow is usually restricted to unfledged birds, but the

provincial use of the word has no such limitation. The

Kentish phrase 'to lie callow
'
has the meaning of to lie in

an exposed manner with few clothes and the curtains un-

drawn. A Sussex man can apply callow to the woods when

they are just beginning to bud out
;
while an East-Anglian

employs it with respect to land, the surface of which has been

removed in digging for gravel.

Ham (our home] in Sussex is applied to a level pasture field.

In the vale of Gloucester it signifies a stunted common pas-

ture for cows; while grist (=grind-t) is a week's allowance of

flour for a family. In Kent, linger is to long after a thing.

Fathom once meant to grasp, embrace; in Norfolk it

means to spread out or fill out (like corn). In this dialect

stow is to confine cattle in a yard or pound. Grope (O.E.

grapian, to touch, feel, lay hold of) has now a very re-

stricted meaning with us. In M.E. it meant to probe a

wound, among other significations. In the North groping

1 In " The Gest Hystoriale
"

of the Destruction of Troy, 1. 3094, thrange is

used in the sense of busily, heartily.
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denotes ' a mode of ascertaining whether geese or fowla

have eggs/ also 'a mode of catching trout by tickling

them with the hands under rocks or banks.' There is also

a grabble, to grope (in holes for trout).

The North-country slean or slain (smut of corn) is identical

with the p.p. of slay, the original meaning of which must

have been 'struck,' hence infected;* cf. the North-country

smity to infect
; smittle, infectious. Gad 1

(our goad) is used for

a fishing rod, and for a tall person ; fare in the South means

to ache
;

cf. irk, of Norse origin, with our work
;

in the

North it signifies to eat, live; and farewell= to taste, relish.

The old English icurse, the devil, appears as ooser or

oose in the Dorset speech, and means a mask with opening

jaws, put on with a cow's skin, to frighten folk.

In our provincial glossaries we find the primitive forms of

many of our derivatives, as rag,
1 a drizzling rain

;
nim 1 for

nimble (also to walk); gain,
1

advantageous, as in ungain-ly ;

snag, sneg
2 a snail; flack^ is flicker \ holl,

1 hollow ; hag,
1 to cut

(cf. haggle), as bat,
1 a blow (cf. batter), and bats,

1 a beating ;

cake,
1 to cackle (like geese) ; stcelt,

2
hot, faint (as in swelter) ;

gut,
2 a gutter ; drib,

9 a dribble; daze,
1 to dazzle; stut,

1 to stammer,
stutter

; feg,
1

fair ; kinn,
1 a chink

; foor,
z afurrow ; slaum, sloum,

1

a gentle slumber. We say
'
it is hazt/,' but not *

it hazes
'

= it rains small. We have charwoman, but not now the

North country char, business, or char, to turn, counter-

feit. At Whitby, char=to bark at ( ? turn on). Here too we
find clum=numb, and clumsome or clussome=clumsy. Ray has

clumps, an idle person, unhandy, blunt. In Dorset, clum=to
handle roughly.

We find older forms too, in the North, as rigg, a ridge,

flig, to fly, lig, to lie, brig, a bridge, haggle, to hail, haggy,

misty.

These instances throw light on the word to badger (origin-

ally to haggle with, to barter), from the verb buy. The
local dialects have preserved badger in the sense of shop-

keeper, dealer, corn-dealer, with which we may compare the

*
>e deoful . . . sloh lob mid )>are wurste wunde. Homilies, Bodl. MS. 343,

fol. 13. ' Northern. l Southern.
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Yorkshire badgering (beating down the cost). The softening

of g to dg is also seen in ledger and similar formations.

In Early English there was the word begcr = buyer.
' De beger bet litil j>ar-fore

' = the buyer biddeth little for

it (O.E. Horn. vol. ii. p. 213).

Curious distinctions are made in our local idioms.

In East-Anglian speech rats nobble, and mice nibble', in

Sussex nabble is to gossip, and nobbier is a gossip.

A Sussex man speaks of a married woman as Miss, and

a single one as Mrs.
;
his wife he calls his mistus.

Stunt (the same as stint) in East Yorkshire means stub-

born or inflexible, as a stunt child, a stunt stick
;
but stent

is a portion of work appointed to be done in a set time.

As a noun stint (or stent} signifies limit, quantity, allow-

ance of anything, a limited number of cattle-gates in common

pasture (cf. stunt, to make a fool of one
; stunty, obstinate

;

stuntish, sullen). In the West Riding of Yorkshire blink,

according to Dr. "VVillan, means to smile, look kindly on;
at Whitby it means to wink, to shed a tear, to clear up

(applied to hazy weather). Wow in East Yorkshire is to

cry, mew like a cat, while wawl is to cry audibty. In some

of the Northern glossaries waw signifies to bark, while waicl

is to squeak, cry out.

Numerous words in our dialects belong to a former period,

and render them more archaic than the standard English, as

the North-country arf, afraid
; carl-cat, a tom-cat

; wheen-

cat, a she- cat
; dow, to mend, be good ; fang, to seize

; foor-

days, late in the day ; for-warden, overrun with (lice, dirt),

pronounced at Whitby forworden, is the E.E. forworthen,
the p.p. of forworthen, to perish ; sweb, a swoon (M.E. swefn,

a dream) ; linked, bad (applied to venomous creatures as

well as to persons) ; wik.es, corners of the mouth
; bote,

bounty ; dream-holes, the spaces between the lufler-boards

in belfry windows, to let out the sound of the bells. (In
the Owl and Nightingale, 1. 21, we have " the dretn

of harpe and pipe.") East Anglian cooth, a cold; coathy,

surly; cothish, faint, cf. the Lincolnshire coathe, a swoon.

(In Dorset cothe is applied to a disease in sheep. In
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Somerset cothe is to become rotten.)

(O.E. ampre, ompre, a swelling vein) = a flaw, fault in

linen or woollen clothes, also a swelling sore, forms the

derivatives ampery=beginning to decay (applied to cheese),

ampre-ang = a decayed tooth. It occurs but once in E.

English (see O.E. Horn. vol. i. p. 237). The Sussex teller,

a branch,
2

is only found in the literature of the oldest

English period ; hoe,
3

fuss, anxiety, is the M.E. howe, O.E.

hoga, care, anxiety; the Northern hig, disgust, enmity= O.E.

hijge, care, animus.

This archaic character makes all provincial glossaries very

helpful to students of our earlier literature, and many terms

that I have come across I was only able to gloss by their aid,

as cagge (Allit. Poems), to carry = provincial cadge ;
biclarted

(in O.E. Horn. Second Series, where the MS. has bidaried)

was suggested by the North-country word dart, to daub. Mr.

Robinson gives dart, a smear of dirt ; darted, bedaubed
;

clartiness, untidiness
; darts, daubs

; darty, untidy, dirty,

petty. The North-country ett? to knead, explains eilten in

Genesis and Exodus, which at first sadly puzzled me
; lop-

perd, curdled, made Hampole's lopird (loprecl) plain enough,
in spite of the readings of many Southern transcripts.

In my O.E. Horn. Second Series, p. 37, the phrase 'the fule

-floddri
'

occurs twice. I have glossed floddri conjecturally
as mire. It is no doubt a literal error for floddre, the dative

case offlodder, and is represented by the North-countryyfocfofer,

foam, and is connected with the Craven flodder up, to over-

flow; Icelandic^orSr, flood-tide, flce^&a, to flood over. (There
is an O.E. flayer =. flakes of snow, which appears in Early

English as flother, and in the Yorkshire patois as flothery,
'

slovenly, but showy.')
In these Homilies, p. 165, 1. 35, occurs the strange form

staples, steps, probably for steples, identical with the East-

Anglian stepples, a short flight of steps.

1 In the East of England anbury or anberry is applied to a knob or excrescence
on potatoes or turnips. It is also said to mean " a kind of bloody wort on a horse.

'

2 In Kent teller =a sapling ;
in the North it means to germinate.

3 Southern.
* My attention was drawn to this by Dr. Stratmann.
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In the Cursor Mundi we meet with the phrase
' throd and

thriven.' The North-country dialects alone explain it by
their use of prodden, to thrive, grow ; throddy, plump ;

cf.

Icelandic proask, to wax, grow. Stratmann gives no instance

of the word.

In a case tried in the police courts the other day, a woman

spoke of having
' nicked a watch.' I find this, to us, horribly

vulgar word, in common use among boys. It occurs in various

dialects with the sense of to cheat, steal; and it curiously

enough turns up in the Cursor. This work will furnish an

early written authority for many of our dialectic words.

A North-country cattle-dealer will say to a farmer,
"

I'll

gie ya fifteen shillin a-piece for thore hundred cows, an yall
let ma shoot ten on em."

By shooting
l
ten, he means expelling or driving out ten of

the worst. So in the Cursor we read of the blind man who
was healed by Jesus, that

Wi}> )>is )>ai shotte him as a dogge

Eijt out of faire synagog.

(Fairfax MS., 1. 13658, p. 784.)

The Trinity (Midland) MS. has huntid for shotte.

The Cursor span, to wean, appears in North-country

glossaries as spedn, which also means to germinate, as corn,

when it begins to be detached from the parent grain; cf.

spainin, the weaning of lambs. The oldest English spanan=
to seduce, allure, which is a secondary meaning from spana

(provincial speari), a teat, dug. So sanke,
'
to assemble,' for

which, as far as I know, the Cursor is the only English
written authority, appears in the Cumberland glossaries as

sank, with the sense of a '

quantity, collection,' cf. Icelandic

sanka, samka
;
Dan. sanke, to collect.

Skep, a basket, in the Cursor, is widely known. In the

North it is a deep round coarse basket. In Sussex it means

a flat bushel, a vessel for yeast, a bee-hackle, a bee-hive (as

in Norfolk), and even a hat. M.E. stipre, only conjecturally

defined as a support or prop in my Legends of the Holy

1 cf.the phrases," Rubbish maybe shot here"
;
"Ashotten herring" (Shakespeare).
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Rood (cf. "The stipre that is under the vine set"), is identical

with the Northern stipcr, a piece of wood fixed upright in the

doorway of a barn, against which the double doors are shut.

The Northern laiyhton, a garden (Ray gives liten, a garden),

Sussex litten (O.E. lie-tun), a churchyard, throws light on

la/lihiH, a garden, and hyhtunward, the gardener, in O.E.

Miscellany, 45/291, 53/576.

Litnm or fife, to trust to, which occurs in O.E. Homilies,

vol. i. p. 7, and also in the Ornmlum and Cursor, is repre-

sented by the North-country lite, to wait, expect or depend on.

There is also a Northumbrian noun lite= expectation, antici-

pation. Stratmann queries the derivation from Icelandic lita,

'
to look to one ;

'

recip.
'
to look to one another.' The pre-

sence and use of the dialectic terms remove all doubt about

the origin of the word. The E. Eng. lipnen or lipnien, to

trust to, depend on, of whose origin we know nothing, is a

substitute for litnen in the Moral Ode, and still survives in

the North-country lippen, to rely on, trust to.

Chaucer's English is illustrated by the Northern new-

fangle, fond of new clothes. Hind, in the North, is a

farm bailiff, one who has the charge of cattle (see Prol.

1. 603). Garner, in the Midland counties, is still a bin, as

in the Prologue to the Canterbury Tales
(1. 593) ;

while gay
in East-Anglian means gaudy, speckled, as light-coloured

cattle (see Prol. 1. 74). The phrase, 'atte unset stevene,' in

the Knight's Tale, 1. 666, is well illustrated by the Cumber-

land phrase,
'
to set the steven,' i.e. to agree upon the time

and place of meeting previous to some expedition. Cf.

Northern stem, steem, to bespeak a thing ; Dorset stem, a

period of time, stemmy, to work at set times, take one's time.

To stoke occurs in the Knight's Tale (1. 1688) with the

sense of to stab, stick. In many dialects we find stoke in the

sense of to poke, or stir the fire (hence stoker), and stoche (a

softened form of stoke), a stab. It seems a rare word in our

early literature. I have, however, come across it in the

Cursor, 1. 7667, p. 442 (Fairfax version) :

]>e king )>en hent a sper ful sharp
to stoke him forow-out ]>e wagh.
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The Cotton MS. has stair, evidently an error for stale, re-

presenting Icelandic steikja, to spit ;
while stoke is evidently

connected with Icelandic staka, to punt, push.

Many of Shakespeare's words may be explained by a re-

ference to provincial glossaries. The Northern mop, to look

affectedly, look about like a child, mop-eyed, a simpleton, ex-

plains mope and mop in the Tempest, Act V. Sc. 1, 1. 239.

Deg or dag, to moisten, drizzle, a North-country word, clears

up decked in the same play, Act I. Sc. 2, 1. 155
;
and the

North-country phrase,
' rack of the weather,' M. the tract in

which the clouds move, admirably explains the well-known

line :

" Leave not a rack behind."

Sometimes a word or form turns up in our provincial

speech that we should in vain look for in all our Old English
dictionaries and glossaries, but which nevertheless is a

genuine Teutonic form. Amongst the Northern expressions

given by Peacock, we find 'that lids,' where lids=manner,

corresponding very closely to the Gothic suffix in 'swa-

lauds,' so much, 'hwe-lauds,' what sort.

English etymology might receive some help from our pro-

vincial idioms. Mr. Wedgwood has made much use of them

in his endeavour to trace our words back to their sources.

He misses, however, the true derivation of greaves, sediment

of melted tallow, which in the "
Imperial Dictionary

"
is de-

scribed as
' not in use or local.' In the North greaves are

sometimes called scratchings or scraps. There can be no

doubt that it is connected with the root grave in engraved, a

grave ; cf. the Northern greeave, to dig, pare, slice. He over-

looks also the true etymon of stingy, from the verb to '

sting.'

An East Anglian says the 'air is stingy,'' that is, nipping,

biting, bitter. Stinge, a sting, is a good North-country
word

; stingy is ill-tempered, while hingy = inclined to idle,

or hang about.

The Whitby dialect preserves the correct form of the

modern landlubber (not noticed in "Wedgwood) as landlouper

=landleaper. Cotgrave has "
Villotier, a vagabond, landloper,

earth planet, continual gadder from town to town."
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The change (not very old) from landloper to landlubber is

due to such compounds as abbey-lubber, etc.

[Provincial words sometimes make their way into the

literary dialect. The new Elementary Education Bill has

made us familiar with the adjective wastrel. Lord Sandon,

who was the first to use it, calls it an old English word. It

does not occur, however, in our early literature, nor is it a

pure English term. Wastrel is not properly an adjective,

but a substantive, which in many dialects means imperfect

bricks, china, etc. In the West of England it signifies a

profligate. The word wastrel is a good instance of a suffix

(-rel} that has almost died out in the standard language.]
A good deal more might be said from an antiquarian point

of view about the importance of our local dialects, but I must

refrain, in order to bring to your notice other matters.
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II. ON THE DIALECTS OF MONMOUTHSHIRE,
HEREFORDSHIRE, WORCESTERSHIRE,
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, BERKSHIRE, OXFORD-

SHIRE, SOUTH WARWICKSHIRE, SOUTH
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE,
HERTFORDSHIRE, MIDDLESEX, AND
SURREY, WITH A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF
THE ENGLISH DIALECTS. By PRINCE Louis

LUCIEN BONAPARTE.

[Read before the Philological Society, 7th April, 1876.]

DURING the summer of the past year I made several excur-

sions in some of the English counties, with the object of

ascertaining the general nature of the dialect therein spoken

amongst the uncultivated peasants. The result I have ob-

tained has been rather contrary to what I expected to find,

and has obliged me to modify my previous classification. The

parts of England which I have made the subject of my late

linguistical researches, are the following : Monmouthshire,

Herefordshire, Worcestershire, Gloucestershire, Berkshire,

Oxfordshire, South Warwickshire, South Northamptonshire,

Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Middlesex, and Surrey.
In all the County of Monmouth I have found English the

language of the majority of the natives; but while in some of

the western parishes the Welsh is still spoken by an import-
ant minority, in other parishes, particularly the eastern, it is

sometimes very difficult, though not impossible, to find even

a very few Welsh-speaking individuals. The Welsh spoken
in Monmouthshire is very similar to that of Glamorgan and

Brecknockshire. For what concerns the Monmouthshire

vulgar English, it is rather an independent sub-dialect of

the Western English than anything else.
1 This sub-dialect

extends into the south-west border of Herefordshire. A
specimen of the Abergavenny Monmouthshire English has

1 See that part of VI. on the accompanying map, which lies in Monmouth-
shire. The map should be consulted throughout while reading the following
notes.

MISCELLANIES, E.D.S. 2 2
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been kindly supplied to me by Lady Llanover, and Mr. A.

J. Ellis has made a phonetical transcription, as well as an

accurate analysis of it. The vocabulary of the Monmouth-

shire English sub-dialect is more or less Welshified, and some

of the principal characters of the Western English Dialect, to

which it belongs, are also observable in it, such for instance

as the occasional / be, he be, ice be, you be, they be, for / am,

he is, ice are, you are, they are; the periphrastic instead of the

simple tenses
;

the sound of r peculiar also to the South-

Western Dialect, and the substitution of the Italian diph-

thong ai in several words which in English receive the final

sound of ay, as in hay, day, say, pronounced in Monmouthshire

hai, dai sai. The specimen of Lady Llanover has not been

my only basis in giving the aforesaid characters. I have

been obliged to consult, in addition to it, the daily use of

some uncultivated peasants, particularly about the town of

Monmouth.

The Western English Dialect 1
is, as far as I can judge,

the transitional one between the South-western English and

the Shropshire Dialects. It may be subdivided into the

following sub-dialects: 1. Herefordshire in general; 2. Mon-
mouthshire with South-western border of Herefordshire ; 3.

North-western border of Herefordshire
;

4. Worcestershire
;

5. South Warwickshire with a small portion of extreme

North-east Gloucestershire, and another small portion of ex-

treme South-east Worcestershire. I have not observed, as

often occurring, the initial changes of f, s, and thr into v, z,

and dr, either in the sub-dialect of Monmouthshire, or in

those of Worcestershire and South Warwickshire. I am
uncertain about the Welshified sub-dialect of the North-west

border of Herefordshire, but in that of the county in general,

the aforesaid initial changes are presented by my specimens
of Ledbury, Much Cowarne, and Weobley, though not by
those of central Herefordshire and Leominster. This last

variety extends with some differences into North-west

Worcestershire about Tenbury. No Welsh is now spoken

1 See the three sub-dialects marked VI. on the map. The South-western is

marked III. and the Shropshire VII.
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by the natives of Herefordshire and Shropshire, with the

exception of the parishes of Llanyblodwell, Oswestry, and

Llansillin, belonging to the North-west of this county, and

in these the Welsh of Denbighshire is still spoken by a few.

In the extreme North of Herefordshire, a variety of the

Shropshire Dialect is in use, and about Ross and Goodrich,

in the south of the county, another variety belonging to the

South-western Dialect, and similar to that of Dean Forest, in

Gloucestershire, is to be found. Besides the dialects already

named, a variety of the South Staffordshire sub-dialect pene-
trates the extreme northern corner of Worcestershire, and

another variety of the Midland Dialect may be observed in

the extreme north-eastern corner of the same county.
1 The

peculiar sounds of the Italian ai and of the Western r I have

not observed in the South Warwickshire sub-dialect.

In Gloucestershire, the South-western 2
is the dialect

generally in use, and to it belong the following varieties :

Gloucester Valley, Gloucester Town, Valley of Berkeley,

Dean Forest, and Cotswold. The initial changes off, s, and

thr into v, z, and dr are less frequent in the Gloucester Town
and Cotswold varieties than in the other three. The change
of the English a into e is peculiar to the town of Gloucester,

as neme, seme, piece, for name, same, place? A similar change
takes place, according to Sternberg, in Northamptonshire, on

the borders of Leicester and Rutland. While the north-

western and south-western portions of Berkshire present two

varieties of the South-western English, the eastern part, on

the contrary, belongs to the South-eastern Dialect.4 In the

South-western Dialect, the periphrastic instead of the simple

tenses, the prefix a before the past participles, the sound of

the Italian ai replacing the English ay, and the use of / be,

1 These projections of the dialect of one county into another are all marked on
the map by lines projecting from the

variety
of speech in question, terminated by

little transverse lines, as subsequently explained.
2 No. III. on the map.
3

[I find the same peculiarity in a specimen from Tetbury, iu which keear, lean,

neeme, keece, seff, pretes, meek, occur for "
care, lane, name, case, safe, prates,

make." Tetbury is exactly South of Gloucester city on the border of Wilt-
shire. A. J. ELLIS.]

1 No. II. on the map.
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we be, you be, they be, are more or less observed ;
but of all

these characters, only the last persists in the South-eastern

Dialect.

Varieties of the South-eastern English are also, generally

speaking, those of Oxfordshire, South Northamptonshire,

Buckinghamshire, and Surrey. The Oxfordshire variety

penetrates a little into the East Gloucestershire border, and

the variety of Banbury in North Oxfordshire extends into

South Northamptonshire, and even a little into South War-

wickshire.

Hertfordshire belongs to the East Midland Dialect,
1 with

the exception of its west and south-west corners, about Berk-

hampstead and Rickmansworth, which are South-eastern.

South-eastern also is to be considered the extreme west

border of Bedfordshire adjoining Buckinghamshire, although
the remainder of the county is decidedly East Midland.

The variety of Middlesex belongs to the East Midland

Dialect, and penetrates into a few localities of North Surrey,

South-east Buckinghamshire, and East Berkshire, about

Windsor, Slough, Chertsey, etc., as well as the extreme

south-west and north-west corners of Essex and Kent, about

Stratford and Deptford.
In the East Midland Dialect, / be, we be, etc., are not

found, but / are, for / am, analogous to the Danish jeg er,

is not uncommon. I have recognised it in Hertfordshire,

Bedfordshire, Mid Northamptonshire, and even in Middle-

sex, near Willesden, and in Surrey, near Chertsey ;
but it

is also to be found in localities belonging to other dialects,

such as Ledbury in East Herefordshire, Maidenhead in East

Berkshire, Aylesbury in Mid Buckinghamshire, and even

in Kent. According to Sternberg, he are, for he is, and

analogous to the Danish han er, is also found to occur in

North and East Northamptonshire. The forms he am, we

am, you am, they am, for he is, we are, etc., belong to Bedford-

shire and South Northamptonshire, and the three last also

to Somersetshire and other counties.

The Eastern Dialect 2

comprises the varieties of Norfolk,
1 No. X. on the map.

z No. I. on the map.
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Suffolk, and East Essex. The use of / be, etc., for / am,

without being common in these counties, has not entirely

disappeared, and the periphrastic tenses instead of the simple
are also in use

;
but one of the characters of the Norfolk and

Suffolk varieties is the treatment of the third person of the

present of the indicative, which very often rejects the final s,

as in he love, for he loves, etc. In this respect, these two

counties are the reverse of the majority of those in which the

South-eastern, Western, and other Dialects are in use. In

fact, / loves, he loves, of the latter, correspond to / love, he

love, of the former dialect. The North-east and South-east

Essex varieties do not present the elimination of the s
f
and

the use of the periphrastic tenses instead of the simple, as

those of Norfolk and Suffolk
;
but their vocabulary, on the

whole, seems to be rather nearer to that of these two counties

than to any other. The East Essex varieties belong perhaps,

as an independent sub-dialect, as much to the Eastern as to

the South-eastern English. The West Essex variety, on the

contrary, appears to be East Midland.

The present classification, as far as concerns the primary

dialects, is principally founded on their grammatical cha-

racters, particularly on the substantive verb
;
but the vo-

cabulary, and the consonantal and vocal changes are also

taken into due consideration in determining the sub-dialects

and varieties. That the vocal changes are not so good a

criterion for the determination of the principal dialects as

certain grammatical characters are, may easily be shown by

noting that the same vowel changes take place in the most

different forms of English. Thus a sound analogous to, al-

though not identical with, the French u or eu in pu and pen,

which is to be found in Scotch, occurs also, with trifling

differences, very difficult to be expressed phonetically, in

Devonshire, West Somersetshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, North-

east Essex, and even Kent. I have discovered it at Hamp-
stead Norris in Mid Berkshire

;
at Brightwell in North

Berkshire ;
at Aldbury, and Great and Little Gaddesden in

North-west Hertfordshire
;
and it is also occasionally to be

heard in one or two localities of Surrey. This sound, which
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sometimes strikes the ear as if it were more or less diph-

thongal, very often replaces the English long oo. In the

same manner the English alphabetical sound of the a, as in

gate, is replaced by another diphthongal one. In fact, gi't

may be found as well in Southern as in Midland and Northern

forms of English. These are only a few instances showing
that no more than a secondary value can be attributed to the

permutation of vowels in determining the principal English
Dialects.

Of the thirteen English Dialects of the forty English

Counties, some may be called Southern
; other, Midland

;

and other, Northern. The South-western (No. III.), the

Devonshire (No. IV.), and even the Cornish (No. V.), are

decidedly Southern
;

the Midland (No. IX.) is decidedly
Midland

; and the Northern (No. XIII.) decidedly Northern.

The other eight are more or less transitional. In fact, the

North-eastern (No. XI.), the North-Western (No. YIIL),
and even the North Midland (No. XII.), partake of the

Midland and of the Northern
;
the Western (No. VI.), and

even the Shropshire (No. VII.), shade from the Southern

into the Midland; the East Midland (No. X.), in its Southern

varieties at least, partakes of the South-eastern (No. II.),

and this of the former, as well as of the South-western

(No. III.) ;
the Eastern (No. I.), finally, shows a tendency

towards the Northern varieties of the East Midland (No. X.).

This transitional character of the majority of the English
Dialects obliges me to abandon their distinction into Southern,

Midland, and Northern families, without ceasing, however,

to recognize the Southern, Midland, and Northern characters

on which the present classification is based.

Southern characters I call : the use of / be, thou bist, he be,

we be, you be, they be, for / am, etc.
;
the periphrastic tenses

replacing the simple, as / do love, for / love ; the prefix a

before the past participle, as I have aheard, for I have heard;

the permutation of the initial /, s, sh, and thr, into v, z, zh,

and dr; the broad pronunciation of the Italian ai, replacing

the sound of the English ay, as in May, pronounced as the

Italian adverb mai. Other characters may be quoted as
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Southern, but the preceding five I have found sufficient for

my object.

Their absence constitutes the negative characters of the

Northern English Dialect, and the use, more or less frequent,

of / is, thou is, ive is, you is, they is, pronounced according to

the nature of the dialect, presents a good positive criterion

for it, although not for the Scotch. The change of o into a

before ng, as in sang, lang, strang, for song, long, strong, may
be considered also an additional character of the Northern

English. The use of the second person of the singular, and

of / is, thou is, we is, etc., as well as the absence both of

the guttural ^,
l and of the intermediate sound between the

French en in pen and u in pu, are, in my opinion, good dis-

tinctive criteria between Northern English and Scotch. The

absence of the burr is partial in Northern English, but total

in Scotch. It seems, however, that it was heard occasionally,

about thirty-five years ago, in the parish of Hutton, belong-

ing to the county of Berwick, and beyond its liberties, which

are in England, and possess the burr.2 For what relates to

the forms / is, they is, I have sometimes met with them in

decidedly non-Northern varieties
;
but in this case we is and

you is are not to be found, as in the Northern English ;
and

in the same manner it is possible to find, although rarely, in

some of the non-Northern varieties, he, we, or they be, but not

/ be and you be, as in the Southern Dialect.

The Midland characters are negative, and consist in the

absence of the Southern as well as the Northern ones. Still

the verbal plural in n, as we aren, for we are, distinguishes

pretty well the North-western English (No. VIII.) ;
and the

form ice bin, also for we are, which may be found in Shrop-

shire (No. VII.), is an interesting instance of the shading of

the Southern dialects into the North-western (No. VIII.).

In this Map of England, which I have the honour to offer to

the Philological Society
3 as the result of my last inquiries and

1 The Scotch and German ch.
2 See " The New Statistical Account of Scotland, by the Ministers of the

Respective Parishes," vol. ii., Edinburgh, 1845.
3
[The original large map drawn for the Prince by Stanford, and presented to

the Philological Society, and preserved in its library with the Prince's map of

the Basque Dialects, has been reduced by me for the purpose of printing this
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the expression of my present modified opinion opinion which

I submit to the judgment of the English linguists, to whom,
as being more competent than I am, I should be willing

to abandon in future any further inquiry on this thoroughly

English subject to which I am happy to have called their

attention
;

in this Map of England, I say, the varieties are

indicated by red circular marks
;
the dialects by numbers

;

and the sub-dialects by the repetition of the same number.

Only dialects and sub-dialects are the essential parts of a

classification such as this, the former corresponding, so to

speak, to the genera, and the latter to the species of natural-

ists. In fact, the number of the varieties is almost infinite,

and is equivalent to that of the different localities. I have

marked in my map only those which I have studied, or

whose existence has been communicated to me by Mr. Ellis

or others. The projection of a variety into an adjoining

county is indicated by a line crossed at the end. It is to

be observed that when a variety of a county projects into

another county, this projection constitutes generally, if not

always, a kind of sub-variety, due to the influence of the new

county. It is not to be expected, for instance, that the South

Staffordshire variety (No. YII.) projecting into Worcester-

shire is absolutely the same in both counties.

No real exact delimitation of English Dialects is, I think,

possible. Arbitrary and imaginary ones may be easily given,

but careful and critical investigations in visiting the different

parishes and hamlets of England, will soon convince the geo-

graphical linguist of the futility of such an attempt. This

is owing to the fragmentary state of the present English

dialects, which are rather remnants of dialects, imperceptibly

shading one into the other, and more or less influenced by
standard English, than anything else. At any rate, they
are not to be compared with Italian, French, German, or

paper. On a small map of the English counties only, prepared for the Prince
some years ago, all the dots and lines, representing varieties, their connections
and projections, were inserted, as well as the small scale necessary for printing
the map on a single page, would allow

;
but it will, I hope, be found sufficient to

make the text intelligible. In this reduction a few slight changes have been
made in No. III., due to a subsequent excursion into Somersetshire, as ex-

plained in the Appendix. A. J. ELLIS.]
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Basque Dialects, whose delimitation, although difficult, is

still possible. Therefore, the red 1 circular marks with their

depending lines crossed at the end, as well as the numbers

with their repetitions, are only to show the existence of

dialects, sub-dialects, and varieties in places in which they
are sure to be found

;
and the lines uniting the different

varieties under a single dialect or sub-dialect, have no other

object than to indicate their union, and possess no power of

delimitation either in excluding or including the localities

through which they pass or leave at their right and left.

The three Dialects of Scotland, our linguistical knowledge
of which is due to Dr. Murray, have been so well treated in

his work,
2 that no linguist, I feel sure, will presume to sug-

gest any change in their classification in what relates to

Scotland. The only liberty I have taken, after having con-

sulted him on the existence or non-existence of some cha-

racters of the English East and West Marches sub-dialects

(of No. XIII.), consists in having considered them, for the

reasons which I have already stated, rather as two inde-

pendent sub-dialects of the Northern English than of the

Southern Scotch. We shall have, then, two Scotch places,

Canobie in Dumfriesshire, and Liddisdale in Roxburghshire,
where Northern English is in use

;
and a single place in

England, Upper Heedsdale in Northumberland, where the

Teviotdale Scotch, according to Dr. Murray, is to be found.

For what concerns the North Insular or fourth Scotch

Dialect, which is the only Scotch I have examined on the spot,

I have had no reason to modify my former opinion. In fact,

my last informations show that the Orkney and Shetland sub-

dialects differ by the number, and sometimes also by the quality

of their Icelandic words, the Shetland being the richest.

This classification is based : 1. On my own inquiries made
in visiting repeatedly the different localities of England every
time I have had a good opportunity of doing so; 2. On

specimens which I have obtained from different translators of

1
[The whole markings of the projections, varieties, sub-dialects, and dialects,

were in red on the original map, but here appear, of course, as black. A.J.E.]
2 Contained in the Transactions of the Philological Society for 1870-2, and

also published separately.
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Mr. Ellis's comparative specimen,
"
"Why John has no doubts ;

"

3. On other modern original specimens furnished to me by
different native authors

;
4. On the modern works of Dr.

Murray for the Scotch, and Mr. Elworthy for the West Somer-

set sub-dialect
;

5. On several printed works and specimens

generally known, which, notwithstanding their not being as

valuable and complete as those of the two last named authors,

are by no means to be despised by English dialectologists.

APPENDIX.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SOMERSET DIALECT.

The aim of my last excursion into Somersetshire was twofold :

FIRSTLY, to ascertain the general nature of the vulgar speech which

obtains between the River Parret and the Quantock Hills, with the

exception of the southern part of the county ;
and SECONDLY, to ex-

amine if this southern part constitutes an independent variety either

of the South-western or of the Devonshire Dialect of the English.

I began my researches at Cannington, west of the Parret and east

of the Quantocks, and there I was informed by the Rev. Mr.

Bristow, its Rector, that one Edward Wills, sometimes called

Thorne, had stated to him that he, Edward Wills, was well ac-

quainted with the word utchy for /; that he had used it himself,

and that it would also be used at present, but rarely, amongst old

peasants. I lost no time in visiting myself this respectable patriarch

of ninety-four years, and he repeated to me the above statements.

The Quantock-Parret speech is at present nearer to the South-

western than to the Devonshire Dialect, but it was not so in the

time of Jennings, who wrote the Somersetshire Glossary. Then

ihecky for thick, meaning that, was more in use than at present, but

even now thecky is not uncommon
;
er for he, even in the affirmative

phrases, was in common use, and is not quite extinct
;
and talketh,

loveth, for talks, loves, are still to be heard. In North Currey, another

village between the Parret and the Quantocks, I have heard thecky

both for this and these, but I did not find there either utchy for /, or

er for he. In this variety there is no trace of the sound resembling

the French u. Her for she, talketh for talks, mowy for to mow some-

thing (object unexpressed), are to be heard at Cannington, as well

as at North Currey. In my opinion, the Quantock-Parret variety

was properly considered by Jennings as being nearer to the Devon-

shire than to the South-western English, but I fully admit with
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Mr. Ehvorthy that it is now more South-western than anything
else. Still the use, more or less preserved, of er for he, talketh for

talks, and thecky for thick, entitles it to the rank of an independent

variety of the South-western English Dialect.

The Somersetshire speech east of the Parret, which constitutes

the central variety of the county, and also the principal portion of

the whole dialect, is better preserved in Wedmore (south of Ax-

bridge and west of Wells) than anywhere else
;
but even there it is

rapidly dying out, and according to Matthew Wall, an intelligent

farmer of this locality, several words which used to begin with v or

z, now begin with/ or s.

The north-eastern part of the county is worthy also to be con-

sidered as an independent variety of this dialect, taking in some
consideration a certain amount of the words in its vocabulary.

I have visited, partly alone and partly with Mr. Pulman, of

Crewkerne,
1 the southern portion of Somersetshire, and I agree

entirely with him about the delimitation of the South Somersetshire

variety, which belongs unquestionably to the South-western English
Dialect. This variety shows a projection into Devonshire between

the Axe and Dorsetshire, and two other projections into this last

county : the one at its extreme north-eastern corner in the direction

of Sherborne,
2 and the other at its extreme north-western corner

about Chardstock. The South Somersetshire variety differs, as far

as a mere variety can, both in vocabulary and phonetism, from the

other variety of this county belonging to the same dialect.

But besides the four varieties Central, Quantock-Parret, North-

eastern, and Southern I find two more in South Somersetshire : the

one, west of the Parret, at Merriott, near Crewkerne
;
and the other a

few miles further, east of the same river, at Montacute. I have been

very fortunate in finding the desired words utchy and utch in the first

of these localities, and utch or us at Montacute. The expressions

/ will, I would, Itvent, are rendered by utchill, utchood, us went. In

1 Author of " Rustic Sketches ; being Khymes and ' Skits
'

on Angling and
other Subjects in one of the South-western Dialects

;
with a copious Glossary,

and General Remarks on Country Talk." Third edition. London, 1871. The
district of the dialect is described as extending

" from Yeovil to Axmouth, taking
in a strip on each side of the South-western Railway and those portions of South-

west Somerset, West Dorset, and Upper East Devon, which meet at a point in

the Valley of the Axe, near Chard Junction," which Mr. Pulman speaks of as the

Axe-Tarty district. The glossary extends from p. 75 to p. 162, and is ex-

ceptionally good. A. J. E.
2 In the map this projection is wrongly attributed to the Montacute variety.

That is, it is made to proceed from the easternmost, instead of from the western-

most of the three black circles in the South of Somersetshire. The middle and
eastern circles represent Merriott and Montacute, which are quite isolated varieties,

whereas the westernmost circle represents the general South Somersetshire speech.
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this last it is difficult, however, to decide if us is really for utch, or

rather the plural us used instead of we or 7; for us went, at Monta-

cute, means both / went and we went. In Devonshire, us for we is

common, but it is not so in the South-western Dialect generally ;

and it seems rather strange to find it used exceptionally in Montacute

as in Devonshire.

I have neither been able to find the abbreviation ch* for utchy

anywhere, nor to ascertain on the very spot if ize, ise, or ees, for /,

are still in use in some parts of North Devonshire. About twenty

years ago, I have been assured of the existence in Paracombe, of ize

for / amongst a few very old people of that locality, or of the

Exmoor Forest district generally; and this statement is confirmed

by the frequent use of these forms by the author of the Exmoor

Scolding, a very valuable little work, no more to be neglected in

the study of the North Devonshire sub-dialect, to which the West

Somersetshire variety belongs, than Tim Bobbin's speech is to be

treated lightly by the inquirer of the South Lancashire. As to the

use of ize for 1 in North Devonshire, I know a man who still main-

tains its existence about Bideford, his native place, but I can say

nothing more on this subject.

I shall conclude these observations by stating :

1. That I have found at Merriott a pronunciation differing both

from that of Montacute, and the more general one of the South

Somersetshire variety.

2. That, at Merriott, the r followed by a consonant, or at the

end of a word, is quite weak and of a vocal nature, as in the standard

English, but still differing from it.

3. That at Montacute I have heard the r, under the same circum-

stances, pronounced strongly as a "Western r.

4. That hem be is in use at Merriott and Montacute for the more

general he be, a fact which rather favours the opinion that the us in

us went for / went or we went, heard at the last village, is not, after

all, for utch.

5. That / talks for / talk, and hem talk for he talks, are common
in both localities.

6. That her for she, mowy for to mow something, and other cha-

racters either of the South Somersetshire variety or of the South-

western Dialect generally, are also to be found at Merriott and

Montacute. ?

7. and lastly. That the total absence of the sound resembling the

French u, and that of talketh for talks, theckey for thick, er for he,

etc., is to be noticed in these two villages as well as in the Southern,

Central, and North-eastern varieties of the county of Somerset.
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(JHarlg <njjlt$jj f^gmn to tfje Firgtn,

[Hengwrt MS. 479, leaf 38.]

(1)

mightie Ladie, our leading / to haue

at heaven, our abiding,

vnto the feaste euerlasting

is sette a branche vs to bring. 4

(2)

You wanne this with blisse, the blessing / of God

for your good abearing

where you bent for yowr winning ;

since queene, & yowr sonne is king. 8

(3)

Our forefaders fader, our feeding / our pope,

on yowr pappes had sucking :

in heaven blisse I had this thing,

attendaunce without ending. 12

(4)

We scene the bright queene with cunning / & blisse

the blossome fruite bearing :

I would, as ould as I sing,

winne yowr loue, on jour lavinge. 16

(5)

Queene odde of our God, our guiding / moder,

mayden notwithstandinge :

who wed such with a rich ring,

as God woud this good wedding. 20

(6)

Helpe vs pray for vs preferring / our soules
;

assoile vs at ending !

make all that we fall to fnng

yowr sonnes live, our sinnes leaving. 24
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'js Cops ^ tije

[Hengwrt MS. 294, j?a0e 287.]

(1)

Omiclldi
1
ladi : our leding // to haf

at hefn owr abeiding

yntw ddei ffest everlasting [p. 288]

i set a braynts ws tw bring./ 4

(2)

Yw wann ddys wyth blyss dde blessing // of God

ffor ywr gwd abering

hwier yw bynn flfor ywr wynning

syns kwin and ywr synn ys king./ 8

(3)

Owr fforffaddyrs ffaddyr, owr ffiding // owr pop

on ywr paps had swking

Yn hefn blyss i had ddys thing

atendans wythowt ending./ 12

(4)

Wi sin dde bricht kwin wyth kwning // and blys

the blosswm ifrvwt bering

ei wowld as owld as ei sing

wynn ywr lyf on ywr laving 16

(5)

Kwin od off owr god OAvr geiding // mwddyr

maedyn notwythstanding

hw wed syts wyth a ryts ring

as god wad ddys gwd weding 20

(6)

Help ws prae for ws prefferring // owr sowls

asoel ws at ending

mak awl ddat wi ffawl tw ffing

ywr synns lyf owr syns leving./ 24

1 The Rubricates has corrected the copyist's t of michti to d.
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(7)

As we may the day of dying / receiue [leaf ss, back]

our in-tousling ;

as he may take vs, waking,

to him in his mightie wing. 28

(8)

Might hit tooke / me ought to tell,

out soules of hell / to soiles of sight.

wee aske with booke / wee wishe with bell,

to heaven full well / to haue our flight, 32

all deedes well done,

t'abide deo boone,

a god made trone,

a good meete wright ; 36

and say so soone,

and north and noone,

and sunne & moone,

& so none might. 40

(9)

as soone as pride / is nowe supprest,

his seale is best / his soule is pight : 42

I tell to you,

as some doe showe,

as nowe I trowe,

we vse not right. 46

a boy wt'th his bowe,

his lookes is slowe :

howe may [you] knowe

him from a knight ? 50

(10)

The trueth is kitte / that earth is cast
;

the endes be last / the handes be light.

god sette it / good as it was, [leaf 39]

the rule doth passe / the worlde hath pight.
1 54

1 I suppose the 8-line stanza, 1. 69 66, should follow here.
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(7)

As wi mae dde dae off owr deing // resef [p. 289]

owr saviowr yn howsling

as hi mae tak ws waking
tw hym yn hys michti wing / 28

(8)

Micht hyt twk // mi ocht tw tel ///

owt sols off hel /// tw soels off hicht :/

wi aish wyth bwk // wi wish wyth bel ///

tw hefn ffwl wel /// tw haf on flicht./ 32

Al 1 dids wel dywn //

tabyd deo bwn //

a god mad trwu. //

a gwd met wricht 36

and se so swn //

and north and nwn //

and synn an mwn //

and so non micht./ 40

(9)

As swn as preid // ys now syprest

hys sel ys best // his sol ys picht 42

E I tel tw yo //

as synn dwth shio //

as now ei tro //

wi vws not richt 46

a boy withs bo //

hys lokes is s[l]o
2
//

how mae yw kno //

hym ffrom a knicht 50

(10)

Dde trvsvth ys kyt // ddat yerth ys kast // [p- 200:

dde ends bi last // dde hands bi licht./

o God set yt // gwd as yt was //

dde rvwl dwth pass // dde world hath picht. 54

1 MS. Awl, with w underdotted. 2 a later I is overlined.
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(11)

A prettie thing / we pray to thest,

that good behest / that god behight.

& he was ffing / into his feaste

that euer shall lest / with diuerse light. 58

The world away /

is done as day,

it is no nay /

it is nighe night. 62

as ould, I say,

I was in fay ;

yelde a good may,

would God I might. 66

Aware we would,

the sinnes we sould,

& be not hould

in a bant highte. 70

And young & ould,

wi'th him they hould,

the^Iewes has sould,

that Jesus highte. 74

(12)

trusti Criste / that werst y crowne,

ere wee die downe / a readie dight, 76

to thanke to thee

at te roode tree,

then went all wee,

they nowe to light. 80

to graunt agree,

amen with mee,

that I may see

thee to my sight. 84
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(11)

A preti thing // wi prae to thest //

ddat gwd bi-hest // ddat God bihicht //

and hi was ffing // yntw hys ffest //

ddat ever shal lest // wyth deivers licht./ 58

dde world away //

ys dynn as day //

yt ys no nay //

yt is nei nicht / 62

as owld ei say //

ei was yn ffay //

eild a gwd may //

wld God ei micht / 66

Awar wi wowld //

dde syns ddey sowld //

an 1 bi not howld //

in a bant hicht./ 70

and ywng and owld //

wyth hym ddei howld //

dde Dsivws 2 has sowld //

ddat Dsiesws hicht / 74

(12)

trysti Kreist // ddat werst a krown //

er wi dei down // a redi dicht 76

Tw thank tw ddi //

at dde rwd tri // [p. wi]

dden went all wi //

ddey now tw licht./ 80

tw grawnt agri //

amen wyth mi //

ddat ei mae si //

ddi two mei sicht./ 84

1

and, with d underdotted. *
first Dsietvt in MS.
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(13)

Our lucke, our king / our locke, our key,

my God I pray / my guide vpright.

I seeke, I sing / I shake, I say, [leaf 39, back]

I weare away / a werie wight. 90

ageinst I goe /

my frendes me fro ;

I found a foe /

mth fende I fight : 94

I sing allso /

in welth & woe
;

I can no moe /

to queene of might. 98

Jeuaw ap Eydderch ap Jeuaw lloyd ai kant.

medd eraill Jeuaw ap liowefi Swrdwal. 1

1 That is, "Jeuan ap Eydderch ap Jeuan Lloyd sang it,

according to another, Jeuan ap Howel Swrdwal." Meaning,
that Jeuan ap Eydderch, &c., or Jeuan ap Howel, &c., was
author of the poem.

These were well known Bards of the 15th century. The
former was a member of the greatest family in Cardiganshire,
now represented by Sir Pryse Pryse, Bart. Win. W. E. Wynne.
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(13)

Owr Iwk owr king // owr lok owr kae ///

mei God ei prae // mi geid
1
vpricht./

ei sik ei sing // ei siak 2 ei sae ///

ei wer awae /// a win wicht./ 90

agaynst ei go //

mei ffrynds mi ffro //

ei ffownd a fib //

. wyth ffynd ei ffricht 94

ei sing also //

yn welth and wo //

ei kan no mo //

tw kwin off micht /
98

1
1 y alterd to 0.

*
shiak, with h underdotted.



NOTES ON THE WELSH PHONETIC COPY.

BY ALEX. J. ELLIS, F.R.S.

THE Welsh phonetic transcription of this hymn must have been

made either very late in the xv th or early in the xvi th century. It

must be compared with Salesbury's accounts of English (1547) &
Welsh pronunciation (1567), the essential parts of which are reprinted

and where need is, translated in my Early English Pronunciation,

Part III., pp. 743 794. It appears from those books that the

sounds of the Welsh letters in the early xvith century was the same

as at present, except that y which has now two sounds, approaching

to u, i in our but, bzt, had at that time only the latter sound, both

long and short, and this differs in practice imperceptibly from the

sound of the Welsh u. The following are therefore the sounds to be

attributed to the letters in this transcription. The vowels are to be

read either long or short.

A, father, past, rather fine. AI,

AY, aye. AE rather broader than ay ;

all three AI, AY, AE. are nearly Ger-

man AI. B, b. C is not used in

the poem, in modern Welsh it is k.

CH, the guttural, as in Scotch and

German. D, d. DD, as th in they,

breathe. E, there, th<?n. EL height.

F, P. FF,/. G, g. H, h. I, heed,
but often confused with hid, which
has generally y. IE occurs only in

hivier, and may be an error for hiver;

it should sound like wheer, and rceer

is now found in Shropshire. K, k,

used generally, as also in Salesbury.

KW, g_u, as in Salesbury. L, I. M,
m. N, n. NG, sing. O, open, on, or

nearly so. OU, a diphthong resem-

bling ho?p, but having a more decided

sound of o in it. OE, joy. P, p.

R, r, but always trilled. S, g, always

sharp, never z, which does not occur in

Welsh, hence of course * is used for

both * and 2. SI before a vowel is

used to indicate the sound of s/t, and
TSI = tsh is used for chest, and DSI
= dsh for jest ; Salesbury uses only

TSI, and says it is as like the true

sounds as pewter to silver, the sounds

ch j do not occur in Welsh
;

at the

end of a word ts is used for branch,
where Salesbury uses us. TH, thin

breath as distinct from DD. U, the

Welsh sound is not used in the tran-

scription except in the diphthong iiw.

written i-n: Salesbury identifies U
with French u, and seems to use me
for the same sound, whether or not
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with a sound of oo after it, it may be English IK and used for it. WY, witla
;

difficult to say; I think not. V, v, is Y, always a vowel, but used both for

sometimes used, as in Salesbury, but consonant and vowel in rich written
is always replaced by / in modern ryts. YW in modern Welsh is am-
Welsh. W, too, hwd, always a vowel, biguous, but is here always used for

but forming a diphthong with the yoo.

following vowel, and then very like

The pronunciation thus given agrees as a rule with Salesbury's,

which it confirms. But there are clearly some errors, though it is

difficult to say who is to blame for them. In the following I give

the number of the line, the present reading in Roman, and the probable

in Italics.

1 michdi, michti. 2 our, owr; see

2. 3 yntw, mntm ; 57 yntw is properly
used for into. 4 i, is. 7 hwier, hwer ?

bynn, bent? 8 synn, swn. 11 i, ei.

Uthe,dde. 16 lyf, Imf. 17 kwinod,
krvinwd= queenhood ? 19 syts, smts,

meaning stitich as Gill marks it, but
sich may be right, as there may have
been two sounds. 20 wad, womld ; see

v. 15 ? 24 synns, swns; see v. 8. 25

deing, deling. 30 sols, sowls ; hicht,

sicht. 31 aish, aisk
;
sh must be an

error for sk because sh is not found in

Welsh
;
ask occurs in Gill, but aisk

may have been intended, as Sales-

bury writes ai for a in several words.

32 on, ojcr. 33 dywn, dwn. 34

tabyd, tabeyd = t'abide. 39 synn,
swnn. 41 syprest, srvprest, 42 sol,

sowl. 43 EI, EI. 44 synn, stvm ;

shio, sio, in 89 sialili was once wrongly
written. 51 yerth, erth

;
the sound

yerth is possible but highly dia-

lectal ;
we find now in Shropshire

yar = hair, yarb = herb, yerth =
earth, yed = head, yep = heap, and
this county may have been the model
for a Welshman's English at that

time. 60 dynn, drvn. 65 eild, ield.

66 wld, wo-tcld; see v. 15 and 67, but

it may be used for wwld = woold, as

iv disappears before a following w in

Welsh, see 66 wld. 84 two, trv, 86

vpricht, rvpricht. 94 ffricht, fficht.

As to the pronunciation marked there is nothing out of the way,

if we suppose those y's just noted to be errors for w.

proper ;
42 sel = seal. The Y in 92

ffrynds. and 94 ffynd = fiend
;

Sales-

bury and Gill havefrinds, but Sales-

bury has apparently fend, as he cites

that as example of e having the Welsh
sound. The Y in 75 trysti

= trusty

agrees with Salesbury who identifies

it with Welsh . The W in 4 ws,
10 swking, 17 mwddyr, is regular,
as also in 20 gwd, 23, 28 tw, 29 twk,
54 dwth (whence 33 dywn should be

dwn), and long in 34 bwn, 37 swn,
38 nwn, 39 mwn, 78 rwd

;
and in

35 trwn = throne, we have Sales-

bury's sound. VW in 14 ffrvwt =
fruit ; 46 vws = use

;
51 trvwth ; 54

rvwl
;
73 Dsivws represents, I believe,

75 Kreist, giving the modern pro-
nunciation of Christ, is curious; I have
no other xvi th century authority for

this word. Observe the guttural CH
in 1, 28. michti

; 30, 84 sicht
;
29 ocht

;

36 wricht
; 40, 66 micht ; 42, 54

picht ; 50 knicht
; 52, 58 licht ; 56

behicht
;

62 nicht
;

76 dicht
;

88

wpricht, 90 wicht. The KN in 49

kno
;
50 knicht, andWR in 36 wricht.

TH in 12 wythowt ;
13 wyth ; 47

withs, but DD in 3, 72 ddei
; 5, 11,

20ddys; 9fforffaddyrsffaddyr; 13.25,

51, 52, 54, 59, &c., dde; 17 mwddyr ;

23, 51, 56, 58 ddat
; 68, 80 ddey ;

77

ddi
; 79 dden. For the vowels, ob-

serve E in 1 leding; 36 met = meet
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French u; see above and Early English

Pronunciation, Part I., pp. 164 8.

The present Welsh sound of DHW
is scarcely distinguishable by an

Englishman from English den, but

Welshmen profess to hear and make a

difference. Among the diphthongs,
AI or AY in 4 braynts = branch, 31

aisk = ask, is borne out by Salesbury's

domaige, heritaige, languaige, aishe,

waitehe, and oreintsys = oranges.

AE, AI, AY, El, EY, are identified,

and had the sound of aye ; compare
18 maedyn ; 25, 27 mae

;
65 may ;

25 dae = day; 85 kae = key; 89

sae, and 63 say ;
90 awae

; 21, 88

prae; 64 ffay; 91 agaynst ; 68, 80

ddey, and 72 ddei
;
75 Kreist. This

illustrates the identification of El, AI
in Chaucer. The OW in 15 owld;
68 sowld

;
69 howld = hold, is quite

regular ;
it is curious in 15, 67 wowld,

which Gill and Sir T. Smith give as

woold ; compare 66 wld
;
and quite

unexpected in 26 saviowr, which may
be an error for savircr, the older form,

or savior, as Gill would probably have
had it; or it may be some artificial

solemn utterance
;

the word is not
found in the original English version.

Altogether this phonetic 'writing is a very interesting document,

and the errors in it are not more than are commonly met with in the

phonetic writing of persons who are not used to it. The general

character that it gives to the pronunciation is no doubt quite correct.

July 1880.

ALEXANDER J. ELLIS.
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GEOEGE ELIOT'S USE OF DIALECT.

BY WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

[Read before th Manchester Literary Club, January 24, 1881.]

A LITERARY form may be given to the dialectal

words and expressions that constitute the folk-speech of

a district either from a scientific or from an artistic motive.

When Prince Lucien Bonaparte caused the Song of

Solomon to be translated into various dialects, his pur-

pose was purely scientific. When Shakspere, Scott, or

and finish to the personages of rural life who live and breathe

in her pages. Thus, in Adam Bede, the very opening

chapter shows her skill and discretion
;
for the men, all
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French u; see above and Early English sae, and 63 say; 90 awae
; 21, 88

Pronunciation, Part I., pp. 164 8. prae ;
64 flay; 91 agaynst ; 68, 80

The present Welsh sound of Duw ddey, and 72 ddei
;
75 Kreist This

is scarcely distinguishable by an illustrates the identification of El, AI

Englishman from English den, but in Chaucer. The OW in 15 owld;
Welshmen profess to hear and make a 68 sowld

;
69 howld = hold, is quite

difference. Among the diphthongs, regular ;
it is curious in 15, 67 wowld,

AI or AY in 4 braynts = branch, 31 which Gill and Sir T. Smith give as

aisk = ask, is borne out by Salesbury's woold ; compare 66 wld
;
and quite

domaige, heritaige, languaige, aishe, unexpected in 26 saviowr, which may
waitche, and oreintsys = oranges, be an error for savirvr, the older form.

AE, AI, AY, El, EY, are identified, or savior, as Gill would probably have
and had the sound of aye ; compare had it

;
or it may be some artificial

18 maedyn; 25, 27 mae
;

65 may; solemn utterance; the word is not

25 dae = day ;
85 kae = key ;

89 found in the original English version.

Altogether this phonetic writing is a very interesting document,

and the errors in it are not more than are commonly met with in the

phonetic writing of persons who are not used to it. The general

character that it gives to the pronunciation is no doubt quite correct.

ALEXANDER J. ELLIS.

EREAT A.

p. 34, col. 2, 1. 9 from bottom, for do not occur, read not occurring,

p. 35, col. 2, 1. 3 from top, for vowel in rich, read vowel, as in rich.

p. 35, col. 2, 1. 2 of second paragraph in double columns, for 43 El, read
43 E I.

p. 35, col. 2, 1. 5 of second paragraph in double columns, for wrongly written,
read wrongly written with s7i.

p. 35, col. 2, 1. 2 from bottom of second paragraph in double columns, omit
see 66 wld.
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GEORGE ELIOT'S USE OF DIALECT.

BY WILLIAM B. A. AXON.

[Read before the Manchester Literary Club, January 24, 1881.]

A LITERARY form may be given to the dialectal

words and expressions that constitute the folk-speech of

a district either from a scientific or from an artistic motive.

When Prince Lucien Bonaparte caused the Song of

Solomon to be translated into various dialects, his pur-

pose was purely scientific. When Shakspere, Scott, or

George Eliot use dialect to give local colour or rustic flavour,

the intention is purely artistic. The scientific method aims

at the illustration of the dialect itself, with its historical

associations and philological affinities. The artistic uses it

for the elucidation of character, and by the aid of its minute

touches increases the individuality of the portrait. Most

dialect writers aim as a first object at the display of the

dialect itself, and this not infrequently leads them into exag-

geration. Thus Tim Bobbin noted all the uncommon and

quaint-sounding phrases that he heard anywhere, and

pressed them into his
" Lancashire Dialogue." The effect is

that his work cannot be taken as a faithful representation

of the common speech of the county at any particular time

or place. George Eliot's use of dialect was distinctly artistic.

She used just so much of it as was necessary to give point

and finish to the personages of rural life who live and breathe

in her pages. Thus, in Adam Bede, the very opening

chapter shows her skill and discretion
;
for the men, all
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engaged in the free and unconstrained talk of the work-

shop, not only vary in the degree in which they use dialectal

expressions, but there is a certain individuality in their way
of employing it which marks them off from each other.

That George Eliot fully appreciated the value of dialect is

shown in the complacent speech of Mr. Carson, the host of

the " Donnithorne Arms:"

I'm not this countryman you may tell by my tongue, sir ; they're cur'ous

talkers i' this country, sir ; the gentry's hard work to hunderstand 'em. I was

brought hup among the gentry, sir, an' got the turn o' their tongue when I was

a bye. Why, what do you think the folks here says for "hev'nt you?" the

gentry you know says "hev'nt you :" well, the people about here says "hanna

yey." Its what they call the dileck as is spoke hereabout, sir. That's what

I've heard Squire Donnithorne say many a time ; "its the dileck," says he.

This delightful passage is suggestive in many ways.

The ignorance of Carson is perhaps less due to self-com-

placency than to want of intellectual grasp, especially in so

unaccustomed a field of mental inquiry. The difference

between his speech and that of his neighbours has struck

him as an interesting phenomenon, but his effort to

ascertain the causes of the variance only results in his

accepting as a solution what is only a restatement of the

problem in a to him scholastic and authoritative form,

When Squire Donnithorne says that the country people

speak a dialect, he merely tells Carson in an unaccustomed

phrase a fact which the former butler's perceptive powers

have already ascertained. Carson, however, contentedly

accepts the mere word as the key of the mystery. In this

he probably resembles many other arrested inquirers who

deceive themselves by juggling with mere words, and who

fancy they have found effectual answers, when in point of

fact they have merely restated momentous problems in

unfamiliar words. Carson's perceptive faculty, although

equal to noting the broader discrepancies between his own

fashion of speaking and that of the rustics around him, is
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incapable of discriminating between his own style and that

of the gentry amongst whom
" he was brought up." The

departure from conventional English is in this case a note

of caste. The English gentry as a body have a flavour of

public school education and university culture, and yet

their household dependants speak in another tongue. The

drawing-room and the servants' hall have each their own

vocabulary and grammar, and a philological gulf is fixed

between the two, though one might at least suppose that

the yawning chasm would easily be bridged over by a little

educational effort on either side.

With the reticence of genius George Eliot obtains her

effects with the slightest possible expenditure of material.

She contrives to give the impression of provincial speech

without importing any great number of unfamiliar words

into the text. Thus old Joshua Rann stands before us a

pronounced Mercian, although not a dozen of his words

are unknown to the dictionary :

"
Humbly begging your honour's pardon," said Joshua, bowing low, "there

was one thing I had to say to his reverence as other things had drove out o'

my head."
" Out with it, Joshua, quickly," said Mr. Irwine.

"Belike, sir, you havena heared as Thias Bede's dead drowned this

morning, or more like overnight, i' the Willow Brook, again' the bridge, right
'

i' front o' the house."

"Ah !" exclaimed both the gentlemen at once, as if they were a good deal

interested in the information.
" An' Seth Bede's been to me this morning to say he wished me to tell your

reverence as his brother Adam begged of you particular t' allow his father's

grave to be dug by the White Thorn, because his mother's set her heart on it

on account of a dream as she had ; an they'd ha' come theirselves to ask you,

but they've so much to see after with the crowner, an' that ; an' their mother's

took on so, an' wants 'em to make sure o' the spot for fear somebody else should

take it. An' if your reverence sees well an' good, I'll send my boy to tell 'em

as soon as I get home ; an' that's why I make bold to trouble you wi' it, his

honour being present."

"To be sure, Joshua, to be sure, they shall have it. I'll ride round to

Adam myself, and see him. Send your boy, however, to say that they shall

have the grave, lest anything should happen to detain me. And now, good

morning, Joshua; go into the kitchen and have some ale."
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The same method may be seen in the fine portrait of

Mrs. Poyser. That emphatic housekeeper thus objurgates

the faithful "Molly":
"
Spinning, indeed ! It isn't spinning as you'd be at, I'll be bound, and let

you have your own way. I never knew your equals for gallowsness. To think

of a gell o' your age wanting to go and sit with half-a-dozen men ! I'd ha'

been ashamed to let the words pass over my lips if I'd been you. And you,

as have been here ever since last Michaelmas, and I hired you at Treddles'on

stattets, without a bit o' character as I say, you might be grateful to be hired

in that way to a respectable place; and you knew no more o' what belongs to

work when you come here than the mawkin o' the field. As poor a two-fisted

thing as ever I saw, you know you was. Who taught you to scrub a floor, I

should like to know ? Why, you'd leave the dirt in heaps i' the corners any-

body 'ud think you'd never been brought up among Christians. And as for

spinning, why you've wasted as much as your wage i' the flax you've spoiled

learning to spin. And you've a right to feel that, and not to go about as

gaping and as thoughtless as if you was beholding to nobody. Comb the wool

for the whittaws, indeed ! That's what you'd like to be doing is it ?

That's the way with you that's the road you'd all like to go, headlong to

ruin. You're never easy till you've got some sweetheart as is as big a fool as

yourself; you think you'll be finely off when you're married, I daresay, and

have got a three-legged stool to sit on, and never a blanket to cover you, and

a bit o' oatcake for your dinner as three children are a-snatching at."

Yet George Eliot does use words that have not found

the sanctuary of the dictionary, although the horns of its

altar have been grasped by greater lingual offenders.

Amongst these we name, at random, the following :

Curchey, chapellin, overrun (run away), dawnin' (morning),

nattering, plash, coxy, queechy, franzy, megrim, fettle. It

is needless to attempt a complete list, as George Eliot's dia-

lect words appear to be all included in the Leicestershire

Glossary
* of Dr. Evans, who states that

" None of the

Leicestershire writers are so rich in illustrations of the

Leicestershire dialect as Shakspere and Drayton ;
while in

our own time by far its best literary exponent is the War-

wickshire author of Adam Bede and Middlemarch" A
writer in the Quarterly Review (October, 1 860), amongst

*
Leicestershire Words, Phrases, and Proverbs, by the late A. B. Evans,

D.D. Edited by Sebastian Evans, LL.D. (English Dialect Society, 1881.)
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some unjust criticism, bears testimony to the excellence of

her presentation of folk-speech.

Thus the most serious characters make the most solemn and most pathetic

speeches in provincial dialect and ungrammatical constructions, although it

must be allowed that the authoress has not ventured so far in this way as to

play with the use and abuse of the aspirate. And her dialect appears to be

very carefully studied, although we may doubt whether the Staffordshire pro-

vincialisms of Clerical Life and Adam Bede are sufficiently varied when the

scene is shifted in the latest book to the Lincolnshire side of the Humber.

But where a greater variation than that between one midland dialect and

another is required, George Eliot's conscientiousness is very curiously shown.

There is in Mr, GilfiFs Story a gardener of the name of Bates, who is de-

scribed as a Yorkshireman ; and in Adam Bede there is another gardener, Mr.

Craig, whose name would naturally indicate a Scotchman. Each of these

horticulturists is introduced into the dialogue, and of course the reader would

naturally think one to talk Yorkshire and the other to talk some Scotch. But

the authoress apparently did not feel herself mistress of either Scotch or

Yorkshire to such a degree as would have warranted her in attempting them ;

and, therefore, before her characters are allowed to open their mouths, she, in

each case, is careful to tell us that we must moderate our expectations : "Mr.
Bates's lips were of a peculiar cut, and I fancy this had something to do with

the peculiarity of his dialect, which, as we shall see, was individual rather

than provincial." "I think it was Mr. Craig's pedigree only that had the

advantage of being Scotch, and not his 'bringing up,' for except that he had

a stronger burr in his accent, his speech differed little from that of the Loam-

shire people around him."

The reviewer's dicta are open to some objection alike as to

fact and deduction. Mr. Casson, for instance, both uses

and abuses the aspirate in his utterances, and the amount

of literary material both in
" Scotch

" and "
Yorkshire

"

would easily have enabled her to become familiar with the

general character and structure of those forms of speech.

Surely this would have been a small matter compared to

her resurrection of a dead age of Italian history.

Whatever uncertainty may have existed as to the

varieties of our English folk-speech uttered by the charac-

ters of George Eliot must be set at rest by a letter to

Professor Skeat, in which George Eliot has expounded her

own theories as to the artistic use of dialect.* She says :

*
English Dialect Society: Bibliographical List, Part I., 1873, p. viii.
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"
It must be borne in mind that my inclination to be as

close as I could to the rendering of dialect, both in words

and spelling, was constantly checked by the artistic duty of

being generally intelligible." This, it will be seen, is the chief

distinction between the scientific method which addresses

either philological experts or a public however small

thoroughly familiar with the dialect itself.
" But for that

check," continues George Eliot,
"

I should have given a

stronger colour to the dialogue in Adam Bede, which is

modelled on the talk of North Staffordshire and the neigh-

bouring part of Derbyshire. The spelling, being determined

by my own ear alone, was necessarily a matter of anxiety,

for it would be as possible to quarrel about it as about the

spelling of Oriental names. The district imagined as the

scene of Silas Marner is in North Warwickshire
;
but

here, and in all my other presentations of life except Adam

Bede, it has been my intention to give the general physiog-

nomy rather than a close portraiture of the provincial

speech as I have heard it in the Midland or Mercian

region. It is a just demand that art should keep clear of

such specialities as would make it a puzzle for the larger

part of its public ;
still one is not bound to respect the

lazy obtuseness or snobbish ignorance of people who do

not care to know more of their native tongue than the

vocabulary of the drawing-room and the newspaper."

This last sentence may be commended alike to those

who write in any dialect and to those superfine critics who

have not skill to discern the difference between provincial

words and mere vulgarisms.

It may be asked why Dinah Morris, the saintly Methodist

woman preacher, although on the same social and educa-

tional plane as the dialect-speaking characters of Adam

Bede, is rarely represented as employing any provincial

words or phrases. The reason is that such intensely
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religious natures nurturing mind and soul upon the pure

English of the Bible have their entire diction permeated

by the influence of its words, which have always a certain

dignity and sometimes the truest grandeur and poetic

force. Elizabeth Evans, the original of Dinah Bede, has

left an autobiography extending over several pages, and

this narrative though highly charged with religious fervour

contains only one word that can be regarded as unfamiliar

to conventional English.* There is another reason why

George Eliot would have been justified in not putting

dialect words into the mouth of her fair saint. When we

see any one possessed of and possessed by a spirit of

intense religious earnestness and seeking for the good of

others, we do not notice the strange or uncouth fashion in

which their message may be delivered. The accidents of

speech and manner are burned up like dross in the fire of

their zeal, and only the real gold is left behind. Their

mannerisms, whether of action or of speech, do not affect

us and are unnoticed. We are not conscious of this or

that imperfect form of words, but hear only that higher

language in which soul calls to soul.

* How far Elizabeth Evans was the original of Dinah Morris may be seen

from George Eliot's letter to Miss Hennell. (Pall Mall Gazette, Jan. 6, 1881.)

The likeness between the two had been pointed out by "Guy Roslyn,"

who gives an abstract of her autobiography. It is remarkable that the inci-

dent of the " Face crowned thorns
"

is not mentioned in it, although it forms

so important a part both in the story of Dinah Morris and in George Eliot's

own account of her aunt. The provincialism alluded to above is in the sen-

tence : "Earth was a scale to heaven." The word is not glossed by Dr.

Evans. There is a portrait of Elizabeth Evans in Harper's Magazine, May,
1881.
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POSTSCRIPT. For bibliographical particulars the reader

is referred to
"
George Eliot : a Bibliography," by Charles

W. Sutton (Papers of the Manchester Literary Club, vol. vii.,

1881). TJie Scenes of Clerical Life were printed in 1857 ;

Adam Bede in 1859 ;
The Mill on the Floss in 1860

;
Silas

Marner in 1861
;

Felix Holt tJie Radical in 1866; and

Middle-march in 1871. The most convenient form in which

to have George Eliot's writings is the Cabinet Edition

issued by Messrs. Blackwood & Sons in 1878-79, and

extending to nineteen volumes. It may be regarded as a

definitive edition.



REPORT OF DIALECTAL WORK.

By ALEXANDER J. ELLIS, F.R.S.

[Read before the Philological Society, 7 May 1886.]

At last I have the satisfaction of announcing substantial progress
in the preparation of my account of the Existing Phonology of

the English Dialects, forming Part V. of my Early English Pro-

nunciation. I had, as you are aware from my former reports, dis-

tributed English Dialects into six principal Divisions, Southern,

"Western, Eastern, Midland, Northern, and Lowland Scotch. The
nomenclature is entirely geographical, for the purpose of avoiding

any reference to an historical, which would be mainly a theoretical

location of the dialects. Such divisions would be liable to shift. I

aim at something permanent, by simply assigning the localities

where different modes of speech actually prevail. The record

which I wish to furnish will therefore have a value for all time,
as the best which, with the assistance of very many co-workers,
could be produced for the latter half of the xixth century.
Now of these six divisions, three are practically completed, and

I produce the MS. The third or Eastern division wants a week's

work, which could not be accomplished in time for this meeting
When I say that these three divisions are completed, I mean that

in the first draft they are ready for press. Of course a very strict

and careful revision will be necessary, to reduce the whole to one

consistent plan, and not only to curtail redundancies, but possibly
to diminish the great bulk by omitting some points which although

interesting are of minor importance. The temptations for excur-

suses are very great and very frequent. I have attempted to avoid

unnecessary details as much as possible, and to recollect that much
which is interesting to myself, to whom each spot has a history,
often a very lengthy one extending over weeks, months, and even

years, will probably possess but slight attraction for the user of my
book, who wants to pick out the results with the least possible
trouble and cares little or nothing about the way in which they
were obtained.

The extent of territory which these divisions occupy is shewn in

the accompanying maps [these are here omitted because they cannot

be published till the book is completed], which I shall explain pre-

sently, but as they have had to be drawn very hastily, so late as

this afternoon, there must be numerous inaccuracies, and they are

only intended to give you a general idea of my distribution of

phonetic dialects into districts. In my book all the boundaries are

carefully detailed. But before entering upon the results shewn by
my map, I wish to explain the method of work by which these

results have been obtained and co-ordinated.

E.D.S. Miscellanies. 5.
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METHOD OF WORK.

The first part of my Early English Pronunciation was published
in Feb. 1869. In discussing the xivth century sound of I, Y in

that part, I had been obliged to refer to dialectal pronunciation,
and on p. 277 note 1 of E.E.P. I mention the names of several

gentlemen who had supplied me with information. Among them
I stated that a lady near Norwich had helped me. This was the

beginning of my dialectal work, and as it occurred in 1868, I have

really already spent 17 years in gathering materials. The lady at

Norwich, Miss Cecilia Day, daughter of the then rector of Kirby
Bedon, near Norwich, dictated to me a series of Nf. 1 words at the

meeting of the British Association there in 1868, which were the

first pieces of dialect that I attempted to write from actual audition.

But even then I had very little conception of the difficulties of the

task which have grown upon me year by year as I found the

necessity of greater accuracy. Among the list of helpers there

mentioned I find the name of Mr. Thomas Hallam, who had already
for some time occupied himself with phonetic researches especially
in relation to the dialects of his native county, Db. Mr. Hallam

subsequently made himself master of my system of writing called

palaeotype, which he writes with extreme care and accuracy, and
I need scarcely say that with his phonetic knowledge, his power to

enter into conversation with labourers without frightening them
into refinements of speech, and his many journeys over all parts of

m. and s. England, and the great liberality with which he has put
his notes at my disposition, he has been a mainstay to my work.
Even during last Easter holidays, leaving home on the Thursday
and returning the following Monday, 26th April, he explored for

me the ne. part of Np., e. and w. of Peterborough, s. of Rt. and

1 The names of counties being very lengthy and cumbrous will be generally

abridged to the initial and one other letter in the word. Thus for the English
and such of the Welsh counties as are here mentioned, I write Bd. Bedfordshire,
Be. Berkshire, Br. Brecknockshire, Bu. Buckinghamshire, Cb. Cambridgeshire,
Ch. Cheshire, Cm. Carmarthenshire, Co. Cornwall, Cu. Cumberland, Db. Derby,
Dn. Denbighshire, Do. Dorsetshire, Dv. Devonshire, Es. Essex, Fl. Flintshire,
Gl. Gloucestershire, Gm. Glamorganshire, Ha. Hampshire, He. Herefordshire,
Ht. Hertfordshire, Hu. Huntingdonshire, Ke. Kent, La. Lancaster, Le. Leicester-

shire, Li. Lincolnshire, Ma. Isle of Man, Mg. Montgomeryshire, Mi. Middlesex,
Mo. Monmouthshire, Nb. Northumberland, Nf. Norfolk, Np. Northamptonshire,
Nt. Nottinghamshire, Ox. Oxfordshire, Fm. Pembrokeshire, Rd. Radnorshire,
Rt. Rutlandshire, Sc. Scilly Isles, Sf. Suffolk, Sh. Shropshire, Sm. Somerset,
Sr. Surrey, Ss. Sussex, St. Staffordshire, Wa. Warwickshire, We. Westmoreland,
Wi. Isle 'of Wight, Wl. Wiltshire, Wo. Worcestershire, To. York. Similar

abbreviations for all other counties, Welsh, Scotch, and Irish. The points of

the compass are abbreviated to n.e w.s. with m. mid, and their usual combina-
tions. In the names of Districts and Divisions, I use : B. border, D. district,

E. east or eastern, L Lowland Scotch, M. mid or midland, N. north or northern,
S. south or southern, W. west or western.

The following abbreviations are regularly used in the report as they will be in

the book : cs. comparative specimen, div. division, dt. dialect test. pal. palaeotype-d,
pron. pronunciation, rec. received, sp. speech, vv. viva voce, wl. word list, wn.
words noted, Ws. Wessex or West Saxon.
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n. of Cb., a district hitherto unexamined, and furnished me with

carefully-arranged details, without which I could not have satis-

factorily completed my account of the E. div. In the same way
he has most kindly filled up numerous blanks by personal observa-

tions, which I could not possibly have made myself, and has hence
enabled me to map out the country with some degree of complete-
ness. But I am anticipating.
At first I tried collecting such words as were spontaneously

offered. But dialect workers, and indeed some philologists, have
a strange propensity, due no doubt to our singular orthography, to

distinguish a word from its sound. A word with them is a collec-

tion of letters which more or less oftener less than more suggests
the sound to themselves, very roughly, and to others still more

roughly or not at all. These letter-groups are then registered, and
if they indicate mere mispronunciations, as they are very incorrectly

deemed, they are treated with scant courtesy and excluded generally
from glossaries. It was therefore difficult to persuade people that

what I wanted was not such dialectal words as are not used in

received speech, but those very mispronunciations that they so con-

temptuously rejected. Few could realise the fact that what I

wanted was the different phases in each part of the country of

words common to all parts. 1 then tried manuscript lists of words,
which soon became intolerable. So Dr. Murray and myself in

Sept. 1873 concocted a 'comparative specimen' (cs.), containing,
so far as we then knew, all words likely to be useful. I have had
the satisfaction of hearing from nearly all parts of the country that
" our folks don't speak so." Of course that was intentional. Literary

English was adopted, and it was hoped the translator would put it

into dialectal English. However this was a task my informants
could not accomplish, with rare exceptions. And it is curious with
what an instinct many of those who attempted the versions (and I

got more than 150 of them) managed to avoid the words or phrases
I particularly wanted and put in others which were comparatively
useless. Still this was the nucleus of my work. I found however
that this cs. was too long. It took two or three hours for me to

write from dictation, and I am really surprised that I got so many
valuable versions.

Next in Sept. 1877 I got out ' word lists' (wl.), adopting the

order and etymologies in Mr. Sweet's '

History of British Sounds,'
for I saw that the only way of comparing words was to refer them
where possible to these Ws. forms and not by the present promiscuous

orthography. I sent out 1650 of these wl. and of 1150 I heard

nothing more, though all were stamped for return, and 186 were
sent back blank. Of the remaining 314 only 54 were very good,
82 good, 70 middling, which accounts for 206, and the rest were
nowhere. Still these lists have been serviceable in many ways,
and even the worst filled served in some degree to shew a con-

tinuity of pronunciation heard elsewhere. But to fill up one of

these lists from dictation, even in the most rapid manner, took two
to four hours, and in order to get any result at all, the half loaf
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that is better than no bread, I was often obliged to be content

with a comparatively few selected words. And, after all, discon-

nected words presented unexpected difficulties, and my informants

had often to think them back into phrases before they could give
the sounds. The plan of numbering the sounds which I had intro-

duced to save a systematic orthography, proved to be quite unin-

telligible to most people, who could only indicate sounds, each in

his own, usually unexplained and often inexplicable, manner.
This led me in Jan. 1879 to devise my ' dialect test' (dt.), which

contained only 76 different words separately numbered, and had

long notes attached referring to each, stating the points to be

attended to, and pointing out for each particular case how the re-

quired sound might be indicated. I sent out between 600 and 700
of these, all with stamps for return, and I never heard more of 429,
while 61 were returned blank. I suspect I must have been found
a great bore, and am only too grateful to those ladies and gentlemen
who did take the trouble to answer me.

Besides all these I obtained and continue to obtain from Mr.
Hallam quantities of ' words noted '

(wn.) in different parts of

England, noted from various speakers, either unconsciously or con-

sciously to themselves. In the latter case he has generally been

very careful to ascertain the antecedents of the speaker in order to

judge of the trustworthiness of his utterance. These constitute

some of the most valuable parts of my materials.

The result is that I have a very large number of original docu-

ments, and the trouble is, as I have explained in preceding reports,
to know how to use them. The heaps of cs. wl. dt. and Mr.
Hallam's wn., coming in at once from different parts of England,
without any regard to locality or connection, were very confusing.

Merely to copy them down and leave the work of comparison to

some German professor or student in the xxth century, would be

futile. I pass over the different expedients which I have spoken
of in preceding reports, and come at once to the method I have
used in producing my book now before you.

In the first place every document refers to a given place in a

given county. Hence I established large envelopes lined with linen

such as those on the table, one or more for each county and placed
them in alphabetical order of the names of the counties. Into

the-proper county envelope I placed the documents belonging to it,

headed by the name of the place and its distance in miles and
direction from places inserted in the little map of England I have
shewn you,

1 and arranged them in alphabetical order of the names

1 This was done thus : Harrold Bd. (8 nw. Bedford) ,
that is, Harrold in

Bedfordshire, eight miles north-west of Bedford. By this means the exact

position of obscure places, often not entered on any but maps on a very large

scale, was indicated by means of this map, in which one inch represents about fifty-
seven miles. I find Philip's penny county maps extremely convenient. They are

very cheap and they can be scribbled over in any way. But they are on different

scales, lience I find the cheap six-sheet map with the county boundaries coloured,

originally published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
about eleven miles to the inch, very useful. I cut each map into four parts,
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of the places. Thus each document could be immediately found
and referred to. Of course all papers relating to the same place

(and there were often many) were fastened together. The next

requisite was to have a standard of comparison in the shape of a

classified wl. I made one containing all the words in my former

wl., all in my cs. and dt., together with several others which
seemed useful. This list contains 971 words. It is arranged in

three parts, (1) the words having direct prototypes in Ws. or Norse,

(2) words not having such, or of doubtful, disputed, or other than
known Romance origin, (3) Romance words. The first part is

arranged by the Ws. or Norse vowel contained, distinguishing whether

long or short or whether followed or not by a consonant in the

same syllable, that is, close or open vowels. Under each such
vowel are placed the Ws. or Norse words, in strict alphabetical
order from the vowel onwards, followed by the English word. A
similar but necessarily less elaborate classification is pursued in

lists 2 and 3. Every word is numbered. This I have had

printed very openly, so that for any particular place I can write

upon the paper the pronunciation of any word in the list. But I

constantly require words not in the list. These I insert in a

proper place with a for ' after
'
or b f before

' the number of the

adjacent word. My intention is to give the list in a condensed
form at first, and subsequently to put only the pronunciations inter-

preted by the prefixed number, if in the list, and otherwise by the

addition of the ordinary spelling. This list is accompanied by
another in the alphabetical order of the English words, referring

by a number to this list, and containing also the inserted words
with their proper etymologies. This alphabetical list I have found
of the utmost use to me. Of course to pick out the words in, say,
one of Mr. Hallam's lists of wn., or any other examples given,
and even from old word lists, and insert them in proper order in

the new form, is extremely laborious, and I cannot delegate the

work, for I know of no one who could interpret the papers, and
even if I did, I find this work indispensable for the formation of a

proper conception of the system of pronunciation (pron.). I always
learn much from constructing such lists, and hence do not grudge
the many hours' labour which they cause me.

Having then already made a rough plan of the English dialect

districts (D), I know what to expect from any county or part of

a county. When beginning a new div., as lately the E. div., I

see what counties it involves, and sort out the corresponding

envelopes. Then I read through the contents of each envelope.
This gives a general idea of how the dialect district will run. Next
I seize especially upon any viva voce (vv.) information which I have

obtained, or any from Mr. Hallam, Mr. Goodchild or Mr. C.

gum the middle of each only on to sheets of paper, which protects the edges and
allows any two or more to be brought close together, number them and mark
their boundaries on one of the small maps of England, which renders reference

easy. But it is often necessary to refer to Stanford's 24 sheet map with three

miles to an inch, and even larger maps.
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Clough Robinson, and I reduce these, if cs. dt. or wn., to the proper

palaeotype (pal.) form as now used, appending the necessary notes,
and if wl. or wn., to the systematic form of my classified wl. After

this is done for each county, I commence comparing the papers, and
on my county maps mark the apparent boundaries of the speech
forms. This comparison is much facilitated by the new classified

\vl. It is by this method that the characteristic forms and the

outlines of each district are obtained. The process is very slow, as

it is an extensive induction of particulars, but it leaves nothing to

the imagination, except in unexplored regions. Incomplete and
insufficient documents are here a great help in indicating how far

a system of speech extends. But it would be useless to pretend
that the lines drawn on the map can be accurate within half a

dozen miles. It is only on some particular boundaries that I have
been able to get anything like a sufficient number of observations

to draw a sharp line of demarcation, as, for instance, in those

admirable investigations of Mr. Hallam on the position of the

Southern boundary of the pronunciation of some as s66m (suim),
1 in

itself a most unexpected and hitherto unnoticed phenomenon.
The above points have been dwelt on, because they will serve in

some measure to explain the necessarily slow process of constructing
such an account of English dialects and their purely phonetic
classification, as I propose to give, and therefore I hope will

excuse me, especially as I have been frequently interrupted by
other studies and private business, for the otherwise apparently
inexcusable delay in getting out Part V. I cannot go to press with

any part till the whole is complete. It would be absurd to publish

anything without the map, and the construction of the map is, in

any div., the last thing that can be attempted. The great alter-

ations in my former schemes which my recent investigations have
made necessary in the E. div. warn me what I must expect in the

very complicated Midland region. But besides all this, the work
must be revised and systematised as a whole. The former parts of

my E.E.P. have already suffered by being produced in sections, and
as the fifth part will constitute a complete treatise by itself, I am
most anxious to make it self-consistent. And now if you please
I will attempt to shew you what I have thus far accomplished.

PRELIMINARY MATTER.

First let me direct your attention to the map. My preliminary
matter among other things contains an account of the 3 borders

(B.) and the 10 transverse lines. The first border is the N. to S.

B., which passed from Edinburgh with a few sinuosities to the w.
of Do., and was the boundary between Saxon on the e. and Celt on
the w. about A.D. 580. It belongs to a byegone period, and hence is

not marked, but it is useful to remember as explaining to some

1 Sounds in this report are given generally in a makeshift unexplained ortho-

graphy, such as ordinary writers employ, corrected by the subsequently pal. letters

between
( ),

which are known to the readers of E.E.P. Tarts I. to IV.
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extent the difference between the character of our speech to the e.

and w. of that line. The second or Welsh B., the only one marked
on the map, is the present separation of English and Welsh, as

explained in my paper on the Delimitation of Welsh and English in

our Transactions. It may be continued to Ireland, to cut off the se.

comer of County Wexford. It is indicated by a thick line to the

w. of England and s. of Wales. The third or Highland B. belongs
to Scotland. Of the 10 transverse lines which run across England
from sea to sea, and form important distinctions of speech, only
three occur in the map. They are marked by small encircled

numbers 1, 2, 3, at their extremities on the sea, and occasionally

during their length.
Line 1 marks the northernmost limit of the pron. of some as sum

(som, sam) or even som (som), n. of this line and through the M.
counties the sound is s<5<5rn (s^m). The line begins on the River

Dee, passes thro' Sh. Wo. Wa. Np. Hu. and Cb. to pass by n. of

Nf. to the sea. I had thought that this would cut off the M. div.,

and it does so very nearly, but n. Np. and Rt., which are not at all

M., lie to the n. of it. I call this the n. sum line.

Line 2 marks the southernmost limit of the pronunciation of

some as s66m (si^m). Lines 1 and 2 coincide as far as the se. corner

of Sh. Then line 2 sweeps s. by the Malvern Hills, and afterwards,
marked by a broken line, passes through s. Gl. and n. WL, and

through n. Ox., cutting off the nw. part of Bu. and joining line 1

again about Thrapston Np. This union of the two lines continues

but a little way, and line 2 goes s. again thro' n. Hu. and n. Cb. to

!N"f., and in Nf. cuts off a very extensive region to the nw. All

the border towns on each side of the line have been visited and
examined by Mr. Hallam, and the line was drawn by me from his

observations. Between lines 1 and 2 there is a mixed region in

which not only sum, stitim (sam, st^m) are heard, but also various

mixtures of them and not unfrequently som (som). Hence I call

line 2 the s. sfitim line, and the intermediate district I term the

mixed som region.
This incursion of 68 (w x)

on the land of u (9), as it appears, is

really the contrary. The whole country s. of the s. stitim line 2,

once said stidm (sum) or (s^m) of the difference of these two
sounds it will be more convenient to speak in my next report,
which will begin with the M. and it is really the part s. of line 2

which has changed, by a process perhaps similar to that now heard

in the mixed som region. To this change, which has extended so

widely, and which we meet again in L., no exact date can be

assigned, but it probably did not begin before the xvth century.
The present prevalence of deep u (a) in place of fine & (o) to the

s. of line 2 may be one of the intermediate forms passing from
6 (o, o) which have been evolved in the transition.

One important consequence for our investigation is that the

change of sum to sodm (a) to (u^) does not affect the dialect, and
can be at most considered as a local variety. At first I had been

led to consider the change sum to soom as a marked difference of
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dialect. The discovery of the som region has entirely changed my
opinion, and got over an immense difficulty in Np.

Line 3, which I term the reverted ur (an) line, is the w. n. and e.

limit of the regular S. mode of producing the r by reverting the

tongue so that its tip points to the throat and the underpart comes

opposite to the palate. This makes the central upper part of the

tongue concave instead of convex to the palate, and the effect is

veiy remarkable. A milder form, which Mr. Goodchild advocates,
is produced by simply retracting the tongue (ar,) and the r of Mr.
Bell and Mr. Sweet, my point-rise (r ), is only a still further degra-
dation of the same, and not I think of the convex (r). Line 3

commences in the Bristol Channel, passes by Gl. and He. to line 1,

which it follows to about Byfield K"p. (7 sw. Daventry) and then
runs s. to the border of Ox., which (very nearly at least) it follows

to the Thames. It then runs along that river to the sea. The
reverted ur line forms the n. boundary of the S. div., the whole
of which uses it in ordinary speech.

SOUTHERN DIVISION.

The three divisions are now easily delimited, the S. contains D.
1 to 12, the "W. contains D. 13 and 14, and the E. contains D. 15

to 19. There are three outlying districts in the S., D. 1 in Ireland,
D. 2 and 3 in Wales. The first is retained because of its interest

as the oldest English colony which maintained itself as English

among a Celtic neighbourhood, and has only disappeared by fusion

with the much more recent English which afterwards surrounded

it. In my first report I dwelled so much on this D. that I now
pass it over. D. 2 and 3 are English colonies of about the same
date and were considered in my Delimitation of English and Welsh,
and I also adverted last May to the double use of (sura, sam) in D. 2

in sw. Pm. at the present day. This could not possibly be attri-

buted to a M. encroachment, and the (sum) must therefore be a

survival. For D. 1 in se. of "Wexford, Ireland, my only authorities

are contained in Rev. W. Barnes's book on the Dialect of Forth and

Bargy. For D. 2 in sw. Pm. I am able to give a dt. written by
Rev. Joseph Tombs, Rector of Burton (3 n. Pembroke), and another

written in his phonetic spelling by Mr. W. Spurrell, of Carmarthen,
from the dictation of Mr. Thomas, formerly of Castlemartin (6 wsw.

Pembroke), as checked by Archdeacon Edmondes of Warren, close

to Castlemartin, and I add a wl. collected from several sources.

For D. 3 in the peninsula of Gowerland Gm., I am principally
indebted to Rev. J. D. Davies, Rector of Llanmadock, in that

peninsula.
The rest of the S. div. D. 4 to 12, with the exception of Sc., is

on the mainland. The typical form of S. English is to be found in

D. 4, which I call wMS. or western Mid Southern. The way that

I treat any such district is as follows. First I give the Boundaries
in words as accurately as the case admits, shewing the nearest

towns and distance from them, so that the line could be traced on

any map of England. Here the drawing on the present little map,
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which will when complete form part of my book, must suffice.

Then I describe the Area, in this case all "Wl. and Do.
;
most of

Sm. and GL, the extreme se. of Dv. with small parts of w.Be.
w.Ha. and w.Ox. Next I give my Authorities. This I do by
naming alphabetically according to the counties concerned, also put
alphabetically, the names of all the places from which I have re-

ceived information, distinguishing by
* those from which I have

personally obtained vv. accounts, by f those from which I have
received information by Mr. Hallam always in pal., by J the same
from Mr. Goodchild also in pal., by ||

the same in some systematic

orthography, such as glossie (used by Mrs. Parker, and Mr. C. Clough
Robinson), or one invented for the occasion but explained, and by
those which give no clue to their spelling beyond a presumed
ability to read the usual orthography and ' the light of nature,'

unfortunately the great majority. Only the names of the places
are given, because in the preliminary matter there will be a list of

all these places for each county alphabetically arranged, preceded

by the number of the district to which it belongs, followed by its

distance and direction from a place in the county marked in the

small dialect map, the name of the person furnishing the informa-

tion, its nature and other particulars. Sometimes I have several

documents of different kinds about the same place, from the same
or different people. All this is duly entered. These '

County
Lists,' as I call them, are written up in slips as the information

comes in. There will also be an alphabetical list of informants

referring to the place and county. Two reasons have induced me
to be thus particular in indicating the source of my information.

First I wished to acknowledge thankfully the trouble that has been

taken by my informants to give me what help they could, and

also to shew their qualifications for the purpose. Secondly, as by
circumstances I have been obliged to rely upon others who may
have, and most probably, if I may judge by my own experience,
in many instances, from a great variety of causes, actually have

appreciated the sounds incorrectly, I wished for my own sake to

point out on whose information I relied. The lists are rather

lengthy, but that was inevitable. Next I give succinctly the

Characteristics of the district by which the genus of the dialect is

recognised. For instance, for D. 4, I enter on the question of

initial (v, z) for ordinary (f, s), giving important lists from Dan
Michel of Canterbury 1440, Mr. Elworthy as contained in his

paper on the Dialect of West Somerset (my D. 10), Rev. A. Law for

WL, and Rev. W. Barnes for Do., so that a complete conspectus of

the usage is obtained, and we become convinced that (v, z) initial

derived from Ws., and
(f, s) initial from Norman words. After-

wards I turn to reverted (K) and its influence on following t, d, n, I,

converting them to reverted (T, n, y, L), and consider the probabili-
ties of these having been the original Ws. sounds, accounting for

the peculiar English
' coronal

'

(t, d, n, 1) as distinguished from the

continental (t, vd, ji, ^). Then I take Ws. A- in open syllables,

which in the n. parts is eea (ie), sinking in Gl. to ee
(ii),

and is in
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the s. parts aia (er?). Next I find that "Ws. A' was normally ooah

(via) and has become ooa, oha, oh (UB, OB, 00). The treatment of

"Ws. JEG and EG as normally (at), with their local varieties, is

very important. The treatment of the correlated "Ws. I' and U' as

uy, uw (sfi, a') or (so'z, ao'w) is dwelled upon. Finally I give the

grammatical constructions ' I he a going, I do go, I have adone,'
and the use of indistinct -en (-Bn) for him, a well-known remnant
of Ws. ace. hine, and of the local utch (atj) for the pronoun I.

This is by way of introduction. I now go into particulars and
take the six various forms observed.

I., the typical Wl. form in "Wl. In this I give first the cs. as

dictated to me by Rev. A. Law, now Rector of Dauntsey "Wl., to

whose kindness I am greatly indebted, with a classified wl. con-

taining all the words of that cs. Next comes Akerman's fable

of the Hornet and the Beetle as pal. by Mr. J. G. Goodchild from
the dictation of his stepmother, a native of Chippenham, with
numerous notes, followed by a complete wl. also pal. by the same
from the same. And finally a specimen and wl. dictated to me in

1879 by Miss Louisa H. Johnson, daughter of the then Vicar

of Tilshead (8 sse. Devizes), who was a native and had resided

there all her life, about 40 years. I am much indebted to many
daughters of clergymen. The above examples give every possible
information respecting this typical form.

II. The Gl. form is illustrated by comparing three cs., (1) a

vv. from the Yale and Town of Gloucester by Mr. John Jones, who
had known the dialect 50 years ; (2) a cs. from Tetbury written in

her own spelling by Miss Frampton, daughter of the late Vicar,
who answered me such numerous questions that I was able to

palaeotype it
;
and (3) a vv. cs. from Coleford, Forest of Dean, given

me in two visits by Mr. R. D. Trotter, native of Newnham (9 sw.

Gloucester), one of the most perfect examples I have obtained.

III. The e. He. form is illustrated by a comparison of three cs.,

one written by Rev. C. Y. Potts and dictated to me by Mr. Gregg,
Solicitor, of Ledbury ;

another phonotypically written by Mr.

Joseph Jones of Hereford from the dictation of Mr. Herbert
Ballard of Leighton Court, Bromyard (13 ne. Hereford) ;

and the

third written for Prince L.-L. Bonaparte by Miss Anna M. Ford

Piper of Blackway, Eggleton, giving the pronunciation by a series

of rhymes. The last two were reduced to palaeotype by myself.
IV. The important Do. form is illustrated (1) by a vv. dt. from

Mrs. Clay-Kerr-Seymour of Hanford Hall (4 nw. Blandford), a

lady perfectly well acquainted with the dialect, who also obligingly
went over a wl. with me

; (2) by a comparison between a cs. for

Cranbourne (12 ene. Blandford) written by Mr. Clarke, a national

schoolmaster, and read to me by Major-General Michel
;
and a cs.

written for me in systematic spelling by the veteran Do. poet and

philologist, Rev. William Barnes, of "Winterborne Came.
V. The important Land of Utch, the only part of the s. of

England where the old ich for I still lingers in the forms utch,

utchee (atj, atjir), which occupies the angular space between the
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two railways that converge at Yeovil, is illustrated by a dt. from
Mr. George Mitchell, a native of Montacute, and illiterate till 23,
but afterwards a Kensington Vestryman, and his former secretary
Mr. Price, a Yeovil man, but resident at Montacute from his tenth

year.
VI. The late Mr. G. P. R. Pulman's Axe-Yarty D., or neigh-

bourhood of the two rivers Axe and Yarty, which in fact represents

general Srn., is illustrated by a wl. dictated to me by himself, and
a cs. and dt. written by him, but pal. by me from his indications,
and other documents.

This D. 4 has been thus fully illustrated because of its typical
character. It has not been broken into subdistricts because the
differences are very minute, and no lines of demarcation could be

drawn, so that it was only possible to give illustrations from dif-

ferent parts of this extensive district.

In D. 5, or eMS., that is, eastern Mid Southern, there is a
decided falling off of dialect, the reverted ur (B) remains distinct,
but the initial (z, v) for (s, f) die off eastward. The line of separa-
tion between this and the last is consequently indistinct, and is

rather arbitrarily drawn from deficiency of information. This D.

comprises a small portion of Ox., most of Be. and Ha., all of \Vi.,

and s. Sr. with w. Ss.

I. The w. Ox. form is illustrated by a dt. originally written by
Mrs. Angelina Parker, and pal. by Mr. Hallarn partly from her

dictation, and afterwards from information gained on a visit to Ox.,
and by a wl. drawn up from his notes of the pron. of Mr. Brain of

Ducklington, a native aged 81. Witney (9 wnw. Oxford) is in the

mixed som region, Ducklington (2 sse. Witney) is in the pure sum

region.
II. The Be. form is illustrated by a dt. written in glossic from

dictation by Mrs. A. Parker, whose glossic, as tested during per-
sonal interviews by Mr. Hallam, was found to be very good, by
a wl. from "Wantage, and by part of a cs. for Hampstead Norris,

pal. from dictation of "W. B. Banting, Esq., Hon. Sec. of the New-
bury District Field Club, by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte.

III. The Ha. and Wi. forms are illustrated chiefly by a cs.

dictated to me in 1876 by Mr. Percival Leigh, a native of Scotland,
who was transplanted to Winchester when one month old and has

known the dialect all his life, but it gives apparently rather a

refined form. I have also a wl. for Shorwell (5 sw. Newport Wi.)
drawn up from indications furnished by Mr. Titmouse, national

schoomaster.

IV. The s. Sr. and w. Ss. forms are illustrated by a wl. chiefly

pal. by me from dictation of students at the Whiteland's Training

College, Chelsea, from Ockley (8 sw. Reigate) and Stoke (In.
Guildford). I may mention that through the interest taken in my
investigations by llev. J. P. Faunthorpe, Principal of Whiteland's,
I have been enabled to take down specimens vv. from many of the

students and teachers at the College, generally natives, or at least

pupil teachers for some years in the schools of the places illustrated,
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and that the information thus obtained has heen of the greatest
service to me, in covering ground where I had long despaired of

getting anything on which I could depend. To the above words
from Ockley and Stoke I have been able to add others from Charl-

wood (6 ssw. Reigate), Wisborough (8 sw. Horsham), and the

"Weald of Ss. generally.
This concludes my examination of the great M.S. form of speech,

the direct descendant of the literary Ws. language in which Alfred

wrote and with which I compare all other forms of English. It is,

you will have seen, very different indeed from our rec. sp., which
therefore must have come to us from another quarter.
We now proceed to a transitional kind of speech which forms the

border as it were between S. and M. on the one hand and S. and E.

on the other. This splits into three distinct parts, although the

lines of separation between them are not well marked.
D. 6 or nBS., that is, northern Border Southern, contains

extreme n. GL, the s. half of Wo., the extreme s. Wa., extreme
n. Ox., and sw. Np. In this complicated region, which has given
me much trouble and anxiety, I find it best to distinguish three

varieties.

I. The Worcester variety is chiefly illustrated by Mr. Hallam's
unwearied work at Abberley, Great Witley, Bewdley, Bengeworth,
Eldersfield, Ebrington, Saleway, and Worcester. At Bewdley he
interviewed an old woman of 95, and at Eldersfield another old

woman of 79. These aged persons are very important to my work.
From Worcester Mr. Hallam was able to give me a dt. from the

dictation of a native.

II. The s. Wa. variety. Here I have not had fully satisfactory

information, although Mr. Hallam visited Stratford-on-Avon, for

my documents from Butler's Marston (12 s. Warwick) and Tysoe
(11 se. Stratford-on-Avon), although good of their kind, had to be

pal. from indications. I have some hopes that Mr. Hallam will be

able to get to this neighbourhood hereafter.

III. The Banbury variety. This is illustrated by a cs. written

in 1875 by Thomas Beesley, Esq., J.P., native, and pal. by me
from his indications and Mr. Hallam's notes of a visit. I have also

a dt. from a Whiteland's student, native of Shennington (6 w.

Banbury), and I am able to give a wl. from Shennington obtained

by Mr. Hallam in 1875 from a London policeman, whom the

Whiteland's student knew, and whose pron. she confirmed. I have
also a long list of words by the uncle of Mr. Beesley before men-

tioned, which I have pal. to the best of my power by help of Mr.

Beesley himself.

This D. 6 shews a falling off of S. characters, but still sufficient

remain to make its connection with the S. and separation from M.

quite clear. For example, the reverted ur (R) generally remains.

This is quite gone in the M. div.

D. 7 or mBS., that is, mid Border Southern, contains most of

Ox. with a very small portion of Be. It is entirely a region
of transition from S. to E. The dial, forms are always uncertain,
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and become practically lost towards the s. part. For ray know-

ledge of this region I am indebted to Mrs. Angelina Parker, a
native of Handborough (8 nw. Oxford), author of the Ox. Glossary
and Supplement, who bestowed great pains upon it, acquiring
glossic on purpose. From her I give a cs. and dt. with notes, a

variety of phrases and a wl. The Handborough information was
also checked by Mr. Hallam, who on visiting Oxford was most

kindly received by Mrs. Parker, and afforded every facility of

verifying her information.

D. 8 or sBS., that is, south Border Southern, contains extreme
se. Be., m. Sr. and extreme nw. Ke., embracing London and its

suburbs s. of the Thames. It is the graveyard of the S. dialect.

I give all the indications I could obtain, but they are very
slight, sufficient however to let us write on the tombstone,
"Here lies what once was the Southern dialect." Large towns
are pesthouses for dialect. People come from all parts of the

country and continually change their domicile. Education is

rampant. The artificial speech of literature is the only one not

ridiculed. Still in country places some traces may be found
of Southernisms, if only in such a phrase as / be. At "War-

grave Be. (6 ne. Eeading) T. F. Maitland, Esq., was able to give
me some decided Southernisms vv. I got others in writing from
Mrs. Godfrey at Hurley close by, and from the late Rev. R. A.

Cannon of Hurst (4 e. Reading). Chobham, Chertsey, Leather-

head, Croydon, yielded practically a negative result. Of course I

did not attempt the wilderness of the town itself.

D. 9, on the contrary, or ES. (that is, East Southern) containing
Ke. and e. Sr. is distinctly a S. dialect, and very well marked off

from D. 5 by a line drawn from the mouth of the Adur in Ss. to

the extreme nw. of Ke. It is in the first place a further degrada-
tion of D. 5, initial (z, v) having been quite superseded by (s, f).

The reverted ur (E) remains quite distinctly. But the peculiar
character of the district is the use of (d) in place of initial th (dh)
in this that the there their theirs them, then these those they.
As than thou thee thj thine though, thus, are not heard in the

dialect, we can say nothing about them. Mr. Parish in his glossary
indeed asserts that " the th is invariably d" but this is not borne

out by my inquiries. Medial d is heard in farming and fnrther, as

elsewhere, and perhaps another. Final th becomes d before a

vowel in smoo<? it, wi<2 it, and adin adont, for within without. But
this nigger-like d-ing of our language is quite recent. Dan Michel

1340 knows nothing of it. In Lewis's Isle of Tenet 1736 it is

mentioned as universal in the Isle of Thanet, whence it has entirely

disappeared, thanks to Margate, Ramsgate, and Broadstairs. Another

peculiarity has also developed itself, namely (w) for (v), which un-

certainly extends to e. Ss., but is rampant on the e. coast of England
as far as the n. of Nf. Three forms are distinguished.

I. e. Ss., illustrated by a wl. from Miss Anna M. Darby of

Markly' (15 n. Eastbourne), and another from Rev. W. D. Parish

of Selmeston (8 nw. Eastbourne), with vv. wl. from "Whiteland's
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students from Cuckfield (12 n. Brighton) and Eastbourne, to which
are added words from Rev. W. D. Parish's Glossary, Miss Darby,
and Miss B. C. Curtis of Leasam (In. Rye).

II. m. Ke. is chiefly illustrated by a cs. drawn .up by Rev.

Henry B. Berin, then of Biddenden (10 wsw. Ashford), and pal.

by me from dictation of Herbert Knatchbull-Hugessen, Esq., of

Provender, Faversham (9 wnw. Canterbury), who also dictated

to me a considerable wl.

III. For the e. Ke. form I am indebted (1) to Rev. F. W. Ragg,
then vicar of Wingham (6 e. Canterbury), now of Marsworth Bu.
near Tring, who gave me a good wl. for the highlands of Ke., and

(2) to Mr. W. R. Stead, head master of the Folkestone Grammar
School, who, writing Glossic well, gave me the pronunciation of the

Folkestone fishermen, which is rendered in many respects very
remarkable by the absence of (d) for (dh), the presence of an
occasional French u (y), which may be only approximative, in

school, swre, to do, look, the use of (w) for (v), but not conversely,

oy (A'*) for I, broad I (ai) in name, and other points.
This is the extreme e. development of the S. dialects. We now

go w., where a new element meets us, the influence of a Celtic

population upon an imported Ws. speech.
D. 10 or nWS., that is, northern West Southern, is in w. Sm.,

of which you have heard BO much from Mr. Elworthy, and will

hear more, that I need not trouble you with remarks, except to say
that it is illustrated by a wl. cs. and other specimens, all revised

from Mr. Elworthy's dictation.

D. 11 or sWS., that is, southern West Southern, takes in Dv.
and e. Co. as far as a line drawn, with great difficulty and after

much inquiry, from indications furnished by Rev. W. H. Hodge,
then curate of St. Gluvias, Penryn, Co. (1 nw. Falmouth), now
vicar of Manaccan (6 s. Falmouth) from Falmouth to Truro and
then e. of Perran Zabulo to the sea on the n. coast of Co. The
character of speech is the same throughout this region, though it

becomes worn out more and more as it approaches the w. border.

Its main features are first a sound which approaches very nearly to

French u (ji), just as we found in the fishermen's speech at Folke-

stone Ke., and shall find again in Nf., replacing the Ws. 0', and

secondly a very remarkable diphthong replacing Ws. U', which
Prince L.-L. Bonaparte analyses as French oeu in coeur, followed by
French u (oe'y), and Messrs. Baird (Nathan Hogg) and Shelly (of

Plymouth) agree with him. My own careful observations on native

speakers lead me rather to English u in cur followed by the same
imitation of the French u already mentioned. For the first element
the lips are wide open, and then they suddenly dart forward, being

greatly projected to form the second element, pal. (a/y^), the stress

falling on the first element. But in the word 00 there is a change
of stress to the second element, and the pitch rises upon it greatly.
Thus in now too, we have diphthongs of the same elements, but of

totally different character
;
now has stress on the first element and

a falling pitch on the second
j

too has a low pitch without stress
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on the first element, and then a high pitch with stress on the second

element. I experimented on these sounds repeatedly with natives.

In n. Dv. I got a capital vv. cs. from a servant of llev. J. P.

Faunthorpe, fresh from Iddesleigh (16 s. Barnstaple), and a dt.

from the dictation of J. Abbot Jarman, Esq., a native, who also

gave me a large number of words which I have incorporated with
the words extracted from Iddesleigh in one wl.

From s. Dv. I have a cs. together with a wl. both relating to

Dartmoor n. of a line from Plymouth to Kingsbridge (23 ese. Ply-
mouth), from Mr. J. Shelly, a native of Nf., who has resided 30

years in Plymouth, and especially busied himself with the dialect.

He was one of my earliest dialectal correspondents, mentioned in

that list on p. 277 of my E.E.P. already alluded to, and I am
indebted to him for much assistance during all that time, up to last

winter even. He himself identifies the Nf. with the Dv. so called

French u.

From Devonport I give a vv. dt. obtained from Mr. J. Tenny, a

native, and just over the county border a w. specimen by Mr. J.

B. Eundell, of the Science and Art Department, South Kensington,
also a native of Devonport, representing Millbrook Co. (2 sw.

Plymouth), where he lived when young. Mr. Eundell states that

he found the dialect at Padstow quite similar. From Co. I give
another vv. specimen for Camelford (14 w. Launceston) obtained

from a native Whiteland's student, but the dialect was evidently

wearing out both as regards Ws. 0' and U'. I add two other Co.

dt. written very carefully by national schoolmasters at Cardyn'ham,
and St. Colurub Major, but I cannot be quite sure of the interpre-
tation I have put on them. This finishes the S. div. proper, on the

w. the dialect having fully died out.

D. 12 or wWS., that is, western West Southern, including w.
Co. and the Scilly Isles, I include in the S. div. for geographical
reasons. But neither of them have a dialect proper. Out of Sc. it

has been thoroughly expelled by education. In w. Co. the speech
is rather nondescript, and its history has yet to be written. It is

amusing from its great variety in different places, from the odd
words employed, and from a remnant of the Celtic which was still

spoken 200 years ago. How the change occurred I have not

learned, but it could hardly have come from the e., as there is

scarcely a shadow of Dv. phraseology, pronunciation, or intonation.

I give an example of it written for me by Mr. Rawlings of Hayle,
and pal. from his dictation in 1876, representing Marazion speech.
A long visit to w. Co. and a separate study of each individual

place would be necessary to give any proper account of its pronun-
ciation, and for the purposes of my investigation such trouble

would be useless, because the speech is certainly a modem mixture,
and not one of those hereditary forms in which we are interested.

"WESTERN DIVISION.

The W. div. borders on Wales, indeed encroaches on it, and the

whole div. was once Celtic, though the e. side has been so long
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English that it has acquired a right to he considered dialectal. The
\v. side, which is a much more recent acquisition from "Wales, is

barely dialectal, it is rather book English with a peculiar intonation

very pleasant to hear, and a few Welshisms of phrase and vocabu-

lary. I have attempted generally only the e. or older English side,

but as I found it impossible to run a line between e. and w. I

include the latter in the "W. div. as I did w. Co. in the S. The
boundaries are the "Welsh border to the w. and part of the n. sum
and reverted ur lines on the e. It separates into two distinct parts,

though it is rather difficult to draw the line between them, which
must run by or near the n. border of Rd. right across to Bewdley
"Wo. (3 wsw. Kidderminster).

D. 13 or SW., that is, South "Western, contains the e. of Mo.,
most of He. and Rd., the e. of Br. and a narrow slip of the s. of

Sh. The groundwork is S. English, with all its peculiarities much

impaired. The diphthongal forms for Ws. I', U', or uy, ow (aV, a'w)
are mild and practically literary English. A few words, as uth

(ath) for with, and frum (fram) for ripe, forward, are striking. I
am indebted to Prince L.-L. Bonaparte chiefly for collecting speci-
mens of this district from Docklow, Hereford, Lower Bach Farm,
and Weobley in He., and Llanover in Mo. Mr. Hallam also visited

Lower Bach Farm and brought me valuable information which gave
me more confidence in interpreting the other examples. My illus-

trations are (1) a dt. obtained by Mr. Hallam from the sons of

Mrs. Burgiss of Lower Bach Farm (3^ ene. Leominster), (2) some

examples carefully written by Mr. "Woodhouse of Docklow (5 ese.

Leominster and only 2 m. from the last place), (3) a wl. including
words obtained by Mr. Hallam from Lower Bach Farm, Hereford,
Leominster and Ludlow with the distinctive words given by Mr.
"Woodhouse

; (4) an account of the four peculiar fractures and

diphthongs used in e. Br. given me by Mr. Stead, now of Folke-

stone, but formerly a teacher in Christ's Coll. Br., in such words
as i. lame, ii. toe, and the diphthongs for iii. t/me, iv. down, with

analysis and list of words
; they are only peculiarly shortened and

as it were clipped forms of the common S. representatives of similar

words. I also give an account (5) of Mr. Spurrell's Cm. English,
which is not dialectal, and (6) of the specimen which Lady Llanover,
at Prince L.-L. Bonaparte's request, read to me, and which probably
resembles the Rd. as much as the ne. Mo. English.

D. 14 or NW., that is, North Western, contains the greater part
of Sh. and a small portion of Mg. This is the dialect which Miss

Georgina F. Jackson has made her own and given such an admirable
account of in her Shropshire Word Book, to which is prefixed Mr.
Hallam' s elaborate account of the pronunciation in complete glossic,
made under her immediate superintendence and from her dictation.

The speech is a curious mixture of S. and M. forms. The former
is shewn by the use of the ahy (aY) forms in such words as maid,
snail, "WS. JEG, EG; the latter by the constant use of the M.
verbal plural in -n, -en

;
the form we "bin for we are, combines the

S. be with the M. -n. The r is here quite distinctive, it is always
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trilled not only before but after a vowel, although, certainly much
more weakly in the latter case

;
it is in fact the convex Welsh (r)

and altogether different from the concave southern (E).
For illustrations I give in pal. two specimens from Miss Jackson's

"Wordbook fully rendered from her dictation by Mr. Hallam in

glossic, a short passage which she dictated to me in 1873, and a

wl. containing many words I took down from her on that occasion,
and all the words given by Mr. Hallam in his account of the pro-
nunciation, which however are there printed in complete glossic,

and, like all the rest, are here palaeotyped and differently arranged.

EASTEEN DIVISION.

This contains D. 15 to 19, extending over 11 counties. To as-

certain anything about the pronunciation of these counties was a

work of great difficulty, for though I got my earliest information

from Norwich in 1868, and a vv. cs. from Ware in 1876, I got my
latest from ne. Np. through Mr. Hallam, since the beginning of

this month. For years the territory from London to the Wash
remained a blank in my map. And even when I tried to fill it

roughly in my report in April 1882, I find I was from insufficient

information hopelessly wrong. The reason is obvious. The E. div.

represents the country from which our received literary speech was

elaborated, and people found so little difference between it and

ordinary speech, that they paid no heed to it, or thought that such

diversities were vulgarisms, or even imported cockneyisms the

importation having been really in the other direction. If my dis-

tribution of Eastern pron. do not surprise you, I shall be still more

surprised than I was when a detailed examination of particulars
led me to it, gradually and almost unwillingly.

The main character of the E. speech as distinguished from that

of all others is its great similarity to the received, and especially to

that current in e. London, which is one of its forms. Of course

this is modified respecting Ws. U in the n. part, for the n.

sum line passes through the length of Np. and the s. s68m line

goes some way into Hu. and Cb. and even Nf., as we have learned

from Mr. Hallam's labours. But this makes no change in other

respects. The great character in opposition to S. and W. is the

loss of r or its vocalization after vowels, and its sinking often, if

not generally, to the mere imperfect point-rise (r ) without any
trill, and with a maimed articulation. But this is not a simple

characteristic, for the same habit prevails all along the e. coast of

England as far as North Shields in Nb. at least. Even euphonic r,

or the insertion of an r when a vowel follows ah, au, & (aa, AA, B)
as sol-fa-r-ing, saw-r-ing, the idea-r- of the thing! is, I find, not

peculiar to the E. div., where it is very marked. I make 5 districts,

not very different from each other, but tolerably distinct. The

peculiar shape of the counties should be noted
;
the long wall of

Bu. to the w. and of Cb. to the east, resting upon Essex, forming a

doorway of which Np., stretching across the top and capped by
Et., is the lintel, while Mi. Ht. Bd. Hu. are loose cobble stones
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which block up the entrance, and !NT. and Sf . are part of the wall

beyond. That at least is how it has presented itself to me when

trying to understand its relations. The solution is mainly obtained

by regarding Np. not as an undivided block, but as a series of

stones, or, to drop metaphor, not as a simple single dialect, but a

congeries of forms. For this we have been prepared by Miss Baker
and Sternberg in their glossaries, and the extreme sw. Np. has been

assigned to D. 6, which is not E. at all. I have been induced to

clip another portion out of w. Np., to make ne. JS"p. quite different,

and the main body or m]S"p. different again. But it was not till

I felt convinced that the change in the pronunciation of u for Ws.
TJ, from its S. to its M. form as illustrated by the two pronunci-
ations of put (rhyming to foot or nut), must be disregarded in

seeking dialectal relations, and must at most be looked upon as a

variety, that I was enabled to incorporate these pieces of Np.
with the respective counties to the s. of them.

D. 15 or WE., that is, Western Eastern, contains all Bu. except
the little bit on the s. which has no proper dialect, as it lies in the

Metropolitan Area. Then I follow the n. border of Bu. as far as

about Hanslope (10 ne. Buckingham) and cut immediately across Np.,

passing w. of East Haddon to the border of the E. division, a little

s. of the n. border of Np., but its exact position has yet to be

determined by observations along the nw. boundary of Np., as there

is reason to suppose that the speech is affected by the neighbouring
Wa. and Le., which I shall have to deal with in the M. division.

This small included part of Np. will, however, require further ex-

amination. The character of D. 15 is so much like D. 7, on which
it borders, that I have been fain to take refuge in the county
boundary, which of course means ignorance. But a few miles on

either side the speech is different. The only point which nearly
concerns us is that Ws. A- is represented by a fracture, as (leem)

nearly lay 'em, for lame.

Bu. is illustrated by an example pal. by me from the dictation of

Mr. E. E. Fowler of the Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury, in 1881, by
a vv. wl. by Mr. J. Kersley Fowler (his father), and another from
Wendover from a Whiteland's student, and several words noted by
Mr. Hallam, and also a vv. wl. from Hanslope by another White-
land's student, and a written wl. from Tyringham (13 ne. Bucking-

ham) by Eev. J. Tarver, rector. The included portion of Np.
is represented by a wl. from the words noted by Mr. Hallam at

Helmedon, Syersham, Blisworth, Watford, and Weedon.
D. 16 or ME., that is, Mid Eastern, is the typical E. district. It

contains all Es. and Ht.
, except what falls into the Metropolitan

Area, all Bd., all Hu. and the central part of Np. Its character is

generally that A- becomes uy (eV, E', a 1

*), and in consequence Ws.
I' is ahy, oy (di, A'^). Ws. JEGr, EG are sometimes distinguished as

having a very long and broad ay in play (sv'i), but are, as often as

not, confused with Ws. A-. Ws. A' is still occasionally ooa (UB), but

falls into oha (OB) and thence into (60, OM). Hence Ws. U'

becomes aou (E'U) by way of distinction. These characters appear
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pretty general in all the varieties. "We are principally concerned

with the treatment of Ws. A-
;
where lame becomes nearly lime.

Now it results from Mr. Hallam's inquiries that this vowel in lame

like lime, or (e) form, is recent, that 50 years ago the regular S.

fracture (era), like lay'em, was the only one used, and that the indis-

tinct H
(13)

was changed into an indistinct (a) which developed into

the lime sound, as if we said lay'im for lay*em. We shall find a

parallel case in the M. division. This aay (e&) is I think different

from the ' vanish '

to long a common in the pause in received

English, both in origin and effect, and is distinctly ME.
This ME. is considered county by county proceeding from Ht. to

Bd., and thence to Hu. and Np., and afterwards beginning again
in Ht. and proceeding to Es., where all the characteristics are

exaggerated.
I. Ht. is illustrated (1) by a vv. cs. from Ware by Mr. Roderick,

a native, and a wl. comparing Mr. Roderick's forms with those ob-

served from natives by Mr. Hallam at Ware, Hertford, etc.
;

also

(2) by a dt. from Ardeley Wood End by Rev. C. Malet, then curate,
and by a wl. containing the words noted from old people there by
Mr. Hallam, who made a special journey to the place, which was
recommended to me by Mr. Roderick as a famous spot for dialect

;

and (3) by dt. from Welwyn and Hitchin given me by C. W.
Wilshere, Esq., of the Frithe, Welwyn, and (4) by words noted by
Mr. Hallam at Harpenden and Hatfield.

II. For the Bd. variety, Batcheloi-'s book, 1809, being written in

systematic orthography, is duly examined, and I have also a vv. cs.

from Bedford by James Wyatt, Esq., and a wl. containing these

and Batchelor's words compared with others given from Bedford

by Mr. Rowland Hill, and another set observed at Dunstable by
Mr. Hallam.

III. The Hu. variety has a dt. written by Miss Ebden, daughter
of the late Yicar of Great Stukeley (2 nnw. Huntingdon), and
corrected from Mr. Hallam's observations, and also a wl. con-

taining Mr. Hallam's wn. from aged natives there, to whom he was
introduced by Miss Ebden. But the main discovery was the

sudden change in the representative Ws. U from sum to s66m in

passing from Great Stukeley to Sawtry and Holme, only 7 and 8

miles further n.

IV. The Np. variety is illustrated (1) by a cs. pal. by me in 1873
from the dictation of a native, a railway porter then at St. Pancras

Station, whose pronunciation was this year corroborated by the long
resident Vicar, Rev. W. P. Mackcsy, together with a wl. formed

upon the cs., and other words and sentences which he gave me,

(2) by dt. from Miss Downes, daughter of the Vicar of Hannington,
and (3) another dt. from the Hon. and Rev. H. T. Tollemache,
rector of Harrington, accompanied by a wl.

; (4) Mr. C. H. Wykes,
schoolmaster of Lower Benefield, 3 w. Oundle, with whom I had
had much correspondence which led to nothing, and who was

highly spoken of for his knowledge of the dialect, and his power
of mimicking the natives, dictated a wl. to Mr. Hallam, and (5)
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these words with many others noted by Mr, Hallam from 1 2 places
in mNp., are collected in one wl.

V. The Es. variety is illustrated by a vv. cs. from Great Dunmow
by Mr. J. N. Cullingford, native, and a dt. from a native of Maklon,
a Whiteland's student, with a long wl. of the words collected by
Mr. Hallam in a special journey made to clear up difficulties.

The homogeneity of this ME. dialect, considering the straggling
nature of the district, is really quite surprising, though of course

there are small varieties, as my illustrations show.

D. 17 or SE., that is, Southern Eastern, includes Mi. and the

extremities of Bu. and Ht. and the sw. extremity of Es. forming the

Metropolitan Area n. of the Thames. It has no dialect proper, but

quite sufficient traces of dialect to shew that it belongs to the E.

div. as distinguished from D. 8, which is decidedly S. Here the

chief interest centres in London speech. I give an account of a list

of errors in London Speech published in 1817, shewing that there

was not a single example like bout-rice (bowt ra'e's) for boat-race,
and I infer from the absence of any such usage in Sam Weller's

speeches in Pickwick that Dickens was unacquainted with any
instance in 1837, about 50 years ago, when the change took place
in Ht. Yet this is the principal source of fun in Mr. A. "W. Tuer's

Kaukneigh Awlmineck 1883, the pronunciation of which I analyse,
and then I give a wl. of the actual sounds Mr. Hallam noted in

London from railway porters and others, and another differently

arranged, containing Mr. Goodchild's account of his own colloquial

pronunciation. I then add an acccotmt of my hunt after and failure

to discover any hereditary unimported dialect in the rural part of

the Metropolitan Area. I may mention as very remarkable that

this SE. pronunciation colours the whole of Australian speech, as I

learned from a remarkable letter written by Mr. S. McBurney, from

Geelong, Melbourne, and received while I was preparing this report.
D. 18 or NE., that is, Northern Eastern, is another straggling

District, comprising Cb., ne. Np. and Rt., which I should certainly
never have thought of uniting if it had not been forced upon me
by examination. It was for the purpose of seeing whether the

nature of the speech in ne. Np. was what I expected that Mr.
Hallam made his journey this Easter, and in four days did a really
wonderful piece of work, having examined 9 places and recorded

the pronunciation of more than as many natives for a sufficient

number of words to shew that ne. Np. had practically the same

pronunciation as n. Cb. and Rt. For years the pron. of this gene-

rally uninteresting district had been a puzzle, and it was thus

brought to light. The principal point for the present investigation
is that the "Ws. A- is now simple long a (ee), without either the

fracture of "WE. or the diphthongisation of ME.
Cb. is illustrated by a vv. dt. dictated to me in 1879 by John

Perkins, Esq., of Downing College, by another taken from dictation

by Mr. T. Hallam at Sawston (6 sse. Cambridge), and by another

dictated to me by Miss Walker, daughter of the then vicar of

"Wood Ditton (3 sse. Newmarket). The rector of March, Rev.
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J. "W. Green, also gave me a dt. in his own orthography, but he

considered that Ws. U always had the rec. sound. Herbert J.

Little, Esq., of Wisbech, who gave me a wl., was of the same

opinion, but Mr. Hallam, on repeated visits in 1881 and 1882,
found that March and Wisbech were actually in the mixed sotti

region. After giving a wl. of Mr. Hallam's results in ne. Np., I

proceed to lit. and furnish a vv. dt. from the dictation of Mr. T. E.

Cattell, native of Cottesmore, Rt. (4 nne. Oakham), then a teacher

in St. Mark's Coll., Chelsea, and another from Miss Kemra, native

of Oakham, Rt., a teacher in Whiteland's Training Coll., who also

wrote and subsequently read to me a complete wl., so that the

little county of Rt. is fully represented, and the substantial agree-
ment of all parts of D. 18 is established.

D. 19 or EE., that is, East Eastern. This comprises the counties

of Nf. and Sf. The distinguishing feature of the pron. is widely
known to be the use of a sound approaching, if not reaching, the

French u (y\), which Mr. Shelly at Plymouth, a Nf . man, identifies,

as I have said, with the Dv. sound. Both are descendants of

Ws. 0', when the vowel was still long. In Nf. and Sf., however,
the change is recent. There is no trace of it in the Promptorium
Parvulorum 1440, which writes schoo, shoe; scole, school; mone,
moon

; sone, soon, and spells brood and broad in the same way
Irode. Forby and Moor represent the sound by long u (iu), which
seems to occur only in D. 18 Cb. to do, and in w. Sf., where the

French u (yj) is repudiated. Mr. T. Hallam in his visits to a

very large number of places in Nf. never once gives either the

Fr. u (y) or English u (iu). In many places he hears only long oo

(uu), iu others the diphthong (cm), apparently a remnant of the

Promptorium sound (oo), and in others a lip glide with which he is

very familiar in his own native place, namely (?'u) or oo (uu)
begun with the mouth wide open, but gradually closing. This is a

sound which arises from (uu), and may often be heard from
educated literary speakers in too, afternoon. It is very unstable,
and leads to French u, English u, and even ow (y, iu, a'u). This

may be the key of the mystery, but it requires further examination.

In the meantime I certainly heard a variant of French u, written

(yi), from my vv. authorities in Nf. and Sf., who were not peasants.
Sometimes this (y^ began with the mouth open, producing a lip

glide, English ee to French u (ij\), which may also be heard in

America, and approximates very closely to the received pron. of

dew.

In other respects Nf. and Sf. differ little from Cb., which lies at

the borders of both. Of course there are a multitude of little

differences, which Forby and others make too uncompromisingly
into something like general rules. There are also the words bar,

mor, or mawther in general use in a good sense, the first as addressing

males, and sometimes females, of all ages, the second for women
only, the contracted form being applied to quite young girls. The

Promptorium does not recognise bor, but has moder for both mother and

mawtlter, and it is curious that mother is frequently (modhi?) in Nf.
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It has been found best to deal with D. 19 under five varieties.

I. nw. Nf. deals with the part of Nf. in the mixed som region,
and its acknowledgment is in fact due to the great labours of Mr.

Hallam, from whose observations in the neighbourhoods of Swaffham,
King's Lynn, and Hunstanton, I have constructed a wl.

II. ne. Nf.,for which I am mainly indebted to the great personal
kindness of the Rev. J. R. Philip Hoste, vicar of Farnham Sr., but

native of Stanhoe Nf. (8 sw. "Wells-next -Sea), who in two very long
visits made on purpose, went through a complete wl., gave me a

dt., and went over Forby's account of Nf. pron. with me. These I

give in full as the most valuable contributions to the subject that

I could make. I also give a dt. by R. S. Baker, Esq., from North
"Walsham.

III. s. Nf. is illustrated by a vv. cs. from Mattishall (12 w.

Norwich) by a Whiteland's student compared in notes with a vv.

cs. from Kimberley (10 wsw. Norwich) given me by a former

gardener of Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, a written cs. with elaborate

explanations by Mr. G. A. Carthew of East Dereham (15 wnw.
Norwich), and another written one by Miss Cecilia Day, then of

Kirby Bedon (3 se. Norwich). Also by a wl. of words dictated to

me by the same Miss Day at Norwich in 1868, and by several other

specimens of the dialect then heard, and by another wl. from Mr.
Hallam's observations in 1881-2-3 when travelling over this region.

Finally by a dt. dictated to me by Rev. Dr. Raven, then of the

Schoolhouse, Great Yarmouth, now rector of Fressingfield (8 n.

Framlingham) Sf.

IV. e. Sf. is illustrated by a vv. cs. dictated by Mr. J. B. Grant,
native of Kettleborough (2 ssw. Framlingham), a frequent visitor

at Woodbridge when a boy, and long a resident at Stowmarket, and

by the letter from Kettleborough in Moor's Suffolk Words, which I

have conjecturally palaeotyped and hope to get revised by Mr. Grant.

Then I have a complete wl. for Southwold (12 sw. Lowestoft on

the coast) dictated to me by Miss Mallet, native, a teacher at White-

land's, with numerous short examples, and a dt. from Orford (6 sw.

Aldborough on the coast), by Mr. C. Davis, the son of a native and
a frequent visitor. To these I add a wl. of numerous words from
Moor's examples, which are on the whole very well written, with
the pronunciation added conjecturally by myself.

V. w. Sf. Rev. C. W. Jones, native, in 1873 dictated to me a cs.

for Pakenham, of which he is vicar. [Since this report was read,
Mr. Jones has obligingly revisited me, to clear up doubts and

difficulties, and this specimen, differing materially in pronunciation
from those of e. Sf., will be given at length.]

Such is my work on the Existing Phonology of the English
Dialects, so far as it has yet advanced. The collection of the

materials has cost a large amount of time and labour, and although
the work must necessarily be always incomplete, yet thanks to the

numerous kind informants whom I have mentioned, and many
others whose contributions though slighter have still been of much
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use to me in the difficult process of mapping out the country, the
result is veiy much more complete than I ever even dreamed of

when my research was commenced. I hope I may have still life

and strength enough to bring it to a conclusion, and that the

remaining three divisions, the M., N. and L., for which my pre-

liminary work is better advanced than it was for the first three

divisions when I commenced preparing them for press, but which
are sure to present unexpected difficulties and gaps, when I once

begin seriously to take them in hand for a final redaction, may next

May be at least as far advanced as the present three, S., W. and E.,
and that I then may really be able to go to press in the summer of

1887, though when I shall manage to finish the printing is another
matter ; but if all be well, and I am still able to do my work, I

hope that that may happen in the autumn of 1888.

POSTSCRIPT.

The above being a report addressed to the Philological Society

has reference only to the work which I am preparing for that

Society. This work will enter into a number of minute particulars

and give all the illustrations in palaeotype. It will also necessarily

be very lengthy. For the English Dialect Society I am preparing

a greatly condensed edition under the name of English Dialects

their Sounds and Homes, which will be on a much more popular

plan, and have all the examples (of course much less numerous,)

written in approximative glossic, with which that Society is already

familiar. A special explanation of all the signs employed will be

prefixed, and the same maps of England and Scotland given as in

the Philological Society's edition. This I am writing in divisions

corresponding to those here named, and have already completed the

Southern, "Western, and Eastern divisions, each one having been

written immediately after that part of the larger work was finished.

Hence the English Dialect Society's edition cannot be ready till the

other is done. But as the two editions will be quite distinct, the

printing may go on simultaneously, and as the smaller book will be
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much easier to print, and pass more rapidly through the press, than

the larger, I have some hope of having it ready at the end of 1887.

The delay in bringing out this edition arises from the necessity of

completing each section of the larger before I can write the corre-

sponding section of the smaller, that is, from the necessity of

knowing precisely what the facts are before I give them in a con-

densed and yet popular form. Although three divisions of the

smaller book are completed, they could not be published separately,

because they are entirely dependent upon the map, which of course

gives the Somes, and must embrace the whole of England. A.J.E.
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REPORT ON DIALECTAL WORK.
BY ALEXANDEB J. ELLIS, F.K.S.

\_Read lefore the Philological Society, 6 May, 1887.]

In my first Beport of 7 May, 1886, I described my method of

work, the nature of my preliminary matter, and the treatment

of the Southern, Western and Eastern Divisions. This evening I

have to announce the completion of the first draft for the Midland
and Northern Divisions, that is, for the whole of England, except
a narrow slip of Cu. and the n. slopes of the Cheviot Hills in Nb.

(contractions used for county names &c., as in the first Report),
which belong linguistically to the Lowland Division. This

Lowland Division itself is so far arranged that I am able to give
a sketch of what it will be, but the work on the Midland and
Northern Divisions has proved too great for me to attempt com-

pleting the Lowland. When I realised to myself the impossibility
of getting this part of my book done in time to produce it this

evening, I turned my attention to the Maps of the Dialect Districts.

As the Scotch map is mainly Dr. Murray's, the completion of the

English Divisions enabled me to draw both the maps definitively,
and I now lay them before you, with a Key which will explain
their arrangement. These maps will accompany my Existing

Phonology of English Dialects, forming Part V. of my Early English

Pronunciation, and also my English Dialects their Sounds and

Somes, being an abridgment of the former for the English Dialect

Society, having only a small portion of the illustrations translated

into approximative Glossic.

THE TEN TEANSVEESE LINES.

In my last report I described three of these which entered into

the portion of England then considered.

(1) The n. sum line, or northernmost limit of the pron. of some

as sum (sam, sam) or even som (som).

(2) The s. stidm line, or southernmost limit of the pron. of some

as s68m (sMjin). It is in the space between lines 1 and 2 that the

intermediate form som occurs.

(3) The reverted ur line, or northernmost limit of the general
use of reverted r (R). This line I now begin in Wx. Ireland and
make to pass through Pm. and Gm. in order to include D 1, 2, 3,

while I have somewhat rectified its course through Wo. Wa. and

Np., chiefly owing to recent observations by Mr. T. Hallam.

E.D.S. Miscellanies. 6.
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I have now to add seven other Transverse Lines of great import-
ance in the mapping of Dialect Districts.

(4) The s. teeth (tiith) line, or southernmost limit of the pron.
of the def. art. the as a suspended tf (t') or hissed th (th), not the

voiced th (dh) as in the usual pron. ;
the word teeth conveniently

combines the two sounds. The hiss (th) is the regular sound
between lines 4 and 5, and in most of the intervening space, except
D 24, the suspended (t') occurs only by assimilation. This line

passes through s. Ch., n. St., s. Db., round s. and e. Xt., and goes
to the sea by w. Li. and s. Yo.

(5) The n. theeth (dhiith) line, or northernmost limit of the use

of the (dhi, dhe) or the hissed th (th) for the def. art. until we
reach line 7. The pron. the is practically extinct long before we
reach this limit, but still it is in occasional use, and, except in D24,
the hissed th (th) is regular. This line passes over the Isle of

Man, which has the (dhi?) exclusively, through m. La., across w.
Yo. and to the s. of the North and East Ridings. It thus forms
the s. boundary of the N. Div.

(6) The s. hoose (huus) line, or southernmost limit of the pron.
of house as hoose (huus), which prevails everywhere to the n. of it.

Like lines 1 and 2, this does not generally limit districts, as in fact

hoose is the ancient pron., and it is only house, or its varieties, which
are obtrusive and aggressive. The line passes n. of the Isle of

Man, through s. Cu. in a zigzag form by n. La., s. We., and n.

Craven in the West Riding of Yo., joining line 4 at the n. of Nt.,
and then running s. of the Isle of Axholme in n. Li., sweeping
round to the sea near Great Grimsby.

(7) The n. tee line, or northernmost limit of the use of suspended
f

(tf) for the def. art., which singular usage is universal between
lines 5 and 7. This line passes in a zigzag through n. Cu., and
then along the n. of Weardale in Du., afterwards bending suddenly
n. to just s. of Sunderland.

(8) The s. sum line, or southernmost limit (proceeding from

Scotland) of the pron. of some as any variety of sum, such as (sam,

sam, sc^m), where the last is a singular middle sound developed
between lines 8 and 9 in Nb. This line starts from the n. of the

Solway Firth and goes nearly ene. to the border of Nb., then

suddenly turns s. to meet line 7, which it subsequently follows to

the sea. To the s. and w. of this line, in Cu., s66m (sz^m) only is

heard. To the e. and n. of it, in Nb., up to line 9, both sddm

(swjin) and the curious (sceitn) variety of sum may be noted.

(9) The n. sddm line, or northernmost limit of the pron. of some

as sddm (sum, sj^m). To the n. and w. of this line only sum (sam,

sam) is heard. This line coincides with line 8 till that line deflects

to the s., it then sweeps over the summit of the Cheviot Hills to

the Cheviot Hill itself, after which it crosses Nb. to Bamborough.
(10) The s. L. line, or southernmost limit of true L. pron. This

line coincides with line 9 as far as the Cheviot Hill, then con-

tinues the boundary of Nb. as far as Berwick-upon-Tweed, and

finally skirts the n. boundary of the Liberties of that town.
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MIDLAND DIVISION.

This division, comprising D 20 to 29, embraces the whole middle
of England s. of line 5 and n. of the S. Div. It is by no means

thoroughly homogeneous. We may distinguish an e. part, D 20,
and a w. part, all the rest, but this w. part has also a n. form, n. of

line 4, and a s. form, to the s. of it. Even then the n. part falls

into two. Hence I distinguish a BM or Border Midland D 20,
which is quite isolated, a NM or North Midland group D 21 to 24,
a MM or Mid Midland group D 25 and 26, with an almost isolated

EM or East Midland D 27, of which the connection with the MM
group has almost disappeared, and finally a SM or South Midland

group D 28 and 29. Many of these groups have also numerous
varieties. There is no one general character, except the pron.
s66m (swjin) of some, but this is not peculiar to the div., which is

thus best defined by negatives, as decidedly not N or S, and even

clearly differing from "W and E. But the M div. is important in

preserving the change of the old Saxon I', or ee, into long English f
,

or (a'i), through an initial deepening of the sound, as
(ii, ii,

iji, lii, ei, eV, E'J), and then by easy stages to
(se'i,

a l

i, a). All

these and other intermediate forms are found in the M. div. The
old E' also passed into (ii), and that changed as above as far as

(E'), but no further, shewing that this was a more recent change
than that of original I'. The change of U' into ow (a'u) belongs to

the N div.; but the numerous surprising changes of ow (a'u), when
once reached, are remarkably well exhibited in the M. div.

Among consonants r when not before a vowel seems to me
generally untrilled, and nearly if not quite vocalised. The

aspirate is altogether lost. Even educated people seem to be as

much unaware of its existence as we are in honour. The def.

art. varies, as (dhi2, dh, th, t
v

) except in the SM group, where

(dire) only is used.

The chief constructional peculiarity is the use of the verbal

plural in -en, as they live-n, you know-n. This is universal in D 21,

22, 25, 26, occasional in D 23, was formerly found in D 27, is

plentiful in D 28, but in D 29 chiefly survives in contracted forms,
and more in the w. than the e. / am is the regular form, I be is

rare, though the negative Iben't is more heard. Us and I are are

unused.

In D 21, 22, 25, 26, hoo, in various pronunciations (uu, o?'u, a'u,

iu), is used for she, and in D 24 shoo (shuu, sho, sire) is used.

For girl, wench is the usual word without any offensive suggestion.
D 20, or BM, which is conterminous with the county of Li., has

for its great and peculiar character the large quantity of fractured

vowels it uses, consisting mainly of an indistinct er (with r un-

sounded) tacked on to the received pron. I find it convenient to

treat three Y. (varieties).
V i, s.Li., I illustrate chiefly from Mr. Blasson, a surgeon, of

Billingborough, 12 e. Grantham, who gave me a vv. (vivd voce] sitting.
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Y ii, m.Li., I have been able to illustrate from the dictation of Lord

Tennyson and a lady to whom he recommended me, Mrs. Douglas
Arden, daughter of the late rector of Halton Holegate, 1 e. Spilsby,

together with some wn. (words noted) by Mr. T. Hallam.
Y iii, which has the peculiarity of using oo for ow, introduced for

archaic effect, but not quite consistently, into Lord Tennyson's
Northern Farmer, old style, I illustrate from vv. communications
from Mr. Peacock, the author of the Glossary, and his daughter.
I have also several other communications.

D 21, or s.NM, covers se. La. and nw. Db., and is I think the

least altered of these NM forms, for which reason I place it first.

Db. was the native county, as La. is the residence county of my
principal M. informant, Mr. T. Hallam, to whom I have been so

much indebted for so many years, and to whose good ear and
unwearied investigations I owe most of my knowledge of the pron.
of Db., La., Ch., St., Nt., Wa. and much of Le. Without his aid

this most interesting region, instead of presenting the orderly

appearance which I hope it will assume in my book, would have
been a nearly hopeless tangle. I wish therefore to record my
great obligations to Mr. T. Hallam for his invaluable assistance

in collecting information and placing it at my disposal. I illustrate

this district by three cs. (comparative specimens) as obtained and
written from dictation by Mr. Hallam, for Staleybridge, Glossop,
and Chapel-en-le-Frith (his native place), which, to facilitate com-

parison, I have transcribed interlinearly. To this is added a wl.

(word list) of wn. (words noted) by Mr. T. Hallam at Rochdale,

Oldham, Patricroft in La., and Hope Woodlands, Edale, and Peak
Forest in Db. In this District U' becomes ow (a'w, au).
D 22, or w.NM, contains the remainder of La. s. of the Ribble,

and is divided into six Y. (varieties). The differences are very
minute, and are illustrated by a wl. for each Y; four interlinear cs.

for Yi Ormskirk, Yii Bolton, Yiii Leyland, Yv Burnley ;
two

interlinear dt. (dialect tests) for Yiv Blackburn, and another for

Yvi the Colne Yalley, as it was 40 years ago, shewing the former

existence of the guttural (kh). U' is here generally (aa, aa1

),
some-

times quite (sea3), and these are the sounds to be usually attributed

to the mysterious La. eaw, invented by the author of Tim Bobbin,
the classical s.La. book. I am chiefly indebted to Mr. T. Hallam
for these, though I have had some other valuable assistance.

D. 23, or n.NM, comprises m.La. known as the Fylde. It is

claimed to be purer than D 21, because it keeps (aw) for the U'

words, itself an immense alteration from (uu). The verbal plural
in -en, although disowned by some natives, is used in contracted

forms. Even (kh) exists with some old people, but is dying out.

This is illustrated by two cs. in parallel cols, for Poulton and

Goosnargh, pal. from dictation by Mr. T. Hallam, and a dt. from

Wyersdale, with a wl. from Poulton, Goosnargh, Kirkham and

Wyersdale, from wn. by Mr. T. Hallam.

With D 23 I associate as a variety the Isle of Man. This of

course is properly a Celtic region, but the English is now almost
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universal, decidedly dialectal in character, and more like the speech,
of D 23 than that of any other part of the adjacent coast. The

principal points of difference from the Fylde are the (dh) at full

for the def. art. and the total absence of the verbal pi. in -en.

Also in the n. of the island, a dental t (t} is often used for th,

as (ttq) thing. Through an introduction from Mrs. Roscoe of

Kensington, Mr. T. Hallam was able to take down a dt. from two
Manx school teachers at Manchester, Miss Cannell and Miss Cublin,
and subsequently he found other natives there, so that I am able

to give three interlinear dt. from the n., nw. and s. parts of the

island, together with a wl. obtained from these informants.

D 24, or e.NM, comprises that part of Yo. which lies s. of the

n. theeth line 5, containing the large cities of the clothing districts,

ach of which, including the neighbouring villages, has its own

peculiarities, so that I have been forced to consider nine Varieties,

i Huddersfield, ii Halifax, iii Keighley, iv Bradford, v Leeds,
vi Dewsbury, vii Rotherham, viii Sheffield, and ix Doncaster. The
numerous comic tales which purport to be in these different

dialects are untrustworthy as scientific guides from want of

proper discrimination of localities, and have various orthographies

perfectly unintelligible (like received English spelling) to those

who are not previously familiar with the proper pronunciation. In
this dilemma I was fortunate in making the acquaintance of Mr. C.

Clough Robinson, author of a Leeds Glossary, a native of the

neighbourhood of Leeds, who had spoken both the Leeds and Mid
Yo. dialects in his youth, had had rare opportunities of consorting
and conversing with the operatives in all these towns, and had
devoted much attention to the different 'phases,' as he styled them,
of Yo. dialects. He only wanted a phonetic alphabet to express
himself in. With this I was able to supply him in July, 1873,
when I taught him the use of Glossic. For several years after-

wards he did a great deal of dialect work, and, among others, he
sent me seven cs. for the first seven varieties of this district. Each
was written in glossic, each carefully examined by me and sent

back with queries, which he returned with long answers. So far

as Mr. C. C. Robinson's memory served, these were as good

specimens as could be procured. The only objection to the result

is that it was all memory, and not, as in Mr. T. Hallam's case,

written down fresh from the dictation of persons actually using the

sounds. I doubt however whether for this particular district they
could be much improved. Having got an eighth cs. written in

systematic spelling by Prof. D. Parkes of Sheffield for that town,
the pron. of which is practically the same as that of Rotherham,
I give all eight specimens inter-linearly ;

and the agreement
between Mr. C. C. R.'s Rotherham and Prof. D. Parkes's Sheffield

is nearly complete. We may observe a verbal pi. in -en appearing
at Huddersfield and Halifax, and also at Rotherham and Sheffield,
which adds to the Midland character of the District, though in the
other varieties this does not appear. The first five varieties are

.also illustrated by wl. from various sources, including a valuable
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one for Leeds by Mr. C. C. R. The last, Vix, has a wl. paL
(palaeotyped; by me from the dictation of Dr. Sykes of Doncaster.

Reduced to the most distinctive elements, D 24 represents 0, 0'

by (6i, ui) as in (oil, spurn) hole, spoon, and U' by (erj, aa) as in

(eus, aas) house.

D 25, or w.MM, contains Ch. and the Potteries in n. St. There
are some very marked peculiarities in this district which have been
localised especially by Mr. Hallam. Mr. Darlington, who is now
printing a glossary of s. Ch. with introductory Essays on Grammar
and Pronunciation, using Glossic with great ability and precision,
is also doing good work. The chief characters, which I here express
in palaeotype, are that U' becomes (a7) as (af's) house, contrasting

wonderfully with the (aa's, aeaes) of D 22, and (aas) of D 24, and
the usual (a'us, aws) of D 21. The I' becomes (df) varying to

(A.'), with which it is regularly confused by dialect writers
;
this

(di) is always kept distinct from the (a*), so that icehouse would be

(eh'saYs). The E' is (a) varying to (ej) in m. Ch. and (E') in St.

A- is (ii) in (tiil) tale, except in ne. Ch. and St., where it is (teel).

And .2EG, EG are (ii), as (tiil, wii) tail, way, except in ne. Ch. and

part of St., where (teel, wee) may be heard. 0' is most frequently

(a?'u), varying as (a'w) in St., thus (ma/un, ma'wn) moon. For
illustrations I have three dt. from Bickley by Mr. Darlington, two
from Sandbach, and Leek, both by Mr. T. Uallam, and four cs. from

Tarporley, Middlewich, Pott Shrigley (with variants for the Dale
of Goyt Db.), and Burslem, all wiitten from native dictation by
Mr. T. Hallam, followed by wl. for n. and s. Ch. and n. St.

D 26, or e.MM, comprises Db. s. of the Peak, excluding the tail

which runs between St. and Le., and belongs phonetically to D 29.

This is a remarkable contrast to D 21, which contains Db. n. of

the Peak, representing E' by (E'J), I' by (di), 0' by (a'w), and IT'

by (aa), as (grE'm, tdim, kja'z<l, daan) green, time, cool, down.
This is illustrated by a cs. from V i Ashford, with variants from
V i Bradwell, Taddington, Winster, V ii Ashbourn (from two in-

formants), V iii Brampton, V iv Repton, from all of which places
Mr. T. Hallam with great pains and trouble obtained versions of

the cs. There are also wl. for each variety gathered from Mr. T.

Hallam' s wn.
D. 27, or EM, comprises only the co. of Nt. Sufficient is not

known for me to assume other boundaries, and what is known,

with any degree of accuracy is due to Mr. T. Hallam's visits. On
one of these he fortunately found a family at Bulwell, 4 nw.

Nottingham, which could recollect that in 1844 keen, feet, rain,

were called (kjVm, fs'it, riin) as in D 26, and who used a verbal

pi. in -en, for which reasons I group D 27 with D 25, 26. The
marked pron. is that TJ' becomes (aa), that is, the second element
of the diphthong is (a), and this form is often triphthongised

slightly by prefixing a faint (e), thus (d[ea:in) down, where [
indi-

cates faintness. But n. of Worksop the U' becomes (a?<).
This is

illustrated by a dt. from Mansfield Woodhouse, 2 n. Mansfield,
with variants from East Retford, Worksop, Mansfield, Bulwell,.
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and Newark. I add a brief extract from a cs. given me by Mr. F.

Miles, the artist, a son of the former Hector of Bingham, as com-

pared with the pron. of the same passage by a retired tradesman as

recorded by Mr. T. H. There is also a wl. of wn. by Mr. T. H.,

shewing great uniformity over the county. One point is remark-

able, considering that Nt. and Li. are conterminous for some way,
namely, the total absence in Nt. of the fractures which are so con-

spicuous in Li., and consequently Nt. and Li. are entirely distinct.

D 28, or w.SM. This is a small district involving a portion of

w. FL, some of ne. Dn., both in Wales proper, all of detached or

English FL, a small part of n. Sh. and a still smaller part of w. Ch.
It is a district not well known phonetically, but through Mr. T.

Hallam's investigations I have been able to give some account of

it. Its English is thoroughly dialectal, and though not homo-

geneous, is evidently connected with M. habits of speech. The

general characters, which must be taken as a whole (the varieties

referring to different parts), are : A- name (niim, neem). A' stone

(stoon, stuun). E' green (griin) slightly leaning to (gnin, grem).
1H night (niit, nE'it), the last chiefly in '

good-night.' I' varies

much, but may be taken as (di). 0' noon (ua?'un) as observed by
Mr. T. H., but (niun) as felt by others. TJ is regularly (ui) and
IT is variable, but may be taken as (aw).
Four varieties are considered and illustrated by four interlinear

dt. for the first three and a wl. for each separately, embracing a

great number of places visited by Mr. T. H.
D 29, or s.SM. This is a very extensive district, comprising Sh.

e. of Wem and the Severn, St. s. of Stone, a slip on n. of Wo., the

greater part of Wa., the s. tail of Db. and all Le. It has oc-

casioned both Mr. T. H. and myself great trouble to collect and
coordinate the information, and much remains to be done still about

the outskirts, which must be left to future investigators. Although.
the speech of this district is at once recognised in contrast with its

immediate neighbours, it is difficult to fix on any definite cha-

racteristic. It is very homogeneous, and I have been unable to

maintain a division into three parts which I formerly recognised.
I have, however, proposed four varieties, with several subforms to

the first three, which want of space prevents me from considering
in detail in this report. The illustrations are first five interlinear

cs., for Y i from Cannock Chase, w.rn.St., by Mr. T. H.
;
for V ii

from Dudley, locally in s. St., obtained by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte,
in a carefully-written form which I have pal. as well as I could

with the help of Mr. T. H.'s researches in the neighbourhood ;
for

V iii from Atherstone Wa., pal. by me from dictation
;
for Y iv I

have two cs. from Waltham and Enderby, both Le., written by me
from dictation of native students at the Whiteland's Training Coll.,

Chelsea. Also I am able to give 8 interlinear dt.
;
4 for Y i, from

Edgmond Sh., Eccleshall St., Burton-on-Trent St., and Lichfield

St., all pal. by Mr. T. H. ; 3 for Y ii from Wellington Sh., and
Darlaston St., both pal. by Mr. T. H., and Coalbrookdale Sh., pal.

by me from the writing of Rev. F. W. Ragg, and finally for Y iv,
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Belgrave Le., from the glossic of Miss C. S. Ellis. Besides these,

I give several small scraps for Y i from Burton-on-Trent, by Mr.

T. H., and Barton-under-Needwood, by myself, for V ii from

Darlaston and Walsall St., both by Mr. T. H. And finally, I

give 9 wl. from various sources, 3 for V i, 3 for V ii, 2 for

V iii, and 1 for V iv, the last containing a very full account

of the pron. of Syston Le., taken vv. from Miss Adcock, native, a

teacher at "Whiteland's Training Coll. Altogether, therefore, I

furnish a very full account of this interesting region, the Midland
Counties proper.

NOBTHEKN DIVISION.

This comprises D 30, 31, and 32. It is bounded on the s. by the

n. theeth (dhiith) line 5, and on the n. by the s.L. line 10,

extending from sea to sea. Here again it is not by one form, but

by parts of a combination, that the ear judges of a N. character.

The whole region is distinguished, as regards the L. and M.
divisions between which it lies, by two transitions, first of TJ' from

oo (uu) to ow (a'u) in some form, and secondly of TJ from 66 (u, uj
to u (9, a). The first is a transition from L. to M., the second

from M. to L. It is in the sw. part, D 31, that the former change
is prepared, and in the n. part, D 32, that the latter change occurs.

Generally, however, the preparation for ow (a'u) is not recognised.

My informants in D 30 did not acknowledge it, and gave only
U'= oo (uu). In D 31, however, the change was very clear, and
extended over D 32, though most persons thought they were really

saying oo (uu). And in D 32 none of the dialect books had prepared
me for the intermediate sound between (a:, u^, which I write (oej),

and which came upon me quite as a surprise when I personally
visited Nb. in Jan. 1879. In fact, all dialect books, and most
informants that do not use a phonetic spelling, employ u simply for

both
(a:, u^) or (a, u), and also their intermediates (o, ce^, which of

course has occasioned me immense difficulties in my investigations.

Among the consonants the guttural (kh) may be said to be extinct,

though it is marked in L. The letter r occasions much difficulty.

On the e., when not preceding a vowel, it becomes vocalised or

disappears. It is scarcely perceptible even on the w. In the n.

it becomes uvular, but this is a mere defect of utterance and not

a dialectal character.

D 30, or EN. This comprises most of the North Riding and all

the East Riding of Yo. Its w. boundary is properly the edge of

the hills which sink down into the great plain of Yo. The speech
is wonderfully uniform throughout, yet I have found it advisable

to make 4 varieties, Vi the Plain, Vii the Moors, Viii the Wolds,
Y iv the Marshland.

'

My great assistant here, as in D 24, has

been Mr. C. C. Robinson, who was from parentage and education

nearly as familiar with Y i and ii as with D 24, witness his Mid.
Yo. Glossary, in which he has used Glossic throughout. It is ta

be regretted that illness has obliged him to renounce all dialectal
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work, and that I have not even been able to have his assistance in

the final revision of the work he did for me in 1876. At that time,

however, every specimen, originally written in Glossic, was strictly
examined and discussed as in D 24. In V ii I have received much,

other assistance which has helped to check what he sent me. For
Y iii and Y iv I had to trust to others, and the result is a consistent

whole, in which I therefore feel general confidence.

The great characteristic of D 30, as contrasted with D 31, is the

fractures which are substituted for Saxon A-, A', JE, .2E', E-, EA',

0', which sound exactly like ear or air in London with no trill

(MT?, CCB), of which the first is more common in the n. part, while
either of the two sounds may be used in the s. part. In the case

of A', 0, there is the further alternative of oor as in poor (MMB).
The next great peculiarity is the use of ah (aa) for I', as tahm

(taam) time, wahd (waad) wide. In Y iii, however, before voiceless

consonants (eY, EY) is heard, but so rooted is the use of (aa) in Yi,
that Mr. C. C. R., who belongs to that variety, and did not profess
to know Y iii, could not persuade himself that the other forms ever

occurred. The definite art. throughout D 30 and 31 is simply
suspended (t'), and in Holderness Y iii, according to the glossarists,

it entirely disappears. In V i at Washburn River, according to Mr.
C. C. R., the hissed (th) may be heard. I is (aaz) is the universal

form.

The illustrations begin with 10 interlinear cs.
;

for Yi from
Mid Yo., Northallerton, New Malton, Lower Niddersdale, and
"Washburn River, all by Mr. C. C. Robinson, and s. Ainsty, by
Mr. Stead, a native, one of the authors of the Holderness Glossary ;

for Yii, from s. Cleveland and ne. Coast, also by Mr. C. C.

Robinson ; for Y iii, from Market Weighton, pal. by myself from
the dictation of Rev. Jackson Wray, a native, author of Nestleton

Magna, and several dialectal works, and from Holderness by Mr.
Stead. Then follow 4 interlinear dt. all for Y ii, from Danby, by
Rev. J. C. Atkinson, author of the Cleveland Glossary; from

Whitby, by the late Mr. E. K. Robinson, author of the Whitby
Glossary ; for the Moors generally, by Rev. John Thornton, all three

in their own spellings, and from Skelton, originally written by
Mr. Isaac Wilkinson, of that place, and read to me by Mr. J. W.
Langstaff, native, a friend of Mr. I. W., then a student in the

Wesleyan Training Coll., Westminster, and revised by Mr. T. Dawson

Ridley, of Coatham, Redcar. Next follow 3 interlinear dt.
;
for

Y iii from East Holderness, by Mr. Stead
;
for Sutton, 3 ne. Hull,

written in Glossic by Mr. E. French, long resident in Hull
;
and for

Y iv from Goole, by the late Rev. Dr. Thompson, Master of Trinity

College, Cambridge, who had been curate there, and from whose

reading I pal. it. Finally, I have 4 wl., for Y i from Mid Yo., by
Mr. C. C. Robinson, very full

;
for Y ii from Danby in Cleveland,

by Rev. J. C. Atkinson, and from Whitby by the late F. K.
Robinson

;
for Y iii a very full wl., pal. by me from the dictation

of Rev. Jackson Wray ;
and for Holderness, n. part by Mr. S.

Holderness, w. part by Mr. F. Ross, and e. part by Mr. Stead, the
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three authors of Holderness Glossary for those divisions re-

spectively (who bestowed great pains upon it, and Mr. Stead gave
me his part vv. and interpreted the other parts) ;

and from Snaith,
18 s. by e. York, by Rev. T. "W. ^Norwood, 40 years acquainted
with the dialect.

I) 31, or WH". This large tract of country comprises s. Du., w.
and m. Cu., all "We., the hundred of Lonsdale n. and s. of the

Sands in n. La. and the hilly part of w. Yo. to the west of a line

drawn from the Tee's mouth up to Croft, and then down to

Middleham in Wensleydale, and Burley-on-the-Wharfe, and to the

n. of the n. theeth line 5. Although there is on the whole great

uniformity and houiogeneousness throughout the whole region, I

find it best to distinguish six Varieties. V i consists briefly of

w. Yo., comprising Upper Swaledale and Upper Wensleydale n. of

the s. hoose line 6, and north Craven s. of it, all other points but
the use of ow instead of oo for U' remaining unaltered. V ii

contains all n. La. and extreme s. Cu., all s. of line 6, com-

prising Lancaster, Cartmell, Furness, and Bootle. V iii consists of

We. s. of the watershed, which (as well as Fumess) uses the

Danish at instead of to before the infinitive. V iv consists of the

basin of the river Eden in We., n. of the watershed, and e. Cu.

V v consists of w. Cu.
;

and V vi of s. Du., Weardale, and
Teesdale.

In this wild district, which seems among its hills to have pre-
served a much older form of speech than the plains of Yo., I have
been peculiarly fortunate in securing the assistance of Mr. J. G.

Goodchild, of the Government Geological Survey, who was stationed

there for many years, and became familiar with the talk of the

people, and was able to obtain many cs. and wl. which he wrote in

palaeotype with photographic minuteness and the greatest con-

scientiousness. These results also he was able to revise again and

again with his original informants. Finally, he spent many, at

least twenty, evenings "with me, going over each cs. and wl.

separately, and finally settling with me the best palaeotypic forms.

I cannot sufficiently express my obligations to him for all the

labour, which he has most liberally bestowed upon this work.
The general character of this district may be taken as follows.

A-, A' are fractures in which each element seems to have the

stress, the first being a deep (h), verging towards (e), and the

second a high bright (a
1

)
as in French and Italian, thus (m^m,

klz^z, h^a'rn) name, clothes, home. E' becomes (e'i) consisting of

a short
(e~)

with the stress, and a long or medial (i), and this

termination so usurps the place of the whole that the natives

consider they use simple ee (ii). The I' is (a) as (tazm) time, not

(taarn) at all. The 0' is generally (m). The U' is (uju), that is,

the first element is a thickened (u} in full, taken very near to (0),

followed by the proper (u). Thus (^u) approaches very near (6u),
and is the principal form under which oo (uu) passes into ow (a'u).
There is another transitional form heard in V vi, where (uu) is

commenced with an indistinct a in idea, the true u being lengthened,
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thus (EU), the effect of which is not unlike the M. ('u). Each
of the three forms (ii^u, BU, as'u) is conceived by the speakers as oo

(uu), and each generates ow (a'u).

The principal illustration of this interesting district consists

of 22 interlinear cs., of which the first and last two are added to

shew the contrast with D 30 on the one hand, and the relation to

D 32 on the other. For V i there are 2 cs. from Upper Swaledale

and "Wensleydale, wonderful pieces of phonetic writing by Mr. J.

G. G., the Craven portion being otherwise represented. For Vii
there is a cs. from Cartmel by Mr. T. H., and another from Coniston,
written by the old postmaster Mr. Roger Bowness, and pal. by me
from the reading of Miss Bell. In the introduction to Y ii I give
Mr. 11. B. Peacock's versions of the Song of Solomon chap. ii.

from Trans. Philological Soc. 1867, part ii., pal. by me from his

key, ibid. p. 11, assisted by two wl. for Vii, mentioned below.

Then for V iii there are six cs. all pal. by Mr. J. G. G. for Kirkby
Lonsdale We., Dent and Sedberg in Yo., and Kendal, Long Sleddale

and Orton in We. Next for Y iv there are six cs. all pal. by Mr.
J. G. G., and some many times revised, for Kirkby Stephen, Crossby
Ravensworth, Temple Sowerby (from the late Mrs. Atkinson),

Milburn, all in We., and Langwathby (from the late Miss Powley,
the Cu. poetess, sister of the above Mrs. Atkinson) and Ellonby,
both in Cu, For Y v there are three cs., one pal. by Mr. J. G. G. from
Mr. Postlethwaite for Keswick, one pal. byme from Mr. Hetherington,
son of the late vicar of Clifton, near Workington (the late Mr.

Dickinson, author of the Cu. Glossary, also sent me a cs. from

Workington, but as I had no opportunity of hearing him read it,

I have used Mr. Hetherington' s instead), and one from Holme
Cultram or Abbey Holme, from the dictation of the Rev. T. Ellwood,
of Torver, near Coniston.

The Craven form of Y i is illustrated by quite a unique specimen,
William Seward's Familiar Dialogue for Burton-in-Lonsdale Yo.,
13 ne. Lancaster, printed in 1801, very rare, and lent me by Prince
L.-L. Bonaparte, which Mr. J. G. G. has palaeotyped from the

reading of the postmaster of the place, a contemporary and fellow-

townsman of the author. This will be given interlinearly with
the original spelling, a good specimen of its kind, but utterly

inadequate for the present purpose.
Y vi is illustrated by a dt. from Stanhope, Weardale, by Mr.

Egglestone, author of those excellent dialect books, Betty Podkins 1

Visit to Auckland Flower Show and Letter to the Queen on

Cleopatra's Needle, with the principal variants from three other

dt. (1) for Heathery Cleugh. from Mr. Dalton, the schoolmaster, at

the request of Rev. W. Featherstonehaugh, rector of Edmondbyers,
n. Du.

; (2) for Bishop Auckland, by Mr. J. Wild, master of

the Union Workhouse, at the request of the then vicar, Rev. R.

Long; and (3) from Easington and Hart Du., by Miss E. P.

Harrison, daughter of the vicar.

Finally, I give five wl. (1) for Y i from North Craven, that is,

Burton-in-Lonsdale, Chapel-lc-Dale, and Horton-in-Ribblesdale,
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pal. from the dictation of three informants by Mr. J. G. G.
; (2)

and (3) for Y ii, the first for Lonsdale, s. of the Sands, chiefly from
wn. by Mr. T. H., and the second from High Furness, partly from
Mr. T. H.'s collections, and partly from a wl. written by Rev. T.

Ellwood, of Torver, Coniston, and pal. by me from the reading of

Miss Bell, "whom he especially recommended for her dialectal

knowledge; (4) for V iii from Dent and Howgill (in To., but

practically part of We.), pal. by Mr. J. G. G. from dictation, and
the latter verified by me

; (5) from St. John's Weardale, pal. by
Mr. J. G. G., and from Middleton-in-Teesdale, by Rev. John

Milner, rector, conjecturally pal. by myself.
D 32, or NN. This comprises a small portion of Cu. about

Carlisle and Brampton, avoiding the northernmost parts about

Longtown and Bewcastle
;
with the n. of Du. and the whole of

Nb. except the n. slopes of the Cheviots, which are L. Six
varieties are recognised, V i n.Cu., V ii n.Du., Y iii sw.Nb., Y iv

se.Nb., Y v m.Nb., and Y vi n.Nb.
The character is that of transition for TJ from (MJ) through (oex)

already mentioned, to (a). In Y i we have only (u^, in V vi we
have only (a), the transition therefore is effected in the inter-

mediate varieties. The fractures (^i, j^u) exist, though they were
not always dictated to me, and the former often sinks to (e'ei),

while the latter thickens to (OM) occasionally, so nearly that I often

so wrote it from dictation. The I' generates a diphthong, which I

heard like my own I (aV, aV), but which is felt by natives as (et,

E'Z). The treatment of 0' varies as (lu, IIB, ice^, and never

approaches French u (y), but it is curiously enough written ui in

the Pitman's Pay, the classical dialect book. The A, A' is (a
1

),

the high northern sound, like French and Italian, but it is

written aw in the Pitman's Pay as if it were (A).
In Y iii there is a peculiar pron. of A' as oh (00), which seems

greatly to amuse the Newcastle people. The def. art. is always
the. I am and / is (a)m, d)z) are both used, but the latter is most

frequent. At Chillingham and Chatton they pron. the initial Ch.

as (sh), and Chillingham is the only name ending in -ingham which
is pronounced (-e'qum) ;

all others, as Bellingham, Ovingham, have

(-mdjtnn) as if written -injam. The burr or uvular r extends to

Berwick, and to Falstone and Keilder on the n. slopes of the

Cheviots, and uncertainly into n. Du. Although no really dialectal

character, its nature and extent of use are fully investigated.
The illustrations of Y i, Carlisle and Knaresdale Nb., by Mr. J.

G. G., are given in D 31 in the 22 interlinear cs., because they so

much resemble the rest of Cu. For Y i South Shields Du., Y iv

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Y vi Berwick-on-Tweed, I give three interlinear

cs. pal. by myself from dictation of Messrs. Pyke, Barkas, and

Gunn respectively. For the rest I give 22 interlinear dt., of which

11 were pal. from dictation by myself, and the others pal. from

written instructions and neighbouring analogues.

Finally, I add three wl., one for Y i from Brampton Cu., obtained

by Mr. J. G. G.
;
another for Y ii from South Shields, from the
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glossic of Rev. C. Y. Potts, native
;
and a third for V iii and V iv,.

to contrast the sw. and se. Nb., by Rev. George Rome Hall,
of Birtley, 9 nnw. Hexham, and Rev. Hugh Taylor, then of

Humshaugh, 4 m. nearer Hexham, who had been 40 years

acquainted with the speech of the pitmen.
This finishes the five Divisions of England, and thus much I

have complete in first draft now shewn, with the exception of the

preliminary matter, which must wait till the rest of the book is

printed, as constant reference to the printed pages will be neces-

sary. It will contain the maps and key to the same, now shewn,
the cs. and dt. in ordinary spelling, the wl. with all the words
numbered and derivations of the words when known, forming a

key to all subsequent wl., and a reversed alphabetical index of

the words, so far all is ready. Then will follow a new key to

Palaeotype, including all the additional signs and contrivances

which dialectal investigations have rendered necessary, referring
to the pages in which they are specially explained or used, but not

going beyond the requirements of this book. Then there will be
the Alphabetical County List, continually referred to in my book,

giving first the Counties of England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland,
in alphabetical order for each county, and then under the county
the alphabetical list of places whence information has been ob-

tained, with the name of the informant and nature of the informa-

tion, naming the district to which it is assigned, and the page
where it is treated, forming a geographical index to the book. The

slips for this list, so far as it could be completed, are all written,
and have been constantly used. This will be accompanied by an

alphabetical list of informants, referring each to the county and

place simply. This recognition of my informants, without whose
assistance and valuable services I could have done nothing, is

indispensable, and I wish here to express my grateful sense of

their most liberally and cheerfully accorded help, often laborious,

occasionally expensive, and very generally inconvenient to them-
selves.

Not only is Part V, of Early English Pronunciation so far

advanced, but my abridgment of it for the English Dialect Society
has been fully written up to the same point. The preliminary
work here consists of a new key to Glossic as there used in an

approximative form for general dialectal purposes, requiring the
minimum of study to acquire, a matter which I had seriously to

consider, for I find that to even clever and well-informed men
any system of spelling by sound seems utterly bewildering, due, I

suppose, to the unsystematic character of our present orthography.

LOWLAXD DIVISION.

This important Division has been partly treated by Dr. J. A. H.

Murray in his Dialects of the South of Scotland, and my first

intention was merely to add a few illustrations. I have had to do
much more, but I have not attempted to treat L. so exhaustively
as the English divisions. Dr. Murray's districts will be preserved,.
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but the numbering and positional names of tbe districts are mine,
and tbe only chauges I make are in the s. border of D 33, SL.,
next England, and the addition of the Orkneys and Shetlands,
D 41 and 42, which Dr. Murray had omitted.

In order to shew the general relations of all pai'ts of L. with

each other, and with England, I commence with eight interlinear

cs. for D 33, from Bewcastle to Longtown Cu., and Hawick,
Roxburghshire ;

for D 34, from Edinburgh ;
for D 36, from

Stranraer, "Wigtonshire ;
for D 38, from Arbroath, Forfar

;
for

D 39, for Keith, Banff
;
for D 40, for Wick, Caithness

;
and D 42,

for Dunrossness, Shetland. The first was pal. by Mr. J. G. G.
;

Hawick was written in pal. by Dr. Murray. Edinburgh, Arbroath,

Keith, were palaeotyped by Dr. Murray from the writing of Mrs.

C. Murray, Mr. Anderson, and the Rev. "Walter Gregor; and

Stranraer, Caithness, and Dunrossness were pal. from dictation of

natives by myself. These are quite ready.
Then I give five versions of Ruth chap, i., three from Dr.

Murray's book, for D 33 Teviotdale, D 35 Ayr, and D 39

Buchan, contrasted with one for D 25 by Mr. Darlington, for s. Ch.

in the M. div., and another for D 10 by Mr. Elworthy, for w. Sm.,
in the S. div., which admirably shew the difference between the

English and L. divisions.' These also are ready written. By this

means all the districts are illustrated except D 37 and D 41, but,
as shewn below, I have succeeded in illustrating these, although
in other ways, and have generally been able to obtain other

specimens for each district, most of which will be mentioned.

D 33, or SL, Dr. Murray's Southern Counties, comprises e.

Dumfries, Selkirk and Roxburghshire in Scotland, and a strip of

Cu. and Nb. in England. This is the district of Dr. Murray's
Dialects of the South of Scotland. His wl. (ibid. pp. 144-149) will

be reproduced, augmented by himself, and rearranged as in my
other wl., with the pron. of eveiy word in pal., an entirely new
feature. This will be, at least in part, contrasted with wl. pal.
from dictation by Mr. J. G. Goodchild for Liddisdale Head,

Roxburgh town, Teviotdale Head and Selkirk. Several sentences

are added, written from dictation in Visible Speech by Mr. A.
Melville Bell, and pal. by me with corrections in a consultation

with himself, his son, and Dr. Murray.
Dr. Murray's Central Group consists of D 34 to 37, and in fact

D 35 to 37 are little better than varieties of D 34.

D 34, or e.ML, Dr. Murray's Lothian and Fife, is the dialect

generally thought of when we name L. It has been very slightly
treated in Dr. Murray's book, being as much known to Scotchmen
as received speech is to us, but requires to be explained to

Southrons. It comprises the counties of Berwick, Clackmannan,
Edinburgh or Mid Lothian, Fife, Haddington or East Lothian,

Kinross, Linlithgow, Peebles, and e. Stirling. From those in Italics

I have specimens; for Chirnside Bw. a wl. and dt. by Rev. G.

"Wilson, Free Church, Glenluce, Wigtonshire; for Mid Lothian some
of Mr. Melville Bell's sentences corrected as before

;
and the
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same for Fife, and the numerals in the same way for Peebles. A
wl. has also been prepared containing all the words in these specimens.
D 35, or w.ML, Dr. Murray's Clydesdale, is the land of Burns,

and differs almost imperceptibly, so far as written evidence goes,
from D 34. It comprises a strip on the s. of Argyll, the n. of

Ayrshire, the s. of Bute, e. and s. of Dumbarton, Lanark and
Renfrew. From Lanark there are Mr. Melville Bell's sentences

corrected as before. From Coylton a wl. and dt. by Rev. Neil

Livingston representing the Kyle district of m.Ayr. Burns' s

Tarn 0' Shanter was written phonetically in the alphabet I used in

1847, by Mr. T. Laing in 1848, when he was living in Kilmarnock,

(where Burns's poems were first published in 1786,) in a house

formerly much frequented by Burns. This transcription was
revised by the late Mr. Carstairs Douglas (subsequently a missionary
in China), and six Glasgow students, and was published by me in

the Phonetic Journal for 1848. After being pal. by me with
corrections from other sources, it was kindly revised with me by
R. Giffen, Esq., LL.D., F.S.S., to whom I was introduced by
Dr. Murray, whose Ayrshire translation, Ruth chap, i., he had
also revised. There is also a wl. compiled from several sources.

D 36, or s.ML, Dr. Murray's Galloway and Carrick, comprises
s. Ayrshire, w. Dumfries, Kirkcudbright and Wigtonshire, from all

of which I have illustrations. Mr. John Love, of New Cumnock,
in 1848 read to me Burns's Duncan Gray, which was the first

piece of dialect I ever wrote from dictation, long before I com-
menced dialect work proper, and merely as an experiment. From

Tynron, 14 n.w. Dumfries, there are notes; from Kirkpatrick
Durham, Kirkcudbright, a wl. by Rev. W. A. Stark, and from
Glenluce a wl. by Rev. George Wilson. There is a also wl.

compiled from these sources.

D 37, or w.ML, Dr. Murray's Highland Border, where L. is still

fighting its way into Gaelic, comprises nw. Fife, w. Forfar, e. Perth

and w. Stirling. From Newburgh-on-Tay there is a dt. by
Dr. Alexander Laing, and from e. Perth a dt. pal. in 1881 from
the dictation of three students from Whiteland's Training College,
two native, and one from Manchester that had been 13 years at

Perth. Also I excerpted a number of words from a novel called

Enga, the scene of which is apparently laid near Errol e.Pr., and
then pal. them from the dictation of these students.

D 38 to 40 form Dr. Murray's North-Eastern Group.
D 38, or s.NL., Dr. Murray's Angus, comprises e. Forfar and s.

Kincardine. The border between D 37 and D 38 is not very
distinctly known, and by Dr. Murray's advice I have placed it a
little more to the w. than on his map, so that the line runs from
a little w. of Dundee through Kirriemuir and Clova, 5 and 15 nw.

Forfar, to join the CB. or Celtic Border (as I now name it) on
the Grampians. From Arlroath, Forfarshire, I have the cs. already
mentioned; from Dundee a dt. pal. by me in 1881 from dictation

of a student at Whiteland's, who had been there 16 years. From
Glenfarquhar, 11 w. by s. Stonehaven, I have a wl. and dt. by Mr.
J. Ross, native, rector of the High School at Arbroath. The chief



peculiarity of this district is the restriction of the use of
(
f
) for wh

(kwh) to the following few words : who, when, where, what,

whose, which, whether, how = why, whitterel a weasel, whorl= a

wheel, called (fa, fe'n, faar, fat, fes, fal, fodher, fuu, fateret, foorl).

Here also begins the curious pron. of short i, which sounded to me
at various times as

(i, e, a, a).

D 39, or m.NL., Dr. Murray's Moray and Aberdeen, the central

district of the group, comprises Aberdeen, Banff, e. Cromarty,

Elgin, n. Kincardine, and n. Nairn. From Aberdeenshire I have

some sentences from Mr. Melville Bell, corrected as before
;
for the

Buchan district (now called Deer and Ellon, ne. Aberdeen) not only
the Ruth chap. i. already mentioned, but a wl. by Dr. Findlater,
and to this I have added a selection of words from the novel Johnny
Gibb of Gushetnook, and the tales called Life among my Ain Folk,

by the same author, both among the best printed pieces of dialect

that I have met with. From Tarland. 5 nw. Aboyne, 30 ne. Aber-

deen, I have some excellent specimens written in my " Ethnical

Alphabet" by the late Mr. S. Iones, a local farmer, who died

1866. These were gone over with me in 1883 by Jane Morrison,
a servant of Sir Peter Lumsden, native, fresh from the country,
and who knew Mr. Innes by name. From Keith, Banifshire, I

have not only the cs., but a complete wl. by Rev. Walter Gregor,

pal. by me from his dictation.

D 40, or n.NL, Dr. Murray's Caithness, comprises the ne. of

Caithness, for which I have only the cs. already mentioned.

The Island Groups of Orkney and Shetland were not treated by
Dr. Murray. In fact, they are inhabited by descendants of Norse
who have lost their native language and speak English learned

from Scotchmen with a Norse leaning, so that the whole is a very
strange mixture. These dialects I am able to illustrate very
fairly well.

D 41. The Orkneys keep up their dialect only in the Northern

Isles, and in relation to them Mr. "Walter Traill Dennison, of West

Brough, Sanday, Orkney, has written an admirable dialect book,
called the Orcadian Sketch-Book, 1880. In Aug. 1884, he was
kind enough, being in London, to go over his Peter Torafs Travellye

(=fall-through) with me, and assist me in the wl. I had formed.

D 42. The Shetlands. Here I have had the assistance of

Mr. Arthur Laurenson of Lerwick, and Miss A. B. Malcolmson,
a native, from whose dictation in 1878 I pal. what Mr. L. had

written, and also the cs. from Dunrossness before mentioned.

RESULTS.

All this inquiry arose from my investigation of the sound of

long i in Chaucer, when I appealed to the preservation of the (ii)

sound in English Dialects (E. E. P. Part I. p. 291). It was con-

tinued with the hope of discovering in the dialects some remnants
of older pronunciation. Having now completed my phonetic

survey of England, and glance at Scotland, the question arises,

What are the results ? At the end of my book, after having

carefully reconsidered every point, I hope I may be able to answer
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this question properly. In the mean time a few matters may be

briefly mentioned.

Dialectal pron. like received pron. has altered considerably, and
is altering very fast all over the country. My investigations

occasionally reach back 30 or 40, sometimes 70 or 80, and even
100 years by means of living speech, and hence my term Existing
Phonology must be extended to mean existing during the last

hundred years. But the very oldest living form I have been able

to reach was itself only a recent formation, and implied a previous
succession of changes. Have we any clue as to their nature or

law ? I think we have, but I am not yet prepared to formulate it

concisely. Something may be collected from what follows.

The divisions which I have been led to form from almost purely
phonetic, quite independently of any historical, considerations,

point to at least three distinct aboriginal differences in the speech
of the immigrant tribes, afterwards affected by their contacts with
other habits of speech. These were certainly Southern, Midland,
and Northern. But even these were not uniform, especially the
Midland. The great complexity of pron. at present existing in
North Germany, (whence came the English tribes,) as shewn by
my account of Winkler (E. E. P. Part IV. pp. 1369-1431), makes
this a priori probable, and actual examination of existing forms
confirms this probability. But to secure a standard of comparison
I take the literary Wessex forms. It is scarcely necessary to say
that I do not suppose that the forms I find in the NM. for example
or the NN. were derived from these forms, which belong more
likely to the MS. But that is of no consequence. We may, if we
please, regard these "Ws. (Wessex) forms as simply literary. The
categories of my wl. are those of this literary language, and
it is a great convenience to use them, in place of the utter con-
fusion resulting from following the categories of our modern ortho-

graphy, as shewn by accounts of pronunciation at present
existing.
Now there are great puzzles in the transformation of Ws. into

received speech, and these the dialects help us to appreciate. The
short vowels A, E, I, 0, and, between the transverse lines 1 and
8, II in closed syllables, are possibly now in our dialects what they
were in King Alfred's time. The change of U from (u) to (9) is

explained partially by the existing intermediates already men-
tioned, (o) in the s. and (ce^ in the n. When the long A', E', I',

0', U' were shortened in speech, they remained of the same quality
of sound, and when they were not shortened, they were fractured
Most of the cases of long I in the table on p. 291 of my E.E.P.
are not to the point, as they refer to modern, not Wessex, pron.
They will be considered with many others at the end of my book.
The words could, but, us, are all cases of U' shortened, and henci

preserved in sound (kwd) even in received speech, (bwt, uz]. A
short vowel is however often made medial and then long. Thu.-
Ws. Utel became shortened to (bz't'l), a form still existent in WL.
and this was lengthened to (biit'l) beetle insect, in ordinary
speech, whereby it became confused with beetle a mallet, derived
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by a regular and recent change from Ws. betel. Again, shire,

Ws. scire, had a short vowel, preserved in a lengthened form in the

almost universal dialectal (shiir), the received (sha'iB) being quite
recent and entirely orthographical. Such instances are numerous.
The great puzzle, however, in Ws. was the fractures. Grimm

calls only EA, EO, IE, fractures (Brechungen), considering them
to be short, while EA', EO', IE' are termed diphthongs, because

they are long. The distinction is literary, not phonetic. The

puzzle was to know how they were pronounced, especially the

latter. ]S"ow our living dialects are full of fractures, under which
I include diphthongs, because they have the same phonetic cha-

racter of a glide connecting two vowels, either or perhaps both
of which may be long, and either or both of which may have the

stress, which by no means necessarily lies on the long vowel. In
Ws. bread (bread) bread, possibly both elements had the stress,

but certainly the first had it and was short, and the second,
whether it had it or not, was certainly long. The Coniston (niav)
knave is a precise analogue. It is in D 31 that the fractures are

best preserved with distinct elements. Elsewhere the first element

generally usurps the stress, and the second becomes indistinct, and
then often a curious metathesis takes place, the stress passing over

to the second element, and the first, if
(i, u), is generally conceived

as consonantal, and in the received pron. of one has certainly
become consonantal. This one is I think the only example of a

fracture, not being a commonly recognised diphthong, which remains

in received speech. We had Ws. A.'~N and the fracture, regular in

many places with A', was (uun), which by metathesis of stress

became (ua'n) now (wan).

By peculiar fracturing also I', U' have fallen into (a'i, a'u), every

step being illustrated in the M. districts for I', and in D 31 for U',

as already indicated. The change of E' into (ii) is also explained

through the common form, not M. only, of (ez) leading to (el),

when (c) becomes lost in fact, as it has been long lost in feeling, to

those who say (e'i).
0' is very varied in treatment. We have no (du)

as an analogue to (e'i)
so far as I know, but the change from (oo) to

(uu) took place in the xvth century or earlier, as also the change
of E' from (ee) to (ii), and it seems to be upon (uu) as a change
from 0' that there arose those curious forms adumbrating Fr. u,

which serve to explain the Fr. u itself.

The above are merely discursive remarks, shewing some of the

immediate applications of this investigation within its own limits,

and roughly indicating a few of the points requiring careful

treatment hereafter. And it will doubtless be reserved to some
future philologist, possibly of German extraction, to exploit

my materials properly. But I consider the main value of my
investigations not to be specially English, but generally philological,
as respects related forms of words. We have hitherto had to treat

these as relations of groups of letters rather than groups of sounds.

The third ed. of the first part of Grimm's grammar is a striking

example of what I mean. Ifow the old writers were clever men no

doubt, but probably no great phonetists at any rate modern writers of
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dialect have not proved themselves to he so. The old writers grounded
their writing on the pron. of Latin in their time. The Dutch and

Germans and Italians have chosen their own interpretation of the

alphabet. They were of course different. The trouble I had with

Winkler's notations (Part IV. pp. 1 371-3) shews the difficulties of in-

terpreting them. Hence we cannot assume the old notation, however
much theoretically rectified and enlarged (as by the introduction of

two forms of E, 0), to he absolutely perfect. The orthography
used by myself is not so. The ears which heard the sounds did

not always hear correctly, and I cannot claim myself to have

always rightly interpreted the data of my informants. But
at any rate I here present for the first time in a uniform

orthography, carefully prepared, elaborated and explained, the

pronunciation of one language in its various forms, extending
over a sufficiently wide area, from Land's End to the Shetlands,
and offering sufficiently striking contrasts, deriving my infor-

mation, not from books of dead authors impossible to verify or

explain by immediate intercourse, but from living men and women
who either themselves speak the dialect, or have had long and
constant intercourse with natural speakers, and who were not only

capable of being interviewed, but have actually been frequently
interviewed or examined on paper in the course of long correspon-
dence till something approaching to certainty had been evolved.

The numerous illustrations therefore which I present are a fund
for future philological investigation, and I shall spare no pains in

giving them correctly to the linguist as I have spared no pains or

labour or time in collecting them, from numerous most obliging
informants.

DATES.

In conclusion, I add some dates concerning my Early English
Pronunciation, of which the present investigation forms a part, as I

wish to preserve them in connection with an undertaking that has

occupied me for so many years.

1848, June, first attempt at writing which made my E. E. P. and
dialectal pronunciation from die- investigations of Dialectal Phono-

tation, being Duncan Gray. logy possible, as no new types

1859, Feb. 14, on this (Valentine's) were required.

day I discovered in the British 1867, Feb. Paper to Ph. S. on the

Museum Salesbury's
"
Dictionary Pronunciation of English in the

in Englyfhe and Welfh where- xvi th century, the foundation

vnto is prefixed a little treatyfe of my E. E. P. Oct. Began the

of the englyfhe pronunciacion of M S. of E. E. P.

the letters," 1547, which was the 1868, Aug. First dialectal information

origin of my paper in 1867, and written from dictation at Nor-
hence of the whole of my work wich.

on Early English Pronunciation 1869, Feb. Publication of E. E. P.,

(E. E. P.) and the present inquiry Part I. For dialectal collections,
into dialectal phonology. see pp. 227 and 291. Aug.

1866, Dec. Paper on
"

Palaeotype, or Publication of E. E. P., Part II.

the representation of Spoken 1870, April. Paper on Glossic to the
Sounds for philological purposes Ph. S., printed entirely in Glossic

by means of the Ancient Types," in the Transactions, with Key to

to the Philological Society (Ph. Universal Glossic. This is the

S.). This WES the alphabet alphabet in my English Dialects
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their Sounds and Homes, for

the English Dialect Society, and
it has been used in many of that

Society's publications.

1871, Feb. Publication of E. E. P.,

Part III., with a Notice starting

my systematic enquiry into the

Pronunciation of English Dia-

lects, and giving a table of
"
presumed Varieties of English

pronunciation.'
' In a reprint of

this, widely circulated, containing
a Key to Glossic, and called

"Varieties of English Pronun-

ciation," I suggested the forma-
tion of an English Dialect Society,
which has subsequently done

good work.

1872, April and May, Papers on

Diphthongs to the Ph. S., incor-

porated in E. E. P., Part IV.

1873, Feb. Paper on Accent and

Emphasis to the Ph. S., incor-

porated in E. E. P., Part IV.

May, Paper on Final E to the

Ph. S., to form part of E. E. P.,
Part VI. Sept. First edition

of the Comparative Specimen
(cs.) used for collecting informa-

tion on dialectal pronunciation.

1874, Jan. Paper on Physical Theory
of Aspiration to the Ph. S. incor-

porated in E.E.P., Part IV.

March. Paper on Vowel Changes
in English Dialects to the Ph. S.

Dec. Publication of E. E. P.,
Part IV.

1875, Paper on the classification of

the English Dialects to the Ph. S.

June, second edition of cs.

1876, March. Lecture on Dialects to

the London Institution, when

my first large Dialectal Map was
drawn and shewn, leaving a

blank from the Wash to Sussex.

July to Sep. Going over the

whole of Prince L.-L. Bona-

parte's Dialect Library, and

making extracts for this work.
Dec. The London Institution

Lecture repeated at Norwood.
These lectures were most im-

portant preliminary work for the

investigation.

1877, Mar. Paper on Dialectal Phono-

logy to the Ph. S. Oct. Issue

of my original Word-Lists (wl.)

suggested by the last paper.

1879, Jan. Two lectures on Dialects

at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with the

large map reconstituted and gaps

filled in, whence I got much
information for N. div. Feb.
Issue of my Dialect Test. April
and May,two reports to the Ph. S.

on the state of my investigations.

1880, Oct. Lecture on Dialects to

Working Men's College.
1882, Dec. Pdper on Dialects of South

of EnglaiM to Ph. S.

1882, April. PaWr on the Dialects of

Midland and Eastern Counties

to the Ph. S.

1883, March. Paper on the Dialects

of the Northern Counties to the

Ph. S. May. Lecture on Dialects

to the College for Men and
Women. Nov. Paper on the

Lowland Dialects (Mainland) to

the Ph. S.

1884, April. Paper on the Dialects

of the Lowlands of Scotland

(Insular) and of the Isle of Man
to the Ph. S.

1885, May. I made a report to the

Ph. S. on the Dialectal Work I

had done since 19 Nov. 1883.

1886, May. First Report on Dialectal

Work to the Ph. S.

1887, May. Second Report on Dia-

lectal Work to the Ph. S.

To account for some of the delays
and gaps I may mention that in 1874,

April, I wrote my treatise on Algebra

identified with Geometry, and in June,

my treatise on the Quantitative Pro-

nunciation of Latin, and that in 1875,

June, I published the first edition of

my translation of Helmholtz on the

Sensations of Tone; in 1876 my tract

on the English, Dionysian and Hellenic

Pronunciations of Greek, and in 1881

two papers on the Computation of

Logarithms for the Royal Society

(Proceedings, vol. 31, pp. 381 -413 1;

in 1880, Mar., my laborious History

of Musical Pitch for the Society of

Arts
;

in 1885, April, my account of

the Musical Scales of Various Nations,
also for the Society of Arts, and in

July the second edition of my trans-

lation of Helmholtz, all works re-

quiring much preparation and often

lengthy investigations, and hence

greatly interfering with other work.

I had also five Presidential Addresses

to prepare for the Ph. S. and deliver

in 1872, 1873, 1874, 1881, and 1882,
each of them occupying much time,

and three of them involving consider-

able correspondence.
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PREFACE.

i. The title page indicates with almost sufficient

completeness the purport and scope of this contribution

to the English Dialect Society's publications. Selecting
four characteristic and expressive words which are still

current in our Dialects, but have long been lost to the

standard language, I have endeavoured to ascertain the

range of each, so far as that is discoverable from published

glossaries and my own personal researches for a number
of years. I have given the meaning and shades of meaning
of the words as they are employed in the several localities,

together with the variations in the pronunciation ; the

last-named being the result of actual personal hearing of

the every-day use of the words by natives, noted down
during my somewhat extensive phonological travels in

about twenty-five English counties, and Denbighshire and

Flintshire (detached), in Wales.

2. To complete the examination, I have added

examples of the use of the four words by Early and Middle

English writers, as well as illustrative colloquial sentences

or specimens from the glossarists ;
and I have ventured,

with the assistance of eminent philologists (see 6), to

give the etymology of each word.

3. Apart from the pronunciations which I have

been able to record, the differences in which are suggestive

and valuable, it will be observed that I have brought into

one view information which was previously scattered over

a wide area. The labour involved in such a collation has

necessarily been considerable, and the result, I trust, will

be of some appreciable service to students of the history
of our language.
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4. With respect to Early and Middle English

quotations, it was thought advisable in the case of CLEM,
LAKE, and NESH to give a considerable number, in order

fully to exemplify what we may term their
"
literary life."

5. The dialectal range, as indicated both from the

printed glossaries, and the writer's researches, shows the

necessity that local glossaries should be inclusive.

6. The etymological section on each word has

been submitted to Professor Skeat, of Cambridge, who
has most kindly and carefully checked the same, and

corrected where necessary. I am also indebted to him
for a special paragraph on the etymology of Oss ; also,

for three of the five Early English quotations for the same
word.

I have also to acknowledge, with thanks, courteous

communications from Dr. J. A. H. Murray and Professor

Rhys, of Oxford, on the etymology of Oss.

The correspondence from the three scholars just

named contained likewise several interesting and valuable

suggestions. This help has been most courteously and

readily granted in response to my inquiries.

My thanks are also hereby tendered to informants in

various counties, for special communications on the

meaning and use of the word or form LARK = a frolic,

sport, &c., in the several localities. See pp. 35-37.

These are all people withwhom I had interviews previously,

in the course of my dialectal travels, and who had willingly

given me valuable information on their respective dialects.

THOMAS HALLAM.
Manchester, August, 1887.



Four Dialect Words.

CLEM.
The modern use of this word, with its variant Clam, is

dialectal, and has a wide range. It was in literary use in

Early and Middle English, I propose to treat the word
as follows :

A. First, and chiefly, MODERN DIALECTAL RANGE, LOCALI-

TIES, ORTHOGRAPHY, and SENSES Or ACCEPTATIONS.

I. From Glossaries.

i. Table of Localities and Authors,
ii. Quotations, or illustrative sentences.

II. From my own researches,

i. Table of Localities,

ii. Illustrative sentences.

III. Correspondence from the Manchester City News.

B. Secondly, ETYMOLOGY and LITERARY USAGE IN EARLY
AND MIDDLE ENGLISH.

I. Etymology.
II. Quotations from Early and Middle English.

APPENDIX : The word starve.

,4. MODERN DIALECTAL RANGE.

I. FROM GLOSSARIES OR PRINTED BOOKS.

i. A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES

in which the word is found. In the first column they are
numbered consecutively ; the second contains the locali-

ties ;
the third the authors' names and dates

; and the
fourth the orthography and reference to the two meanings
or acceptations, viz. :

1 = To starve for want of food, or from having
insufficient food

; and,
2 = To be parched with thirst.

In giving the places or districts, I proceed in series from
north to south.
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A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES.

No.
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A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES (continued).

No.
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11. QUOTATIONS, OR ILLUSTRATIVE SENTENCES

from a few of the foregoing glossaries, referred to by their

respective numbers.

2. NORTH :

I am welly clemm'd, i.e., almost starved.

4. YORKSHIRE, CLEVELAND :

Ah's fairlings clammed (or clemmed) for want o' meat.

IOA. Ditto BRADFORD :

Ah wur tost like a drucken man's noddle all t' neet
Fur ah saw i' my dreeams sich a pityful sect

haases as cowd an as empty as t'street,

We little things tlammin o' t' floar.

T' Lancashire Famine, p. 32.

13. Ditto WAKEFIELD:
Clamm'd to deeath.

22. LANCASHIRE, NORTH : 1866, Gibson (Dialect of High.
Furness), Folk-Speech of Cumberland, p. 86:

Wes' niver, I's insuer us,

Be neeiikt or clemm'd or cald.

LANCASHIRE, SOUTH : 1790, Lees and Coupe, Harland's-

Lancashire Ballads, "Jone o' Grinfilt," p. 217:

Booath clemmin, un starvin, un never a fardin,

It ud welly drive ony man mad.

1867, Edwin Waugh, Factory Folk during the Cotton-

Famine, c. x., p. 92 :

There's a brother o' mine lives wi' us
;
he'd a beem

clemmed into th' grave but for th' relief.

1868, Ben Brierley, Fratchingtons, c. iii., p. 35:

Theau fastened on me like a clemmed leech.

29. STAFFORDSHIRE :

1 shall be clamm'd (for starved).

41. SUFFOLK :

I'm clammd ta dead amost.

[N.B. This form prevails at Lincoln. See examples from my
own researches, II. ii., below.]

43. EAST :

I would sooner clam than go to the workhouse.
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II. DIALECTAL RANGE FROM MY OWN RESEARCHES,
1873. TO 1885.

1. TABLE OF LOCALITIES

containing: In column i, the consecutive numbers; in

column 2, the county ;
in column 3, the town, village,

township, &c.
;
in column 4, the orthography, pronuncia-

tion in glossic (within square brackets), and references

to acceptations, as in the first table. In giving the

places I proceed as before, in series from north to south.

No.
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TABLE OF LOCALITIES (continued).

[A. II. ii.

No.
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14. DERBYSHIRE: MONYASH.

Tha'll clem met' deaths [Dhaa..)l tlaem'-) mi 1

t)

dee-th] .

21. SALOP: EDGMOND.

I amna (am not) clemmed= [Au) aanr) nu' klaemd] .

24. STAFFS. : STONE.

Clemmed to deaths [tlaemd tu') daetlr] .

29. LINCOLN : LINCOLN.

Clammed to deeud [tlaamd tu') d:ee-u'dj .

30. NORTH HANTS : IRCHESTER.

I'm nearly clammed [au)m) n:ee u'rli' tlaamd] .

32. HEREF. : Near LEOMINSTER.

Most (nearly) clemmed to deaths [M:oa
-st klaemd

tu') daeth-] .

33. WORCES. : BEWDLEY. Referring to a lady who was not

charitably inclined, my informant, Mrs.

Mary Ashcroft, about ninety-five years
of age, observed :

Afore her'd give it [say food] to them as bin a-

clammin'=[u'f:oa-u'ruur)dgyiv) i't tu') dhaem-

u'z) bin- u'klaam'-i'n] .

36. WALES FLINT: HANMER.

Clemmed to jeth (death):= [tlaemd tu') jaeth'j .

Being a native of the Peak of Derbyshire, I know that the

form clem [tlaem'J prevails there, signifying "to starve."

I also know from long personal experience that the same
form, pronunciation, and meaning are current in East
Cheshire and South Lancashire, including Manchester.

The phrases
" clemmed [or clammed] to death," and

"
nearly [or welly] clemmed [or clammed] to death," in

their varied dialectal pronunciations, are used figuratively in

most of the localities named, as equivalent to "
very hungry;"

as, for instance, when persons may have been obliged to

continue at work, from urgent causes, for a longer time than

usual, before partaking of food.
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III. CORRESPONDENCE IN THE MANCHESTER CITY NEWS.

In January, 1878, there was some correspondence in this

paper on
" The Dialectal Range of the Words Lake and Clem"

I now give the small portion relating to clem :

.... The word clem is said to be indigenous to Lancashire,
and such may be the case. However, it is a word well-known

amongst the poor nailmakers of South Staffordshire, and Hales-
owen in Worcestershire. I first became acquainted with the
word in the Midland counties, and when I came to reside in

Lancashire I recognized it as an old acquaintance. Ask a Sedge-
ley or Halesowen nailmaker how he is getting on, and the reply
will in all probability be,

" We'm clemming," that is, "we are

starving." And in truth these poor nailmakers are being gradually
starved out through the bulk of the nails being now made by
machinery. H. KERR.

Stacksteads, Rossendale [Lancashire] .

.... The word clem about Preston and neighbourhood was
always pronounced clam. 1 never heard clem except in South-east
Lancashire. In the glossary [then] recently edited by Messrs.
Nodal and Milner, several quotations from old writers are given
in which the word is used, and consequently its range both was
and is much wider than the county palatine. One of these, from

Massinger, spells the word clam, and another from Ben Jonson
clem. CHARLES HARDWICK.

Manchester.

The article written by myself on Clem, was inserted March
3oth, 1878, occupying not more than one-fourth the space of

the present article, which includes the original information

very considerably extended, and in addition, the results of

my own dialectal researches.

B. ETYMOLOGY, AND EARLY OR
LITERARY USAGE.

I. ETYMOLOGY.

The word clem is of Teutonic origin. The primary senses

of words which are cognate in several Teutonic languages
are, "to press, squeeze, pinch," etc.; and from these has

been developed the metaphorical meaning, "to be pinched
with hunger," or, "to starve."
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i. I give cognate words from dictionaries in the

following languages :

i. GERMAN :

a. Klemmen, v. a. and refl., to pinch, cramp, squeeze ; to

jam, Fliigel, Lond. 1841.

b. Klemmen, v. a. to pinch, squeeze hard and closely, to

press.

Bcklemmen, v. a. to press, to pinch, to oppress.
Published by Cassell, London.

2. DUTCH :

a. Klemmen, to pinch, clinch.

S. H. Wilcocke, Lond. 1798.

b. Klemmen. v. a. and n., to pinch, clinch, oppress.

Klemmen, v. n. to be benumbed with cold.

Published by Otto Holtz, Leipsic, 1878.

ANGLO-SAXON :

Dr. Bosworth has no corresponding verb. He has
the two following nouns, which have the kindred senses

of binding, holding, or restraint.

1. Clam. 3. A bandage; what holds or retains, as a net,

fold, prison.

2. Clom [Frisian, Klern] . A band, bond, clasp, bandage,
chain, prison.

4. ICELANDIC :

Klembra [Germ [an] , Klemmen] ,
to jam or pinch in a

smith's vice.

Kl'ombr [sb] [akin to a well-known root-word common to

all Teut [onicj languages ; cp. Germ. Klam, Klemmen] ,

a. smith's vice.

Cleasby and Vigfusson, Oxford, 1874.

[N.B. The root-word referred to is probably
"Kramp." See Prof. Skeat's Etymol. Eng. Diet., s.v.

clamp.']

5. DANISH :

Klemme, v.t. to pinch, squeeze, jam.
Ferrall and Repps, Kjobenhavn, 1861.

6. SWEDISH :

Kldmma [sb] , f. press, sitta i klamma:=to be in great
straits.

Kldmma, v. a. to squeeze, to oppress, to pinch, to wring.
Tauchmtz edit., Leipsic, 1883.
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ii. From Dr. Stratmann's Diet, of Old English, and
three Glossaries :

1. Dr. STRATMANN :

Clemmen, O.L.Germ. (ant-,bi-)klemmian, O.H.Germ. (bi)-

chlemmen, from clam=:clem, artare. Comp. for-clemmed

(part.), Early Eng. Allit. Poems. 3, 395.

2. R. B. PEACOCK'S Lonsdale (N. Lane.) Glossary, 1867:
Clam, v.i. to starve for want of food, to be very thirsty ;

Dan. klemme, to pinch; O.N. Klemma, to contract; Goth.
Klammen, to pinch.

3. Rev. J. C. ATKINSON'S Cleveland Gloss., 1868:

Clam, v. a. (i) To pinch, compress, force together. (2) To
castrate by aid of compression. (3) v. n. and p. To suffer

from the pinching effects of hunger, to starve. O.N [orse] ,

Klemma, co-arctare ; S [uio]
- G [othic] , Klaemma, primere,

stringere; Sw. Dial. Klamma ; Dan. Klemme; Mid. Germ.
Klimmen. Rietz observes that "in all probability there
must have once been extant in O. English a strong vb.

climan, clam, clemmen, or clummen." Possibly our existing
vb., generally current in one or more of its senses through-
out the North, is the only vb. ever in use, no instance of
its occurrence being quoted as a South English word ;

although the A.S. sb. clam, clom, bondage or bonds, con-

straint, exists.

Clem, v. n. and p. To suffer from the effects of hunger.
Another form of clam (which see).

4. NODAL and MILNER'S Lancashire Glossary, Pt. I., 1875 :

Clem (S. Lane.) ; clam (E., Mid., and N. Lane.) : v. to

starve from want of food. Du. Klemmen, to pinch; O.L.
Ger. (bi-)Klemman ; O.H. Ger. (bi-)chlemmen, to clam ;

Du. Kleumen, to be benumbed with cold.

N.B. It is necessary particularly to note the etymological
difference between clam the synonym of clem, "to be pinched
with hunger," and clam,

" to stick or adhere to ;" the latter is

derived from the Anglo-Sax, clam,
" a bandage, chain."

BOSWORTH.* ATKINSON, in his Cleveland Glossary, clearly

distinguishes the two words. See also SKEAT'S Etymol. Diet.

vv. Clam, Clamp, Clump, Cram, and Cramp.

II. QUOTATIONS FROM THE i 4TH TO THE IJTH CENTURY.

1362. Piers Ploughman, p. 276:
Et this whan the hungreth
Or whan thow clomsest for-cold

Or clyngest for-drye.
So quoted by T. Wright, edit. 1856.

Gloss. No. 4, Rev. J. Atkinson has the variants,
thou ; for cold ; and for dne.

*Bosworth contuses clam or c'.ainm, a bandage, chain, with flam, mud, clay. They"
are quite distinct. W. W. S
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1360. Early English Allit. Poems, c. i., 392 :

Ne best bite on no brom, ne no bent nauper,
Passe to pasture, ne pike non erbes,
Ne non ox to no hay, ne no horse to water;
Al schal crye tor-clemmed.

Quoted by Gloss. No. 22, Nodal and Milner.

Dr. Stratmarm gives forclemmed (part.), from the

same, 3, 395.

1598. BEN JONSON, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 6 :

Hard is the choise when the valiant must eate their armes,.
or clem. Edit. Lond. 1640.

The quotations in the following Glossaries must have been
made from other editions, as there are various readings in each.

(1) NARES, 1822:

Hard is the choice, when the valient must eat their arms
or clem.

(2) TOONE, 1832 as Nares except the insertion

of either after must.

(3) NODAL and MILNER, 1875:

Hard is the choice
When valient men must eat their arms or clem.

1602. BEN JONSON, Poetaster, i. 2 :

I cannot eat stones and turfs, say. What,
will he clem me, and my followers ? Aske
him. an' he will clem me : doe, goe. Edit> Lond

I cannot eat stones and turfs, say, What,
will he clem me and my followers ? Ask him
an he will clem me ; do, go. Quoted by Nares.

What ! will he clem me and my followers ?

Quoted by Toone.

1602. JOHN MARSTON, Antonio and Mellida, Part II., iii. 3 :

Now barkes the wolfe against the fulle cheekt moon;
Now lyons ha\f-clamd entrals roare for food.

Now croakes the toad, and night crowes screech aloud,

Fluttering 'bout casements of departed soules;
Now gapes the graves, and through their yawnes let loose

Imprison'd spirits to revisit earth.

Ed, J. O. Halliwell, 1856.
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1620. PHILIP MASSENGER, Roman Actor, ii. 2:

(1) And yet I

Sollicitous to increase it, when my intrails

Were clamm'd with keeping a perpetual fast, &c.

Quoted by Nares, 1822.

(2) BROCKETT, 1825, quotes from the word "when;"
but has "entrails" instead of "intrails."

(3) NODAL and MILNER, 1875, quote from the word

"my."

(4) In the edition of MASSINGER by Gifford, 1845,
the passage stands :

And yet I

Solicitous to increase it, when my entrails

Were clemm'd with keeping a perpetual fast.

(Ante)

1649. BP. PERCY'S Folio MS., i. p. 225 (Scotish Feilde):

there company was clemmed: & much cold did suffer;

water was a worthy drinke : win it who might.

Quoted by Atkinson, Gloss. No. 4.

APPENDIX.

THE WORD STARVE.

This word is used in both literary and dialectal senses.

". i. The following LITERARY SENSES are given by most
modern English dictionaries :

a. Intransitive.

To die or perish (i) of or with hunger; and

(2) of or with cold.

b. Transitive.

To kill (i) by or with hunger ; and

(2) by or with cold.

Webster states that in the United States both
the intrans. and trans, verbs are applied to death

consequent on hunger only, and not in conse-

quence of cold.
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2. a. The DIALECTAL SENSE in which the word is gene-
rally used is

To suffer more or less from cold, but only tempo-
rarily, not fatally.

b. This dialectal sense of "to starve" is the correl. to

that of the verb "to clem," viz.

(1) To starve, as resulting from cold ; and

(2) To clem, as resulting from hunger.

c. It should be particularly noted that this usage of

starve most probably prevails at all places where
clem or clam signifies

" to be pinched with hunger."
This is the case in the Peak of Derbyshire, and
in several counties, as ascertained during my
dialectal researches. At various places wheremy
informants gave me the word clem or clam as be-

longing to the respective dialects, they then

immediately and voluntarily added that starve

had the correl. sense above given.

d. In the case of death resulting from cold, as in a
snowstorm or keen frost, the phrase "starved to

death" would be used. Indeed, this phrase is

often used metaphorically, when the "starving"
is only temporary.

II. From SIXTEEN GLOSSARIES I now give the senses in

which starve and its derivatives are used.

1. VARIOUS DIALECTS: J. O. Halliwell, ed. 1874.

Starved, excessively cold.

2. Ditto T. Wright, 1880.

Starved, adj. very cold.

3. YORKSHIRE, CLEVELAND : Rev. J. Atkinson, 1868.

Starvations, adj. cold, chilling, inclement, fit to starve

one with cold.

Starve, v. a. to cause to suffer from extreme cold ;

of frequent use in the passive, as well as in the

participle present.

4. Ditto WHITBY DISTRICT: F. K. Robinson, 1875.

Starvations, adj. bleak, barren.

Starving, adj. keenly cold : "starving weather."

Black -starved, adj. blue with cold, like the nose and

fingers in winter.
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5. YORKSHIRE, MID: C. C. Robinson, 1876.

Starvations, adj. chilly.

6. Ditto WAKEFIELD: W. S. Banks, 1865.

Starv'd, cold. "Ahm ommost starv'd stiff;" also,

pined.

7. LANCASHIRE, LONSDALE : R. B. Peacock, 1867.

Starved, adj. excessively cold.

8. CHESHIRE: Col. Egerton Leigh, 1877.

Starved, adj. used as a synonym for cold.

9. Ditto Robert Holland, 1885.

Starved, part, perished with cold
; but not used in

Cheshire for perished with hunger. Land is also

said to be starved when it is cold for want of

drainage.

10. DERBYSHIRE, BAKEWELL DISTRICT: J. Sleigh, 1865.

Starve, to clem or famish.

11. SHROPSHIRE: Miss Jackson, 1879.

Clem [klenv] , v. a. to pinch with hunger ;
to famish.

Common. Starve is never used in this sense ; it

is applied to cold only.

12. STAFFORDSHIRE: C. H. Poole, 1880.

Starve, to be deprived of warmth. To avoid ambi-

guity, so as not to confuse the meaning of this

word, the old writers used the term "hunger
starved."

"We have been very much affected with the
cries and wants of the poor this hard season,

especially those about the town, who are ready
to starve for want of coal."

Sir E. Turner, temp. Charles II.

13. LEICESTERSHIRE : A. B. Evans, D.D., and his son, 1881.

Starve, v. n. to be chilled through ; perished with
cold : never used for perishing of hunger.

14. LINCOLNSHIRE, MANLEY and CORRINGHAM : Edward
Peacock, 1877.

Starve, v. to chill. "It was so cowd I was omust
starved to dead."

15. NORTHAMPTONSHIRE: T. Sternberg, 1851.

Starved, cold. "I be so starved." "It's a starvin

wind."
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16. WORCESTERSHIRE, WEST: Mrs. Chamberlain, 1882.

Starve, v. to be cold.

Starven, adj. pinched with cold. " Alice is such a
nesh little thing ! Wen 'er's plaayin' with th'

others in an evenin', 'er'll run into the 'ouse,
an' 'er'll say, 'Oh, mammy, do put I on a jacket,
I be so starven !'"

III. ETYMOLOGY. Starve is derived from the Anglo-Saxon
steorfan, to starve, die, perish ; Du. sterven, v. n. to

die; Ger. sterben, v. n. to die; to die away; to cease,

perish, become extinct. Cf. Icel. starf, a trouble,
labour ; and starfa, to work, labour.

In conclusion, I have the pleasure to cite Prof. Skeat's
article on this word from his Etymological English Dictionary.

STARVE, to die of hunger or cold, to kill with hunger or cold.

Orig[inally] intransitive, and used in the general sense of "to
die," without reference to the means. M riddle] E[nglishj
steruen (with uv), strong verb; pt. t. starf, Chaucer, C[ant.]
T[ales], 935, pp. storuen, or i-storuen, id. 2016. [:=directly
derived from] A.S. steorfan, to die, pt. t. stearf, pp. storfen ;

"
stearf of hunger "=:died of hunger, A [ng] .-S [ax] . Chron. an.

1124, last line. Hence was formed the trans, verb sterfan, to

kill, weak verb ; appearing in astcerfed, pp., Matt. xv. 13 (Rush-
worth gloss). The mod [era] E. has confused the two forms,

making them both weak. + [=not derived from, but cognate
with] Du. sterven, pt. t. stierf, storf, pp. gestorven.+ [not derived
from, but cognate with] G [erm] . sterben, pt. t. starb, pp. ge-
storben. All from Teut [onic] base STARB, according to Pick,
iii. 347 ; he also cites Icel. starf, labour, toil, starfa, to toil, as

belonging to the same root.
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LAKE = TO PLAY.

The modern use of this word, with its commonest variant

LAIK, and scarce variants LAIKE and LEAK, is dialectal. In

Early and Middle English it stood side by side with the word

play as a literary word, and was used quite as extensively.
As we shall see, both are derived from the Anglo-Saxon.
But, while "to play" and its derivatives have kept their

stand as literary English to the present day, "to lake" and
its derivatives have long since become dialectal, and confined

chiefly to the northern counties. The dialectal range of lake

is much less than that of clem.

,4. MODERN DIALECTAL RANGE.
I. FROM GLOSSARIES OR PRINTED BOOKS.

i. A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES

in which the verb TO LAKE and its derivatives are found-

No. DISTRICT. AUTHOR AND DATE. WORDS AND PARTS OF
SPEECH.

North Country . .

Ditto
Ditto

North of England.
North
Not stated

North
Ditto . .

Ditto
Not stated. . .

Cumberland .

Ditto

Ditto
12

|
Ditto

13 Central and S.W.
Central
North

14 ; Cumberland and
Westmorland.

15 Westmorland ....

16 Durham (Teesdale)

John Ray, 1674
N. Bailey, 1749

J. T. Brockett, 1825 ..

Rev. J. Hutton, 1781 ..

Grose and Pegge, 1839.
Ditto

W. Holloway, 1839

J.O.Halliwell,ed.i874.

T. Wright, 1880
Ditto

Rev. Josiah Relph.
Poems and Glossary,

1798.

Jollie's Manners and
Customs, 1811.

A. C. Gibson, 1869....
R. Ferguson, 1873 ....

W. Dickinson, 1878 . .

Ditto
Ditto

Poems, Songs, and Bal-

lads, 1839.
Rev.Wm. Hutton (Wm.
de Worfat), "A Bran
New Wark," 1785.

^Dinsdale] , 1839 ....

lake, r.

do. v.

do. v. ; laking, sb.

do. v.

leak, v.

lake, v.

do. v.

do. v. ; lake, laker,

lakin, sbb.

do. sb.

laike, lake, vv .

lake, v.

laiker, sb.

laik, laikins, sbb.

laik, v.

lake, sb.

lakin, sb.

leayk, sb.

laik or lake, v. ; laiker, sb.

laaking, part.

lake, v. ; lakes, lakin,

babby-lakin, sbb.
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A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES (continued).

No. DISTRICT.
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a. VERB.

Lake

Laik

Laike :

Leake :

To play i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22,

24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32.

To sport 17. To perform 18.

To engage in a game 24.

To trifle or act with levity 24. To be idle 28.

When men are out of work they are said "to lake" 28.

To play 12, 14, 20, 26, 30.

To amuse oneself 12.

To play, as children ; or at cards, or other game 23.

To play -8.

To play like children 5.

b. SUBSTANTIVES.

Lacons: Playthings, toys 22.

Lake : A Play 7, 30. A player, or actor 8.

Play 13. A game 18, 20, 30.

Laker : A player or actor 7.

A player, or rather one who plays 17.

One who plays 30.

Lakers : Players 18.

Lakes : Sports, games 16.

Entertainments 18.

Lakin : A plaything 7, 8, 29.

A toy 7, 8, 18. A child's toy 13.

A child's plaything 16.

Lakins : Things to be played with, toys at large 17.

Trifles 18. Playthings 22, 26. 28.

Toys-^-22, 28. Games 28.

Laking: A plaything 3, 9, 21.

Lakin-house: A gaming house ; the children's playroom ; a theatre

18.

Lakin-kist : A box of toys 18.

Babby-lakin : A child's plaything 16.

Laking-brass : Money given to a child to spend on its own amuse-
ment ; in toys, &c., as it may be 17.

The stakes on the gaming-table termed "the bank";
pocket money for enjoyment 18.

Babby-laking : A plaything 19.

Laik : (i) A play n, 31.

(2) A term used by boys to denote their stake at play 35.

(3) Used metaphorically to denote the strife of battle -
35.

La ike : See latk (2), (3).

Laiker :- A person engaged in sport 10, 14.
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Laikins: Playthings 11, 20. Toys n. Things to be played
with, toys at large 17.

Laikin-brass : Pocket money 20.

Lairh : A game 18.

Leayk : Play 13.

c. ADJECTIVE.
Lakesome or lahish : Frolicsome 18.

d. PARTICIPLES.

Laked: Played or performed 18.

Lahin : Playing or sporting in all senses 18.

Lakin' : Playing [infin. "to play" is wrong] 31.

Laking : When a mill has stopped running temporarily, the hands
are said to be "laking." 26.

A toy 30.

Laking-about : Idling, wasting time 33.

Laaking : Amusing himself 15.

Laiking : Idling, playing truant : Quasi, lacking service, master-

less 34.

111. QUOTATIONS OR ILLUSTRATIVE SENTENCES.

from a few of the foregoing glossaries, referred to b)
their respective numbers.

ii. CUMBERLAND:
But laiks at wate-not-whats within

O' Sunday efterneun.

Relph. Ajti H >-acc.

Here's babby-laikins rowth o' spice,
On sto's an' stands extended.

Stagg. Rosley Fair.

15. WESTMORLAND :

But hah ! wha is this that fancy marks, shooting
dawn the braw of Stavely, and laaking on the banks
of Windenture ? A Bran New

18. YORKSHIRE, WHITBY DISTRICT :

Lake, or lairk, sb. "He's full of his lake," his fun.

Lake, v.
" That caard weant lake at that bat," that

game will not play at that rate, or that affair will

not succeed in the manner it is carried on.

Lakes, sb. "All maks o' lakes," all kinds of enter-

tainments.

Lakin,part. "I call it a laking do," a gambling
affair.
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26. YORKSHIRE, LEEDS :

"
Awaay wi' yuh out an' Idak a bit goa a iCiaking

i' Tommy's cloise till I fetch yuh."
"When we've luaked wal te-a-time we'll come

home mother !"

28. Ditto ALMONDBURY and HUDDERSFIELD:

An ancient dame who lived at Sharp Lane end,

being of an economical turn of mind, was fond of

knitting, and said one evening at the conclusion
of her labours, "Au ha' burnt a hopenny cannle,
and addled a fardin it's better nor lakin."

31. LANCASHIRE, FURNESS :

Mr. J. P. Morris cites the two quotations follow-

ing from Cumberland Ballads ; of course thus im-

plying that the dialectal forms in these instances

are identical with those of Furness

Nae mair he cracks the leave o'th' green.
The cleverest far abuin ;

But lakes at wait-not-whats within,
Aw Sunday efter-nuin.

Relph. Cumb. Ball., p. 7.

May luiky dreams lake round my head this night,
And show my true-luive to my longing sight.

Ewan Clark. Cumb. Ball., p. 162.

33. Ditto P"URNESS :

A lot of us lads wer' lakin down et t' la end o'

p Morris Seige
>

Brov'ton, p. 3.
Brou'ton.

I. DIALECTAL RANGE FROM MY OWN RESEARCHES,
1876 TO 1879.

As only a small portion of the area in which "Lake = to

play" prevails, lies within the area investigated by myself,
the instances of its use which I have recorded are compara-
tively few.

i. LANCASHIRE, BURNLEY, August, 1876:

a. This word is indigenous or in regular use here

(1) In the active sense of playing at games, and

ordinary children's play.

(2) In what may be termed the passive sense of

cessation from labour, (a) through the stop-

page of mills and other works, or (b) in other

cases.
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b. My principal informant was Mr. James Fielding, an

intelligent mill operative [then] thirty years of age,
and a native. He dictated to me the Burnley version

of Mr. Ellis's "Comparative Specimen," and on the

word in question gave me the following examples

Question. How lung arta (art thou) lakin' for ? [a'uu

lung u'rt'u) lai-ki'n f:au-r?] Reply. We're
brokken down (at the mill) for all th' after-

noon [wi')r brok-'n d:a''uun fu'r) au-1 th)

aaf-t'u'rnouoon] .

Taw-lakin' [tau- -lai-ki'n] = playing at marbles.
N.B. Taws [tau-z] = marbles.

c. Mrs. Fielding said to some one

[We'n] bin lakin' this week [wee)n bin lai-ki'n

dhis w:ee-k
x

] ; the mill being stopped.

d. Boy, playing with others at cricket, in reply to a question

put by myself
Wen we're lakin' at cricket [waen wi')r lai-ki'n

u't) krik-i't] .

e. Mill operatives speaking of a man who was temporarily
doing a job of work which was inferior to that of his

own occupation, cne of them observed

He'd better do that than (or tin) lakin' [i')d

baef'u'r d:oo- dhaat dhu'n [or ti'n] lai-ki'n] .

2. LANCASHIRE, COLNE, December, 1879 :

Heard lakin' - playing, spoken by three persons, and

pronounced as follows

a. Youth [lai-ki'n].

b. Man to another [lai'ki'n] .

c. Woman [l:e-yki'n].

3. YORKSHIRE, MARSDEN nr. HUDDERSFIELD, April, 1878:
a. Boys playing at "pig and stick"

Used lake [lai-k]
-

to play, several times; also, a
laker [u') lai'ku'r] a player, who was wanted
to make up the number on one side.

b. Eight or nine girls, say 15 to 17 years of age, playing at

ball-
Used lake [lai'k] = to play.

III. CORRESPONDENCE IN THE MANCHESTER CITY NEWS

In January, February, and March, 1878, there was some
correspondence in this paper on " The Dialectal Range of

the Words Lake and Clem" I now give a selection from the

portion relating to lake :

(i) Mr. Hardwick, in his note on Bcggart Ho' Clough, remarks that
he never remembers hearing the " Yorkshire word lake (to play)
used in Lancashire, except at Clitheroe, on the Yorkshire border,'
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Yet the word has a much wider range in Lancashire than he

supposes. "Lake" is in common use for play from Rochdale
down Whitworth Valley, Rossendale Valley, and round by Has-

lingden and Ramsbottom. In Rossendale at the present time

[Jan. 1878], "laking" is a word in too many mouths, owing to

the cotton mills running short time H. KERR.
Stacksteads, Rossendale [Lancashire] .

(2) Referring to the Yorkshire word " lake" (to play) in my previous
communication, I merely observed that I had myself only heard
it spoken indigenously in the neighbourhood of Clitheroe on the
Yorkshire border ; but of course I implied the probability of its

location in places similarly situated. I never heard it in the

neighbourhood of Manchester, except as a professed importation,
and I have met with no one that ever did

CHARLES HARDWICK.

(3) .... I was born in the ancient village of Clough-fold in

Rossendale, and spent the first twenty years of my existence in

its immediate neighbourhood, and during that period the words
"lake" and "lakin" were in daily use, and in the mouths of the

villagers were veritable "household words." J. C. T.
Heaton Chapel [Lancashire] .

(4) Many years ago, at a magistrates' meeting in Lincolnshire, a

country fellow who had eloped with another's wife was charged
with felony in reference to some articles which she took with her.

The defence was that it was merely a "
May-lek," or May game,

which the people of that class indulged in at that season, and
that in this case it had taken the form of a thoughtless jaunt to a

neighbouring large town. The word is of Scandinavian origin.
In Stockholm museum one of the paintings is described as "Bon-
der som leha blindbock" (peasants who play blindman's buff);
and another, a boy, "som leker med korf (who plays with cards).
The svensk, like our English word, evidently only means mere

sport, for where any game of skill is intended "spela" is used, as

"A gentleman and two ladies," "som spela kort" (who //ay cards);
"Ossian and the young Alpin," "lyssna till Malvina's harpspel"
(listen to Malvina's harp play). There seems yet another distinc-

tion between the skill of mind indicated by the verb "spela,"
and of hand denoted by the noun "slojd" (pronounced nearly
as "sloight"), and which seems to remain in use with us only in

the term "sleight of hand." In Sweden it signifies any handi-
craft skill, and there are "

slojd
" schools for teaching such. The

Danes have for nouns "leg" and "spil." We seem to preserve
the "spela" and "spil" almost identically in our "spell" (to
enumerate the letters of a word, a charm, to trace out, to take
one's turn at work, &c.) ; and though our meanings have got
more confined to particulars, the essence of the word the mental
skill is common to both. The words "lek" and "clam"* I

have heard in use in the wapentake of Corringham, Lincolnshire,
of the provincialisms of which I observe the English Dialect

Society has published a glossary. Is not to "lark" a variation

of "lek "or "lake"? H. J. P.

* ClamMed, pp. parched with thirst. E> Peacock's Liixoltish. (Manlcy a:id Cotriv

Glossary.
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(5) I hope it will not be forgotten, even by the prejudiced, that the

old A.S. equivalent for "play!' is not so dead a horse as is

imagined. The word "lark" not alauda is common to all

dialects, and it is only lac with a slight burr. So all systematizers
of the English language, from Latham onward, take care to make
known. Much so-called slang is only good old English which
has taken a Bohemian turn, and I confess to a weakness for your
genuine Bohemian HITTITE.

(6) I have read with interest the various contributions of your
correspondents anent this word, but have not seen mention by
any of them of its use in the part of Yorkshire to which I belong
It is in general use, and has been during my recollection over

forty years in the large district which lies between and adjacent
to the towns of Halifax and Huddersfield, in the West Riding
of Yorkshire ; including the townships and villages of Sowerby
Bridge, Elland, Greetland Norland, Soyland, Barkisland, Stain-

land, Ripponden, Rishworth, and many others. The pronuncia-
tion of the word varies in the different localities, but all the places
named above use it in one or the other of the forms as at the

head; for instance, in Stainland "lake" is the form adopted,
while in Barkisland, only a mile distant, "laik" is the version.

The word is used to express either games of amusement or skill,

or as a cessation from labour
;
thus they say,

" ahr (our) lads are
off laikin at fooitball ;" or, "yon lot are laikin at cairds

"
(card-

playing) ; and in summer or droughty weather, when the water
in the brook runs low, and in consequence the mills stop working,
the hands, when questioned as to their absence from work; reply,
"we're laikin for water," i.e., playing, or not working for want of

water. OLD BEN.

(7) The expression
" taw-laikin "rrplaying at marbles, which occurs

in the comments on the above subject by your learned correspon-
dent Mr. Hallam, brings to my recollection a reminiscence of my
boyhood, which had all but escaped it. When playing at marbles
each of us put one or more into the ring to be played for, and

they were called our "
lakers," the one we played with our

"pitcher." This occurred north of the Grampians over fifty

years ago, but I have never noticed the expression "lake" in this

neighbourhood applied either to marbles or any other juvenile
games. A. J.

The article by the writer was in two sections, which were

respectively inserted March 2nd and i6th, 1878 ;
but the

space occupied was only equal to about four 'pages of the

present article. In the area or dialectal range, the number
of glossaries enumerated was twenty-four, but now thirty-
five. In the section on the early usage of lake and play,
references to early works and forms only of the two words
were given ;

I have now added quotations from a number of

Early and Middle English works, exemplifying the uses of

these words, See B II,
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B. ETYMOLOGY, AND EARLY OR
LITERARY USAGE.

I. ETYMOLOGY.

i. The word lak: or laik is derived from Icelandic. I

therefore give the verb and substantive, with their

meanings, from Vigfusson ; and cognate words and
definitions from other Teutonic languages.

1. ICELANDIC:

Leika, [vb.] pres.leik;pret.lek,leku; part, leikinn ; [Ulf;"ilas.
laikan =

ax-ipraiv ',
A. S. lacan

; mid. H. G. leiche ; Dan
Icge ; Swed. leka

; North E. to lake] : to play, sport.
2. to delude, play a trick on.

Leikr, [sb.] m., mod. dat. leik,acc. leiki; [Ulf [Has] ,
laiks-=.

xop;, Luke xv. 25 ; A. S. lac; North E. laik ; O. H. G.
leik ; Dan. leg; Swed. lek'j : a game, play, sport,

including athletics. 2. metaph. a game, sport.

Leikari, a, m. [North E [nglish] laker'
,
a player, esp [ecially]

a fiddler, jester.

Cleasby & Vigfusson, Oxford, 1874.

2. SWEDISH :

Leka, v. a. and . To play, to sport, to toy.

Lek, sb. m. Sport, play, fun, game.

Tauchnitz, Edit., Leipsic, 188^5.

3. DANISH :

Lege, v.i. 6- a. to play.

Leg,
r

sb] , game, play; jule-leg, Christmas-game.

Ferrall & Repps, Kjobenhavn, 1861.

4. ANGLO-SAXON :

Lacan, [vb.]: (p. lc(,lc, lee, we lecon; pp. lacen), i. To
offer, present, sacrifice. 2. To celebrate religiously,
to dance, play.

Lac, gelac [si.], i. A gift, offering, sacrifice. 2. Play, sport.
Dr. Bosworth's Compen. Attg.-Sax. Diet. ; corrected by
Ettmiiller. Lond., 1852.

5. Mozso-GoTHic:

a. Laikan, rb. (pt. t. lailaik, pp. laikans), to skip or leap for

joy, Lu. i. 41, 44; 6. 23. [O.E. laik, to play.]

Laiks, sir. sb. m. (pi. laikos), & sport, a dance, a dancing.
Lu. 15. 25. [cf. E. 'a lark,' i.e. a sport, frolic.]

Rev. [now Prof.] W. W, Skeat, Lond. & Berlin, 1868.
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b. Dr. Lorenz Diefenbach, in his excellent Gothic Ghstary

(VcYgleichendes Wortcrbuch der Gothischen Sprache),
Franckfort-on-the-Main, 1851, written in German-
has the following, vol. ii, p. 124: Laikan, [vb.], redpl.

lailaik, lailaikun, laikans, springen,
1

hiipfen,
2

ax-iprai.
3

Laiks, \sb.~\ m. (pi. laikos),tanz,
*

x,op$,
5 Luc. 15. 25.

N.B. He also gives the cognate forms in about twenty

languages, ancient and modern.

c. I give the passages referred to from the Gothic version

by Wulfila or Ulfilas, A.D. 360:
Luke i. 41. "Yah warb, swe hausida Aileisabaip golein

Mariiins, lailaik barn in qibau i'zos ;"=" And it came to

pass, that, when Elizabeth heard the salutation of

Mary, the babe leaped in her womb."

ib. i. 44. ''Sail allis sunsei war]) stibna goleinais
beinaizos in ausam meinaim, lailaik bata barn in

swignibai in wambai meinai ;"=" For, lo, as soon as

the voice of thy salutation sounded in mine ears, the
babe leaped in my womb for joy."

ib. vi. 23.
"
Faginod in yainamma daga, yah laikid;"

"Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy."
ib. xv. 25. "Wasub-ban sunus is sa aljiza ana akra;

yah qimands, atiddya newh razn, yah gahausida
saggwins yah to'Azs;"="Now his elder son was in the

field : and as he came and drew nigh to the house, he
heard musick and dancing."

ii. REV. j. c. ATKINSON'S Cleveland Gloss., 1868 :

Lake, laik, v. n. To play, to sport.

In addition to the forms of the verb from Anglo-Saxon,
Mceso-Gothic, Old Norse (Icelandic), Danish, and
Swedish, as given above, he also has Old Swedish
leka ;

Swedish dialects laika, Idka
;
N. Frisian lecchen,

leege ; and Mid. Germ, leiclien.

II. EARLY OR LITERARY USAGE : BEING
(i.) FORMS, AND

(ii.)

QUOTATIONS, FROM THE I2TH TO THE l6TH CENTURY.

i. FORMS.

The numbers 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 refer to the centuries

respectively.

SUBSTANTIVE.

Singular and plural. 12 lakess, larke, lejkes, le^kess,
loac, loc; 12-13 lac

. lakes; 12-14 'aik, laike ; 13
lak, lok, lokes; 13-14 lake, leik, leyk ; 14 layk
laykej, layking; 14-15 laikes, laykes; 15 laiching,
lakan, lakayns, laykin

1

, laykyng; 15-16 layke ; 16

laykin. No date : lakynes, lakys, layks.

i. To spring, leap, jump. 2. To hop, skip, jnmp. 3, To skip, leap, bound wantonly.

4: A dance; fight, brawl, sport! 5. A danee, assembly of people singing and
dancing; a chorus.
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VERB.

Present tense. 14 layke}; 14, i 3, layke ; 15 lake,

lakys.

Past t. 12 laiket, lakeden (pi.), lakedenn (pi.) ; 12-

14 laiked
; 13 leikeden (sing.), leykeden (sing.)

;

14 laikid, layked, layked him, laykeden (pi.); 15
laiked him, laykede hime.

Imperative. 12 lakys (pi.).

Infinitive. 12 lake, laken, lakenn, lejken. le^kenn
13 layke, leike, leyke, leyken ; 14 laike, layke,

layky hem.

Part. pres. 14 layking.

N.B. I find Dr. Stratmann, in some of his examples, has i where the

originals have y.

ii. QUOTATIONS.

Orthos.of fragment of Elfric's Grammar, Elfric's Glossary, and a

Poem on the Soul and Body, in the orthography
of the 1 2th century, but originally written
ante 1000 ;ed. T. Phillips, 1838.

sb. l('tc,
" munus," 4, 56, (Stratmann).

1154-89. Destruction of Troy: an Alliterative Romance, ed.

Panton & Donaldson, for E.E.T.S.,vols. 39,56.

vb. (i) to do, to act :

And euyn laiked as horn list, lettid horn noght. 1. 7046

(2) to fight :

Thus ]>ai laiket o ]>e laund the long day ouer. 1. 9997.

(3) to say, to express :

Lakys now, ledys, what you lefe think,
And what ye deme to be done at this du tyme. 1. 9807.

sb. a play ; hence a fight, danger, struggle :

Laike 11.7811,9658,9847.

Let*

pe day wex dym, droupit pe sun.

pe lyght wex lasse, and pe laik endit. 1. 10408.

Larfa, conflict, battle :

Gret slaght in ]>e slade, & slyngyng to ground,
And mony lost hade ]>e lyfte, or }>e lark: endit !

1. 7694.
Ante)

1200 A Moral Ode, in Old English Homilies, 2nd series ;
ed.

Dr. R. Morris, E.E.T.S., 1873.

sb. Lac, ofltering, gift.

Litel lac is gode lief pe comeS of gode wille, 1. 203,
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c. 1 200. Legend of Katharine of Alexandria, ed. Morton

1841.

sb. dat. brohten to lake. 63 (Stratmann.)

o. 1200. The Onnulum [Lincolnshire], ed. White, 185?.

vb. Lakenn (taken), to make offerings.
To peowwtenn Godd ^ lakenn. 1. 973.

Leftkenn (le$ken) :

Alls iff he wollde letfkenn. 1. 12044.

Lakesst, 2 p. sing:
ba lakesst tu Drihhtin wipp shep

gastlike i pine paewess. 1. 1172

Lakedcnn (lakeden), pa. t. plur:

pa pre kingess lakcdenn Crist. 1. 7430.

sb. Lac, offering, gift.

Off batt Judisskenn follkess lac. 1. 964.

] bi patt allterr wass pe lac

O fele wise Jarrkedd. 1. 1062.

Lac, plur :

Her habbe ice shaewedd prinne lac

forr prinne kinne leode. 1. 1144.

Lakcss, leftkess (le^kess), plur. :

J>a pre kingess lakedenn Crist

WiJ>]> prinne kinne lakess,

Wi])J) recless, ] wi)>)> gold, ] ec

Wipp myrra, an dere sallfe. I. 7431.

I skemmtinng 3 inn idelle^e
Inn oegaede ] i Icfthess.

1205.

1. 2i66.

1. 2499-

[Worcestershire], ed. Madden,

1. 17748.

1- 31953-

LAYAMON'S Brrt

1847.

sb. Lac Heo nomen pat lac.

Lake (dat.)

(Stratmann).

c. 1230. Ancren Riwle [Dorsetshire], ed. Morton, 1853.
sb. LoA<;s= gifts

Hit nis nout for nout iwriten iSe holie gospelle of pe

preo kinges pet comen uorto offren Jesu Crist peo
deorwurSe );reo lakes. p. 152, 1. 10.

Lakes, in MS. Titus D. xviii., Cott. lib. Brit. Museum
with the same meaning.

1230. Liflade of St. Juliana, ed. Cockayne, for E.E.T.S.,
vol. 51, 1872.

sb. Brttdlac [= bridelaik] , nuptials
Elewsius ]>at luuede hire

Jmhte sw [i] ze longe

pat ha neren to brudlac

to bed ibrohte.

To Eleusius, pat loved her,
it seemed very long, that

she were not to bridal

and to bed brought, p. 7,
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c. 1250. Story of Genesis and Exodus [Norfolk and Suffolk] ,

an Early English Song, ed. R. Morris, for E.E.T.S., 7,

1865.
sb. Loac = gift, present

And iacob sente fer bi-foren

him riche loac, and sundri boren,
And iordan he dede ouer waden,
Orf & men, wiS weltfe laden. 1. 1798.

c. 1280. The Lay of HAVELOCK THE DANE [Lincolnshire],
ed. Skeat, E.E.T.S., ex. ser. 4, 1868.

vb. Layke, leyke, leyken, to play ; Lcykcden, pa. t. pi. played.

Bigunnen j>e [r] for to layke :

]>ider kome bothe strowge and wayke. 1. ion.

Al-so he wolde with hem leyke

|>at werew for hunger grene and bleike. 1. 469.

It ne was non so litel knaue,
For to leyken, ne forto plavve. 1. 950.

Of him he deden al he [r] wille,

And with him leykeden here fille. 1. 954.

sb. Leyk, game
]>at he ne kam Jnder, J>e leyk to se. 1. 1021.

Wrastling with laddes, putting of ston,

Harping and piping, ful god won,
Leyk of mine, of hasard ok,
Romanz reding on ]>e bok. 1. 2326.

In the edition by Sir F. Madden, for the Roxburgh Club, 1828, th is

used for
\>.

Stratmann quotes hike for leyke, leikeden for leykeden, and leik for leyk.

c. 1300. Early English Poems and Lives of Saints, ed. Furni-

vall, 1862.

sb. lutel loc (lac) is gode lef. VIII. 37.

]>reo kinges .... 16k him brojte. XIX. 128.

(Stratmann.)

1320. (i) SyrGawaynand the Grene Knytt, ed. Sir F. Madden,
Lond., 1839.

vb. Layke, to play, to sport :

& )>at yow lyst forto layke, lef hit me )>ynkes.
1. mi.

per layke$ ]ns lorde by lynde wodej euej,
& G. J>e god mon, i[n] gay bed lygej. 1. 1178.

J>ay lajed & layked longe,
At ]>e last scho con hy [m] kysse. 1. 1554.

sb. Layk, [laike, lake'] = sport, game:
]>e joye of sayn Jonej day watj gentyle to here,
& watj last of ]>e layk, lendes )>er J>ojten.

1. 1023.
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To bed jet er pay }ede,
Recorded couenantej ofte ;

)>e olde lorde of pat leude, 1

Coupe wel halde layk a-lofte. 1. 1125.

c. 1320-30. (2) Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight, ed.

R. Morris, for E.E.T.S., 4, 1864.
This edition contains all the previous quotations, and the

two following :

sb. Laykei = sports ; laykyng = sport, playing.
Preue for to play wyth in oper pure laykej ; [i.e.,

He seeks the most valiant that he may prove him.]
1. 262

Wel by-cowzmes such craft vpon cmtmasse,
Laykyng of ent^rlude}, to laje & to syng.

1. 472-

N.B. Dr. Murray gives the date as c. 1325, and Prof. Skeat as c. 1360.

i4thCent. English Metrical Homilies, ed. Small, 1862.
(c. 1300,

Dr. Murray). j,fc. Laikid, 71.

sb. Sinful laik, 58. (Stratmann.)

1340-50. Alexander and Dindimus, ed. Skeat, E.E.T.S., Ex.
Ser. 31, 1878.

sb. Laik play, game
We ne louew in our land no laik nor no mirthe.

1. 4^5.

c. 1350. William of Palerne (otherwise William and the

Werwolf], ed. Skeat, E.E.T.S., Ex. Ser. i
;

1867.

vb. Layke, to play; (pt. t. layked; pt. t. refl. layked him
; pi.

luykeden ; pr. part, layking) :

& to hete here pan to layke here likyng )>at time.

1. IO2I.

& layked jjere at lyking al ]>e long daye.
1. 1026.

(Stratmann has laiked in error.)

& layked him 2 long while- to lesten pat merfie. 1. 31.

& as ]>ei laykeden in here laike- )>ei lokede a-boute.
1. 3110.

so louely lay pat ladi & ich- layking to-gaderes. 1. 699.

sb. Layk, laike =. a "
lark," a game, play ;

ak so liked him his layk wij) )>e ladi to pleie.

(Stratmann has laik in error.) 1. 678.

And see laike in line 3110 above.

i lede? 2 amused himself, played about.
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c> X 35- Joseph of Arimathie, or the Holy Grail, ed. Skeat
;

E.E.T.S., 44, 1871.

sb. Leyk, play, game :

J>us J>ei laddew ]>e lyf and lengede longe,

)>at luyte liked his leyk jxr as he lengede.

(Stratmann has leik in error.) 1. 17.

1352. MINOT, poems of; in Political Poems and Songs,

relating to Eng. History, vol. i.
; ed. T. Wright

(Rolls' Series), 1859.

sb. Laykes, sports, games :

At Hamton, als I understand,
Come the gaylayes vnto land,
And ful fast thai slogh and brend,
Bot noght so mekille als sum men wend.
For or thai wened war thai mett
With men that sone thaire laykes lett.

Edw. Ill's Expedition to Brabant, 1339. 1. 64.

N.B. (i) In Specimens of Early English, Part II., ed. Morris and Skeat,

)>
is used instead of th.

(2) Stratm. quotes laikes from Ritson's edit. p. 10, (1825.)

c. 1360. Early English Alliterative Poems [West Midland],
ed. Morris

; E.E.T.S., i, 1864.

vb. Layke, to play :

& layke^ wyth hem as yow lyst & letej my gestes one.

(Stratm. has laike^ in error.) B. 1. 872.

sb. (i)'Layke, sport, play, amusement:
& alle )>e layke^ )>at a lorde a}t ix londe schewe.

B. 1. 122.

& if he louyes clene layk ]>at is oure lordc ryche.
B. 1. 1053.

(2) Layke, device :

J>at for her lodlych layke$ alosed ]>ay were. B. 1. 274.

& if we leuen }>e layk of oure layth syw-nes,

God is & stylle steppen in )>e styje he styjtles hym seluen,
merciful. He wyl wende of his wodschip, & his wrath leue,

& forgif vus )>is gult }if we hyi god leuen. B. 1. 401.

c - X 377 (
J
)
W- LANGLAND (or Langley.) The Vision of

William concerning Piers the Plowman ; ed.

W. W. Skeat ;
Oxford (Clarendon Press),

1874.

vb. Laike, to play, sport :

And }if him list for to laihe' )>enne loke we moven,
And peren in his presence- j>er-while hym plaie liketh.

Prol. 1. 172.
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c. 1380 (2) W. LANGLAND (or Langley.) The Vision and

Creed of Piers Ploughman; ed. T. Wright,
1856.

sb, Laytt, play :

And poverte nys but a petit thyng,
Apereth noght to his navele ;

And lovely layk was it nevere
Betvvene the longe and the shorte. p. 287, 1. 9388.

c. 1380. Sir Femmbras, in English Charlemayne Romances,
ed. S. J. Herrtage; E.E.T.S., Ex. Ser. 34;

1879.

vb. Layby hem.

The French For of vitailes bai hadden bo plentee: & burdes brij e

To etc & drynke & murie bee: & to layhy hem \van

bay wolde. p. 106, 1. 3356.

c. 1400. (i) Anturs of Arthur, in Early English Melr.
Romances [Lancashire] ;

ed. Robson (lor
Camden Soc.), 1842.

sb. Laikes, XLII. 5. (Stratraann.)

c. 1400. (2) Awntyrs of Arthure, in Ancient Romance-
Poems; ed. Sir F. Madden, 1839.

sb. Laike, strife of battle:

Lordes and ladies of at laike likes

And bonked God fele sithe for Gawayn 1 the gode.
in = ne. XLII. 5.

c. 1400. Golagros and Gawane, in Ancient Romance-Poems;
ed. Sir F. Madden, 1839.

sb. Lake - strife of battle :

Thus may ye hppin on the lake, throu lair bt I leir.

1. 832.

1415. The Crowned King; ed. W. W. Skeat, E.E.T.S., 54,

1873-

si. Laykes, games :

The condicion of a kyng-shuld comfort his peple;
For suche laykes ben to love-bere leedes laghen alle.

1- 134 :

which means "Those games are most liked in which all

the people who join can laugh."

c. 1420. The Senyn Sages, in vol. iii. of Metrical Rowances
;

ed. Weber, 1810.

vb. Lake please :

(A ! how wimmen conne hit make,
Whan thai wil ani man lake

!)

Tale iv., Ypocras and his ntveu. 1. 1212.
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Laiked him = pleased him :

Thare the erl dwelled at nyght,
And laiked him with his lady bright.

Tale xiv., The Two Dreams, 1 3310.

c. 1420-24. WYNTOUN, Cronykil of Scotland.

sb. Laikyng, laykvng, play ; applied to justing

Ramsay til hym coyn in hy,
And gert hym entre. svvne than he

Sayd, "God mot at yhoure laykyng be !

"

Syne savd he, -'Lordis, en qwhat manere
" Will yhe ryn at this justvng here ?

"

viii. 35, 76. Quoted in Dr. Jamieson's Scottish

Diet., s.vv. Laikyng, laykyng.

c. 1440. Gesta Romanorum, English version of; ed. S. J.

Heritage, E.E.T.S., ex. ser. 33, 1879.

sb. Lakayns, toys, playthings :

He putt vp in his bosom ]>es iij. lakayns. p. 123.

I give the paragraph which describes the three lakayns
also designated cautils :

. . . . what dude he but yede, and purveyde
him of iij. cautils; scil. [*] of

|

an honest Garlonde of

Rede Rosys ; . . [
2
] the secounde

|

cautille of a

silkyn gyrdil, sotilly I-made ; . .
j

. . [
3
] the

thirde of a sotyl purse made of silke,
|

honourid wit/i

precious stones, and in this purs was a balle of iij. |

colowris, and hit had a supfrscripcion, bat saide thus,

Qui mecum
\
ludit, nunquam de meo ludo saciabitur, bis is to

seye, he that pleithe \
wrt/i me, shalle neu^have I-nowhe

of my pley. he putt vp in his
|

bosom )>es iij. lakayns.
.... And when thes wordes wer borne to beEmpmw,
he comaundid his doviter to Rinne with him.

Halliwell quotes from some othr edition :

He putt up in his bosome thes iij. laykayns. p. 105.

c. 1440. Morte Arthure
; ed. from Rob. Thornton's M.S.

by G. G. Perry ; E.E.T.S., vol. 8, 1865.

sb. Layke, sport, game :

Arthur pro- Thay salk noghte Icsse, one bis laykc, ?if me lyfe

happens.
bat bus are lamede for my lufe be ]>is lythe strandez.

1. 1599.

c. 1440. Sir Perceval of Galles [Yorkshire] , in Thornton
Romances

;
ed. J. O. Hahiwell

;
Camden

Soc. vol. 30, 1844.

sb. Laykes, sports, games ,
a glossarial note says :

This term is constantly applied by the romance writers

to combats. War was cai.ed swerd-layke.
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Than his swerde drawes he,

Strykes at Percevelle the fre,

The childe hadd no powste
His laykes to lett

The stede was his awnne wille,

Saw the swerde come hym tille

Leppe up over an hille

Fyve stryde mett. 1. 1704.

(Stratmann has laikes.)

c. 1440. Promptorium Parvttlontm; ed. Albert Way, for

Camden Soc., 1843.

sb. Laykin' or thynge J.at chyldryii' pley wythe. Ludibile.

c. 1440. Religious Pieces in Prose and Verse; ed. from R.
Thornton's M.S. by G. G. Perry ; E.E.T.S.,
v. 26, 1867.

sb. Layhe, a play, game :

Bot jjare es
\ many thynges }>at ere cause of swylke

wrechede twynnynge, als
|
mete, drynke, reste, clay-

thynge, layke, discorde, thoghte, laboure,
| hethynge.
p. 38, 1. 21.

c. 1450. Towneley Mysteries [Yorkshire] ,
in Eng. Miracle

or Plays or Mysteries ; ed. W. Marriott, 1838.
c. 1460.

vb. I shalle do a lyttlle, sir, and emang ever lake,

For yit lay my soper never on my stomake
In feyldys.

p. 114, 1. 4 [Pastores^ .

Now are we at the Monte of Calvarye,
Have done, folows, and let now se

How we can with hym lake.

p. 139, 1. 32 [Cntcifixio] .

sb. Mak applies the word lakan = play-thing to his

children

Bot so

Etys as fast as she can,
And ilk yere that commys to man,
She brynges furthe a lakan,

And som yeres two.

p. 117, 1. 8 [Pastores] .

1570. PETER LEVINS, Manipulns Vocabulomm : A Rhym-
ing Dictionary of the English Language ;

ed.

H. B. Wheatley, for Camden Soc., vol. xcv.,

1867.

vb. to Layke, play, ludere. col. 198, 1. 18.

sb. A Layhin, babie, crepundia, orum. col. 134, 1. 5.

A Layke, play, ludus, i. col. 198, 1. 15.
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In Carlisle Cathedral: Behind the choir-stalls of this

Cathedral is a series of ancient paintings

illustrating the legends of St. Anthony, St.

Cuthbert, and St. Augustine. On the first

part relating to St. Cuthbert is this in-

scription :

Her Cuthbert was forbid layks and plays,
As S. Bede i' hys story says.

Quoted in the Almondbury and

Huddersfield Glossary, but no date

given.

APPENDIX.

LARK = A FROLIC, SPORT, FUN.

This word forms an appropriate Appendix to lake or

laik = to play, as it is derived from the same source, but has
v inserted. It is a slang word in modern English. In

Southern English, as Professor Skeat observes [Etym. Eng.
Diet. s.v. Lark (2)] ,

" the r simply denotes the lengthening of

the vowel, which is like the a in father." There is reason to

believe that the word is now used throughout England. In
most parts of the Midland district the r is sounded.

I. AREA OF USAGE.

i. I note in the first place :

a. Prof. Skeat (i) calls the sb.
" Southern English."

Etymol. Eng. Diet. s.v. Knowledge.

(2) calls the vb. " Modern South-English."
Note in Holderness Glossary,

E.D.S., s.v. Lake, vb.

b. ]. K. Robinson, in the Whitby Glossary, E.D.S., s.v. Lake, v.

to play, says
" Cf. A. S. lacan, to play, and the London

English, to lark,'
1
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ii. I now give the counties in which I have information
that the word is used.

YORKSHIRE, ALMONDBURY and HUDDERSFIELD :

The E. D. S. Glossary for this district, s.v. Lake, sb.

says
" It is the origin of the word lark, which is

sometimes also used here."

LANCASHIRE, MANCHESTER :

The sb. was current when the writer came to reside

here forty-one years ago.

DERBYSHIRE, CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH DISTRICT :

At the time I left here for Manchester, forty-one
years ago, lark =: a frolic, etc., was not used. I

learned recently from a native of Peak Forest,

seventy-three years of age, who has resided at

Chapel-en-le-Frith a number of years, that the word
has come into use in the district within the last

thirty years.

I have recently ascertained by correspondence that the
word is current at the following places : each place, of course,

represents the centre of a district. I give the definitions or

meanings in the words of the respective correspondents.

DERBYSHIRE, BAKEWELL and ASHFCRD :

" We might in conversation lark or joke with words ;

or we might lark or joke in play, or in any in- or
out-door exercise."

CHESHIRE, EAST or NORTH EAST
; BOLLINGTON, three

miles N.E. of MACCLESFIELD :

The general meaning of a frolic, sport, fun, from
viva voce information.

Ditto WEST
; TARPORLEY :

"The word lark as used here is to play a mischievous
trick to any one with no bad intent."

Ditto SOUTH
; BICKLEY, three miles E.N.E. of

MALPAS :

Mr. Darlington, author of the Folk-Speech of South

Cheshire, says: "As to lark, as used in this

district, I should define it as a ' frolicsome prank.'
There is a connotation of mild mischief about the
word."

SHROPSHIRE, S >LJTH ; MUCH WENLOCK :

' ' Tne meaning of lark about here is, a lot going to

have a game, or a spree, or amusement."
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STAFFORDSHIRE, NORTH ; FLASH, seven miles N.N.E. of

LEEK :

" The word lark ... it is very common here,
in this district."

Ditto SOUTH; WILLENHALL:

"Lark is a very common expression here for fun,

though I think it is more particularly meant [for] ,

or applied to, fun which has mischief in it, or fun
at the expense of some one else.''

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, WORKSOP :

" Lark is commonly used in this neighbourhood
for flirting lark with a girl ; a party of men
drinking [or] carousing, are often described as

larking; in fact, frolic, fun, joke, game, are all

commonly described as larking; so is telling a
friend a falsehood, and making him believe it [to

be] the truth, often described as having a lark with
him."

Ditto MANSFIELD :

" The word lark is often used in conjunction with

people having enjoyed themselves, or participated
in any kind of fun or mischief

; [they] would

say
' What a lark we had last night.'

"

LEICESTERSHIRE, MARKET BOSWORTH :

" The word lark is generally used in this county for

fun or games ; and sometimes larkin' [larking.]"

WARWICKSHIRE, SOUTH
;
TYSOE :

Mrs. Francis, of Tysoe vicarage, author of the
E.D.S. Glossary of S. Warwickshire, says: "The
word ' lark

'

is very commonly used here in the
sense you give it, of a joke or a prank ; but I

always considered it as only a slang word, as it

is used by educated and uneducated alike."

HEREFORDSHIRE, THE BACHE, three and a half miles

E.N.E. of LEOMINSTER :

"Respecting the word lark, I may say it is very
frequently used in this county . . . viz.,

[as] a frolic or joke, sometimes at some one's

expense. It is often said of a practical joke
' he has been up to another lark,' or ' he has had
another spree.' If a person, during a drinking fit,

commits any slight acts of depredation in fun,

they say
' he has been larking.'

1 "
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OXFORDSHIRE, HANDBOROUGH and DISTRICT, W. and
N.W. of OXFORD :

Mrs. Parker, of Oxford, author of the E. D. S

Glossary of this part of the county, says :

" The
word lark is, I believe, well known at Handborough
and neighbourhood, both as a substantive and
verb

;
but I don't think it is much used amongst

the people who speak dialect spree is the usual

word. ... I should think lark is known all

over the country."

II. ETYMOLOGY.
It is sufficient to cite Prof. Skeat's article on this word

from his Etymol. Eng. Dictionary.
LARK (2), a game, sport, fun. (E[nglish]). Spelt lark in modern
E [nglish] ,

and now a slang term. But the r is intrusive, and
the word is an old one ;

it should be laak or lahk, where aa has
the sound of a in father. M [iddle] E [nglish] lak. lok ; alsolaik,
which is a Scand. form. See Will, of Palerne, 678 ; P. Plow-
man, B. xiv. 243 ; Ormulum, 1157, 2166 ; Ancren Riwle, p. 152,
note b; etc. (Stratmann). [=derived from] A. S. lac, play,
contest, prey, gift, offering ; Grein, ii. 148. 4- [^cognate with]
Icel. leikr, a game, play, sport. + [=cognate with] Swed. lek,

sport. + [=cognate with] Dan. leg, sport. + [ cognate with]
Goth, laiks, a sport, dance, ft All from a Teut. base, LAIK, to

dance, skip for joy, play ;
cf. Goth, laikan, to skip for joy,

Luke i. 41, 44, A. S. Idcan, Icel. leika, to play ; Pick iii. 259.

There is one early quotation in which the form larke occurs,
viz. 1154-89, Destruction of Troy, 1. 7694. See p. 26, supra.
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NESH.

This word, with its commonest variant NASH, and scarce

variants NAISH and NISH, has a wide area of modern dialectal

usage. Its use as a literary word was continuous both in

Early and Middle English.

,4. MODERN DIALECTAL RANGE.
I. FROM GLOSSARIES OR PRINTED BOOKS.

i. A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES

in which the Word is found.

No.
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A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES (continued).

No.
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A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES (continued).

No.
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Puling, I (1,2,3).
Nice, 2, 17.

Fragile, 6, 14, 21.

Hungry, 10 (2), 12 (2).

Susceptible to cold, 16.

Easily distressed with cold

Washy, i (i, 2, 3), 7, 43.

Brittle, 3, 15, 20, 21, 22.

Poor-spirited, 10 (i), 19, 32.

Chilly, 10 (3), 12 (3), 44, 45, 46.
Sensitive to cold, 17.

much affected by cold ; fond of

croodling over the fire, 18.

Effeminate, 28, 31. Sensitive, 30.

Unable to withstand physical pain, 29.

Easily susceptible of cold, 31. Lacking energy, 32.

Susceptible of cold, 33, 41, 49. Scrupulous (Metaph.) 33.

Dainty, 34, 36, 39, 40. Susceptible, 34.

Coddling; fearful of cold, 35. Flimsy, 37.

Pale; debilitated, 49.

iii. QUOTATIONS OR ILLUSTRATIVE SENTENCES,

from thirteen of the foregoing glossaries, referred to by their

respective numbers. In several cases it is also stated to

which of the following categories the word is applied : (i)

man
; (2) beasts ; (3) inanimate objects.

16. YORKSHIRE, LEEDS
;
C. C. Robinson :

Nesh, tender, susceptible; as one is to cold, who
declares himself "

varry nesh."

18. Ditto HALLAMSHIRE (Sheffield Dist.) ;
Rev. J.

Hunter :

Nesh , easily distressed with cold ; much affected

by it
;

fond of croodling over the fire. This, I

believe, is its peculiar signification, and it is now ap-
plied solely to man. It bears a near relation to tender

and delicate, but there is a shade of difference which
rendered this a genuine Saxon word well worth

preserving.
A. S. nesc. Something of censure is

implied in the application of it.

19. Ditto SHEFFIELD ;
A. Bywater :

To dee [die] nesh, to give up an enterprize
dispirited.

27. LANCASHIRE ;
Nodal and Milner :

Nesh. A very expressive adjective (of which the
current word "nice," in the sense of "dainty,"
has only half the force) is nesh, meaning weak and
tender, not able to bear pain ; in Anglo-Saxon,
''nesc" [correctly hnesce] . [Sir] Thomas Wilson,
in his .,4^ ofRhetoric [Retorique, 1553] , perhaps the
earliest writer on any such subject in the language,
uses the Lancashire noun, and writes, "To be
born of woman declares weakness of spirit,
neshnese of body, and fickleness of mind."

1854, Rev. W. Gaskell, Lect. Lane. Dialect, p. 20.

Oh, he's too nesh for owt ; they'n browt him up
that way. 1881, Colloquial Use.
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28. CHESHIRE ; Col. Egerton Leigh :

Nesh, adj. Tender, delicate, effeminate. Applied to

man, woman, child, or beast.

30. CHESHIRE, SOUTH ; T. Darlington :

Nesh [nesh] adj. tender, sensitive. I've gotten nesh

'ands [ahy)v got-n nesh aanz.] Yu nesh kitlin !

[Yu nesh ky'it'lin !] . I do su sweet (sweat) at a

night, maiz (makes) me nesh [ahy doo su swee-t fit

u neyt, marz mi nesh] .

Plants may, I think, also be spoken of as nesh

(sensitive).

32. SHROPSHIRE ;
Miss G. F. Jackson :

(1) Nesh [nesh-] adj. delicate, tender; said of the health
or physical constitution. Common, (i)

' It wunna
likely as a poor little nesh child like 'er could do ;

it ood tak' a strung girld i
1

that place.' (2)
' Yo'

lads be off out o' doors, an' nod rook round the
fire yo'n be as nesh as a noud ooman.'

(2) adj. Poor-spirited ; lacking energy. WEM
[North Shrop.]

' 'Er's a nesh piece, 'er dunna do
above 'afe a day's work, an' "er's no use at all

under a cow [milking a cow] .'

34. LEICESTERSHIRE ; Dr. A. B. Evans, and his Son :

Nesh, Naish, Nash, adj. delicate, susceptible, dainty,
tender : often applied to the constitution of man
and beast.

' The meer's [mare's] a naish feeder.'

35. LINCOLNSHIRE, MANLEY & CORRINGHAM
;

Edwd.
Peacock :

Nesh, adj. delicate, tender, coddling, fearful of

cold.
' She's strange an' nesh aboot her sen,

nivver so much as goes to th' ash-hole wi'out her
bonnet on.'

37. NORTHAMPTONSHIRE ;
Miss A. E. Baker :

Nash, or more commonly Nesh. Tender, flimsy,
delicate. A good old word now rarely used : I

have heard it said of a sickly child,
"

It's flesh

is so nesh, I don't think it will live."

43. GLOUCESTER, VALE OF
; From Marshall's Rural

Economy :

Nesh, adj. the common term for tender or washy'
as spoken of a cow or horse.

44. HAMPSHIRE ;
Rev. Sir W. H. Cope, Bart. :

Nash, Nesh [nash, nesh] , adj. Tender, chilly.
Akerman. Said of grass in the New Forest. Yvise,
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47. DORSETSHIRE
; Rev. Wm. Barnes :

Nesh. Tender; soft.
" This meat is nesh." "Da

veel nesh."
The nesh tops

Of the young hazel,

1788, Crowe's Lewesdon Hill, ver. 30.

iv. I now give EXAMPLES OF VERBS from six of the fore-

going Glossaries, and of an ADVERB from J- K. Robinson's

Whitby Glossary.

10. Halliwell :

Neshin, v. To make tender. Cheshire.

12. T. Wright:
Neshin, v. To make tender. Cheshire.

28. CHESHIRE; Col. Egerton Leigh:
Neshin, v. To make tender, to coddle.

Prompt. Parv. and Wilbraham.

29. Ditto. R. Holland :

Neshin, v. to make tender. W [ilbraham] ,
who gives

it as an old word; it was, therefore, probably
obsolete in his day.

30. CHESHIRE, SOUTH ; T. Darlington :

Nesh it [nesh it] = [naesh it] ,
v.n. to be afraid, shrink

from doing anything.
" W'en it cum to gettin' up

at five o'clock ov a cowd winter's mornin', hoo
nesht it" [Wen it kum tu gy'eHn up ut fahyv uklok 1

uv u kuwd whrturz mau-rnin, 60 nesht
( naesht)

it].

34. LEICESTERSHIRE:

The word is also sometimes used as a verb impersonal.
1

Shay's a gooin' to be married, an' it een't o' noo
use 'er neshin' it,' i.e. being coy or reluctant.

YORKSHIRE; WHITBY DISTRICT:

Neshly, adv. noiselessly.

II. DIALECTAL RANGE FROM MY OWN RESEARCHES.
1875 TO 1887,

This word is constantly used in the dialects of Lancashire,
Cheshire, Derbyshire, and Staffordshire. It is, therefore,

necessary to explain why it has not been recorded oftener

during my visits.
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In recording the phonology of English dialects, what is

primarily required is the dialectal pronunciation of literary or

received English words, in order that the varied forms of

pronunciation may be compared for all English counties ;

hence, purely dialectal words, as clem, nesh, oss, &c., are not
available for this general comparison, their area of usage
being only parts of the country respectively: consequently,
these have not received the same degree of attention as

representative received English words, such as father, mother,

day, green, house, home, night, noon, &c., &c.

1. TABLE OF LOCALITIES.

sg
62
ZCU
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TABLE OF LOCALITIES (continued),

45

*Z
65
Zcu
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recorded at several places; I have analysed this as,
"
Tender,

delicate."

Tender was recorded at 41 places out of 45 ; the exceptions are
Nos. 9, n, 28, and 41.

Delicate, i, 5 8. 14, 16 20, 25 27, 29, 31, 34, 36, 38, 43 45 = 22

places.
Delicate in health, &c., 9.

Sensitive to cold, 10, 11, 24.

Chilly, 28.

Cold, 41.

Susceptible of cold, 42.

111. ILLUSTRATIVE SENTENCES.

10. DERBYSHIRE; CHESTERFIELD:

Tha'r so nesh [Dhaa)r su naesh] = tender, or sensi-

tive to cold.

24. STAFFORDSHIRE ; CODSALL :

Her was nash I reckon [Uur wuz naash au raek-n]
tender, or sensitive to cold.

28. NOTTINGHAMSHIRE ;
BINGHAM :

I feel nesh chilly.

30. Ditto FINNINGLEY :

When young plants which have grown very quickly
are cut down by the frost, they are said to be nesh.

35. WARWICKSHIRE ;
KNOWLE :

How nash you are ! [Aaw naash yoo : aar !] .

38. WORCESTERSHIRE ;
BEWDLEY :

You be nash [Yoo bee naash] .

39. Ditto KIDDERMINSTER :

Some on (of) us be nash [Sum on uz b:ee naash] .

NOTE. I recorded the following sentence containing a

VERB at FARNDON, CHESHIRE, in Dec., 1882 :

Yo're neshin' it [yoa)ur naesh'In it] := shrinking
from it, giving it up.
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B. ETYMOLOGY, AND EARLY OR

LITERARY USAGE.

I. ETYMOLOGY.

The word Nesk is derived from the Anglo-Saxon hncesce,

hnesce, soft ;
with which the Gothic hnaskwus, soft, tender,

delicate, is cognate. See Professor Skeat's Etymol. Engl.

Diet. s.v. NESH ;
also s.v. NESH in Errata.

1. ANGLO-SAXON :

Dr. Bosworth's compend. Ang.-Sax. Diet., 1852

Hnesc (hncesc, nesc), erroneously for Hnesce (hnasce,

nesce), Tender, soft, nesh.

Anglo-Saxon Gospels, A.D. 995; ed. by Dr. Bosworth and

E. Waring, Esq., 1865

Matt. xi. 8.
" OSSe hwi eode ge lit geseon ? mann

hnescum gyrlum gescr>'dne ? Nii ! Sa Se syn

hnescum gyrlum gescrydde synt on cyninga
husum ;

" "But what went ye out for to see ?

A man clothed in soft raiment ? behold, they that

wear soft clothing are in kings' houses."

Matt. xxiv. 32. "Donne hys twfg by]> hnesce ;"
" When his (the fig tree's) branch is yet tender.'''

Luke vii. 25.
" Sone man mid hnescum reafum

gescrydne ?
" = "A man clothed in soft raiment

[plur. clothes] ."

2. GOTHIC :

Rev. [now Prof.] Skeat's blceso-Gotliic Glossary, 1868

Hnaskwus, adj. soft, tender, delicate, Mat. xi. 8 ; Lu.
vii. 25 [O. E. nesh.] .

Gothic Gospels, A.D. 360; ed. Bosworth and Waring, 1865
Matt. xi. 8.

" mannan hnasqyaim wastyom gawasidana?
Sai ! ]>aiei hnasqyaim wasidai sind in gardim
Jjiudane sind

;

" = "A man clothed in soft raiment ?

behold, they that wear soft [clothing understood^
are in kings' houses."

Lu. vii. 25. "mannan in hnasqyaim wastyom gawasi-
dana ?

"
rr "A man clothed in soft raiment ?

"

II. EARLY OR LITERARY USAGE: BEING
(i.) FORMS, AND

(ii.)

QUOTATIONS, FROM THE I2TH TO THE IJTH CENTURY.

1. FORMS.

The numbers 12 to 17 refer to the centuries respectively.
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ADJECTIVE.

12, 14, 15 nesshe; 13 neys; 13 15 nesche, nessche
;

13 17 nesh
; 14 neische, nesssse ; 14 lyneshe;

15 neisshe.

SUBSTANTIVE.

14 neischede, nesse, nesshede ; 15 neisshe ; 16
neshenes.

VERB.

Pres. tense. 12 neshen, nesshesst ; 14 nasshe,

nhesse]) ; 15 nesche.

Part. pres. 15 neschyn'.

Part. past. 12 nesshedd ; 13 nesched.

ADVERB.

13 nessche, nesselyche.

ADVERBIAL PHRASES : these signify entirely, altogether,
on every point, in every way, under all circum-
stances. See Glossary to Sir Ferumbras.

13 nessche and hard ; 14 nesch oj^er harde, nesche
and hard, for nesch or hard, in hard & in nesche,
to harde & to nesche, at nessche & hard, at

hard & neychs ; 15 for hard ne nessche.

ii. QUOTATIONS.

c. 1200. The Ormulum [Lincolnshire] ,
in Spec. E. Eng.,

ed. Morris.

adj. i jiff ])in herte iss arefull,

3 milde, ] soffte, j nesshe.

Pt. I., p. 55, 1. 1461.

v. 2 pres. J>aer Jmrrh >att tu brekesst wel ]>in corn,

3 grindesst itt 3 nesshesst.

ib. p. 58, 1. 1549.

Part. pa. wi]>]) laf )>att iss wi)>}> elesaew

,
all smeredd wel j nesshedd.

ib. p. 55, 1. 1471.

Ditto ed. R. M. White, 1852.

vb. Neshen.
1. 15909 (Stratmann).

o. 1210. The Wohnnge of un Larterd, in Spec. E. Eng., ed.

Morris.

adj. for thewne i)n burS tid in al Jje burh of

belleem ne fant tu hus lewe ]>er fine nesche

childes limes ine mihte reste.

Pt. I. p. 124, 1. 5.
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c. 1225. Owl and Nightingale [? Dorsetshire] , ed. Stratmann,
1868.

adj. Nesche and softe. 1. 1546.

c. 1270. Old English Miscellany, E.E.T.S., vol. 49.
In Glossary Nessche, adv. softly.

Then Paul Aftur J>is . he sayj at ene
sawmenand Men . and . wywmen, moni and lene

;women with ,
. .

' _ ,

much meat Lene J>ei weore., wij)-outen nesche,

lying
before pei soffred harde . and noting nessche ;

them, which Much lay bi-foren hem . of Mete

not
y
abhTto Pat hem deynet not . of to ete.

eat. Append. II., The XI. Pains of Hell, p. 227, 1. 166.

c. 1280. The Lay of HAVELOK THE DANE [Lincolnshire],
ed. Skeat, E.E.T.S., Ex. Ser. 4, 1868.

adj. Godrich rises, and wounds Havelok in the shoulder :

And woundede hiwz rith in
J>e flesh,

]jat tendre was, and swij>e nesh.

P. 79, 1. 2743.

c. 1298. ROBERT OF GLOUCESTER'S Chronicle, ed. T. Hearne,
2 vols., Oxford, 1724; (and repr. 1810).

adv. Nesselyche, nicely.

(Index Mold the good Queen, K. Henry the first's wife,

. . . daughter of Malcolm King of Scotland) :

po caste J>ys gode Mold yre mantel of anon,

And gurde aboute yre myddel a nayre lynne ssete,

And wess
J>e mysseles vet echone, ar heo lete,

And wypede ys nesselyche, & custe ys wel suete.

P- 435. 1- 9-

bef. 1300. Anglo-Saxon and Early English Psalter [Northum-
berland] ,

ed. Stevenson, 1843.

Past. part. Nesched. 54, 22 (Stratmann).

c. 1300. English Metrical Homilies, ed. Small. 1862.

adj. Fleys es brokel als wax and neys.

p. 154 ; quoted in Cath. Anglicuin.

c. 1300. King Alisaunder m Metrical Romances, ed. Weber,
3 vols., Edinb. 1810.

adv. phr. Names of planetis they beon iy-note,
Some beon cold, and some beon hote,

By heom mon hath theo 2
sayging on

To lond, to water, to wyn, to corn ;

And alle chaunce, nessche and hard,
Knoweth by heom 3 wol Y 4

gred. B i, 1. 63.

iNoted, called. 2
Signs, i.e. predictions.

3Well. ^Declare.

adj. Theo sunne ariseth, and fallith the dewyng ;

Theo nessche clay hit makith clyng. B 1, 1. 915.
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c. 1320. Arthur and Merlin, Edinb. 1838.

sb. Nesse = good fortune
In nesse, in hard, y pray the nowe,
In al stedes thou him avowe. p. no (Halliwell).

1325. Early English A Hit. Poems [West Midland], ed.

Morris, E.E.T.S., vol. I.

adv.phr. Nesch o]>er harde

Que]>er-so-euer he dele nescJi o]>er harde,
He lauej hys gystej

1 as water of dyche.
]

gyites (?). The Pearl, 1. 605.

c. 1330. WILL. DE SHOREHAM, Religious Poems [Kent] ,
ed.

Wright, 1849.

adj.Nesche. 146 (Stratmann).

1330. ROBERT DE BRUNNE, Chronicle.

adv. phr. Thorge mountayn and more, the Bascles ge ther

weie
Our nesche and hard thei fore and did the Walsch

men deie.

Quoted in Carr's Craven Glossary,
2nd edit. 1228.

A letter this fol toke ; bad him, for nesch or hard,
Thereon suld no man loke, but only Sir Edward.

p. 220 ; quoted in Miss Baker's Northants

Glossary.

1340. DAN MICHEL OF NORTHGATE, Ayenbite of Inwyt, or,

Remorse of Conscience [Kent] , ed. R. Morris,

E.E.T.S., vol. 23, 1866.

v. pres. Nhesse]> = makes soft

}>erne gardyn zette J>e greate gardyner | }>et is

god J>e uader |

huawne he n'nesse]> ]>e herte
|

and make)> zuete
|

and tretable
|

ase wex ymered.
p. 94.

adj. Nesssse
~

soft

Rijhuolnesse is propre liche
| ]>et

me de]) be
dome rijtuol and trewe

|

ne to nesssse ne to hard.

P- 153-

si. Nesshcde = delicacy, softness

and of alle zofthede
|

and nesshede
\ clo]>inge

habbej> an. p. 267.

c. 1340. R. ROLLE DE HAMPOLE, Prick of Conscience [York-

shire] ,
ed. R. Morris, 1863.

adj. ]>e saule es mare tender and nesshe

fan es ]>e body with J>e flesshe.

1. 3110 ; quoted in Catholicon Anglicum.
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c. 1350. William of Palerne (otherwise William and the

Werwolf), ed. Skeat, E.E.T.S., Ex. Ser. vol. i,

1867.

adv. phr. nis he holly at my best in hard & in nesche ?

1.495

I wol here-after witerly
1

wi}>-oute more striue,

wirche holly mi hertes wille to harde <& to nesche.

plainly, certainly, &c. 1. 534.

1366. SIR JOHN MAUNDEVILE, Voiage and Travaile [Mid-
land] , ed. from edit, of 1725, by J. O.

Halliwell, 1839.

adj. Nesche is quoted by Stratmann, from p. 303 ; but this

should probably be nessche, as quoted in Prompt.
Parv. from some edition, p. 368

And the hard erthe and the rocke abyden mountaynes,
whan the soft erthe, and tendre, wax nessche throghe
the water, and felle, and becamen valeyes.

? 1370. Castle off Lone, ed. R. F. Weymouth, for Philol.

Soc.

adj. Nesh. 1. 1092 (Stratmann).

c. 1380. Sir Ferumbras, in English Charlemagne Romances,
ed. S. J. Herrtage, E.E.T.S., Ex. Ser. 34,

1879.

adv. phr. alle )>anne assentede at nessche <S- hard. 1. 3500.

By J>at were Sarajyns stolen
1
vp all frechs 2

,
And

were come inward at hard & neychs.

Climbed. 2
fresh, new, 1. 5188.

c. 1382 I WYCLIF, The Holy Bible in the Earliest English

1388. j Versions, ed. Rev. J. Forshall and Sir F.

Madden, 4 vols., Oxford, 1850 (with a

Glossary).

Glossary. neische, neshe, nesshe, adj. soft, delicate.

E Earlier Version. L= Later Version.
E. Neshe wax and lijt, &c. L. Neische wax, &c.

Prefatory Epistles, cap. iii., p. 63.

L. God hath maad neische myn herte. Job. xxiii. 16.

E. A nesshe answere breketh wrathe. Prov. xv. i.

- JOHN OF TREVISA, tr. of Higdcrfs Polychronicon

(Rolls Series).

adj. Describes Ireland as "
nesche, reyny, and wyndy

"

[mollis, pluviosa, ventosa] .

1- 333 ; quoted in Cath. Ang.
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si. Also quoted without reference ibid.
" Mars schal take

algate )>e neischede and ]>e softnes of saturne."

Way in Prompt. Parv. quotes from TREVISA'S Version o

Vegecius, Roy. MS. 8 A. xii. :

v. nasshe =. to make effeminate "nasshe the hartes of
warriours to lustes, thenne hardenne theim to fighte.

'

1393. GOWER'S Confessio Amantis.

adj. He was to nesshe, and she to harde.
Bk. v.

; quoted in Miss Baker's Northants Glossary.

i5thcent. Court of Love ; a late poem (not by Chaucer) first

printed with Chaucer's works, 1561 (compiled
by Jhon Lidgate).

adj. It semeth for loue his harte is tender nesshe.

Fol. cccliiij., col. i.

In the Aldine edit, of Chaucer's works, 6 vols. 8vo., London, W.
Pickering, 1845, the line reads

It seemeth for love his herte is tender and neshe.

vol. vi., p. 165, 1. 1092.

i5thcent. Latin and English Vocab., No. xv. Wright's Vocabs.,
2nd edit., 1874.

adj. Mollis, ance neshe. col. 596, 1. 29.

Tener, [an
ce tendere or neshe'] . col. 615, 1. 40.

c. 1420. The Seuyn Sages, in Metrical Romances ; ed. Weber,
1810.

adj. The child was keped tendre, and nessche [= soft] .

vol. iii., ver. 732.

1440. Promptorium Parvulorum, ed. Albert Wr

ay, Camd.
Soc., 1843, 1853, and 1865.

Neschyn" or make nesche.^ Mollifico.

4Molliculus, neisshe, or softe. Mollicia, softenesse, or
neisshe. Molleo, to be nesshe.

c. 1440. Religious Pieces in Prose and Verse, ed. from R.
Thornton's MS. by G. G. Perry, E.E.T.S.,
v. 26, 1867.

Nesche, vb. to melt, soften, grow soft :

Now es na herte sa herde ]>at it na moghte nesche and
lufe swylke a Godd with all his myghte. p. 31.

c. 1450 Towneley Mysteries [Yorkshire] ,
in Eng. Miracle

or Plays or Mysteries, ed. W. Marriott, 1838.
C. 1460. adj.Nesh. (? p.) 128 (Stratmann).

There is a quotation in the Almondbury and Hudders-
field Glossary containing the word in the same spelling.
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1463-83. Queene Elizabethes Achademy (by Sir Humphrey
Gilbert), E.E.T.S., Ex. Ser. 8.

adv. phr. For-gete not
]>e towell, nofyer for hard ne nessche.

Section or Tract ix., 1. 241.

Ante

1500. The Babees Book: Manners and Meals in Olden

Time, E.E.T.S., vol. 32.

White herrings fresh

adj. looke he be white by ]>e boon
| ]>e ^oughe white &

*nesche. p. 161, 1. 644.
1roe. atender.

After a bath

)>en lett hym go to bed
|

but looke it be soote & lnesche.

^oft. p. 183, 1. 986.

1553. SIR THOMAS WILSON, Art of Retorique.

sb. To be born of woman declares weakness of spirit, neshenes

of body, and fickleness of mind.

Rev. W. Gaskell, Lect. Lane. Dialect,

April, 1854, P- 2O -

1585. Choise of Change, in Cens. Lit. ix.

adj. Of cheese, he saith it is too hard ;
he saith it is too

nesh.

(? p.) 436 ; quoted by Nares ; and T.

Wright, Diet. Obs. and Prov.

English.

1597. J. BOSSEWELL, Works of A rmorie ; London, printed

by Henrie Ballard dwelling without Temple-
barre the signe of the Beare.

adj. And although a droppe [of water] be most neshe, yet by
oft falling it pierceth that thing, that is right hard.

The Armorie of Honor, B. 2, fol. 89/1.

1606-16. BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER, Works.

adj. . . . ,
This but sweats thee

Like a nesh nag.

Bonduca; quoted in Miss Baker's Northants

Glossary, without further reference.
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Ante

1649. BP. PERCY'S folio MS., vol. i., p. 141, ed. Hales
and Furnivall.

adj.
" God save the Queene of England," he said,

" for her blood is verry neshe,

as neere vnto her I am
as a colloppe shorne from the flesh."

King James and Browne, 1. 119; quoted
by Miss Jackson, Shropshire Word-
book.
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OSS OR AWSE.
This word, in English, seems to be almost wholly confined

to modern dialectal speech. Like clem, it has a wide range
or area of usage.

,4.MODERN DIALECTAL RANGE.

I. FROM GLOSSARIES OR PRINTED BOOKS.

i. A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES

in which the verb and its derivatives are found.

No.
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A TABLE OR LIST OF THE GLOSSARIES (continued) .

No.
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to aim at, 3, 17, 20, 22
; to offer, i, 2, 5, 7, g, 12, 13,

14, 15, 19, 23, 27, 29, 30, 32, 34, 38; to offer to do,

3, 17, 18, 20, 22
;

to offer to do a thing, 25 ; to set

about, 25 ;
to set about anything, 9, 13, 19, 23 ;

to

set about a thing, 10
;
to set about doing, 37 ; to be

setting out, 19, 23 ;
to show a sign of doing, 37,

applied to inanimate as well as animate objects.

5.
"

I'll neer osse to doot
;

"
i.e. I will never attempt it.

6. " He nivver osses to du owt 'at I sehr him tul nivver."

7.
" Au sail ne'er oss

" = I shall never attempt.
On the occasion when Sir John Ramsden came

of age, he gave several public dinners, and
on passing between Longley Hall and
Huddersfield, he encountered some mill

hands, lads and lasses. A lad taps a lass on
the shoulder, and she says,

'

Drop it, lad,

Au want none o thi bother.' The lad,
' Au'm noan baan to mell on thee.' '

Well,
but tha were ossin.' Sir John was much
exercised with this, and took it up at the

dinner, where he found plenty of his guests
able to restore the dialogue to its beauty,
and explain its meaning.

8.
" He ossed but failed."

12. (i) s.v. Awse :

A mon 'at plays a fiddle weel,

Should never awse to dee.

Waugh, Lane. Songs : Eawr Folk, 1859.

Come, owd dog, awse to shap.
ib. Besom Ben, c. iv. p. 42 ; 1865.

See also Sense f.

Aw shakert un 1

waytud till ten,

Bu' Meary ne'er awst to com eawt.

Harland's Lancashire Lyrics, p. 187.

(2) s.v. Oss :

His scrunt wig fell off, on when he os t'don it, on

unlucky karron gan it o poo.

Collier, Works, p. 52 ; 1750.

I'r ot heawse in o crack, on leet o' th' owd mon i' th'

fowd, ossin t' get o' tit-back.

ibid, p. 57 ; 1750.
See also Sense b.

They'd gether reawnd some choilt wi'mayt,
An' every bit it ost to tak

Their little meawths ud oppen too.

Ramsbottom, Lane. Rhymes, p. 67 ; 1864.

13. "Henivverosstfs" He never makes the attempt.
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16.
" Theaw doesn't oss furt' do it."

24.
" It osses to rain." " A covey ossing for the turmits,"

means a covey making for the turnips.

25.
" He's owed me ten pound for ever so long, and he ne'er

osses pay me."

26. Tha dusna oss t' do it := try [Dhaa duz-nu' oss f doo it.]

27.
" He none osses at it."

30. 'Er'll never oss to put anythin' in its place as lung as

'er can get through 'em.

36. 'E ossed to jump the bruck, but 'e couldna do't ; t'warn't

likely! Seldom used but when the attempt is un-
successful.

b. To be about to do, i.e., immediately.
12. I'r ot heawse in o crack, on leet o' th' owd mon i' th'

fowd, ossin' t' get o' tit-back.

Collier, Works, p. 52 ; 1750.

25. The following conversation actually took place in

Rainow Sunday-school :

" Teacher :
' Why did Noah

go into the ark ?
'

Scholar :
'

Please, teacher, because
God was ossm for t' drown th' world.'

"

26. Aw'm ossin t' goo t' Buxton [Au)m os-si'n t) gu t)

Buk-stu'n] = I'm about to go to Buxton immediately.

Aw'm oss/ fate my dinner [Au)m os-si'n t')ai't mi'

din-u'r] rr I'm about to eat my dinner at once.

c. The manner of "
shaping" or "framing" at anything :

either (i), at a particular act or job of work
; or

(2), at the duties of a new situation or calling.

24. He osses well ;
said of a new servant who promises fairly.

25.
" He osses badly" would be said of a man who began a

job in a clumsy manner.

26. 'Ow does 'e oss at it ? [Aaw duz i' oss aat i't ?] . 'Ow
does th' new sarvant mon oss ? [Aaw dus th) ni'w

saarvu'nt m:aun oss ?] .

28. A new servant is said to oss (promise) well.

30 vb I think the chap knows his work, he oss^s pretty
well.

so. I doubt 'e'll never do no good I dunna like 'is

ossment.

d. To design, 2
;
to intend, 2

;
to intend to do, 3, 17, 20,

22.

6. To dare, 3, 32, 33, 35, 37 ; to venture, n.

37. He does not oss
[_ dare] to do it.
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/. To begin, i, 13, 14, 19, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31, 38 in

this sense, I think, the word is generally in the

imperative ;
to begin to do, 37.

12. Come, owd dog, awse to shap.

Waugh, Besom Ben, c. iv. p. 42; 1865.

26. Now, oss / [Naaw, oss] .

27. Oss at it, mon, i.e. begin.

'g.
To make free with: 3, 5, 21, 23, 24, 30, have the
Cheshire proverb,

"
Ossing comes to bossing ;

"
3, 5,

23, and 30, simply quote the words without comment
;

21, T. Wright, has under oss (2)
" To make free

with. There is a Cheshire proverb, ossing comes to

bossing (i.e., kissing)." 24, Colonel Egerton Leigh,
has " '

Ossing comes to bossing ;

' an old Cheshire

proverb, mean's courting is soon followed by kissing."

h. To recommend a person to assist you, 19, 23.

i. To direct. See note below.

NOTE. Mr. T. Darlington, in his Folk-Speech of South

Cheshire, now passing through the press, has senses a, <*,

and * :

Oss [os'J v.n. and a :

a To attempt :

" Ah never ost (ossed) at it
"
[Ah nevur ost

aat- it] .

c= To shape : "Ye dunna oss to do it
" = You don't shape.

This is not exactly the same as " to attempt," though a
shade of the same meaning.

i:=. To direct: " Ah'll oss yo to a good heifer" [Ah)l os -

yu
tu u gud ef-ur] .

II. DIALECTAL RANGE FROM MY OWN RESEARCHES,
1877 TO 1883.

This word is constantly used in the dialects of Lancashire,

Cheshire, Derbyshire, and Staffordshire. See the first two

paragraphs in NESH A. II. pp. 43, 44, DIALECTAL RANGE
FROM MY OWN RESEARCHES.

N.B. The letters a, b, c, &c., prefixed to the meanings, or

illustrative sentences, refer to the respective Senses before

given, in I. ii.

YORKSHIRE : MARSDEN, April, 1878 :

, Oss [oss] ,
to try.
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LANCASHIRE : GOOSNARGH, June, 1883 :

a. Now, John, 055 likely [Naaw, J:aun, oss lahykli'] . apply
yourself to the task in a workmanlike manner.

Ditto ECCLES, June, 1883 :

b. Eh, Mary, w'ereta for ? O'm ossin' t' goo t' Eccles [Ar,
Mae-ri', weertu' f:aur ? O)m ossi'n t)goo t) Ek'lz] .

CHESHIRE: FARNDON, Dec., 1882 :

a. Yo dunna oss t'go at it [yoa dun-u' oss t) goa aat') i't] .

DERBYSHIRE: ASHFORD, April, 1875:
c. 'Ae dun they oss ? [Ae~ dun dhai oss] =How do they

shape ?

'Ae dus that chap oss at 'is work [Ae- duz dhaat chaap oss u't

i'z wuurk i] i.e. frame to work skilfully or unskilfully.

Ditto DORE, March, 1883 :

a. Avt sh'l ne'er oss [au shl n:ee-ur oss].

Ditto CHESTERFIELD, May, 1883 :

a. Tha doesn't oss to do it [Dhaa duznt oss tu' duo i't].

Ditto SPITE WINTER, in ASHOVER parish, May,
1883:

a. Oss [oss] =to try.

Ditto ASHOVER, May, 1883 :

a. or c. 'Aa tha osses ! [Aa dhaa oss-u'z !]
= How thou osses I

Ditto ALFRETON, Dec., 1883:

a. or c. Oss as yu mean to do it [Oss u'z yu
1 mee-n tu' doo i't] .

SHROPSHIRE, WELLINGTON, Dec., 1881 :

a. Oss [oss] , to try.
Yu wunna oss to do it [yu

1

wturu' oss tu' doo i't.] .

Ditto UPTON MAGNA, Jan., 1882 :

a. Oss [oss] , to try.
h. To recommend a person to a place I ossed 'er to a place

[Uy ost u'r to5 u' phai'ssj .

Ditto MUCH WENLOCK, Sept., 1880:

a. Oss [oss] , to try.

STAFFORDSHIRE : MIDDLE HILLS, north of LEEK, May
1880:

a. Oss [oss] = to try.
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STAFFORDSHIRE: FROGHALL, Oct., 1877:

a. Oss [oss] = to try.

Ditto OAKAMOOR, April, 1882 :

a. Oss [oss] = to try.

Ditto LONGPORT, Oct., 1877 :

a. Tha doesner oss for do it [Dhaa duz-nu'r oss fu'r d6o lor

di'oo] i't] .

WORCESTERSHIRE : BEWDLEY, Oct., 1880:

a. You dunna oss to do it [yoo dun-u' oss tu' doo i't] .

Ditto TENBURY, Oct., 1880:

a. Oss [oss]
= to try.

Oss ior bed [055 fu'r b:aed]= set about going to bed.

FLINTSHIRE (detached) : BETTISFIELD, June, 1882 :

a. Yo dunna oss to do it [yoa dun-u' oss tu' doo it.]

Ditto HANMER, Aug., 1882 :

/;. I ossed (or osst) 'im to that place [Uy ost i'm tu' dhaat

plai-ss] , i.e. recommended him to it.

B. ETYMOLOGY.

i. Some years ago it was thought by various writers

that oss or awse was derived from the Welsh osio,

to offer to do, to essay.

1. Rev. (now Prof.) Skeat, in Ray's North Country Words,
E.D.S. Repr. Gloss. 1874. Note added in brackets

s.v. osse
" Welsh osio, to offer to do, to essay, to dare."

2. Rev. Richard Garnett's Philological Essays, collected and

reprinted 1859, p. 166 "
[ From] Welsh osi, to attempt,

venture ; oss, Lancash."

3. R. B. Peacock's Lancash. [Lonsdale] Glossary, Philol.

Soc. Trans. Suppt., 1867 "oss, v.i. and t., to try,

begin, attempt, or set about anything. W[elsh] osi,

to offer to do, to attejnpt."

4. J. A. [now Sir J. A.] Picton's Notes on the South

Lancashire Dialect, 1865, p. 10: "Awse, or oss, to try, to

attempt. W[elsh] osi."
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ii. It is now, however, considered as undoubted by
various eminent philologists that Welsh osio was
derived from English oss, instead of vice versa.

1. The following paragraph was courteously written
for this article by Professor Skeat, June 15,

1887 :

"
I have now no doubt that W. osio was

merely borrowed from Middle-English, and that the

Middle-English word was merely borrowed from the

French oser, to dare, which occurs as early as the
eleventh century in the Chanson de Roland, 1. 1782.
This French oser (like the Span, osar, Ital. osare)

corresponds to a theoretical Low Latin verb ansare,

regularly formed from the stem aus- which appears
in ausus, pp. of Lat. audere, to dare. This explanation
is given by Littre and Scheler, and universally accepted
by French philologists. It is highly important to

observe that Old French not only possessed the verb

oser, but the adjective os, signifying
'

audacious,' which
is nothing but a French spelling of the Latin ausus.

This adjective 05 also occurs in the Chanson de

Roland, 1. 2292. We can thus formally establish a

connection with the English word
;
for this very same

adjective os occurs in Anglo-French also, with the
same sense of '

audacious,' in the Life of Edward the

Confessor, ed. Luard, 1. 4199, a poem of the twelfth

century. We thus learn that the word was already
known in England in the twelfth century, and we
cannot doubt that it was borrowed by English from
this Anglo-French source. I believe that numerous
words of this sort drifted into Welsh chiefly in the

fourteenth century, subsequently to the conquest of

Wales by Edward I."

2. I also insert a short paragraph kindly written by Prof.

Rhys, of Oxford, August 9, 1887: "It [Welsh osio}

may be derived so far as phonology goes either from
French or from English, but not from Latin. I

formerly thought it must be from French, but that

was because, probably, I was not aware that it existed

as an English word. I should now presume it was
from English ; in any case there is no Welsh word to

explain it, as I cannot regard Welsh os 'if as offering

any explanation of the meaning."

NOTE. My original article on this word was printed in

the Manchester City News, December 31, 1881
; the space

occupied being about three-eighths that of the present article.

Early in January, 1882, 1 sent copies to a number of members
of the English Dialect Society, and likewise to other cor-

respondents ; and, in response, received about twenty-seven
courteous and appreciative acknowledgments.
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3. One of these was from Dr. J. A. H. Murray, dated

January n, 1882,* in which he stated that the

evidence, so far as known to him, tends to show that
Welsh osio was adopted from English oss, and not
vice versa.

4. I conclude by quoting part of Hensleigh Wedgwood's
paragraph from his Diet, of English Etymology, and
edit., 1872: To Oss. To offer to do, to aim at, to
intend to do. B [ailey] , Fr [ench] oser, to dare,

adventure, be so bold as to do a thing; Prov[encal]
ausar, Italian] ausare, osare. Venetian] ossare, from
Lat. audere, ausum, to dare. The difficulty in this

derivation is that oss belongs so completely to the

popular part of the language that it is very unlikely to

have had a Fr. derivation. W [elsh] osio, to offer to

do, is undoubtedly the same word, but we are unable
to say whether it is borrowed from E. oss or vice versa.

C. EARLY OR LITERARY USAGE.

i. I have only been able to obtain five Early English
quotations containing forms of oss, viz. : three verbal forms
and two substantives, which are given below. I came across
t\\& first in Early Eng. Allit. Poems some time ago; and the

third "
Quat and has thou ossed, &c." was quoted in the

Glossary to this volume, s.r. Ossed; but as from "King
Alexander "

instead of " Alexander "
simply.

Prof. Skeat has recently edited this latter work for the

E.E.T.S., and has called it the " Wars of Alexander," to

distinguish it from three other Poems ALL called " Alexander."
He obligingly sent me the four quotations from this, with his

annotations, August 3, 1887; and added

" Oss [in these quotations] means to offer, proffer,

put forward, &c.
;
and secondarily, to show, to

prophesy. It's all one in spite of great change in

sense."

* This letter has unfortunately got mislaid or lost.
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ii. QUOTATION'S.

1325. Early English Allit. Poems [West Midland], ed.

Morris, E.E.T.S., vol. i.

v. past. t. Ossed= showed

Jonah
All this mischief

' Alle bis meschef for me is made at bys tyme.

!hereTre
d
ct m'e

or J h
K
af * ^ g d/ gnlty

am founden ;

overboard. torby berej me to be borde, and babebes 1 me btfr-oute,

Er gete je no happe, I hope for so^e.'

He proves to He ossed hym by vnnywges bat bay vnder-nomen,
them that 1 ^ he wat? flawen fro ^ face of frelych dryjtyn.

1. 213.
ibabe.

c 1400. Wars of Alexander, ed. Skeat, E.E.T.S., Extra

Series, No. 47, 1886.

Alexander consults the oracle of Apollo, who returns an
answer ; after which we read

(1) vb. line 2263:
" Thus answars thaim thaire aid gode, and

osses on this wyse ;

"

Where the word osses seems to mean shows or

prophesies.

(2) vb. 1. 2307 :

"
Quat, and has thou ossed to Alexander

this ayndain wirdes ?
"

i.e. What, and hast thou shown to Alexander
these favourable (?) destinies ?

(3) si. 1. 868 :

"
I did bot my deuire to drepe him, me

thinke,
For it awe him noght sa openly slike ossing

to make;"
i.e. I only did my duty to kill him, methinks,

For he ought not so openly to make such
an attempt.

(4) *&. 1. 732 :

" Vnbehalde the wele on ilk halfe, and have
a gud eje,

Les on thine ane here-efterward thine

ossingis li$t ;"

i.e. Look round thee well on every side, and
take good care,

Lest on thyself alone, hereafter, thy

prophecies (or thy attempts) alight.



ADDENDA.

DIALECTAL RANGE FROM MY OWN RESEARCHES,
1887.

CLEM.
YORKSHIRE, BARNSLEY, April, 1887 :

Clammed to deeath [klaarr.d tu' d:eeutl ].

Ditto KEIGHLEY, May, 1887 :

Clam to deeath [tlaam tu
1

d:eeiithl.

N.B. The older iorm is said to be pine.

Starved to deealh [st:aavd tu' d:eeuth]=i very cold.

Ditto HAWORTH, May, 1887 :

Clammed to deeath [tlaamd tu' d:eeuth] .

DERBYSHIRE, CHURCH GREASLEY, Dec., 1886 :

He's clammed to death [aey)z tlaamd t x
daeth].

STAFFORDSHIRE, CODSALL, Dec., 1886:

Clemmed to death [klaemd tu' daeth] .

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, FINNINGLEY, Aug., 1886 :

Nearly clammed to death [neeu-rli' tlaamd tu' daeth] ;.

some say Clammed to deea'd [tlaamd tu' deeud] .

Ditto BAWTRY, Aug., 1886 :

Clam [tlaam\ J .

LEICESTERSHIRE, ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH, Dec., 1886:

Half clammed [:aif tlaamd].

Ditto UPTON, 3^ miles S.W. of MARKET
BOSWORTH, Dec., 1886 :

He's welly (nearly) clammed [ey)z waeH' tlaamd].

WARWICKSHIRE, ATHERSTONE, Dec., 1886 :

Clammed to death [tlaamd tu' daeth] ,



66 ADDENDA : LAKE.

LAKE = TO PLAY.

YORKSHIRE, BARNSLEY, April, 1887 :

Lake [lark] .

Ditto BIRKENSHAW (or DUDLEY HILL), near

Bradford, April, 1887:
Lake [l:aeuk] .

Ditto KEIGHLEY, May, 1887 :

We s'l be lakin' [Wee) si bee l:euki'n] .

Ditto CALVERLEY, near Leeds, June i, 1887:
I'm lakin' [au)m l:eiiki'n].

At Easter and Whitsuntide of the present year (1887), I

visited the following places in S.W. Yorkshire :

Easter, April gth to iath. Thome, Barnsley, WakeSeld,
Birkenshaw, Bradford, and Halifax ;

Whitsuntide, May 28th to Tune ist. Halifax, Keighley,
Haworth, Skipton, Ribblehead, Giggleswick, Settle,

Saltaire, and Calverley ;

and at most of these places I found the word lake was

regularly used in dialectal speech to the exclusion of play.
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PREFACE.

THE following lists of words are taken from a collection

made by my father under the title of "English Words
found in Anglo-French." In his preface to this work,
it is stated that the modern spelling of English words,

whether of native origin, or borrowed from the French,
is mainly due to French usage. The lists given below

are an attempt to show that the modern pronunciation of

the vowels in English words borrowed from the French

has a certain correspondence with that of the Norman

French, and, with few exceptions, follows regular laws.

Even with regard to these exceptions, it is possible that

one who had studied Phonology carefully might find them

due to certain influences, such as a nasal or liquid following,

which have modified the original pronunciation. To show

how the Old French vowel has passed into the modern

English sound, I have given side by side the Anglo-
French word, the Middle English form, and the Modern

English, together with the approximate pronunciation of

the latter. The Phonetic notation is that employed by
Mr. Sweet in his "

History of English Sounds." The lists

are arranged as far as possible in the order of the French

vowel and the consonant following it. The lines mark off

a difference in the English pronunciation. The Alpha-
betical Index at the end has been added to facilitate

reference to the tables. The greater part of this was

written out for me by a friend.



VI PREFACE.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. VOWELS.

The following is a summary of the results obtained from

the examples given in this collection.

1. a (short). The French a corresponds to the English a

(ae) as :

F. abbeie, M.E. abbeie, E. abbey (aebi) : except when

followed by 1, m, n, r, s.

al. These follow the above rule, except :

F. alblastre, M.E. alblast, E. arblast (aarblast), and 3

others (p. 2).

F. alter, M.E. alter, E. altar (ooltar) and 5 others.

F. malencolye, M.E. malencolie, E. melancholy (mebn-

coli). This word has been purposely altered in

consequence of a knowledge of the Greek spelling.

am. These follow the above rule, except :

F. ensample, M.E. ensample, E. sample (saampal).

an. These follow the above rule, except :

F. avancer, M.E. avancen,
1 E. advance (sedvaans), and

10 others (p. 3).

F. danter, M.E. danten, E. daunt (dobnt), and 2 others.

F. manace, M.E. manace, E. menace (menes). The same

change took place in French, even in the 12th

century (Littre).

ar. These follow the above rule, except :

F. apparaill, M.E. aparail, E. apparel (aepserel), and

14 others (p. 4).

F. agard, M.E. agard, E. award (awood)
2 and 4 others

(p. 5).

F. garenne, M.E. warenne, E. warren (woren),
2 and

2 others.

F. desclarer, M.E. declaren, E. declare (diclesr), and

3 others.

F. darce, M.E. darce, E. dace (deis).

1 As it is hardly possible to give all the variations of the M.E. spelling, a

typical form, resembling the French, has been chosen. But the spelling aun for

an is
extremely common, both in French and English. "W.W.S.

2 The sound of 6 or 66 is due to the preceding w ;
see p. viii. note 2. W.TT.S.
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as. These follow the above rule, except :

F. basme, M.E. basme, E. balm (baam), and 5 others.

2. a (long). The French a corresponds to the English a

(ei), as :

F. fable, M.E. fable, E. fable (feibl), p. 6.

3. e (short). The French e usually corresponds to the English
e (e), as :

F. treble, M.E. treble, E. treble (trebl), p. 8.

er will be treated of separately below.

Exceptions : (a) The French e sometimes becomes the

English i.

F. abregger, M.E. abreggen, E. abridge (ebrij), p. 8.

F. pelerin, M.E. pilgrim, E. pilgrim (pilgrim).

F. amenuser, M.E. amenusen, E. minish (minish) and

3 others, p. 10.

F. trepet, M.E. trevet, E. trivet (trivet).

F. descord, M.E. discord, E. discord (discood), and

5 others, p. 11.

(b) The French e sometimes (before m and n) becomes

the English a (as).

F. emboscher, M.E. enbuschen, E. ambush (aembush),

p. 9.

F. estendard, M.E. standard, E. standard (stsendaad).

F. renc, M.E. renk, E. rank (raenk).

(c) Note also French e becoming Eng. ee (ii) and a (ei).

F. appel, M.E. apel, apeel, E. appeal (apiil), p. 8. 1

F. nette, M.E. net (?), E. neat (niit), p. 11.

F. arenger, M.E. arengen, E. arrange (areinj), p. 10.

F. abesser, M.E. abessen, E. abase (abeis), p. 11.

4. e (long). The French e corresponds to the English e

(ii), as:

F. decre, M.E. decree, E. decree (decrii), p. 12.

Except F. arrener, M.E. arenen, arainen, E. arraign

(arein), and 5 others, p. 13.

F. leonesse, M.E. leonesse, E. lioness (laianes), and 2

others.

1 This is the clue to the etymology of E. peel, a small castle. Just as E. appeal
answers to F. appel, so E. peel is from O.F. pel, a castle. W.W.S.
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5. er. The French er corresponds to the English er (aa), as :

F. herbe, M.E. herbe, E. herb (haab), p. 13.

Exceptions. F. clerk, M.E. clerk, E. clerk (claac), and

8 others, p. 14. 1

F. arere, M.E. arere, E. arrear (ariir), and 7 others.

F. beril, M.E. beril, E. beryl (beril), and 4 others.

(Note that in these 5 examples r is followed by short i.)

F. ferrour, M.E. ferrour, E. farrier (faeriar).

F. querele, M.E. querele, E. quarrel (quoral).
2

F. frere, M.E. frere, E. friar (fraiar).

6. i (short). The French i corresponds to the English
i (i), as :

F. tribute, M.E. tribute, E. tribute (tribyut), p. 15.

Exceptions. F. tricherye, M.E. tricherie, E. treachery

(trechari).

F. cimitere, M E. cimitere, E. cemetery (semetari).

F. virgine, M.E. virgine, E. virgin (varjin).

7. i (long). The French I corresponds to the English
I (ai), as :

F. affiaunce, M.E. affiaunce, E. affiance (afaians), p. 16.

Exceptions. F. fige, M.E. fige, E. fig (fig), p. 17.

F. chemise, M.E. chemise, E. chemise (shemiiz, shimiiz),

and 2 others, p. 18.

8. o (short). The French 6 corresponds to the English
6 (o), as :

F. obsequies, M.E. obsequies, E. obsequies (obsequiz),

p. 18.

or will be treated of separately below.

Exceptions. In several cases the French o becomes

Eng. u (a).

F. robous, M.E. robous, E. rubbish (rabish), and 27

others, p. 20.

F. bocher, M.E. bocher, E. butcher (buchar).

1 See my article on the pronunciation of er as ar in N. & Q. 6 S. iii. 4.

w.w.s.
2 The vowel-change in this word is due to the w-sound in the preceding qn.

Similarly, war, warble, warm, warn, warp are pronounced (wor, worbl, worm,
worn, worp). Similarly, wo is sounded as wu; as in word, work, worm, worse,

wort. W.W.S.
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Note also F. conseil, M.E. conseil,
1 E. counsel (caunsel),

and 6 others.

F. acoster, M.E. acosten, E. accost (aecoost), p. 21.

9. or. The French or corresponds to the English or (66), as :

F. divorce, M.E. divorce, E. divorce (divoos), p. 19.

Exceptions. F.coruner, M.E. coroner, E. coroner (coronar),

and 2 others.

F. ajorner, M.E. ajornen, E. adjourn (sedjaan), and 8

others.

F. morine, M.E. moraine, E. murrain (maren).
10. o (long). The French o corresponds to the English o

(6u), as :

F. noble, M.E. noble, E. noble (noubl), p. 21.

Exceptions. F. bote, M.E. bote, E. boot (buut), and 6

others.

F. clostre, M.E. cloistre, E. cloister (cloistar).

F. trofle, M.E. trofle, trufle, E. trifle (train).

11. 11 (short). The French u corresponds to the English
u (a), as :

F. subgit, M.E. subget, E. subject (sabject), p. 22.

Exceptions. F. zucre, M.E. sucre, E. sugar (shugar), and

4 others.

F. blund, M.E. blond, E. blonde (blond), and 2 others.

F. cust, coust, M.E. cost, E. cost (coost).

F. rubain, M.E. ruban, riban, E. ribbon (riban), and

F. butor, M.E. bitoure, E. bittern (bitaan).

12. u (long). The French u corresponds to the English u

(uu), as :

F. acru, M.E. acrue, E. accrued (secruud), p. 24.

In many cases the French u becomes the English ou,

ow, as :

F. cuard, M.E. couard, E. coward (cauard), and 22

others.

Exception. F. ruele, M.E. rouel, E. rowel (rouel).

1 Just as the M.E. an often appears as aun (p. vi, note 1), so M.E. on often

appears as oun. This is particularly common in the suffix -ion, which is con-

stantly spelt -ioun. W.W.S.
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13. ai, ay ; ae, ao. The French ai, ay, ae, ao, correspond to

the English ai or ay, ao, as :

F. arayer, M.E. arayen, E. array (arei), p. 25.

Exceptions. F. alaye, M.E. alaye, E. alloy (aloi), p. 25
;

and E. exploit, p. 26.

F. kaie, M.E. quay, E. quay (kii), and 2 others.

F. paisant, E. peasant (pesont).

F. taille, M.E. taille, E. tally (taeli) ;
and 1 other.

14. an. The French au corresponds to the English au (66), as :

F. auditor, M.E. auditour, E. auditor (ooditar), p. 26.

Exceptions. F. lavender, M.E. lavender, E. laundress 1

(laandress).

F. gaugeour, M.E. gaugeour, E. gauger (geijer), and

4 others, p. 27.

F. raumper, M.E. rampen, E. ramp (raemp), and 5 others.

F. aunte, M.E. aunte, E. aunt (aant), and 7 others.

15. ea. The French ea corresponds to the English ea (ii), as :

F. seal, M.E. seel, E. seal (siil), and 4 others, p. 27.

Exception. F. realme, M.E. realme, E. realm (relm).

16. ee. The French ee corresponds to the English ee (ii), as:

F. degree, M.E. degree, E. degree (degrii), p. 27.

17. ei, ey. The French ei, ey, correspond to the English ai

or ay (e"i), as :

F. affrei, M.E. afray, E. affray (afrei), p. 28.

Exceptions. F. eise, M.E. eise, E. ease 3
(iis).

F. meynour, E. mainour, later manner (in law) ; pro-

nounced (maenar), p. 28.

F. deceit, M.E. deceit, E. deceit 3
(desiit), and 4 others.

F. leisir, M.E. leisir, E. leisure 3
(lezhar), and 1 other,

viz. E. pleasure, p. 29.

F. cheys, M.E. chois, E. choice (chois), and 2 others.

1 This sound is clearly due to the loss of v. W.W.S.
2 See p. vi, note 1.

3 Ease and deceit were formerly (and are still provincially) pron
r unced (eiz,

diseit), uniformly with affray. For (lezhar), the pronunciation (liizhar) is some-
times heard. W.W.S.
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F. people, M.E. people, peple, E. people
1

(piipl).

The French eir corresponds to the English air (eir), as :

F. despeir, M.E. despeir, E. despair (despeir), p. 28.

Exception. F. veirdit, M.E. verdit, E. verdict (vardict),

p. 29.

18. eu. The French eu corresponds to the English eu, ew

(iu), as :

F. ewere, M.E. ewere, E. ewer (iuer), p. 29.

Exception. F. feun,
2 M.E. fawn, E. fawn (foon).

The French eur corresponds to the English ur (uur), as:

F. seurte, M.E. seurte, E. surety (shuurti), and 1 other.

19. ie. The French ie corresponds to the English ie
(ii), as :

F. niece, M.E. nece, neice, E. niece (niis), p. 29.

20. iew. The French iew corresponds to the English iew, as :

F. view, M.E. vew, E. view (viuu), p. 29.

oe. The French oe corresponds to the E. u in the word utas

(iuutaes). For other examples, see p. 30.

21. oi, oy. The French oi, oy, correspond to the English

oi, oy (oi), as :

F. coy, M.E. coy, E. coy (coi), p. 30.

Exceptions. F. joial, juel, M.E. jowel, E. jewel (jiuel).

F. coilte, cuilte, M.E. quilt, E. quilt (cwilt).

f F. coiller, M.E. cullen, E. cull (cal).

(F. oynoun, M.E. oinoun, E. onion (anian).

22. on, ow. The French ou, ow, correspond to the English

ou, ow (au), as :

F. alower, M.E. alouen, E. allow (alau), p. 31.

Exceptions. F. toumbe, M.E. toumbe, E. tomb (tuum).

F. double, M.E. double, E. double (dabl), and 4 others.

F. cours, M.E. cours, E. course (coors), and 3 others

(though enfonrmer should rather be enformer).

F. cloue, M.E. cloue, clowe, E. clove (clouv),
3 and

3 others.

1 This curious word retains the spelling with eo, which was meant to indicate

the sound of F. eu in the Mod. F. peuple. This sound was lost and supplanted

by long e, formerly pronounced (ei), but now (ii). W.W.S.
2 But the better O.F. spelling is faon, which becomes E. fawn regularly.

W.W.S.
3 In this difficult word it_would appear that the u, being written between two
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23. na. The French ua corresponds to the English ua

(we*i), as :

F. assuager, M.E. assuagen, E. assuage (aesweij), p. 31.

In this, the sole example, it seems that the u has become

w, and the a has become (ei) regularly, as age, p. 6.

24. iii. The French ui corresponds to the English oi, oy (oi), as :

F. destruire, M.E. destruien, E. destroy (destroi), p. 32.

Exception. F. pui, M.E. pew, E. pew (piu).

There is an interesting article on French Phonology by
Mr. Nicol, in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, pages 629-636,
under the heading France. As the information there given
is very valuable in connection with this subject, I give the

following epitome, beginning from page 632.

Old French orthography was phonetic ;
writers aimed at

representing the sounds they used, not at using a fixed

combination of letters for each word.

French and Provencal of the tenth century agree in treat-

ment of Latin final consonants and the vowels preceding
them. They agree in changing the Latin u from a labio-

guttural to a labio-palatal vowel. Compare the French lune,

Provencal luna, with Italian luna.

French of this period differs from Provencal

(1) In absorbing, rejecting or consonantizing the unac-

cented vowel of the last syllable but one. F. esclandre,

Prov. escandol, from L. scandalum.

(2) It changes an accented a, not in position, into ai

before nasals and gutturals, and not after a palatal, and

elsewhere into e
(
West F.} or ei (East F.}, which developes

an i before it when preceded by a palatal. F. main (manum),
Prov. man

;
ele (alam), East F. eile, Prov. ala

; O.F. meitie

(L. medietatem), Prov. meitat.

(3) It changes the unaccented a in a final syllable into 9,

usually written e. F. aime (ama), Prov. ama.

vowels, was actually mistaken for v and so pronounced. Conversely, M.E. pouer

(really pover) was read with u, and has become poor, though poverty is pre-
served. w.w.s.
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(4) It changes an original au into o. F. or (aurum),
Prov. aur; F. rober (O.H.G. raubon), Prov. rauber (E. rob).

(5) It changes the general Romanic e into ei. F. veine

(venam), Prov. vena
;
F. peil (pilum), Prov. pel.

SOUND-CHANGES.

Latin c. Northern French often has tsh (written ch) for

Parisian e, and conversely c for Parisian ch. Hence

E. chisel (F. ciseau, Lat. caesellum ?) ;
and E. catch,

Northern F. cachier (captiare), Parisian chacier. The

last of these gave E. chase.

Teut. w. The initial Teutonic w is retained in the north-east

and along the north coast
;

elsewhere g is prefixed.

Picard warde, werre. Parisian guarde, guerre. English

shows both forms, ward and guard.
In the twelfth century the u of gu dropped, giving
Mod. French garde, guerre (with gu=g).

Lat. a. For the Latin accented a not in position, West French

has e, East French ei, both taking i before them when
a palatal precedes. Norman and Parisian per (parem),

oiez (audiatis), Lorraine peir, oieis. In the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, the close ^ changed to the

open e, except when final, or before a silent consonant
;

F. amer (amarum) now having e, aimer (amare) re-

taining

English shows the "Western close ^
;
as : peer, Mod. F.

pair, Old F. per ; chief, Mod. F. chef, Lat. caput.

Lat. e. Latin accented e, not in position, when it came to be

followed in Old French by i, unites with this to

form i in the Western dialects, while the Eastern

have ei.

Picard, Norman, Parisian pire (pejor), piz (pectus) ;

Burgundian peire, peiz. This distinction is still

preserved.

English words show always i
; price (prix, pretium),

spite (depit, despectum).
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NASALIZATION of vowels followed by a nasal consonant

did not take place simultaneously with all vowels. A and

e before m or n, or a guttural and palatal n, were nasal in the

eleventh century. The nasalization of i and u (Modern
F. u) did not take place till the sixteenth century. In all

cases, the loss of the following nasal consonant is quite

modern. It took place whether the nasal consonant was or

was not followed by a vowel, femme and honneur being

pronounced with nasal vowels in the first syllable till after

the sixteenth century.

English generally has au (now often reduced to a) for

the Old French a vaunt (vanter, vanitare), tawny (tanne,

of Celtic origin.

F. e. ASSIMILATION OF THE NASAL e TO NASAL a did not

begin till the middle of the eleventh century, and is

not yet universal in France, though it became general

a century later. In the Roland there are several cases

of mixture in the assonances ant and ent.

English has several words with a for e before nasals

rank (rang, Old F. renc, Teut. hringa) ; pansy (pensee,

pensatum) ;
but the majority show e enter (entrer,

intrare), fleam (flamme, Old F. fleme, phlebotomum) .

This distinction is still preserved in the Norman of

Guernsey, where an and en, though both nasal, have

different sounds.

F. ai. CHANGE OF THE DIPHTHONG ai TO ei and afterwards

to ee (the doubling indicates length) had not taken

place in the earliest French documents, the words with

ai assonating only on words with a. Before nasals

(as in laine, lanam) and ie (as in pay, pacatum), ai

remained a diphthong up to the 16th century, being

apparently ei, whose fate in this situation it has followed.

English shows ai regularly before nasals and when final,

and in a few other words vain (vain, vanum), pay

(payer, pacare), wait (guetter, Teut. wahten) ;
but

before most consonants it has usually ee peace (pais,

pacem), feat (fait, factum).

F. i. Loss OR TRANSPOSITION OF * (:=y-consonant) following
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the consonant ending an accented syllable begins in the

twelfth century. Early Old F. glorie (gloriam), estudie

(studium), olie (oleum), Mod. F. gloire, e"tude, huile.

English sometimes shows the earlier form glory, study;
sometimes the later dower (douaire, Early Old F.

doarie, dotariuin), oil (huile, oleum).
1. THE VOCALIZATION OF / preceded by a vowel and followed

by a consonant becomes frequent at the end of the

twelfth century. When preceded by open e, an a is

developed before / while yet a consonant : eleventh

century salse (salsa), beltet (bellitatem), solder (soli-

dare) ;
Mod. F. sauce, beaute, souder. In Parisian,

the final el followed the fate of el before a consonant,

becoming the triphthong eau ; but in Norman the vocali-

zation did not take place, and / was afterwards rejected.

Mod. F. ruisseau, Guernsey russe (rivicellum).

English words of French origin sometimes show I

before a consonant, but the general form is u
;

scald

(e'chauder, excalidare) ;
Walter (Gautier, Tent. Wald-

hari) ; sauce, beauty, soder (usually written solder).

The final el is kept ;
veal (veau, O.F. veel, vitellum),

seal (sceau, O.F. seel, sigillum).

F. ei. In the East and Centre, ei changes to oi, while the

older sound is retained in the North-West and West.

Norman estreit (etroit, strictum), preie (proie, praedam);
twelfth century Picard and Parisian estroit, proie.

The Parisian oi, whether from ei or the Old F. oi,

became in the fifteenth century ue (mirouer=miroir,

miratorium), and in the sixteenth, in certain words,

e, now written ai\ franais, connaitre, from francois

(franceis, franciscum), conoistre (conuistre, cognoscere).

Where it did not undergo the latter change, it is now
ua or wa roi (rei, regem), croix (cruis, crucem). Before

nasals and palatal /, ei was kept veine (vena), veille

(vigila), and everywhere survives unlabialized in Mod.

Norman : Guernsey etelle (etoile, stella).

\ English shows generally ei or ai for original ei

strait (estreit), prey (preie) : but in several words has the
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later Parisian oi coy (coi, quietum), loyal (loyal,

legalem).

Lat. o or u. THE SPLITTING OF THE VOWEL-SOUND from an

accented Latin o or u not in position (reproduced in

Old French by o and u indifferently), into u, o (before

nasals) and en (the latter first a diphthong, now=Gr. o),

. is unknown to Western French till the twelfth century,
and not general in Eastern.

The sound in the eleventh century Norman was

nearer u (F. ou) than o (F. o), as words borrowed

by English show uu (at first u, then ou or ow), never 66
;

but was probably not quite u, as Mod. Norman shows

the same splitting of sound as Parisian. Old F. espose,

espuse (sponsam), nom, num (nomen), flor, flur (florem),

F. epouse, nom, fleur. English shows almost always uu
;

spouse, noun, flower (Early Mid. Eng. spuse, nun, flur) :

but nephew with eu (neveu, nepotem).
F. qu. Loss OF u OR w FROM qu dates from the end of

the twelfth century. Old F. quart (quartum), quitier

(quietare), with qu=kw. Mod. F. quart, quitter, with

qu=.k. In Walloon, the ID is preserved, couar, cuitter
;

as is the case in the English quart, quit.

F. gu. The w of gw seems to have been lost earlier, English

having simple g gage (gage, older guage, Tent, wadi),

guise (guise, Teut. wisa).

F. ou. THE CHANGE OF THE DIPHTHONG ou TO uu did not

take place till after the twelfth century, and did not

occur in Picardy, where ou became au} caus, from the

older cous, cols (cous, collos).

English keeps on distinct from uu
; vault, for vaut

(F. voute, volvitam), soder (souder, solidare).

F. ie. THE CHANGE OF THE DIPHTHONG ie TO SIMPLE e is

specially Anglo-Norman. In Old French of the Con-

tinent these sounds never rhyme, in English they

constantly do
;
and English shows, with rare exceptions,

the simple vowel fierce (Old F. fiers, ferus), chief

(chief, caput), with ie=ee
;

but pannier (panier,

panarium).
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At the beginning of the modern, period, Parisian

dropped the i of ie, when preceded by ch or j chef,

abreger (Old F. abregier, abbreviare) ; elsewhere,

except in verbs, ie is retained fier (ferum), pitie

(pietatem).

F. an. In the sixteenth century, au changed to ao, then to

d, its present sound, rendering maux (Old F. mals,

malos), identical with mots (muttos).

au of eau underwent the same change, but its e was

still sounded as 9 (e in que) ;
in the next century this

was dropped, making veaux (Old F. veels, vitellos),

identical with vaux (vals, valles).

A still later change is the GENERAL LOSS OF THE

VOWEL (written e) OF UNACCENTED FINAL SYLLABLES.

This vowel preserved in the sixteenth century the sound

9, which it appears to have had in Early Old French.

In later Anglo-Norman, the final d (like every other

sound) was treated exactly as the same sound in Middle

English, i.e. it came to be omitted or retained at pleasure,

and in the fifteenth century disappeared. In Old French

the loss of the final d was confined to a feic words and

forms. In the fifteenth century before a vowel gen-

erally disappears ;
and in the sixteenth century, 9 after

an unaccented vowel and in the syllable ent after

a vowel, does the same. Avoient had two syllables,

as now (avaient), but in Old French three syllables (as

L. habebant). These phenomena occur much earlier in

the Anglicized French of England fourteenth century

aveynt (Old F. aveient). But the universal loss of the

final e did not take place in French till the eighteenth

century, after the general loss of final consonants.

ORTHOGRAPHY.

All combinations of vowel-letters represented diphthongs.

Thus ai-=.a followed by i; ou=6u or on; ui= either oi

(Anglo-Norman ui], or yi ; and similarly with the others

ei, eu, oi, iu, ie, ne, (ce), and the triphthong ieu.
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The dropping of silent s, the distinction of close and

open e by acute and grave accents, and the restriction of i

and u to vowel-sounds, and of j and v to consonant-sounds,

are due to the sixteenth century.
The replacement of oi, where it had assumed the value e,

by at, did not begin till the last century, and was not the

rule till the present one.

Since the sixteenth century, changes in French spelling

have been very small. Modern French is as unphonetic as

English, and has even lost some characteristics of the old

language which English has preserved. Indeed, English

preserves many features of French orthography, such as

the use of c for the sound of s, of j (i) for the sound efeA,

of v (u) for v (which was written / in A.S.), of ch for tsh,

w for the runic letter having the same value, and of qu for civ.

In Norman, the Old French 6 had become very like u, and

in English went entirely into it
; o, which was one of its

French signs, then came to be often used for u in English

(come for cume).

U having often in Old French its Modern French value,

was so used in English, and replaced the Old English (A. S.)

y (busy for bysi, M. E. brud for bryd) ;
and y was often used

for i (day for dai).

In the thirteenth century, when ou had come to represent

u in France, it was borrowed by English, and used for the

long sound of that vowel (sour for sur) ;
and gu, which had

come to mean simply g hard, was occasionally used to re-

present the sound g before i and e (guess for gesse).

Some of the early modern etymological spellings were

imitated in English, as in the words phlegm, author.

Mr. Nicol has also contributed the following valuable

articles to the Philological Society's Transactions. On the

diphthong au, Transactions for 1877-9, p. 562 ;
on some

points in Early English pronunciation, p. vi (of the same

volume) ;
on some English derivations, p. xii (of the same) ;
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on Middle-English Orthography, p. ix
;

on Old French

Labial Vowels, Transactions for 1873-4, p. 77.

There is an article by Mr. J. Payne, on The Norman
Element in the spoken and written English of the twelfth,

thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries, and in our Provincial

Dialects, in the Transactions for 1868-9, pp. 352449.
Some remarks upon this article will be found in Mr. A. J.

Ellis's Early English Pronunciation, p. 438. Mr. Ellis has

also investigated the pronunciation of the Norman-French
ai and ei in the same work, pp. 450 459

;
with some

remarks upon Norman and. English rhymes, pp. 460 466.

For frequent aid throughout this little work I am

especially indebted to my father, at whose suggestion I first

undertook it, and without whose aid I could not have

completed it.

B. M. S.

CAMBRIDGE, December 19, 1884.





ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS.

ab alt.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (AL-AN).

al (continued}.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (AN-AR.).

ail (continued).

FRENCH.

franchise

gangle (s.)

langage

langour



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (AR).

ar (continued'].

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (AR-AS).

ar (continued).

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FUENCH VOWELS (AT-AX ;
LONG A).

at ax.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (LONG A).

a (continued}.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (EB-EM).

eb eg.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (EM-EN).

em (continued}.

FRENCH.



10 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (EN-Es).

?H (continued"].

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (ES-EX).

C8 (continued}.

11

FRENCH.



12 AXGLO-FREXCH VOWELS (E).

e (becoming ).

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (fi-ER).

C (becoming ) (continued].

13

FRENCH.



14 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (ER).

er (continued}.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (ifi-iv).

ib iv.

15

FRENCH.



16 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (iB-IV ;
LONG

l).

ib iv (continued}.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (LONG l).

1 (continued'].

17

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (OB-OP).

i (continued).

FRENCH.

chemise

lige (adj.}

ligeance



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (OR-Ov). 19

or.

FRENCH.



20 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (o).

O (becoming u).

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (o).

O (becoming ail, etc.} (continued}.

21

FRENCH.



22 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (u).

O (continued}.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (u).

11 (short} (continued}.

23

FRENCH.



24 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (LONG u).

II

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH DIPHTHONGS (Ai).

11 (continued"].

25

FRENCH.



26 ANGLO-FRENCH DIPHTHONGS (AI, AU).

ai, ay, ae, ao (continued}.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH DIPHTHONGS (AU, EA, Efi).

ail (continued}.

27

FRENCH.



28 ANGLO-FRENCH DIPHTHONGS (El).

ei, ey.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH DIPHTHONGS (fil-OE).

ei, ey, eo (continued}.

29

FRENCH.



30 ANGLO-FRENCH DIPHTHONGS (OE-OY).

OC (continued}.

FRENCH. MID. ENGLISH. PRONUNCIATION.

remoever, re-

mover removen remove

coeverfu courfew curfew

soeffrir



ANGLO-FRENCH DIPHTHONGS (OU~UA). 31

Oil, OW.

FRENCH.



32 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS (ui).

111.

FRENCH.



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS.

beryl 540



34 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS.

despoil 1159



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS. 35

joust 1205



36 ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS.

poise 1122, 1171



ANGLO-FRENCH VOWELS. 37

temple 315
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PREFACE.

JHIS tract is printed from a manuscript
written on five sheets of paper folded in

quarto form. The leaves have been slight-

ly cut and now measure seven and a half inches

by five and a half. The paper is water-marked

with a hand or glove, to the middle finger of

which a six pointed star is attached by a short

line. Each page contains from 22 to 25 lines

closely written in a correspondence hand of the

earlier half of the 1 5th century.

The manuscript is now in the possession of

Mr. Denison of Albemarle-street and is regarded

as one of the most interesting relics in his famous

angling collection. To him it came from the

library of Mr. Jesse at the dispersal of which by
auction in November, 1868, it was sold for 45$.

The following note by Mr. Joseph Haslewood,

giving its previous history as far as is known, is
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now bound up with the original, and a transcript

in the handwriting of the same gentleman :

" Of this volume. The following 20 pages is the

fragment of a manuscript of the earlier part of the

xvth century and forms a considerable portion of

the 'little pamphlet' first printed in the Book of

St. Albans. This is the same manuscript as is

noticed in the Introduction to the reprint of that

volume (p. 63) as formerly in the possession of the

typographical historian William Herbert who trans-

cribed same, and that copy is there referred to as

then possessed by the late Mr. Townley. The

original, here preserved, passed from the possession
of Herbert to Mr. Brand, and from Inm to the late

George Isted, Esq., who presented it to me a few

months before he died. It was bound with other

manuscripts of less interest and value. A paginary

transcript was added for the convenience of reading,
wherein it will be found the letter y is occasionally

substituted for the Saxon compound character b,

or th. Bound bv C. Lewis, 1823. J. H."

At the reference here given to the reprint in

1810 of the treatise attributed to Dame Juliana

Barnes, Mr. Haslewood says :

"
It extends to the instructions respecting the

trout, and stops with the bait to be used in Sep-
tember. There is the customary difference in

orthography; and three instances occur of variations

in the introductory matter, which may here be pre-

served." ( p. 63)
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He then quotes the passage on our third page

beginning,
(t

Many a gyn & many a snayr he

maket"
;
the addition on page four of the words :

''and sum tyme death"
;
while the third variation

is given as follows :

"Also whoso wol vse ye game & disporte of

anglyng, he must take hede to thys sentence of the

olde pube yt is thise vsus

Surge miser mane sq noli surger, vane

Sanctificat sanat dicat quoq surger. mane "

This passage will be found (with a difference) on

our fifth page.

The "Advertisement" to Mr. Pickering's

reprint of the ''

Treatyse of fysshynge
"

pub-

lished in 1827, also makes mention of the manu-

script and in these terms :

" The only MS. of the Treatyse which is known
to be extant, is a fragment now in the possession of

Joseph Haslewood, Esq., and which formerly

belonged to Mr. William Herbert. It does not

extend farther than the instructions relating to the

bait for trout ;
and the different readings between

it and the printed copies, which are very few and

unimportant, are minutely given by that accurate

and indefatigable reviver of old English literature

in his reprint of the Boke of St. Alban's."

We are unaware of any other printed reference

to the manuscript.
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Unfortunately it is more imperfect than has

hitherto been noticed. True, it breaks offamong
the baits for the trout, but four of the earlier

pages are also wanting. All these missing

passages are here supplied from the printed
"
Treatyse

" and are those on pp. 9-15, 23-37

enclosed within square brackets.

The differences between the treatise as given

in this MS. and as printed in the " Book of St.

Albans," are more important than the above

statements would lead us to believe. They extend

not only to the orthography but equally to the

phrase, and in very many places to the sense also.

That it is an independent text cannot be doubted,

and in this opinion we are supported by the

high authority of the Rev. Professor Skeat,

who is inclined to assign it an earlier date than

1450. Though piobably an older form of the

treatise printed at Westminster in 1496, it is

drawn from the same original, which, wherever it

first came from, was at that time written in our

language. The close correspondence in many pas-

sages forbids the idea that the two versions were

independent translations from another tongue.

Originally from the French it may have been.
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The " Book of St. Albans," as Professor Skeat

remarks,
u

is a mere hash-up of something much

older. Most of the hawking and hunting is a

translation of the Venerie de Twety of the time

of Edward II. This appears from Halliwell and

Wright's Reliquice Antiques, where another

English translation of the same original is given."

These treatises, we may observe, are for the most

part simply a collection of recipes, and do not

present the complete and systematic form of the

treatise on fishing.

The present treatise is written in the ordinary

dialect of the neighbourhood of London the

usual literary dialect of the day. In this respect

it does not differ from the version already printed.

We have carefully preserved its orthography,

including such mistakes of the scribe as thinhe

for thinge, &c., and its punctuation. Here and

there a word is scarcely distinguishable, and oc-

casionally one has been docked by the binder,

but the MS. is well preserved and the writing is

by no means difficult to read
;
so that if any mis-

takes have escaped the five or six revisions we

have given the text, we must bear the blame.

The abbreviations have been extended in all
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instances and the omitted letters given in italic.

The thorn letter
J>,

and middle English 5, have

been used whenever they occur. Only the final

e when (possibly) expressed by a curve in the tail

of the preceding letter, has been always ignored.

When we found that the Latin words labor

and surgere were written with the same twist

over the top of the r, in one case meaning e and

in the other meaning nothing, we abandoned

the attempt to distinguish between the writer's

flourishes of design and his flourishes of caprice.

The distinct sound of the final e had passed out

of use when the manuscript was written. The

curve may be held in the light of a survival, and

though the writer may have intended to add e

to 'or and 4

mor,' &c, the letter in that position

had then no more phonetic value than it has now.

That more than one treatise on fishing was

in existence at the time the present one was

written, and that these were of foreign origin,

may be inferred from the remarks of the writer

when treating of the Carp, of which " there ben

but fewe in Englande.'' He, or she (assuming a

Dame Juliana) proceeds :
*' therefore I wryte the

lasse of hym. . . As touchynge his baytes I
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haue but lytyll knowlege of it . . but well I

wote that the redde wornie and the menow ben

good batys for hym at all tymes as I haue herde

saye of persones credyble & also founde wryten
in bokes of credence."

Some of these " bokes of credence ''

may still

be extant, unnoticed among the manuscripts of

Continental libraries. The more likely, seeing

that, enthusiastic fishers as are the French, the

literary side of the sport has scarcely presented

itself to that practical people. Perhaps some one

may be incited to search among the tracts on
"
Venerie," for in their company may some on

fishing yet be found.

We cannot conclude without expressing our

thanks for the valuable aid rendered by the

Rev Professor Skeat in the preparation of the

Glossary that follows the text.

T. S.

Downshire Hill,

August 8, 1883.





in hys paraboles seith \>at a glad

spirit maket a flowrywg age That ys to

sey a feyre age & a longe and sitn hyt ys

so I aske*js questyon wyche bynne J?e menys&
cause to reduse a man to a mery spryte Truly vn

to my symple discresabn it semyth me good &
honest dysportey and games in wyche a mans hert

joythe vfi\Jt owt any repentans Than pis folowythe

jwl: good & honeste disports by cause of mermys
fare age and longe lyfe Therfor now will y cheyiT

'"

of iiij good disports and honest gamys ft ys to

sey of huntyng haukyng fowlyng and fyschyng

namely anglyng wz'tA a rod or a yarde a lyne and

a hoke and for of to treyt as my sympulnes may
suffice boith for the seyde reson of Salonon and

also for the reson of physyke mayd yn J>is wyse
Si tibi deficiant medici medici tibi fiant

HC tria mews leta labor & moderata dieta

That ys to sey yf a man lak leches or medicens he

schall make iij thynges hys medicens or leches and

he schall neuer neyd to mo The fyrst of them ys

mery thowght The
ij
d

is labur mesurably The

iijdys good dyetofcleyn metes& drynkes sesenable



*v.

Fyrst Jjen yf a man wyl be mery & haue a glad

spry spry t he must eschew all contrary us corapanye

and all places of debate and stryves wher he inyjt

haue occasyon of malencoly and yf he wyl haue

a labur not outrages, he must the orden hym to hys
cjQAX^'Vt^ai*.

hertes plesens vfiih owt stody pensifulnes or trauel

a mery occupacion wyche may reioyse hys hert

and hys spryit in honest man^r and yf he wyl dyet

hym selfe mesurably he must eschew all places of
. JiCjC^JL*-*-

ryot wiche is cause of surfettes and seknes and he

must draw hym to a place of sweyt eyr and hungre
& ete norysching metes & defyabul Y wyl

fj fij<Jv

nowdyscryve theseyd iiij
or
disports and gamysto

fend the best of them as wyll as y can. All be
ft<.

J J

it fat j>e ryjght nobul Duke of Yorke late calde

master of the game hathe dyscryved the myrthes
of huntyng lyke as y thynke to scryue of it and

all |>e other j>e greuys For huntyng as to myne
entent is to gret labur The hunter must all day
renne & folow hys howndes travelyng & swetyng
ful soyr he blowythe tyl hys lyppys blyst<?r and

wen he wenyt hyt be a hare ftiloften h/'t ys a

lieyghoge thus he cliaset and wen he cu/wmet

home at even, reyn beton seyr prykud \rilh thorues

and hys clothes tornes wet schod, fulwy;-suz of

hys howndes lost som lui^aTted suche grevys &
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meny &%er to the hunter hapeth wiche for

di'splesous of hem Jwt louyth hyt I dare not report

all. Trewly me semyt fat pis ys not the best

disport and game of the seyd iiij
or-

Haw.kynge

Thys disporte and game of hawkyng is laborous
. . -frn~Ufr{e|<^<vva. .*.

an<i ryght noyous also as me semyth & it is very

trowthe. The fawkner often tymes leseih nys

hawkes ^e hunter hys houndes pen all hys disporte

ben gon and don Full often he cryethe & w'ystel

tyl he be sor a thryst hys hawke taket a bowe

and list not onys to hym reward wen he wolde
.^lAjJU-

haue her for to fle The wyl sche bayihe wz't/fc

mysfedyng jperT'schall sche haue the frounce pe

Rey }>e Cray and mony op<?;
; seknes fat brynget

hur to
j>e

souce theise me semyth be good profet

but the be not
j>e

best gamys of the seyd iiij
or -

Fowlyng
The disporte and game of fowlyng me semyth

*L t.
f)

most symplvest for yn the season of somer J>e

fowler spedyt not But yn fe most herde & colde

wedyre he is soyr greved for he wolde go to hys

gynnes he may not for colde many a gyn and

many a snayr he maket & mony he leset, yn Jje

mernyng he walket yn the dew he goyth also

wetsciiode and soyr a colde to dyner by the morow
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and sum tyme to bed or he haue wyl sowpud for

any thynge \a\. he may geyt by fowlyng. Meny
other syche y can rehers but my magyf or angre

maket me to leyf Thys me semyth fat huntyng

haukyng and fowlyng be so laborous & greuous

pat non of them may p^rforme to enduce a man
to a mery spryjt ^pe" wyche is cause of longe lyfe

acordyng to the seyd p<zrabul of Salomon.

Fyschvnge,
Dowtles then- folowyth it pat" it must nedys be pe

disporte and game of fyschyng vfith an angul rode

for all bper maner of fyschyng is also ryght labure

and grevous often causyng men to be ryght weyth
and colde wyche mony tymes hathe be seyn the

cheyf cause of infyrmyte and su//z tyme deythe.

But the angleer may haue no colde ne no disese

ne angur but he be causer hymselfe for he may
not gretly lose but a lyne or an hoke of wyche he

may hayf plente of hys owyne makyng or of o\>er

mens as thys sympul tretes schall teche hym so

then hys loste ys no grevous. And o\>er grevous

may he haue non But yf any fysche breke a wey
from hym wen he is vp on hys hoke in londyng
of the same fych or els pat ys to sey pat he cache

not pe wich be no greyt grevous For yf he fayl

of on he may not faylle of a no]>er yf he do as thys
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tretes folowys schall yii forme hym but yf \er ben

non yn J>e \vatur wer he schall angul and et at J>e

leste he schall haue hys holsom walke & mery at

hys own ease and also meny a sweyt eayr of cfyuers"

erbis & flowres b<zt schall make hyt ryght hongre
& well disposud in hys body he schall heyr be

melodyes melodious of pe Erm'B^y 'ot^t)ryde he

schall se also be fbng swannys & signetes folowyng

per Eyroiirs DiTctces Cootes herons & many Q\er

fowlys wztA jTeY

f

brodys wyche me semyt better

ben all be noyse of houndes & blastes of homes &
i

-

. :

d\er gamys bat fawkners & hunters can make or

els be games ]pat fowlers can make and yf be

angler take* j>e fysche hardly ben ys jper^o man

meryer ben lie is in hys sprites. Also whoso wol

vse be game and disporte of angleyng he muste

take hede to thys sentence of the olde prouerbe

bt is thise versus

Surge miser mane set noli surgere vane

Sanctificat sanat ditat quoque surgei'e mane
This is to sey he must ryse erly be wiche

J>Ing ys

ryght prophetabul to man yn thys wyse On is

for helthe of the sowyt for hyt schall cause a

man to be holy yf euer he schall be wel set to God.

The ijd cause is it schall cause bodely helthe and

schall cause hym to lyfe longe The iijd hyt



schall cause hym to be ryc,he wordly and gostly

yn goodys & goodnes ]>iis

J

haue y proued in

myne entent pat the dispoi te of angelynge is the

very meyn pat causeth a man to be mery spyryt

wyche aftur pe" sayd parabol of Salomow and the

doctrine of physyke maket a flowryng age and

longe lyfe and perfor to all po pat DC virtuose

gentyle & freborne I wryte pis^sympul tretes
^kflC

'

folowynge by the wiche je may haue pe ful crafte

of angelyng to sport fowV/tA at Jowr luste to the

yntent \a\. jowr age may be mor flour and pe

longur endur Then yf ye wyll be crafte yn

angelyng ye muste furst lurne to mak jowr

harnes pat ys to sey yowr rod yowr lynys of

dy[uers] colors & yowr hokes afti?r pit ye must

know how je schall angel & yn wat places of the

watur how depe & wat tyme of the daye for wat

man^r of fysche in wath wedur how many

Impediments] per ben yn anglyng and especially

viiih wat bayt to cuery dyursefysche yn yche

moneth in pe jer how je schall make ^o\vi
r
baytes

brede wher ye schall fynde pern & how je schall

fynde them & how je schall kepe p^m and for pe

most crafty pyng how ye schall make yor hokes
7*-0 (.-

***
of steyl & of osmonde som for pe to dub & som

^/.if

for pe flote as ye schall her aftur all pese je schall
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fynd expressed openly to your ye.

How ye schall make gowr rode

And how }e schall make yowr Rodde craftely I

schall tell jow ye schall kytte betwene Mychelmas
and Candulmas a feyr staf evyn of a vj fote long

or mor as ye lyst of hasill vvilowe or aspe and

beke hem in a ovyn when ye bake & set hym
evy[n] ryght as ye can make hym ben let hym
cole & drye a fowr wykes or mor Then take &

bynd hym fast with a good corde vn to a forme

or to an evyn squar tree & fen take a plumars

wyr btf t is evyn & strong & scharpe at be oon ende

pen hete the scharpe ende in a charcol fyr tyl hyt

be hote & pers be stafe \er with thorow be pith

of the seyd stafe Fyrste at be oon ende & sithen
&<4

at be other tyll hyt be thorow & then take a bryd

spytte & bryn hym as ye seme tyll it be to thyne
entente in a maner as a tapur of wax & wax hym
then let hym ly stylle two days after tyl hyt be

thorow colde tan vn bynde hym & let hym diye

yn a smoke howse or yn a howsroyf tyl hyt be

thorow drye In be" Same seysen take a yarde of

white hasil & beih' hym even & streighte & let

hym drye yn be same wyse as hyt ys seyd of the

stafe and wen they be drye make be yarde mete

vn to the hole of the seyd stafe yn to be halfe
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stafe lynket lyngh and to p^rforme feTbther halfe

of pe
s

'crop/ Take a feyr schoyt of blake thorne

crabtre medeler or geneper cut yn J?e same sesun

and wyl bethed and streyght & bynd hem to

gydur fetely so \a\. ]>e cropp may justly entur all

in to fe seyd hole then schaue the stafe and make

hyt tapur wyys waxing fen virell J>e staff wel at

bothe endys w/t^ hopy of yren or laten wzt/& a

pyke yn fe nej^r ende festnyed vfith a remevyng
vise to take in & owt J?e crop/. Then set your

crop an honful wzt^ yn fe ovir ende of jowr stafe

in suche wyse \a\. it be also bigge ther as any
other place a bove Than arme jowr crop at fe

ovir ende down to the frete wzt^ a lyn of vi herys

& double the lyne & frete hyt fast yn fe top wz'bfr

a nose to fasten an your lyne and ]>us schall ye
make yow a rode so p^rfet & fete ]>at %e may
walke \er \iiih and fer schall no man wyt wer a

bowt ye go and hyt wyl be ly?t & nemyll to fysche

w/t/z at yowr plesur & devyce.

To colour your lynes

Aftur pat ye haue made jowr rodde ye must lern

to colur your lynys of heyr in J?ys wise First ye

must take of a wyht hors tayle fe lengest her fat

may be had & etf^f the rounder }>e
better it is &

when ye haue departyd it at vi p^rtes fen coler
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euery parte by hyt selfe in dyu^s colers as yn to

yelow Grene Broune Tawny Russet and duskyn
colur Furst to make jowr jelo here Take smale

ale a potell and stamp it wztA iij handful of walnot

levys and a quarter of alom & put them all to

gedur in a bras panne & boyle hem wel to gedur
& wen hjyt ys colde put yn fowr^lieyr J?at ye wyll

haue jelow tyl hyt be as dyrk as ye wyl heue it

& fen take hyt owte.

To make grene colour

Ye schall take smal ale J>e quantyte of a quarte

& put it yn a lytul panne and put \er to halfe ft>

alom & do zowr here \er to & let hyt boyl halfe a

nowyr Then take jowr here & let hyt drye fan

take a potell of watur and put hyt yn a panne &

put \er to of welde or waxen ii to handful & presse

hyt down with a peyse and let hyt boyle softly

halfe a nowyr and wen hyt jelow in the skome

put \er yn yowr here and \er with halfe a ft of

coperose wel beton yn to poudur & let it boyle

halfe a myle wey and then set hyt down & let it

coyl v or vi owres & then take owt your here &
let hyt drye & J>er ye schall haue fe best greyn

part may be for the watur and J>e moyr )xzt ?e put

to of the copras the grener hyt wyl be.

[ IF A nother wyse ye maye make more bryghter
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grene, as thus I.etc woode your heer in an

woodefatte a lyght plunket colour And thenne

sethe hym in olde or wyxin lyke as I haue sayd :

sauynge ye shall not put therto neyther coporose

ue vertgrees. TFor to make your heer yelowdyght
it wyth alym as 1 haue sayd before. And after

that wyth oldys or wyxin wythout coporose or

vertgrees. ^A nother yelow ye shal make thns.

Take smalle ale a potell : and stampe thre handful

of walnot leues and put togider : And put in your
heer tyll that it be as depe as ye woll haue it.

^1 For to make russet heer. Take stronge lye a

pynt and halfe a pounde of sote and a lytyll iuce

of walnot leuys and a quarte of alym : and put

theym alle togyder in a panne and boylle theym
well. And whan it is colde put in youre heer

tyll it be as derke as ye woll haue it. ^ For to

make a browne colour. Take a pounde of sote

and a quarte of ale : and seth it wyth as many
walnot leuys as ye maye. And whan they wexe

blacke sette it from the fire. And put therin

your heer and lete it lye sty 11 tyll it be as browne

as ye woll haue it.

If For to make a nother browne. Take stronge

ale and sote and tempre them togyder. and put

therin your heer iwo dayes and two nyghtes and
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it shall be ryght a good colour.

f For to make a ta-vney coloure. Take lyme
and water & put theym togyder : and also put

your heer therin foure or fyue houres. Thenne

take it out and put it in a Tanners ose a day : and

it shall be also fyne a tawney colour as nedyth

to our purpoos 1[The syxte parte of your heer

ye shall kepe styll whyte for lynes for the dubbyd
hoke to fysshe for the trought and graylyn.ye :

and for snialle lynes for to rye for the roche and

the durse.

Whan your heer is thus colourid : ye must knowe

for whiche waters and for whyche seasons they

shall serue. If The grene colour in all clere water

rom Apryll tyll Septembre. IT The yelowe

coloure in euery clere water from Septembre tyll

Nouembre : For is is lyke \e wedys and other

manere grasse whiche growyth in the waters and

ryuers whan they ben broken. \ The russet

colour seruyth all the wynter vnto the ende of

Apryll. as well in ryuers as in poles or lakys

ITThe browne colour seruyth for that water that is

blacke dedisshe in ryuers or in other waters.

^[ The tawney colour for those waters that ben

hethy or morysshe.
Now m ist ye make youre lynes in this wyse.
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Fyrste loke that ye haue an Instrument lyke vnto

this fygure portrayed folowynge. Thenne take

your heer & kytte of the smalle ende an hondfull

large or more, For it is neyther stronge nor yet

sure. Thenne torne the toppe to the taylle

eueryche ylyke moche. And departe it in to thre

partyes. Thenne knytte euery part at the one

ende by hymself. And at the other ende knytte
all thre togyder : and put \e same ende in that

other ende of your Instrument that hath but one

clyft. And sett that other ende faste wyth the

wegge foure fyngers in alle shorter than your heer.

Thenne twyne euery warpe one waye & ylyke

moche : and fasten theym in thre clystes ylyke

streyghte. Take thenne out that other ende and

twyne it that waye that it woll desyre ynough.
Thenne streyne it a lytyll : and knytte it for

vndoynge : and that is good. And for to knowe

to make your Instrument : loo here it is in fygure.

And it shall be made of tree sauynge the bolte

vnderneth : whiche shall be of yren.

Whan ye haue as many of the lynkys as ye

suppose wol suffyse for the length of a lyne :

thenne must ye knytte theym togyder wyth a

water knotte or elles a duchys knotte. And whan

your knotte is knytte : kytte of
J>e voyde shorte
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endes a strawe brede for the knotte. Thus shal

ye make youre lynes fayr & fyne : and also ryght

sure for ony manere fysshe. IT And by cause that

ye sholde knowe bothe the water knotte & also

the duchys knotte : loo theym here in fygure

caste vnto the lyknesse of the draughte.

Ye shall vnderstonde that the moost subtyll &

hardyste crafte in makynge of your harnays is

for to make your hokis. For whoos makyng ye
must haue fete fyles, thyfi and sharpe & smalle

beten : A semy clam of yren : a bender : a payr
of longe & smalle tongys : an harde knyfe som

deale thycke : an anuelde : & a lytyll hamour.

If And for smalle fysshe ye shall make your hokes

of the smalest quarell nedlys that ye can fynde of

stele, & in this wyse. IF Ye shall put the quarell

in a redde charkcole fyre tyll that it be of the

same colour that the fyre is. Thenne take hym
out and lete hym kele : and ye shal fynde him

well alayd for to fyle. Thenne reyse the berde

wyth your knyfe, and make the poynt sharpe.

Thenne alaye hym agayn : for elles he woll breke

in the bendyng. Thenne bende hym lyke to the

oende fyguryd herafter in example. And greeter

nokes ye shall make in the same wyse of gretter

nedles : as broderers nedlis : or taylers : or
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shomakers nedlis spere poyntes, & of shomakers

nalles in especyall the beste for grete fysshe. and

that they bende atte the poynt whan they ben

assayed, for elles they ben not good. 1f Whan the

hoke is bendyd bete the hynder ende abrode : &

fyle it smothe for fretynge of thy lyne. Thenne

put it in the fyre agayn : and yeue it an easy

redde hete. Thenne sodaynly quenche it in

water : and it woll be harde & stronge. And for

to haue knowlege of your Instrumentes : lo theym
here in fygure portrayd. *$ Hamour. Knyfe.

Pynsons. Clam Wegge. Fyle. Wreste. &
Anuelde.

Whan ye haue made thus your hokis : thenne

must ye set theym on your lynes acordynge in

gretnesse & strength in this wyse. IT Ye shall

take smalle redde silke. & yf it be for a grete

hoke thene double it : not twynyd. And elles

for smale hokys lete it be syngle : & thenvyth

frette thycke the lyne there as the one ende of

your hoke shal sytte a strawe brede. Then<? sette

there your hoke : & frette hym wyth the same

threde \e two partes of the lengthe that shall be

frette in all. And whan ye come to the thyrde

parte thenne torne the ende of your lyne agayn

vpon the frette dowble. & frette it so dowble that
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other thyrde parte. Thenne put your threde in

at the hose twys or thries & lete it goo at eche

tyme rounde abowte the yerde of your hoke.

Thenne wete the hose & drawe it tyll that it be

faste. And loke that your lyne lye euermore

wythin your hokys : & not without. Thenne

kytte of the lynys ende & the threde as nyghe
as ye maye : sauynge the frette.

Now ye knowe wyth how grete hokys ye shall

angle to euery fysshe : now I woll tell you]

Wyth how many herys ye schall angle wztA

for euery fysche

Fyrst for the menewes w/tA a lyne of on heyr for

pe wexen Roche the bleke and the gogyn &
)>e

Roffe witA a lynne of ii herys For the Dare &

J?e greyt Roche v/tA a lyne of
iij herys For the

perche the flounder
J>e breme \vttA a lyne of

iiij

herys For the cheven chobe the tenche the Ele

vrilh a lyne of vj herys For Je trowyt the

grelyng and
]>e barbyl and J>e greyt cheven witA

a lyne of ix herys For J>e gret Trowt
}>e grelyng

&
)>e perche with a lyne of xij herys. For a

Samon witA xv For the pyke ye schall take a

good fyne lyne of pak thryde made yn man<?r of

a chalke lyne made browne witA yor colour as

ys a for seyd enarmyd witA wyre for bytyng a
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sundure your lynys must be plomed with leyd

and
J>e

next plume to the hoke schall be ther from

a large fote & more and euery pluwbe of quantite

of
J>e gretnes of the lyne. )?er be

iij man^r of

plumbyng Fyrst for a grond lyne rennyng and

for the floyt set vppon the grounde lyne lying a

x plumys renyng all to gedur. On )>e gronde

lyne lying a xx or x smale plu/wbes For
J>e

floote

plumbe hym so hevy \>at Jie lest ploke of any

fysche may pluke hym doune yn to )>e
watur

And make hym rounde & smothe \>at Jjei
fast

not on stones or weedys wyche wolde let yow
gretly in yor disporte of angelynge.

How ye schall make your flotes.

Ye schall make jovvr flotes in fys wise Take a

feyr corke yat ys clene v?ith oute many hoolys

boyr hyt Jjorow w/'tA a smale hoyt yrn & put \er

yn a penne at J>e gretter hoole Then schap hem

yn man^r of a dove egge lesse and mor os e

wylle & make hem smothe a pon a gynston And

your floyt for on heyr be no bygger a pese for
ij

herys as a beyn for xij heres as a walnot and so

forthe Query lyne aftur hys gretnes All maner

of lynes must haue a floyt to angle virth saue

only J>e gronde lyne and the rernyng ground

lyne must haue a floote The lying ground lyne
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How many man*?;' of anglynges

fat Jjer bene.

Now I haue lerned jow to make your hernes now

wyll I tell ?ow how ye schall vnderstende fiat jjer

be vj maner of anglywg Oon is at
jje grounde

for fe troute A nother at
J>e grounde at an arche

of a brydge or at a stondyng wer hyt ebbethe or

flowethe for bleke Roche and Dare. The iijd is

with owt floote for all man^r of fyche The iiij
th

with a mener for the troute with owte plumbe or

floote the same maner of Roche and Darse with

a lyne of i or ij herys batyd with a flye The V th

is with a dubbed hooke for the troute & gralyng

and for the principall poynt of anglyng kepe you
euer from )>e watur and from

J>e syjt of fyche fer

on the londe or els be hynde a busche or a tre

jjtft }>e fysche see yow not for yf he do he wyl
not bytte and loke ye shadow not the watur as

moche as ye may for hyt ys a thynhe wyche wyl
a fray J>e fyche and yf he be a frayd he wyl not

byt a good while aftur For all rnan<?r of fyche

\a\. fedyt by the grownde ye schall angle to hym
in the myddes of the watur & som deyl moyr be

neythe ]>en a boue for euer
|>e gret<?r fyche the

ner he lythe J?e
boten of

J>e
watur and the smaler
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fyche comenly swywmiyth a bove The vj
d
good

poynte ys when ye fyche byteth \at je be not to

hasty to smyt hym nor to late Ye must a byde

tylle ye suppose J?at J>e bayte and the hoke be

welle yn the mouthe of the fyche and then stryke

hym and jjys ys for the grounde and for the floot

wen je bey thywke hyt pulled softely vndur the

watur or els caryed vpon fe watur softly then

smyte hym and se )>at je never ouer smyt pe

strynght of jowr lyne for brekyng and yf he hap
to stryke a gret fyche with a smayl lyne ye must

leyd hym in the watwr and labur )>er tyll he be

outcome and weryd Than take hym as well as

ye may and be war J>at je holde not ouer
J?e

strynght of jowr lyne and yf 56 may yn any

wyse let not hym on at the lynes ende stregiht

from jow but kepe hym euer )>e
rod and euer

holde hym straight So pat je may susteyn hys

lepys & hys plumbes \vi\Ji the helpe of yowr honde.

In wat place is best angleyng.

Her y wyll declar in wat places of the watur ye

schall angle to yowr best spede ye schall angle yn
a pole or yn a stondyng watur yn every place

\er it is any )>yng depe )>er is no grete choyse

in a pole for it is but a pryson to fysche and )>ei

lyve moste parte in pryson and hungre as 9



prisoner \er for it is
J>e

lesse mastry to take hyih
But in rewarde ye schall angle euery place wher

it is depe and clere by fe grounde as grauel or

clay vftth owten mudde or wedes and especiall yf

J>er be a werly wherly pyt of watur or a couerte

as an holow banke or greyt rottes of treys or long

wedys flotyng a boue
J?e

watur wher fe fysche

may couer hym at dyu^rse tymes Also in depe

stiff stremys and yn falles of watur and weeres

flode gates and mylle pittes and weyr ]>e watur

restith by the banke & J>e streme renneyth nye

\er by and ys dep & clere by the grounde and yn

tfper places wher he may se any fyche howvyng
and fede a bove.

Wat tyme of
J>e day is best to angleyng.

Ye schall wete
J?e best tyme is to angle from the

be gynnyng of May vn to Septembre the bytywg

tyme ys erly by the morow from
iiij

at cloke vn to

viij At aftur none from iiij
vn to viij but not

so good as is in
J>e morow And yf hyt be a

colde westeling wynde and a darke lowryng

day fan wyl J>e fysche cowmynly bite all day
For a darke day is moche betur fen any o]>er

cleyr wedur from the be gynnyng of September
vn to J>e ende of Apryle spare no tyme of the day
Also mony poyl fysche wvl bytte beste yn none
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tyme and yf ye se any tyme of the day \>e trowyt

or the graylyng lepe angle to hym wt\A a dub

accordyng to the same moneth And \ver the

ivatur ebbyt and flowythe )>e fysche wyll bite in

some place at )>e
floode all after )>at |>ei haue

restyng by hynd pilys or arches of briggs and

o)>er suche places

In wat wedur is best angleyng

Ye schall angle as y seyde be for in darke lowryng
wedur when the wynde blovvethe softely and yn
somer seasen when hyt ys brennyng hote It is

from September vn to Apryl and yn a feyrsonne

day ys good to angle in And yf the wynde j>at

sesan haue any parte of
J>e

oriente northe
)>e

wetur Jjen ys good and wen hyt ys a greyt wynde
when hyt ys snowyt reynet or haylyth thonderyt

or lightneth or also miuynge hoyt ]>at ys not to

angle

The xij Impedymewtes

Wyche cause men to take no fyche vrtth oute

ojrir cojwmyn causes wyche may casuelly hap
The fyrst yf yowr harnes be not good and well

made The
ij

d
is yf ye angle not yn bytyng

tyme The iij
d
yf J>e fyche be a frayde wztA ye

syjt of any man The iiij
the

yf J?e watur be wery
thilke whitte or redde as bye of any floyd falle
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late The v d
yf the fyche styr not for colde or

feyr The vite is if
J>e watur be wery hole. The

vij* yf it reyne The viij
th
yf hyt hayl or snowe

The ix yf \er be any tempest of any \e\er The
x yf hyt be a greyt wynde by any coste The xij

yf hyt be by the northe or north est or sowthe

est for cowmenly nej><?r by wynter nor by som^r

yf Jie wynde haue any parte of J>ys costes the

fysche wyll not cow/mynly byte ne styre The

weste and J>e
sowthe be ryght good jet of

J>e two

J>e
sowth is

J>e
bettur

Baytes to angle with.

And now y haue tolde yow how to make jowr

harnes and how je schall fysche \er wzt/fc then

reson wyll J>at ye know wzt^ wat baytys ye schall

angle to euery maner freche watur lyche in every

moneth of
)>e jer whiche ys prymcipall effecte of

fys disport of angleyng \vi\h owt wyche baytys

knowen all jowr craftes heyr a foyr wryton a

waileth litull or nowjt to
J>e porpos for ye cannot

brynge a hoke to a fyche mouthe but yf \er be

mete ther on to hys plesur.

Bayt for
Jje

samonde.

And for be cause )>e
samond ys )>e

most goodly

fyche J?at man may angle to in fresche watur \er

for I porpos to be gynne wzt^i hym The samond
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ys a gentyl fyche but he ys cumburs to take for

cowmynly he ys but yn ryght dep waturs and

greyt Ryueres and for the moyr parte he holdet

fe mydul of
J>e streym ]>at a man may not cum

to hym easly and he ys in season from
)>e moneth

of Marche vn to Mychelmas In wyche seson ye
schall angul to hym with J>ys baytey when ]>ey

may be had fyrst with a bleke like as ye do to J>e

trowt with a menowe and with a red worme in

fe begynnywg and
)>e endyng of

)>e seyde season

and also with a worme \>at bredyt yn a donghyll
and especially with a sou^rent bayt Jxzt bredyt yn
)>e

watur sokul but hyt bydyt not at
J?e grounde

but at )>e floot. Also ye may hap to take hym
but hyt ys seldim seyn with a dub at hys leping

lyke as ye do a trowyt or a gralynge
For

J>e Trowte.

The trowyt ys a deyntet fyche & a fre bytyng he

ys in
}>e season as

J>e season ys he wyl not be but

yn cleyn grauel grounde watur and yn a streme

and ye may angle to hym at all tymys w*t^ a

grownde lyne lying and rennyng sauyng yn

lepywg tyme a J>en with a dubbe and erly wyth
a erly grounde lyne and forj?r moyr yn ]e day
with a floyt lyne ye schall angle to hym marche

with a menew hangud by jowr hoke by J>e nej>*r
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lyp m'th owt floote or plumbe drawyng vp &
down in

)>e streym tyll ?e feyl hym fast In
]>e

same seson angle to hym vfiih a grownde lyne

\yiih a red worme for
)>e

mor sur In Apryle
take )>e same baytes also

J>e
same seson take a

pryde also
J>e

canker wyche bredyt in a doke royt

and J>e
red snayl In May take a ston flye and

J>e

bub vndur ]?e cow torde and the dor worme and

a bayt \>a\. bredyth on a pyne tre lefe In June

take J?e red worme & nyp of fe hed & put on
Jje

hoke a codworme by foyr In Julye take
J?e

litle

red worme and
)>e

codworme to gedur In

August take
J>e flye J>e lytyl red worme the

herlesoke & bynde fe hooke. In September take

fe red worme & )>e meneys. In Octobr^ take
J>e

same for fey be especiall baytes for fe trowyt all

tymys.

[From Aprill tyll Septembre \e trough lepyth.

thenne angle to hym with a dubbyd hoke acor-

dynge to the moneth, whyche dubbyd hokys ye
shall fynde in thende of this treatyse ;

and the

monethys wyth theym. :

The grayllynge by a nother name callyd vmbre

is a delycyous fysshe to mannys mouthe. And

ye maye take hym lyke as ye doo the trought.

And thyse ben his baytes. fin Marche & in
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Apryll the redde worme. 1[In May the grene
worme : a lytyll breyled worme : the docke

canker, and the hawthorn worme. If In June
the bayte that bredyth betwene the tree & the

barke of an oke. ^[ In Juyll a bayte that bredyth
on a fern leyf : and the grete redde worme. And

nyppe of the hede : and put on your hoke a

codworme before. ^ In August the redde worme :

and a docke worme. And al the yere after a

redde worme.

The barbyll is a swete fysshe, but it is a quasy
meete & a peryllous for mannys body. For

comynly he yeuyth an introduxion to
]>e Febres

And yf he be eten rawe : he maye be cause of

mannys dethe : whyche hath oft be seen. Thyse
be his baytes. 1[In Marche & in Apryll take fayr

fresshe chese : and laye it on a borde & kytte it

in small square pecys of the lengthe of your hoke.

Take thenne a candyl and brenne it on the ende

at the poynt of your hoke tyll it be yelow. And
thenwe bynde it on your hoke with fletchers

sylke : and make it rough lytte a welbede. This

bayte is good all the somer season. ^[ln May
& June take \e hawthorn worme & the grete

redde worme. and nyppe of the heed. And put

on your hoke a codworme before. & that is a
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good bayte. In Juyll take the redde worme for

cheyf & the hawthorn worm togyd<?r. Also the

water docke leyf worme & the hornet worme

togyder. IT In August & for all the yere take

the talowe of a shepe & softe chese : of eche

ylyke moche : and a lytyll hony & grynde or

stampe theym togyder longe. and tempre it tyll

it be tough. And put therto floure a lytyll &
make it on smalle pellettys. And \at is a good

bayte to angle wyth at the grounde And loke

that it synke in the water, or ellys it is not good
to this purpoos.

The carpe is a deyntous fysshe : but there ben

but fewe in Englonde. And therfore I wryte the

lasse of hym. He is an euyll fysshe to take.

For he is soo stronge enarmyd in the mouthe

that there maye noo weke harnays holde hym.
And as touchynge his baytes I haue but lytyll

knowlege of it And me were loth to wryte more

than I knowe & haue provyd But well 1 wote

that the redde worme & the menow ben good

baytys for hym at all tymes as I haue herde saye

of persones credyble & also founde wryten in

bokes of credence.

The cheuyn is a stately fysshe & his heed is a

deyty morsell. There is noo fysshe soo strongly
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enarmyd wyth scalys on the body. And bi cause

he is a stronge byter he hathe the more baytes,

which ben thyse. IF In Marche the redde worme

at the grounde : For comynly thenne he woll

byte there at all tymes of \e yere yf he be ony

thinge hungry. IT In Apryll the dyche canker

that biedith in the tree. A worme that bredith

betvvene the rynde & the tree of an oke. The

redde worme : and the yonge frosshys whan the

fete ben kyt of. Also the stone flye the bobbe

vnder the covve torde : the redde snaylle. ^[ In

May \e bayte that bredyth on the osyer leyf &
the docke canker togyd^r vpon your hoke. Also

a bayte that bredyth on a fern leyf: \e codworme.

and a bayte that bredyth on an hawthorn. And
a bayte that bredyth on an oke leyf & a sylke

worme and a cod worme togyder. ^ In June

take the creket & the dorre & also a red worme :

the heed kytte of & a codworme before : and put

theym on \e hoke. Also a bayte in the osyer leyf:

yonge frosshys the thre fete kitte of by the body:

& the fourth by the knee. The bayte on the

hawthorn & the codworme togyder & a grubbe

that bredyth in a dunghyll : and a grete greshop.

^T In Juyll the greshop & the humbylbee in the

medow. Also yonge bees & yonge homettes.
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Also a grete brended flye that bredith in pathes

of medowes & the flye that is amonge pysmeers

hyllys. IT In August take wortwormes & magotes

vnto Myghelmas. 11" In Septembre the redde

worme : & also take the baytes whan ye may gete

theym : that is to wyte, Cheryes : yonge myce
not heeryd : & the house combe.

The breeme is a noble fysshe & a deyntous.

And ye shall angle for hym from Marche vnto

August wyth a redde worme : & thenwe wyth a

butter flye & a grene flye. & with a bayte that

bredyth amonge grene rede : and a bayte that

bredyth in the barke of a deed tree. ^[ And for

bremettis: take maggotes. ^ And fro that tyme
forth all the yere after take the red worme : and in

the ryuer browne breede. Moo baytes there ben

but they ben not easy & therfore I lete theym

passe ouer.

A Tenche is a good fyssh : and heelith all

manere of other fysshe that ben hurte yl they

maye come to hym. He is the most parte of the

yere in the mudde. And he styryth moost in

June & July : and in other seasons but lytyll.

He is an euyll byter. his baytes ben thyse. For

all the yere browne breede tostyd wyth hony
n lyknesse of a butteryd loof ; and the gret*
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redde worme. And as for cheyf take the blacke

blood in \e herte of a shepe & floure and hony.
And tempre theym all togyder somdeale softer

than paast : & anoynt therwyth the redde worme:

bothe for this fysshe & for other. And they woll

byte moche the better therat at all tymes.

1[The perche is a daynteuous fysshe & passynge

holsom and a free bytyng. Thise ben his baytes.

In Marche the redde worme. In Aprill the bobbe

vnder the cowe torde. In May the slothorn worme
& the codworme. In June the bayte that bredith

in an olde fallen oke & the grete canker. In

Juyll the bayte that bredyth on the osyer leyf

& the bobbe that bredeth on the dunghyll : and

the hawthorn worme & the codworme. In August
the redde worme & maggotes. All the yere after

the red worme as for the beste.

1TThe roche is an easy fysshe to take : And yf

he be fatte & pennyd thenne is he good meete.

& thyse ben his baytes. In Marche the most

redy bayte is the red worme. In Apryll the

bobbe vnder the cowe torde. In May the bayte

\at bredyth on the oke leyf & the bobbe in the

dunghyll. In June the bayte that bredith on

the osyer & the codworme. In Juyll hous flyes.

& the bayte that bredith on an oke. and the
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notworme & mathewes & maggotes tyll Myghel-
mas. And after \at the fatte of bakon.

^[The dace is a gentyll fysshe to take. & yf it be

well refet then is it good meete. In Marche his

bayte is a redde worme. In Apryll the bobbe

vnder the cowe torde. In May the docke canker

& the bayte on \e slothorn & on the oken leyf.

In June the codworme & the bayte on the osyer

and the whyte grubbe in \e dunghyll. In Juyll

take hous flyes & flyes that brede in pysmer

hylles : the codworme & maggotes vnto Mighel-

mas. And yf the water be clere ye shall take

fysshe whan other take none And fro that tyme
forth doo as ye do for the roche. For comynly

theyr bytynge & theyr baytes ben lyke.

1T The bleke is but a feble fysshe. yet he is holsom

His baytes from Marche to Myghelmas be the

same that I haue wryten before. For the roche

& darse sauynge all the somer season asmoche as

ye maye angle for hym wyth an house flye : & in

wynter season with bakon & other bayte made as

ye herafter may know. ^The ruf is ryght an

holsom fysshe : And ye shall angle to him wyth
the same baytes in al seasons of the yere & in

the same wise as I haue tolde you of the perche :

for they ben lyke in fysshe & fedinge, sauynge
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the ruf is lesse. And therfore he must haue \e

smaller bayte.

IT The flounder is an holsom fisshe & a free, and

a subtyll byter in his manere : For comynly
whan he soukyth his meete he fedyth at grounde.

& therfore ye must angle to hym wyth a grounde

lyne lyenge. And he hath but one manere of

bayte. & that is a red worme. which is moost

cheyf for all manere of fysshe. 11 The gogen is

a good fisshe of the mochenes : & he byteth wel

at the grounde. And his baytes for all the yere

ben thyse. j><?
red worme : cod worme : &

maggotes. And ye must angle to him w*tA a

flote. & lete your bayte be nere
\>e

botom or ellis

on \e gronde.

IT The menow whan he shynith in the water then

is he byttyr And though his body be lytyll yet

he is a rauenous biter & an egre. And ye shall

angle to hym wyth the same baytes that ye doo

for the gogyn : sauynge they must be smalle.

^The ele is a quasy fysshe a rauenour & a

deuourer of the brode of fysshe. And for the

pyke also is a deuourer of fysshe I put them

bothe behynde all other to angle. For this ele

ye shall fynde an hole in the grounde of the

water. & it is blewe blackysshe there put in yoiit
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hoke tyll that it be a fote wythin \e hole, and

your bayte shall be a grete angyll twytch or a

menow.

II The pyke is a good fysshe : but for he deuouryth
so many as well of his owne kynde as of other :

I loue hym the lesse. & for to take hym ye

shall doo thus. Take a codlynge hoke : & take

a roche or a fresshe heering & a wyre wyth an

hole in the ende : & put it in at the mouth &
out at the taylle downe by the ridge of the fresshe

heeryng. And thenne put the lyne of your hoke

in after. & drawe the hoke in to the cheke of \e

fresshe heeryng. Then put a plumbe of lede vpon

your lyne a yerde longe from youre hoke & a

flote in mydwaye betwene : & caste it in a pytte

where the pyke vsyth. And this is the beste &
moost surest crafte of takynge the pyke. 11 A
nother manere takyne of hym there is. Take a

frosshe & put it on your hoke at the necke

bytwene the skynne & the body on \e backe half:

& put on a flote a yerde ther fro: & caste it where

the pyke hauntyth & ye shall haue hym. 1TA

nother manere. Take the same bayte & put it

in Asa fetida & cast it in the water wyth a corde

& a corke : & ye shall not fayll of hym. And

yf ye lyst to haue a good sporte : thenne tye the
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corde to a gose fote : & ye shall se god halynge

whether the gose or the pyke shall haue the better.

Now ye wote with what baytes & how ye shall

angle to euery manere fysshe. Now I woll tell

you how ye shall kepe and fede your quycke baytes

Ye shall fede and kepe them all in generall : but

euery manere by hymself wyth suche thyng, in

and on whiche they brede. And as longe as they

ben quycke & newe they ben fyne. But whan

they ben in a slough or elles deed thenne ben they

nought. Oute of thyse ben excepted thre brodes:

That is to wyte of hornettys : humbylbees. &

waspys. whom ye shall bake in breede & after

dyppe theyr heedes in blode & lete them drye.

Also excepte maggotes : whyche whan thei ben

bredde grete wyth theyr naturell fedynge : ye

shall fede theym ferthermore wyth shepes talow

& wyth a cake made of floure & hony. thenne

woll they be more grete. And whan ye haue

clensyd theym wyth sonde in a bagge of blanket

kepte hole vnder your gowne or other warm

thyng two houres or thre. then ben they beste

& redy to angle wyth. And of the frosshe kytte

\e legge by the knee, of the grasshop the leggys

& wynges by the body. 11 Thyse ben baytes

made to laste all the yere. Fyrste been floure &
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lene flesshe of the hepis of a cony or of a catte :

virgyn wexe & shepys talowe : and braye theym
in a morter : And thenne tempre it at the fyre

wyth a lytyll puryfyed hony : & soo make it vp
in lytyll ballys & bayte therwyth your hokys
after theyr quantyte. & this is a good bayte for

all manere fresshe fysshe.

H"A nother. take the sewet of a shepe & chese

in lyke quantyte : & braye theim togider longe

in a mortere : And take thenne floure & tempre
it therwyth. and after that alaye it wyth hony
& make ballys therof. and that is for the barbyll

in especyall.

fl A nother for darse. & roche & bleke. take whete

& sethe it well & thenne put it in blood all a

daye & a nyghte. and it is a good bayte.

IT For baytes for grete fyssh kepe specyally this

rule. Whan ye haue take a grete fysshe : vndo

the mawe. & vthat ye finde therin make that your

bayte : for it is beste.

^[ Thyse ben the. xij. flyes wyth whyche ye shall

angle to \e trought & grayllyng, and dubbe lyke

as ye shall now here me tell.

1T Marche.

The donne flye the body.of the donne woll &
the wyngis of the pertryche. A nother doone
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flye. the body of blacke woll : the wynges of the

blackyst drake : and the lay vnder the wynge &
vnder the tayle. 11 Apryll.

11 The stone flye. the body of blacke wull : &

yelowe vnder the wynge. & vnder the tayle &
the wynges of the drake. In the begynnynge of

May a good flye. the body of roddyd wull and

lappid abowte wyth blacke sylke : the wynges of

the drake & of the redde capons hakyll. 11 May.
IT The yelow ftye. the body of yelow wull : the

wynges of the redde cocke hakyll & of the drake

lyttyd yelow. The blacke louper. the body of

blacke wull & lappyd abowte wyth the herle of

\e pecok tayle : & the wynges of
J>e redde capon

a blewe heed.

H The donne cutte : the body of blacke

wull & a yelow lyste after eyther syde : the

wynges of the bosarde bounde on with barkyd

hempe. The maure flye. the body of doske wull

the wynges of the blackest mayle of the wylde
drake. The tandy flye at saynt Wyllyams daye.

the body of tandy wull & the wynges contrary

eyther ayenst other of the whitest mayle of \e

wylde drake. IT luyll.

1[The waspe flye. the body of blacke wull &

lappid abowte \vt\A yelow threde : the winges of
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the bosarde. The shell flye at saynt Thomas

daye. the body of grene wull & lappyd abowte

wyth the herle of the pecoks tayle : wynges of

the bosarde.

T August. IT The drake flye. the body of blacke

wull & lappyd abowte wyth blacke sylke: wynges
of the mayle of the blacke drake wyth a blacke

heed.

If Thyse fy'gures are put here in ensample of your
hokes.

IT Here folowyth the order made to all those

whiche shall haue the vnderstondynge of this

forsayde treatyse & vse it for theyr pleasures.

Ye that can angle & take fysshe to your

plesures as this forsayd treatyse techyth & shevvyth

you : I charge & requyre you in the name of

alle noble men that ye fysshe not in noo poore
mannes seuerall water : as his ponde : stewe : or

other necessary thynges to kept; fysshe in wythout
his lycence & good wyll. 11" Nor that ye vse not

to breke noo mannys gynnys lyenge in theyr
weares & in other places due vnto theym. Ne to

take the fysshe awaye that is taken in theym.
For after a fysshe is taken in a mannys gynne yf
the gynne be layed in the comyn waters : or elles

in suche waters as he hireth, it is his owne propre
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whyche is a ryght shamfull dede to ony noble

man to do \at that theuys & brybours done :

whyche are punysshed for theyr euyll dedes by
the necke & otherwyse whan they maye be

aspyed & taken. And also yf ye doo in lyke

manere as this treatise shewyth you : ye shal

haue no nede to take of other menys : whiles

ye shal haue ynough of yowr owne takyng yf ye

lyste to labour therfore. whyche shall be to you
a very pleasure to se the fayr bryght shynynge

scalyd fysshes dysceyued by your crafty meanes

and drawen vpon londe. 1 Also that ye breke noo

mannys heggys in goynge abowte your dysportes:

ne opyn noo mannes gates but that ye shytte

theym agayn. 11 Also ye shall not vse this for-

sayd crafty dysporte for no couetysenes to then-

creasynge & sparynge of your money oonly, but

pryncypally for your solace & to cause the helthe

of your body, and specyally of your soule. For

whanne ye purpoos to goo on your disportes in

fysshyng ye woll not desyre gretly many persones

wyth you. whiche myghte lette you of your game.
And thenne ye maye serue god deuowtly in

sayenge affectuously youre custumable prayer.

And thus doynge ye shall eschewe & voyde many
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vices, as ydylnes whyche is pryncypall cause to

enduce man to many other vyces. as it is ryght

well knowen. H" Also ye shall not be to rauenous

in takyng of your sayd game as to moche at one

tyme : whiche ye maye lyghtly doo yf ye doo in

euery poynt as this present treatyse shewyth you
in euery poynt. whyche sholde lyghtly be occasyon

to dystroye your owne dysportes & other mennys
also. As whan ye haue a sufFycyent mese ye
sholde coueyte nomore as at that tyme. ^f Also

ye shall besye yourselfe to nouryssh the game in

all that ye maye : & to dystroye all suche thynges

as ben deuourers of it. ^[ And all those that done

after this rule shall haue the blessynge of god &

saynt Peter, whyche he theym graunte that wyth
his precyous blood vs boughte.

IF And for by cause that this present tfeatyse

sholde not come to the hondys of eche ydle

persone whyche wolde desire it yf it were

enpryntyd allone by itself & put in a lytyll

plaunflet therfore I haue compylyd it in a greter

volume of dyuerse bokys concernynge to gentyll

& noble men to the entent that the forsayd ydle

persones whyche sholde haue but lytyll mesure

in the sayd dysporte of fysshyng sholde not by
this meane vtterly dystroye it





GLOSSARY.

Words which are confined to the Denison text have an
asterisk attached to the paginal reference.

AFFECTUOUSLY, adv. earnestly, 36

A-FRAY, v. to frighten, 17

ALAYE, v. to soften, 13

ALSO, conj. as, 1 1

ANT

GRE, sb. vexation, 4 (A common sense in M.E.; quite
a distinct sense from mod. anger, though the word
is the same. W.W.S.)

ANGYLL TWYTCH, see Tvvytch.
ANUELD, sb. anvil, 13

ARME-GRETE, adj. of the thickness of a man's arm, 7.

Cf. Chaucer, C. T. 1996 ; tonne-greet.

ARMONY, sb. harmony, 5

ASSAYED, v. pt. t. tried, 14

A-WAILETH, v. pr. t. avails, 21

AYENST, prep, against.

BARKYD,/./>. barked, stained with bark, 34
BATHE, v. grovel in the dust. ( Said of birds that

bask in the hot sand or dusty ground. When the

fowler wants his hawk to fly, she goes and basks

or grovels. See Chaucer, C. T. 15273. W.W.S.)
BERDE, sb. beard, the barb of a hook, 13

BETH, 7, bethe 7*, v. to heat. Beke is used in one in-

stance in the Denison text, and is the same as

Scot, beik, to warm (distinct from bake). (Cf. beath

in Halliwell, and in Tusser. W.W.S.)



GLOSSARY.

BEYN, sb. a bean, 16*

BOBBE, sb. grub, larva of fly or beetle, 23. See bob (4)
in Halliwell.

BOSARDE, sb. a buzzard, 34
BOWE, sb. a circuit, 3. "Taketh a bowe," a falconer's

term for the random flight of a hawk.

BRAYE, v. to beat, pound.
BREEME, 27, breme, 15*, sb. a bream.

BREMET, 15, bremettis, 27, sb. young bream.

BRENDED, adj. brindled, streaked, 27. Cf. brandling,
" the angler's dew-worm "

; Halliwell.

BRENNE, v. to burn, 7, 24
BRENNYNG, adj. burning, 20

BREYLED, adj. ringed, 24. ( From O. F. braiel, a girdle,
cincture holding up the braies (bracca, E. breeks).
See Burguy's Glossaire. W.W.S.)

BROCHE, sb. a spit, hence, a piercer, 7

BRYBOURS, sb.pl. robbers, 36
BRYD, 7*, bryde, 5*, sb. a bird. Byrde in 1496 text.

BRYN, v. to burn, 7*
BUB 23*, see Bobbe.

CANKER, 5^. a caterpillar and probably also a grub or

maggot, 23

CHEUYX, sb. the chub or chevin, 26. Cheven chobe

(Denison text, p. 15), and Cheuen chubbe (1496
text) appear to be applied to young fish which

may be caught with a line of six hairs, while the
"
grete cheven

"

requires one of nine hairs. From
F. chef.

CHEYS, v. to choose, i*

CLYSTES, 12. Prob. an error for clyftes, clifts ; see

clyfte in line II above.

COCKESHOTECORDE, sb. cord of the kind used for

making a cockshut, or bird net.

CODWORME, sb. cade or caddis worm, ( larva of Phry-
ganidce), 23. Also called case-worm, straw-worm,
caddew, cod-bait, &c. Particular kinds are known
as the piper, cock-spur and ruff-coat.
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COMBOROUS, adj. troublesome, 22

COMYN, adj. common, 35

COPEROSE, 9*; Coporose, 9, sb. copperas.
CoSTE, sb. side, quarter, 2i*

COTES, sb.pl. coots, 5

COUERT, 19, couerte 19*, sb. a covered place, shelter.

COYL, v. to cool, 9*. The 1496 text has cole and kele.

CRAY, sb. a disease of hawks, 3. See the Book of
St. Alban's, fol. a 4.

CREKET, sb. the nymph of stone-flies (Perlidce), also

known as the water-cricket, the water-louse and
the creeper, 26

CROPPE, sb. thin end of a shoot, or top of a rod, 8

CUMBURS, adj. troublesome, 22*

CUSTOMABLE, adj. customary, 36
CUTTE, sb. the name of a fly. The Donne-Cutte is

one of the Phryganidae, 34

DARE, 15*, darse, 15. sb. the dace. The 1496 text

has dace in place of dare. (Darse is the better

spelling ;
from O.K. dars, a dart. W.W.S.)

DAYNTEUOUS, adj. dainty, 28

DEDISSHE, adj. dead, still (water), n
DEFYABUL, 21*, dyffyable, 21, adj. digestible. Dejier,

to digest.

DEPARTE, v. to divide, 8

DEYNTET, deyntous, adj. dainty, 22. Deytv, a mis-

print of 'deynty, occurs oh p. 25, (1496 text).

DISCRYUED, v. pt. t. described, 2

DISPLESOUS, 53. displeasure, 3*. ( Perhaps a scribal

error for displesour.)

DISPORT, see Dysport.
DOCKE-CANKER, sb. Probably the larva of a beetle.

DONNE, 34, doone, 33, adj. dun.

DORRE, sb, the cockchafer, 26. Still used in Norfolk.

DORWORME, sb. the larva of the cockchafer, 23*

DUBBE, sb. an artificial fly, 16 ; dubbe, verb, to dress

or prepare an artificial fly, 23 ; or a line, 8. F.

adouber.
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DYCHE, sl>. ditch.

DYFFYABLE, see Defyabul.
DYGHT, p.p. prepared, dressed, stained, 10. A.S.

dihtan, to array.

DYSCRYUE, dyscryve, v. to describe, 2

DYSPORT, sb. and v. sport.

ENARMYD, armed, fully armed : an intensive form,

15, 25

ERMONY, sb. harmony, 5*

EVERYCHE, adj. every one, each, 12

EYROURS, 5^. a brood of swans, 5*. Halliwell has eyrar
with this meaning.

FALLE, pp. fallen, i.e. befallen
;

late f<iHe=\ately be-

fallen, 20

FETE, adj. neat, 8, 13

FETELY, adv. neatly.

FLETCHER, sb. arrow-maker, 24. F. flcchc, arrow.

FLOUR, v. to flourish, 6*

FLOURYNGE, i, flowryng, I*, adj. flourishing.

FOR, prep, against, to prevent, 14, 15

FRAYE, v. to frighten, 17

FRETE, 8*, frette, 8, 14, v. to bind (with cord, or silk,

or metal band).
FRETTE, sb. the binding or band, 8. Cotgrave has :

"
Frete, a verrill, the iron band or hoop that

keeps a woodden toole from riving."

FRETYNGE, s&. fretting ; for fretynge, to prevent fret-

ting or rubbing, 14

FRONSE, 3 ; frounce, 3*, sb. a disease of hawks. See
Book of St. Albarfs, fol. a 4

FROSSHE, 31 ; frosshys, 36, sb. frog, frogs.

FULWY, adj. foulish, miry, 2*. "All myry" is the

phrase in the 1496 text.

GENEPER, sb. juniper, 8*

GOGEN, 15; gogyn, 15*, sb. the gudgeon.
GRASSHOP, 32 ; greshop, 26, sb. the grasshopper.
GYNSTON, sb. a grindstone. (

Error lor grynston.)
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HAKYLL, sb. hackle, 34. The feathers on the neck of
a fowl, which have the appearance of being
hackled or teased out.

HALYNGE, sb. pulling, hauling, 32

HARNAYS, 6; names, 6*; hernes, 17*. sb. equipment,
gear, tackle.

HEELE, sb. health, 5. A.S. hdl, whole
; hdelo, health.

HEGGE HOGGE, 2
; heyghoge, 2*, sb. the hedgehog.

HEPIS, sb.pl. hips, 33

HERLE, sb. harl, a filament, 35. Usually applied by
anglers to the filaments of the tail feathers of a

peacock or ostrich used for dressing artificial flies.

HERLESOKE, sb. a caterpillar (species uncertain) spin-

ning a web and feeding on the oak.

HERT, i*; hertes, 2*; hertys, 2, sb. heart, heart's.

HOLE, adj. whole, 5

HONDYS, sb.pl. hands, 37

HOSE, 5^. a loop? (Cf. hawse, from Icel. hdls, neck,
also sheet of a sail, end of a rope. W.W.S.)

HOUSE-COMBE, sb. Probably the combe of a vespiary.

HOYT, adj. hot, 16*, 20*. (The oy stands for the

usual M.E. oo, A.S. a. Cf. A.S. hdt, M.E. hoot,

hot. W.W.S.)
HOWVYNG, pres.p. hovering, 19*

IENYPRE, sb. juniper, 8

INNEBA, sb. the river lamprey, (Petroniyzonfluviatilis).

KELE, v. to cool, 7. A.S. celan.

KYTTE, v. to cut, 7, 8

LAPPID,/>A wrapped, 34

LATEN, 8
; laton, 8, sb. a mixed metal resembling

brass ( Skeat).

LEECHE, sb. leech, physician, i

LET, v. to hinder, 16*

LOUPER, sb. leaper, 3^
LYNKET LYNGH=linked or jointed together length-

ways, 8*
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LYNKYS, sb.pl. links, 12

LYSTE, sb. a stripe, 34
LYTTYD, pp. dyed. ( From Icel. lita, to dye. W.W.S.)

MAGRE, sb. ill-will, 4. F. mal gr'e.

MAGYF, 4*. Probably a scribal error for magre which
is used in 1496 text.

MANNYS, sb. man's, i; mennys, men's, i*

MATHEWES, sb. pi. grubs or maggots, 29. A.S. mathu,
a maggot.

MAURE, sb. a mulberry-coloured fly, 34. Lat. morus.

(Cf. F. meure, a mulberry; Cotgrave. W.W.S.)
Walton, who has adopted this list of flies, calls it

the " Moorish fly
"

a step into the dark. The
" Gentleman angler," 1736 repeats the list with
Walton's variations. Ephemera Danica is pro-

bably the maurefly of the text.

MAYLE, sb. mail, 35. Speckled feathers. (The Lat.

macula became maille in O. Fr. W.W.S.)
MEANE, 6, see Meyn.
MENER, meneys, menew, menow, menowe, sb. the

minnow.

MESE, sb. mess, ration, 37
MESURABLE, adj. moderate, i

MESURABLY, adv. moderately, i*

MEYN, 6*; menys, I*, sb. way, method. F. moyen,
O.F. meien.

MIUYNGE, adj. close, stifling, 20*. The 1496 text has

swoly. ( Cf. E. miff, displeasure ; and the curious
Low G. muffen, to smell musty, in the Bremen
Worterbuch. W.W.S.)

MOCHENES, sb. muchness, i.e. size
; of the mochenes,

for its size.

MOROW, 19*; morowe, 19, sb. morning. A.S. morgen.
MORYSSHE, adj. belonging to a moor, peaty, n
MYLE WAYE. "Boyll halfe a myle waye'"=for ten

minutes. A mile-way is 20 minutes, at 3 miles
an hour.

(
G. stund (hour)=3 miles to this day;

common in Switzerland. W.W.S.)
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NALLES, sb. pi. awls, 14. ( We often find a nail for

an all, i.e. an awl. W.W.S.)
NEMYLL, 8*; nymbyll, 8, adj. nimble.

NESSE, sb. nose, 23. The nether nesse (nether lyp,
Denison text) is the lower jaw of a fish.

NOWYR, a nowyr, sl>. an hour, 9*

NOYOUS, 3*; noyouse, 3, adj. troublesome.

OLDE, 10
; oldys, 10

; ooldys, 9, sb. weld, dver's weed.
See Welde.

ORIENTE, 20*; Oryent, 20, sb. East.

Os, conj. as, 16*. (Not very common except in cer-

tain MSS. W.W.S.)
OSE, see Tanner's ose.

OSMONDE, 6, sb. the best Swedish iron. ( See a re-

markable paper on this word by Mr. Peacock, in

the proceedings of the Soc. of Antiquaries, 2 S.

viii. 253. W.W.S.)
OUTRAGES, adj. outrageous, 2*

OVER, 8
; ovir, 8*, adj. upper.

PENNE, sb. a quill, 16

PENNYD, adj. ( Probably with the fins of full size.

W.W.S.)
PENSIFULNES, sb. pensiveness, 2*

PESE, sb. a pea, 16

PEYSE, sb. a weight, 9*. F. poids, O.F.peis.
PLAUNFLET, sb. a pamphlet, 37

PLOKE, sb. a pluck, pull, 16*

PLUMBE, plumbes, plumbis, sb. lead, leads, 16. Plum-
bes (p. 18*) is the equivalent of plunges, used in

1496 text.

PLUMBID, 16, plomyd, 16*, adj. leaded.

PLUNKET, sb. a kind of blue colour, obtained from

woad, 10

POLE, ii
; poyl, 18*, sb. a pool.

PRYDE, sb. the mud lamprey, (Ammocaetes branchialis).
The 1496 text has Inneba or seven-eyes (the river
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lamprey), but the distinction between the two
fish had probably not then been recognised, and
these three names were no doubt applied indif-

ferently to both.

PYNSONS, sb. pincers, 14

QUARELL, s&. a square, 13. Quarell nedlys were square-
headed needles. F. carre, square.

QUASY, adj. queasy, fastidious, 24, 30
QUENCHE, v. to cool, to extinguish the heat, 14

REFET, adj. well-fed, plump, 29. See refaict in Cot-

grave.
REWARD, 3*; rewarde, 3, sb. a term in falconry,

signifying to regard, look, attend to the fowler.

Rewarde, at p. 19 is a scribal error for rewar, a river.

REY, sb. a disease of hawks. 3*. Rye (in 1496 text)
is the usual form. ( The form is ry in the Book
of St. Alban's, fol. a 4. W.W.S.)

ROCHE, sb. the roach. The "
greyt roche

"
is the full

grown fish
;

the " wexen
"

or "
waxyng roche

"

the young growing fish.

RODDYD, adj. redded, red, 34
ROFFE, 15*; ruf, 29, sb. the ruff, (Acerina vulgaris).

ROYT, sb. root, 23*. See hoyt.

RYE, see Rey. Rye in 1496 text (p. n) is probably a

misprint of trye.

SCRYE, sb. cry, 5

SCRYUE, v. to write, describe. Short for descryue.

SEMY-CLAM, sb. half-clamp ;
a sort of vice, 13

SET, conj. sed (Latin), 5*. A common form.

SEUERALL, adj. peculiar, private, 35
SEVEN-EYES, sb. the river lamprey, (Petromyzon flu-

viatilis), 23

SEYR, adj. sore, 2*

SHELL-FLY, 35. Perhaps a sheld-fly, i.e. spotted,

variegated fly. See sheld in Halliwell. The shell-

fly, Granam or Greentail is one of the Phrvga-
midae, (Lemnephilus strictus).
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SITH, adv. since, i*

SITHEN, adv. afterwards, 7*

SKOME, sb. scum, 9*

SLOUGH, s6. the casting of its skin by a caterpillar, 32

SMYTE, v. strike, 18. (A curious use. W.W.S.)
SOKUL, 22. See water-sokul.

SOUKITH, v.pr. t. sucks. A characteristic expression
for the act of feeding in many fish.

STANCE, sb. a pool ; usually stank. F. etang, O.F.

estang.

STONE-FLY, Perla bicaudata.

SOUCE, 3*; sowse, 3, 53. sudden fall, downfall, death.

( See Halliwell, who gives the proverb
" dead as

a fowl at souse," i.e. dead as a bird soused down
upon. A term in hawking. W.W.S.)

SOUERAYN, 22
; souerent, 22*. adj. sovereign, chief.

SURBAT, 2*; surbatted, 2, adj. foot-sore.

SWOLY, adj. overpowering, sultry, 20. Swelt, to faint

with heat.

SYTH, con/', since, i

TAN, adv. then, 7*. Put for than.

TANDY, adj. tan-coloured, 34. Called by Walton the
"
tawny-fly." Probably the Dung-flies, (Scato-

phagites).
TANNER'S OSE, lit. tanner's ooze or liquor ; spelt ouze

in Halliwell, n. A.S. wos, M.E. wose.

TAPRE WEXE, 7; tapur wyys waxing, 8*, tapering, lit.

taper-shape, or taper-wise. Tapur of wax in the

Denison text, (7*), seems an erroneous gloss.

THILKE, adj. thick, 20*. The same as thycke, which
is used in the 1496 text. (Some scribes write Ik

for kk, to the confusion of editors. Thus thilke=

thikke. W.W.S.)
THINHE, a scribal error for thinge, 17*

THOUER, the over or upper, 8

TWYTCH, sb. an earth-worm, 31. See angledog in

Halliwell.

UNFETTE, v. to unbind, 7
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VERTGREES, sb. verdigris, 9

VEJ>ER,
sb. weather

;
often applied to bad weather or

storm.

VIRELL, 8*; vyrell, 8, v. to attach an iron band or

ferule. See Frette.

VISE, 8*; vyce, 8, sb. a vice. x

VMBRE, sb. a grayling.

WATER-SOKUL, a water-dock, lit. a water-suckle.

(Rumex hydrolapathum.)
W\rn,pron. what, 6*

WAXEN, sb. greenweed, (Genista tinctoria), 9*

WAXYNG, /r. /. growing, 15

WEDER, 3; wedyr, 6; wedur, 6*; wetur, 20*, sb. wea-

ther. A.S. weder, weather, often a storm.

WEERES, sb. pi. weirs, 25

WEETE-SHODE, 3; wetschode, 3*, wet-shod, with
boots wet through.

" Weete shode vnto his

taylle" is an expression not yet passed out of use.

WELBEDE, sb. a woodlouse, sometimes also called a

milleped. Welbode in Halliwell.

WELDE, sb. weld, dyer's weed, (Reseda luteola).

WENYT, 2*; wenytti, 2, v.pr.t. supposes. A.S. wenan.

WERLY-WHERLY, adj. like a whirlpool, full of eddies.

WEXEN, pr.p. growing, 15*

WEYTH, adj. wet, 4*
WOODE, sb. woad, (1'satis tinctoria), 10

WOODEFATTE, sb. woad-vat.

WORDLY, adj. worldly, 6*

WORTWORMES, sb. lit. worms on vegetables, 27

WYXEN, 9 ; wyxin, 10, sb. greenweed. Genista

tinctoria. See Waxen.

WYGHT, sb. white, 8*

YE, sb. eye, 7*

YLYKE, adj. like, 12

ZELO, zelow, sb. yellow, 9*

ZELY, adj. blessed, happy. A.S. sdelig, lucky. An
error for sely.
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